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OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch Offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24140808, Fax: 022-24140808.

Ahmedabad: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 061. Tel: 079-26580567/26587193. Fax: 079-26586763.

Trade Marks Journal

Jurisdiction: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.

New Delhi: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at New Delhi Boudhik sampada bhavav, plot no. 32, sector 14, dwarka, New Delhi-110 075.


Chennai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Chennai, Intellectual Property Rights bldg., Industrial Estate SIDCO RMD, Godown Area G.S.T Road, guindy, Chennai-600 032.

Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep Island.

Trade Marks Journal

All applications, notices, statements or order documents or any fees required by the Act or the Rules will be received only at the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry. However applications on request on form TM-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 50,
55, 58, 59, 61 and TM-62 may be filled at appropriate office or Head Office at Mumbai.

Banks drafts and cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

Preliminary Advice by Registrar as to Distinctiveness

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-55 in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

Associated Marks

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-5 in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee of Rs.2500/-
b. Copies of Renewal/Post Registration changes/or Journals in which such
renewals/post registration changes are notified.
c. Copy of the Registration Certificate.

The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

a. Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number if
any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.
b. Copies of the Registration certificate containing the label for which the
registration has been obtained.

NOTICE

It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public
from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.
TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS PUBLISHED IN THIS JOURNAL IN INDICATED BELOW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF OFFICE</th>
<th>TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMR, MUMBAI</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, AHMEDABAD</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, KOLKATA</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, DELHI</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMR, CHENNAI</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION DEVISION</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOOTNOTE

Examination Reports of application can be viewed by logging on to Application Status in IPO website (www.ipindia.nic.in) and clicking on View Examination Report.
2106643  26/02/2011
ROYAL TOUCH LAMINATES PVT. LTD.
BLOCK NO. 27-32, RADHE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TAJPUR ROAD, VILLAGE - CHANGODAR - 382213, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO,
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 30/06/2010
AHMEDABAD
ADHESIVES AND SYNTHETIC RESIN ADHESIVE FOR DOMESTIC, TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE INCLUDING CARPENTERS ADHESIVES, WOOD ADHESIVES, SYNTHETIC RESINS AND SYNTHETIC HARDENER, GUMS AND GLUES.
subject to association with Application No- 2010474.,
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 1

2519740 25/04/2013
DOW CORNING CORPORATION,
2200, WEST SALZBURG ROAD, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 48686-0994, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
(A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF MICHIGAN, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
239543, 480032

KOLKATA
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "POWERED BY"
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.239543,480032
2520108  26/04/2013
SANJEEV JAIN.
SHAKUNTLA DEVI JAIN.
trading as ;RAJ HANS CHEMICALS & PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
B-70/76, D S I D C COMPLEX, LAWRENCE ROAD, DELHI 110035
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2001

DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURE; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
RESIKLEEN

2522129  29/04/2013

ACURO ORGANICS LIMITED
27 ASHOKA CHAMBERS, 5-B RAJENDRA PARK, NEW DELHI-110060
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/01/2012

DELHI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY
OS3
2522699  30/04/2013
SH. DEEPAK ARORA
ADITI ARORA AGARWAL
trading as : ORGANIC SOLUTIONS
949, SEC-17B, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 01/04/2008
DELHI
CHEMICAL PRODUCT FOR USE IN ECOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE, ECOLOGICAL SANITATION, AGRICULTURE,
HORTICULTURE AQUA & ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, FORESTRY, BOTH AEROBIC & AN ANAEROBIC SPECIES OF BACTERIA
FOR USE IN LIFE FIELDS OF AGRICULTURE, ORCHARDS, NURSERIES & MUSHROOM FARMING, ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
(CATTLE GOATS, HORSES, POULTRY, DUCKS & PIGGERY), AQUA CULTURE (FISH & PRAWNS), WASTE WATER
TREATMENT & SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT, REDUCING FOUL ODOR EMITTED FROM ANY SOURCE, BE IT COMPOST
ANIMAL OR MAN RESIDUE PONDS RIVERS, INDUSTRIAL WASTE ETC INCLUDING FERTILIZER & ORGANIC FERTILIZER.
JEETIN NEMICHAND MEHTA
trading as ;JEAN LAB COMPANY
618, JSS ROAD, 9-B, BHEVANDIVALA TERRACE, DHOBITALAO, MUMBAI-400002
TRADER/IMPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 13/02/2010
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS USED IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD JEAN LAB CO EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
SONGXTEND
2637976  05/12/2013
SONGWON INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
737-2 Yochon-dong, Nam-Gu, Ulsan 680090, Korea,
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A Limited Company of the Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemical blends for use as plastic additives to stabilize plastic materials and for protecting polymers from degradation during processing or due to ultraviolet radiation and long term heat aging.
2638277 05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon

Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152290

MUMBAI

CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2638442  06/12/2013

ZSIVIRA CHEMIE MERK PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ZSIVIRA CHEMIE MERK PRIVATE LIMITED

IYENGAR HOUSE, 9, ARKEESHWAR COLONY MAIN ROAD, LAKSHMIPURAM, CHROMPET CHENNAI - 600044.

MANUFACTURER

Used Since: 30/10/2012

CHENNAI

CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY: UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
ZSIVITAN

2638443    06/12/2013

ZSIVIRA CHEMIE MERK PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as: ZSIVIRA CHEMIE MERK PRIVATE LIMITED

IYENGAR HOUSE, 9, ARKEESHWAR COLONY MAIN ROAD, LAKSHMIPURAM, CHROMPET CHENNAI - 600044.

MANUFACTURER

Used Since: 30/10/2012

CHENNAI

CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY
INDOSMART FRUIT EXTRA

2640610  10/12/2013
INDOFIL INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as ;INDOFIL INDUSTRIES LTD.
KALPATARU SQUARE, 4TH FLR., KONDIVITA RD., ANDHERI-KURLA RD. ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI 400059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS AND BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY, INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE; FERTILIZERS AND MANURES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1; SOIL CONDITIONING AND REGENERATING PREPARATIONS; PLANT GROWTH PROMOTING SUBSTANCES AND ORGANISMS; MICRONUTRIENT SUBSTANCES USED FOR AGRICULTURE; AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL INOCULANTS ALL BEING CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 1.
INDOSMART FRUIT ENERGY

2640611  10/12/2013

INDOFIL INDUSTRIES LTD.

trading as :INDOFIL INDUSTRIES LTD.

KALPATARU SQUARE, 4TH FLR., KONDIVITA RD., ANDHERI-KURLA RD. ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI 400059

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

CHEMICALS AND BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY, INDUSTRY AND SCIENCE; FERTILIZERS AND MANURES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1; SOIL CONDITIONING AND REGENERATING PREPARATIONS; PLANT GROWTH PROMOTING SUBSTANCES AND ORGANISMS; MICRONUTRIENT SUBSTANCES USED FOR AGRICULTURE; AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL INOCULANTS ALL BEING CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 1.
LABSERV

2640808  10/12/2013
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC.
81 Wyman Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02454, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Laboratory chemicals for use in research, analysis, synthesis and testing; Laboratory chemicals, namely, reagents, solvents and solutions; Laboratory chemicals in the form of powders, solutions, suspensions, sera, antigens, and in any other form, all for use in testing, research and similar procedures; Analysis kits containing chemical reagents for use in research, analysis and testing
DEWBERY7*B*9

2642672   13/12/2013

SH SAMIR MITTAL
C 9-7, SEC 8, ROHINI NEW DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

To be associated with:
2642672

DELHI
CHEMICAL & ADHESIVE.
DEWBERY

2642673    13/12/2013
SH SAMIR MITTAL
C 9-7, SEC 8, ROHINI NEW DELHI 110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
CHEMICAL & ADHESIVE.
2643202  16/12/2013
ANNADATA ORGANO CHEMICALS INDIA PVT LTD
trading as :ANNADATA ORGANO CHEMICALS INDIA PVT LTD
FLAT NO 54, II ND FLOOR, SARASWATI NIKETAN, 116, MANGALWAR PETH, TILAKAWADI, BELGAUM-590 006
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :02/04/2005
CHENNAI
FERTILIZERS AND AGRO CHEMICALS
SHARMA BROTHERS

1786185  17/02/2009

SHRI SURINDER SHARMA

trading as ;SHARMA BROTHERS

38 BASANT NAGAR KAILASH NAGAR ROAD JALANDHAR
MERCENTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/1977

DELHI

SILVER LEAVES FOR USE IN SWEETS.
VIJAYSHRI

1877670  28/10/2009

SUSHIL SHARMA

trading as ; SRI NATH JI SALES

1979/1 STREET NO. 2 MAHARAJA NAGAR CIRCUIT HOUSE ROAD LUDHIANA (PB.)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since : 01/09/2006

DELHI

POP, PUTTY & FILLING MATERIAL
2338335  26/05/2012
RAAJ BARDHAN JAYASWAL
trading as: Essar Inc.
Flat No. AG 3, 74/1, Shaikh Para Lane, Howrah 711 102, West Bengal, India.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARAT DASWANI
Daswani House, Green Acres, 23 B Ahiripukur 1st Lane, Kolkata 700019
Used Since: 01/04/2007
KOLKATA
Shellac for sale in India and export
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
2454290  03/01/2013

PRATIMA POKHARNA
trading as ;SHADES PAINTS & ALLIED INDUSTRY
43-44, VIVEK VIHAR, J.L.N. MARG, JAIPUR-302015
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2003

AHMEDABAD
PAINT VARNISH AND TEXTURED PAINT.
PUSHPAM
2521754  29/04/2013
SH. MUKESH KUMAR
trading as ;SHIVAM PAINTS CO.
GALI NO 2 HANUMAN GATE BHIWANI 127021 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2002
DELHI
PAINTS, LACQUERS, VARNISH, PRESERVATIVE AGAINST RUST, DETERIORATION OF WOOD, SYNTHETIC PRIMERS,
THINNERS, DISTEMPERS AND LIME WASH
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
WRINGLEY

2638139    05/12/2013

SACHIN MITTAL trading as ; V.M.S. PAINT & CHEMICAL
66, LAXMI VIHAR COLONY, NEAR MALIWARA CHOWK, GHAZIABAD-201001, UP
MERCHANDER & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093

Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
2638278   05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web: www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon

Used Since: 01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152291

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS IN INDUSTRY
C.V. SUNDHARA MOORTHI
trading as THIRUMALA TRADE LINKS
NO.38/1, METTU STREET, ANGALAMMAN NAGAR, MANIYANOOR, SALEM - 636 010
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since : 17/12/2008

CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRIMER AND ARTISTS, PRINTERS, POWDER FROM PAINTS, PUTTY DISTEMPERS, EMULSIONS, SYNTHETIC ENAMEL RESINS, POLY STAR PUTTY OF WHITE AND GREY AUTOMATIVE PAINTS.
SHEENLAC
2639499  09/12/2013
SPHINAX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
57, MC NICHOLS ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI-600 031, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :31/12/1970

CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS; ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS; DISTEMPERS; ENAMELS FOR PAINTING;
LIME WASH; PRIMERS; THICKENERS FOR PAINTS; THINNERS FOR PAINTS; THINNERS FOR LACQUERS; TURPENTINE
[THINNER FOR PAINTS]; WHITEWASH.
SURFA COATS (BANGALORE) LIMITED,
trading as ;SURFA COATS (BANGALORE) LIMITED,
SURFA SADANA, NO.639, 46TH A CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 010
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT OF 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.GOPALAKRISHNA, ADVOCATE,
'SOUJANYA # 88,23RD CROSS,3RD BLOCK (EAST),JAYANAGAR,BANGALORE-560 011
Used Since: 30/06/2012
To be associated with:
943140
CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, DISTEMPERS, PRIMERS AND EMULSIONS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD AND TILES; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
2640894  11/12/2013
LAXMI NARAYAN SHARMA
trading as: NIPPCO PAINTS & COATINGS
NK-99, KOTWALI BAZAR, JALANDHAR CITY-144 001, PB
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANNA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)

Used Since: 01/04/2011

To be associated with:
1829608

DELHI
PAINTS & VARNISHES, LACQUERS, DISTEMPER, COLOR ENAMELS, WATERPROOF PAINTS, EXTERIOR PAINTS,
DECORATIVE PAINTS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST & DETERIORATION, DYE STUFFS, PRIMERS, WALL PUTTY,
MORDENTS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.1829608
2641232  11/12/2013
SH. RAJENDER KUMAR VIJ
J-9/17-I, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW-NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN-FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS;
DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
2641636    12/12/2013
BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
BERGER HOUSE,PARK STREET, KOLKATA-700 017.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
an Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since :01/11/2004

To be associated with:
558737, 595789, 658060, 2322925

KOLKATA
Paints, Enamels, Primers and Varnishes (other than Insulating Varnish) and Dry Colours for Paints, Distempers, Lacquers, Lacquering Matters (Not for Laundry or Toilet use),Preservatives against Rust and Deterioration of Wood, Dyes, Dyestuffs, Resins, Fire Retarding Paints and Compounded Paints, Cement Paints, Preservatives against Heat and Corrosion, Powder Paints and Dry Paints, Acrylic Paints and Emulsion, Gum Resins, Thinners.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2641637   12/12/2013
BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
BERGER HOUSE, PARK STREET, KOLKATA-700 017.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
an Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since :01/11/2004

To be associated with:
558737, 2322925

KOLKATA
Paints, Enamels, Primers and Varnishes (other than Insulating Varnish) and Dry Colours for Paints, Distempers, Lacquers, Lacquering Matters (Not for Laundry or Toilet use), Preservatives against Rust and Deterioration of Wood, Dyes, Dyestuffs, Resins, Fire Retarding Paints and Compounded Paints, Cement Paints, Preservatives against Heat and Corrosion, Powder Paints and Dry Paints, Acrylic Paints and Emulsion, Gum Resins, Thinners.
2641640  12/12/2013
BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
BERGER HOUSE, PARK STREET, KOLKATA-700 017.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
an Indian Public Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since: 01/11/2004
To be associated with:
558737, 658060, 708997, 2322925, 2322928
KOLKATA
Paints, Enamels, Primers and Varnishes (other than Insulating Varnish) and Dry Colours for Paints, Distempers, Lacquers, Lacquering Matters (Not for Laundry or Toilet use), Preservatives against Rust and Deterioration of Wood, Dyes, Dyestuffs, Resins, Fire Retarding Paints and Compounded Paints, Cement Paints, Preservatives against Heat and Corrosion, Powder Paints and Dry Paints, Acrylic Paints and Emulsion, Gum Resins, Thinners.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2641642    12/12/2013
BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as BERGER PAINTS (INDIA) LIMITED
BERGER HOUSE, PARK STREET, KOLKATA-700 017.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
an Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since : 01/01/2013

To be associated with:
558737, 595789, 658060

KOLKATA
Paints, Enamels, Primers and Varnishes (other than Insulating Varnish) and Dry Colours for Paints, Distempers, Lacquers, Lacquering Matters (Not for Laundry or Toilet use), Preservatives against Rust and Deterioration of Wood, Dyes, Dyestuffs, Resins, Fire Retarding Paints and Compounded Paints, Cement Paints, Preservatives against Heat and Corrosion, Powder Paints and Dry Paints, Acrylic Paints and Emulsion, Gum Resins, Thinners.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TERMS SILK AND DESIGNZZ EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION
M/S VEDIC COSMECEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S VEDIC COSMECEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :27/12/2008

DELHI

COSMETIC SKIN, HAIR AND OTHER BODY CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDING SOAPS, BATHING BARS, CREAMS, LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, GELS, BUTTERS AND OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS INCLUDING POTPOURRI, CANDLES AND OTHER NATURALLY DERIVED PRODUCTS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS NATURAL BATH & BODY.
2209322  22/09/2011
MAULESH D. UKANI
SONALBEN M. UKANI
JAY M. UKANI
trading as ;DWARIKADHISH HOLDINGS
BAN HOUSE, DR. VIKARAM SARABHAI NAGAR, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT-360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 06/09/1995
AHMEDABAD
HAIR COLOUR BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03
subject to association with Application No-679168.
2209324    22/09/2011
MAULESH D. UKANI
SONALBEN M. UKANI
JAY M. UKANI
trading as ;DWARIKADHISH HOLDINGS
BAN HOUSE, DR. VIKARAM SARABHAI NAGAR, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT-360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :06/09/1995
AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS AND ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS AND HAIR GELS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
2209325  22/09/2011
MAULESH D. UKANI
SONALBEN M. UKANI
JAY M. UKANI
trading as : DWARIKADHISH HOLDINGS
BAN HOUSE, DR. VIKARAM SARABHAI NAGAR, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT-360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 06/09/1995

AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS AND ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS AND HAIR GELS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-03.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 3

JOY CREATORS PVT.LTD.
4, MYSORE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Used Since: 01/09/2012

KOLKATA
HERBAL, ORGANIC AND OTHER NON MEDICATED COSMETICS, SOAPS (FOR PERSONAL CLEANING AND BATHING PURPOSES ONLY); PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, MASSAGE OILS; DENTIFRICES, TALCUM POWDER, CREAMS, LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, FACE WASH, HAIR PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL USE, PERSONAL HYGIENE PREPARATIONS, BODY GELS AND TOILETRIES, COSMETIC, PETROLEUM JELLY OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LIP GUARD FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
Joy Active Fruit Bubbles

2395052   12/09/2012
JOY CREATORS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;JOY CREATORS PVT. LTD.
4, MYSORE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/09/2012

KOLKATA
HERBAL, ORGANIC AND OTHER NON MEDICATED COSMETICS, SOAPS (FOR PERSONAL CLEANING AND BATHING
PURPOSES ONLY); PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OILS, HAIR LOTIONS, MASSAGE OILS; DENTIFRICES,
TALCUM POWDER, CREAMS, LOTIONS, SHAMPOOS, SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, FACE WASH, HAIR
PREPARATIONS FOR PERSONAL USE, PERSONAL HYGIENE PREPARATIONS, BODY GELS AND TOILETRIES,
COSMETIC, PETROLEUM JELLY OF ALL INCLUDING LIP GUARD FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
2397686  17/09/2012
JOY CREATORS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;JOY CREATORS PVT. LTD.
4, MYSORE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/04/2001

KOLKATA
Herbal, organic and other non medicated cosmetics, Soaps (for personal cleaning and bathing purposes only); perfumery, essential oils, hair oils, hair lotions, massage oils; dentifrices, talcum powder, creams, lotions, shampoos, sun protection preparations, face wash, hair preparations for personal use, personal hygiene preparations, body gels and toiletries, cosmetic, petroleum jelly of all kinds including lip guard for sale in India and for export.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 3

2427258 12/11/2012
VISHWAS INVESTMENT AND TRADING CO. PVT. LTD.
10, KITAB MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR 192 DR. D N ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015    Class 3

2443750    17/12/2012
SUDHIR KUMAR
trading as ;SRI S.K. INDUSTRIES
FATEH GANJ,GAYA 823001,BIHAR.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Exporter

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :14/12/2011

KOLKATA
Soaps of all kinds, washing powders, detergent powders & detergent cake for sale in India and for export.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
Joy Hair Fruits Conditioning Shampoo

2500868 22/03/2013
JOY CREATORS PVT.LTD.
trading as; JOY CREATORS PVT. LTD.
4, MYSORE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since: 01/01/2013
KOLKATA
Herbal, organic and other non medicated cosmetics, Soaps (for personal cleaning and bathing purposes only); perfumery, essential oils, hair oils, hair lotions, massage oils; dentifrices, talcum powder, creams, lotions, shampoos, sun protection preparations, face wash, hair preparations for personal use, personal hygiene preparations, body gels and toiletries, cosmetic, petroleum jelly of all kinds including lip guard for sale in India and for export
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
JOY CREATORS PVT.LTD.
trading as ;JOY CREATORS PVT. LTD.
4, MYSORE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/01/2013

KOLKATA
Herbal, organic and other non medicated cosmetics, Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, hair oils, hair lotions, massage oils; dentifrices, talcum powder, creams, lotions, shampoos, sun protection preparations, face wash, hair preparations for personal use, personal hygiene preparations, body gels and toiletries, cosmetic, petroleum jelly of all kinds including lip guard for sale in India and for export.
ZIRKOV

2520115  26/04/2013

MR. AMIT SAXENA
1755, GROUND FLOOR, OUTRAM LANE, DELHI 110009
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ADBRasive PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFIRICES.
2521682  29/04/2013
MOHAMMED SADIQUE SHAIKH ISMAIL
trading as ;AFRIN HENNA EXPORTS
2/6, CHIMNA BUTCER STREET, CEMENTWALA BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, ROOM NO. 21, MUMBAI-400003, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT / DEALER / TRADER.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY,
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012

MUMBAI
MEHANDI AND MEHANDI POWDER PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR BLEACHING AND LAUNDRY USE; SOAPS;
POLISHING AND ABRASIVE; SCOURING AND CLEANING PREPARATIONS; PERFUMERY AND ESSENTIAL OILS;
COSMETICS; HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICE INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE"HENNA"*And other
descriptive words appearing in label"
2521793    29/04/2013
VISHAWNATH AGGARWAL
VIJAY AGGARWAL
trading as ;PARMANAND DHARAM CHAND
BAZAR LACHHMANSAR, AMRITSAR, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :25/04/2008
To be associated with:
2162812
DELHI
ULTRAMARINE BLUE (NEEL).
Super Playboy

2522097  29/04/2013

Playboy Enterprises International, Inc.
P.O. Box 16373 Beverly Hills CA 90209 USA
Manufacurers, Traders and Service Providers
A Delaware Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Anand and Anand,
B-41, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

Delhi

Perfumery, Deodorants and Shower Gel; Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices.
2522313  30/04/2013
CERA SANITARYWARE LIMITED
9, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KADI - 382715, DISTRICT MEHSANA, NORTH GUJARAT
NO SPECIFY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.,
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :13/02/2013
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF SANITIZERS, SANITIZING PREPARATIONS FOR TOILETS, ALL TYPES OF CLEANING, POLISHING,
SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, TOILET SOAPS, SOAP DISPENSERS, ALL TYPES OF AIR FRESHENERS,
DEODORIZERS, PERFUMERY, PHENYL, TOILETRIES, LIQUID SOAPS, ESSENTIAL OILS, DETIFRICES, LIME SCALE
REMOVERS, FAUCET CLEANSERS, ODOUR NEUTRALIZERS, WATER CONDITIONERS ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 ,   02/03/2015           Class 3

2522465    30/04/2013
SH. DILIP MOTWANI
trading as ;SHREE SAI COSMETICS
5522 FIRST FLOOR GANDHI MARKET SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
COSMETICS, PHENYL, LIQUID TOILET SOAP. WASHING SOAP, FACE PACK, LOTIONS, CREAMS, SHAMPOO, LIP STICKS. TALCUM POWDER, HAIR REMOVER, BODY SPRAY, DEODORANTS CLEANING POWDER, WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, MOISTURISING LIQUID SOAP. MOUTH REPELLENT, TOOTH POWDER AND PASTE, DENTIFRICE, ESSENTIAL OILS, BATH OILS, KUM-KUM, BINDI, AGARBATTIES, INCENSE STICKS, HAWAN SAMAGIRI, MEHANDI, DHOOP, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND PERFUMERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
2522999   30/04/2013
CROWN FAMILY CARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD
trading as :CROWN FAMILY CARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD
J-21/114, Railway Crossing, Kot Mit Singh, T.T. Road, Amritsar (Pb.)
Merchants & Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR,LUDHIANA
Used Since :23/09/2011
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
KHUSHNASEEB
2523535 01/05/2013
MOHD. AKRAM
AFSAR HUSSAIN
trading as ;A.A. RAHAMAT CO.
HOUSE NO-1238, GALI NO-39/6, JAIFRABAD, DELHI 110053
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.,
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
HAIR OIL, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
2636346    02/12/2013
M/S. ACORN CHEMIGREEN PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. ACORN CHEMIGREEN PVT. LTD.
F-90/1, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110020
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
STAIN REMOVERS
REHOBOTH

2637774  05/12/2013
KARTHIK JAYAPRASAD
trading as ;REHOBOTH HERBAL CARE
DOOR NO : 679, 6TH A CROSS, 8TH MAIN, RPC LAYOUT, VIJAYANAGAR, BENGALURU - 560 040, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :18/11/2013

CHENNAI
COSMETICS, HAIR OIL, SHAMPOO, SOAPS AND FACIAL CREAMS
2638279  05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013
To be associated with:
1152292
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
SHEENLAC
2639500 09/12/2013
SPHINAX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
57, MC NICHOLS ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI-600 031, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :31/12/1970
To be associated with:
632179, 2018656, 2231809, 2231810, 2589167, 2589170
CHENNAI
PAINT STRIPPING PREPARATIONS; POLISHING PREPARATIONS
2640073   10/12/2013
S.K.VENKATESH BABU
trading as ;SHREE SUGANDHALAYA
AT BRAHMIN’S STREET, CHINTAMANI - 563 125, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :02/12/2013

CHENNAI
AGARBATHI, DHOOP-STICKS, GUM BENZOIN, AGARBATHI RAW MATERIALS
2640266  10/12/2013
BHUSHAN NARAYAN KRISHNAKANT PANDEY
109, RAJA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, P. K. ROAD, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 080
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Liquid soap, dish washing soap, dish washing bar, washing powder Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrice
BLUBUCK
2640268  10/12/2013
BHUSHAN NARAYAN KRISHNAKANT PANDEY
109, RAJA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, P. K. ROAD, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 080
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/11/2013

To be associated with:
2640266

MUMBAI
Liquid soap, dish washing soap, dish washing bar, washing powder Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifric
AROMATHERAPY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
32-B, ANITA, MOUNT PLEASANT ROAD, MUMBAI-400006, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.TRIVEDI & ASSOCIATES.
A-52, CAPITAL COMMERCIAL CENTRE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 009.
Used Since :01/02/2000
MUMBAI
COSMETIC, SOAPS, BATHING SOAPS, SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, HAIR OIL, HAIR LOTION, HAIR CREAM, SKIN CARE, SKIN WHITENING CARE, AROMATICS PREPARATION AIR FRESHENER, ESSENTIAL OIL, TOILETRIES, BLEACHING, PREPARATION, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATION, PERFUMERY, DENTIFRICES
2641115  11/12/2013
LOTUS HERBALS LTD.
191, CARIAPPA MARG, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI-62
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD'S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI {INDIA }

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, PERFUMES, TOILET AND BATH LOTIONS & BEAUTY AND HEALTH CARE PREPARATIONS
2642231  13/12/2013
SHRI FIROZ HABIB SHAIKH
trading as; DEEPAK INDUSTRIES
RANI AHILYADEVI MARG, NANDGAON, DIST-NASHIK-423106
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/04/2009
MUMBAI
DETERGENT POWDER, WASHING POWDER, WASHING SOAPS, DETERGENT CAKES, COSMETICS, AGARBATTI, TOILET SOAP, CLEANING PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
2642403  13/12/2013
IMTIYAZ ALAM
trading as ;H.K. MARKETING
NAVALPUR SAPHI CHAPAR,PO.BARAHARIA,SIWAN,PIN-841232,BIHAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJU PRASAD, ADVOCATE
C/O.ANIL KUMAR,H/NO.214,INDIRA NAGAR,RAJAPURL,GPO,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR
Used Since :08/02/2013
KOLKATA
DETERGENT POWDER
2642580    13/12/2013
GIRDHAR LAL SARDA
trading as ;GIRDHAR LAL SARDA
C/O.GOBIND STORE.,30 KHENGRA PATTY STREET.KOLKATA 700007.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
INDIAN
Used Since :12/08/2013

KOLKATA
WUD & WUD

2642679    13/12/2013
SH. VIJAY VIJ
20 D.M.R.C. COMPLEX, BHAI VEER SINGH MARG, GOLE MARKET NEW DELHI 110001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEARUNG; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
CHAKRAVARTHI

2642930    14/12/2013
J. ASHOK
NO. 4/236, CHAKRAVARTHI COMPLEX, VALLUVAR NAGAR, SOORAPET VILLAGE, PUZHAL POST, CHENNAI-600 066, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since : 22/11/2010
To be associated with:
2056590

CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES; INCENSE; DETERGENTS OTHER THAN FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS AND FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; TOILETRIES; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.2056590
DAMVAAR

2642951  14/12/2013
MADAN SINGH
trading as : DAMDAR MEHANDI INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO.21, SHRI GOVIND NAGAR 1ST, NIWARU ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2001
AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI POWDER & MEHANDI CONE.
2643315  16/12/2013
PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PIRAMAL TOWER, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT OF 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :19/10/2011

MUMBAI
PERFUMES, PERFUMERY PRODUCTS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 3

Emami Hair Magic

2643352  16/12/2013
EMAMI LIMITED
687, ANANDAPUR, EM BY PASS, KOLKATA - 700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

KOLKATA
Creams, cold cream including herbal creams and herbal lotions, lotion, soaps of all kinds, shampoo, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair oils & lotions; dentifrices including talcum powder, petroleum jelly for cosmetic use including Herbal Skin Jelly & Herbal Lip Balm, hair colour and hair dye, hair cream, cosmetic creams and toiletries for sale in India and for export.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS HAIR MAGIC EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2643499   16/12/2013
BHAGWAN DAS TAK
trading as ; SOHAN INDUSTRIES
SOHAN INDUSTRIES , BEHIND DADAWARI, ROKY KA JAW, SOJAT CITY.DIST.-PALI (RAJ)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASSOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/11/2003

AHMEDABAD
MEHANDI, MEHANDI CONE BROWN MEHANDI, BURGUNDY MEHANDI, HERBAL HEENA, HAIR HEENA, HAIR DYE, HAIR COLOR, BLACK LINER CONE HERBAL HENNA, READY PEAST ALL TYPE OF MEHANDI PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
2643697  16/12/2013
M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
CHEMOLIN

1878113  29/10/2009
TRIPURARI LUBRICANTS PVT. LTD
trading as ;TRIPURARI LUBRICANTS PVT. LTD
SAHBAJ GANJ SAHJANWA GORAKHPUR U.P
MERCHANTS&amp; MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI
LUBRICANTS
2143444  12/05/2011
DHARMENDRAKUMAR BHIKHABHAI PATEL
trading as ;KHUSHI ENETRPRISE
44, SAHAJANAND STATUS, OPP. HETARTH PARTY PLOT, SCIENCE CITY ROAD, SOLA, AHMEDABAD - 380060
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061
Used Since :22/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, TULES (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS, CANDLES, WICKS.
RIKO-08
2520111  26/04/2013
SUNIL NAGPAL
trading as ;MANNAT ENTERPRISES
697/6, PATEL NAGAR, PATIALA CHOWK, OPP-PETROL PUMP, JIND-126102, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.
Used Since :10/04/2012
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OIL & GREASE, LUBRICANTS, LUBRICATING OILS & GREASES, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING, COMPOSITIONS, COOLANT, MOTOR OIL, BRAKE OIL, GEAR OIL, 2 T. OIL, BRAKE FLUID AND FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT).
VENXL
2520386 26/04/2013
SANDHYA KUMARI
G-1203, NEELPADAMKUNJ, SECTOR-1, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD-201010 (U.P)
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since: 25/04/2013
DELHI
LUBRICANT OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS-4
2638280 05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since: 01/08/2013
To be associated with:
1152293
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
MRF

2640013  10/12/2013

MRF LIMITED

trading as ;MRF LIMITED

NEW NO:114,(OLD NO:124), GREAMS ROAD, CHENNAI- 600 006, T.N., INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

543732, 726535

CHENNAI

INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUEL S
(INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS BEING GOODS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.543732,726535
DELVAC 1
2641757  12/12/2013
EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION
5959 LAS COLINAS BOULEVARD, IRVING, TEXAS 75039-2298, USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :28/02/2009
To be associated with:
4892
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, INCLUDING SYNTHETIC AND OTHER ENGINE OILS; LUBRICANTS
MOLYTRON

2643825  17/12/2013

SMT. PAYAL AGARWAL
240/20, BHUSA MANDI, MEETIT CNATT, UP
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
L-2/112, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI-110052
Used Since : 22/05/2013

DELHI
GREASES, LUBRICANTS, BRAKE FLUID, INDUSTRIAL OIL, GEAR OIL AND COOLENT
FEROMED
1877664  28/10/2009
SUBHASH SINGHAL
trading as ;INDOMED PHARMACEUTICALS
HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015  Class 5

XOMIKLINE
1915592  03/02/2010
GLAXOSMITHKLINE TRADING SERVICES LIMITED
CURRABINNY, CARRIGALINE, COUNTY CORK, IRELAND
MANUFACTURERS MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF IRELAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
CILOKARE
Priority claimed from 11/03/2010; Application No. : 10029153 ;Ireland
1956190  26/04/2010
GLAXOSMITHKLINE TRADING SERVICES LTD
CURRABINNY, CARRIGALINE, COUNTY CORK, IRELAND
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF IRELAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR RELATED DISEASES AND DISORDERS
ESPRAKLINE

1980057  15/06/2010
GLAXOSMITHKLINE TRADING SERVICES LTD
CURRABINNY, CARRIGALINE, COUNTRY CORK, IRELAND
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF IRELAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTRO-INTESTINAL CONDITIONS AND/OR DISORDERS.
MR. SHIV DUTT SHARMA
trading as SHIV DUTT SHARMA
D-32-B, TARA NAGAR, KHIRANI PHATAK JHOTWARA JAIPUR (RAJ).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 01/04/2000

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
PERIKLINE
2030690  29/09/2010
GLAXOSMITHKLINE TRADING SERVICES LIMITED
CURRABINNY, CARRIGALINE, COUNTYCORK, IRELAND
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF IRELAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
STRAZIKARE

2045310    27/10/2010
GLAXOSMITHKLINE TRADING SERVICES LIMITED
CURRABINNY, CARRIGALINE, COUNTRY CORK, IRELAND
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF IRELAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
2048992   02/11/2010
MANOJ AASKARANDAS AGRAWAL
trading as ;M/S. AMBIT BIO MEDIX
208, SAHAJANAND COMPLEX, BEHIND BHAGWATI CHAMBERS, NEAR SWASTIC CROSS ROAD, C. G. ROAD,
AHMEDABAD-380 009, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :28/03/2006

AHMEDABAD
ALL KIND OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION AND PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
PHENOBARB

2108408   01/03/2011
INTAS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
2ND FLOOR, CHINUBHAI CENTRE, OFF. NEHRUBRIDGE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT STATE MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :21/01/1994

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS.
SELGIN
2108787  03/03/2011
INTAS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
2ND FLOOR, CHINUBHAI CENTRE, OFF. NEHRUBRIDGE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT STATE
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :15/04/1993
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS.
Diquas

2151178  27/05/2011
SANTEN PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.
3-9-19, SHIMOSHINJO, HIGASHIYODOGAWA-KU, OSAKA 533-8651, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, EYE DROPS, EYE OINTMENT, ANTIRHEUMATIC; PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF ARTICULAR PAIN; AGENTS AFFECTING SENSORY ORGANS; DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; OPHTHALMIC PREPARATIONS; EYE PATCHES; BRACELETS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE, NUTRITIONAL AND HEALTH FOOD FOR MEDICAL USE BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
FUL-PIO

2165219  24/06/2011
FULFIL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
F-202, SHANTINIKETAN APARTMENT, OPPOSITE H.B.KAPADIYA SCHOOL, GURUKUL ROAD, MEMNAGAR,
AHMEDABAD - 380052
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Used Since : 21/06/2011
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
VELPRIDE

MAUNISH SHAH
KARTIK TRIVEDI
MONIKA KHURANA
trading as :AVIS LIFE SCIENCES
117/A, PADMAWATI COLONY -1ST, KINGS ROAD, JAIPUR - 302019 - RAJASTHAN
MERCHANT
ALL ARE INDIAN PARTNERS UNDER REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 5

PRATAP ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. C-481/4, 5 & 6, M. I. D. C. LAND, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, PAWANA VILLAGE, THANE-BELAPUR ROAD, NAVI MUMBAI- 400 701
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHILA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since : 18/04/1995
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICALS OR MEDICAL PURPOSES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE “ORGANICS”
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1204836
2237973    22/11/2011
EMCURE UTH HEAL THCARE LIMITED,
448/2, LUNAWAT HOUSE, NR. SYMBIOSIS COLLEGE, PARIPRIYA APTS., GOKHALE CROSS RD., MODEL COLONY, PUNE - 411016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBBAI - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
EMCURE UTH HEAL THCARE LIMITED,
448/2, LUNAWAT HOUSE, NR. SYMBIOSIS COLLEGE, PARIPRIYA APTS., GOKHALE CROSS RD., MODEL COLONY, PUNE - 411016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES,
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
GAPATHY

2285650  17/02/2012
SALAS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
4, FIRST FLOOR, VAMA VILLA SOCIETY, B/H.-JOY COMPLEX, NIZAMPURA, VADODARA-390 002. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
A Private Limited Company incorporated under The Companies Act-1956,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
TRUPIRZA
Priority claimed from 13/09/2011; Application No. : 85/421,331 ;United States of America

2297782  12/03/2012

MERCK SHARP & DOHME CORP.
ONE MERCK DRIVE, WHITEHOUSE STATION NEW JERSEY 08889 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A NEW JERSEY CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES,
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.
Used Since :13/09/2011

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES.
RIVULEY

2308544  30/03/2012

Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp

trading as ;Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp

ONE MERCK DRIVE, WHITEHOUSE STATION, NEW JERSEY 08889 U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A NEW JERSEY CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES.

30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN USE.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2339283  29/05/2012
MR. HARESHBHAI M. AHIR
trading as ;KALAS INTERNATIONAL (INDIA)
20, Abhinandan Palace, Shilpa Park, Opp. Rang Avdhut Soc, L.H.Road, Surat-395006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :13/07/2010
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2410584  12/10/2012
UNJHA AUSHADH NIRMANSHALA PRIVATE LIMITED
406, Shukan Business centre, C.G. Road, Ahmedabad-380009. Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.M.SHAIKH, ADVOCATE
39, 3RD FLOOR, CAMA COMERCIAL CENTRE, OPP. MIRZAPUR DISTRICT COURT, ST. XANIERS SCHOOL ROAD,
MIRZAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 001 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/06/2009

AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS,
MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.

subject to no exclusive right over the word UNJHA..
SORAKUF

2412336    16/10/2012
SORANUS LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
B-64, PARISEEMA COMPLEX, C. G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 009. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
A Private Limited Company incorporated under The Companies Act-1956,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
Q UTH

2417642  25/10/2012

EMCURE UTH HEALTH CARE LIMITED,
448/2, LUNAWAT HOUSE, NEAR SYMBIOSIS COLLEGE, PARIPRIYA APTS., GOKHALE CROSS ROAD., MODEL COLONY,
PUNE-411016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH
SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
CONSIVER
2427492    12/11/2012
EMCURE UTH HEALTH CARE LIMITED,
448/2, LUNAWAT HOUSE, NEAR SYMBIOSIS COLLEGE, PARIPRIYA APTS., GOKHALE CROSS ROAD., MODEL COLONY,
PUNE-411016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH
SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
2432693 26/11/2012
VIKRANT JAYWANT GAJBHIYE
MRS. HARSHA ATUL JAMGADE
NILESH SUDHAKAR BAGDE
T.CHANDRASHEKHAR KUNAL
BHUSHAN BHIMRAO KHANDEKAR
trading as ;SANZEN HEALTHCARE
PLOT NO.22, NEAR FARAS GATE, DOHE LAY OUT, ZLNGA BAI TAKLI, NAGPUR-440030. [MAHARASHTRA STATE]
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM, UNDER BOMBAY SHOPS AND ESTABLISHMENTS ACT, 1948
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
AZIPPEX

2440734  11/12/2012
UNIVERSAL SKIN IMPEX PVT. LTD.
106, S. K. TILES COMPOUND, NEAR RELIEF HOTEL, SARKHEJ CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-382 210. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
ZUVIGENTA

2461060  16/01/2013
ZUVENTUS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
T-184, M.I.D.C, BHOSARI-411026, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
FEXMO

2486217  27/02/2013
ARLAK BIOTECH PVT. LIMITED
#671, DR. WARYAM SINGH STREET, NABHA (PB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Z-TEL

2486220 27/02/2013
ARLAK BIOTECH PVT. LIMITED
#671, DR. WARYAM SINGH STREET, NABHA (PB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBHAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
RYTOMEGA

2486223  27/02/2013
DROMAXY HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
# 19, DOCTORS COLONY, BHADSON ROAD, PATIALA (PB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :31/12/2012

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
GUNFINAC

2490541  06/03/2013
NEERENDRA KUMAR AGRAWAL
trading as ;GOODNESS PHARMACEUTICALS
G-21 GULZAR NAGAR ALIGARH U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :01/02/2013
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS.
CALCIFLAR

2491796   08/03/2013
RAHUL MADAAN
CHETAN MADAAN
trading as ;MAARCFORD PHARMA
SHRI BALA JI NIWAS, NEAR RAILWAY CROSSING, AMRITSAR ROAD, MAKHU, TEHSIL ZIRA, DISTT. FEROZEPUR (PB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2496223  15/03/2013
SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
# 666/12, NEAR INDRA PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR (HR)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY’S LAW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
VERFREE

2496224  15/03/2013
SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
# 666/12, NEAR INDRA PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR (HR)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY’S LAW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
# 666/12, NEAR INDRA PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR (HR)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY’S LAW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
LAMITUSS
2508628  05/04/2013
HEMENT JOshi
RAJNI JOshi
trading as ;MAXXON LIFESCIENCES
VILLAGE KIRPAL PUR NALAGARH BADDI ROAD NALAGARH DISTT SOLAN HP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
FERTYMAX

2508629 05/04/2013
HEMENT JOSHI
RAJNI JOSHI
trading as MAXXON LIFESCIENCES
VILLAGE KIRPAL PUR NALAGARH BADDI ROAD NALAGARH DISTT SOLAN HP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
OUTDO
2519853  26/04/2013
POONAM SHARMA
trading as : ALPIL PHARMA
14-A, FIRST FLOOR, SHAD COMPLEX, KARNAL (HARYANA)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/03/2011
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
TALIREST
2519912   26/04/2013
RAVI KUMAR
trading as ;TALIN REMEDIES
4-5 NAGPAL MARKET BAZAR BHAGTAN WALA AMRITSAR PUNJAB 143001 INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :20/02/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
AECZIN
2519981  26/04/2013
JRS ORYS PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD.
PLOT NO 217-218 SECTOR 3 HSIDC KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MANUFACTURING/TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANANTIKA TOKAS
275, OHBC SEC-13, KARNAL HARYANA 132001
Used Since :01/12/2001
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
ZOVIFER
2520097  26/04/2013
MR. MAHESH MOTWANI
trading as : ZYOERIC BIOTEC
16, OLD SURVEY ROAD, MEHROTRA LANE, GULATI HOUSE, DEHRADUN 248001, UTTARAKHAND
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/11/2012
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ALLIVAX

2520131 26/04/2013
NEERAJ SACHDEVA
GAUTAM SHARMA
SAURABH JAIN
trading as: ALLIS LIFE SCIENCES
B-49/349 STREET NO 5 TRIPURI TOWN PATIALA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
INDOBUFF HEALTH CARE

2520181  26/04/2013
MR. PRADEEP KUMAR SHARMA
trading as :INDOBUFF HEALTH CARE
2241-A RAM NAGAR BEHIND SAM INTER COLLEGE SAHARANPUR 247001 UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
KAXPIP
2520184  26/04/2013
RAJESH GULATI
AMAN CHHABRA
DR. GAJRAJ KAUSHIK
trading as ;KANVAS BIOTECH
20/7 ASHOK NAGAR NEW DELHI INDIA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :02/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
OXIPACEA
2520187    26/04/2013
RAJESH GULATI
AMAN CHHABRA
DR. GAJRAJ KAUSHIK
trading as ;KANVAS BIOTECH
20/7 ASHOK NAGAR NEW DELHI INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :02/04/2013

DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 5

2520667  26/04/2013
FRANKLIN HEALTHCARE (P) LTD
15/3 KELDEEP NAGAR NANHERA ROAD AMBALA CANTT HARYANA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL, ADVOCATE
139 WEAVERS COLONY PANIPAT-132103. HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
EFAMEGA
2520778  26/04/2013
RAJESH GROVER
RANJIV GROVER
DEEPAK GROVER
trading as ;AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO 24/1, PHASE-II, INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH 160002
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :13/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
VENT-COVIT

2521018  26/04/2013

SHRI RAJESH CHAKHAIYAR

trading as ;VENTURE HEALTH CARE

PLOT NO 5628 STREET NO 4 RAGHUBIR PARK JASSIAN ROAD HAIBOWAL KALAN LUDHIANA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/06/2012

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
TELNOVA

2521025  26/04/2013
SHRI. RAJAT JAIN
trading as ;SHIRI PAUL JAIN AND CO.
158/14, FIRST FLOOR, NEAR JANTA TAXI STAND, JAGADHRI ROAD, YAMUNANAGAR 135001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
NUROTONOD
2521027   26/04/2013
SHRI. RAJAT JAIN
trading as ;SHIRI PAUL JAIN AND CO.
158/14, FIRST FLOOR, NEAR JANTA TAXI STAND, JAGADHRI ROAD, YAMUNANAGAR 135001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
CALPAD
2521667  29/04/2013
DUTA FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : DUTA FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 24, CHIKKABETTAHALLI, VIDYARANYAPURA, BANGALORE-560097.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/01/2012
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMUN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
2521722 29/04/2013
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2521723   29/04/2013
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2521724    29/04/2013
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
AMLOZIPIM

2522470  30/04/2013
KARAN HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
PLOT NO-29 NEAR OM PALACE HOTEL MAHIPALPUR NEW DELHI-37
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BROMNEKSIN

2522471  30/04/2013
KARAN HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
PLOT NO-29 NEAR OM PALACE HOTEL MAHIPALPUR NEW DELHI-37
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) JOYNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
OFLODIXA

2522472  30/04/2013

KARAN HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
PLOT NO-29 NEAR OM PALACE HOTEL MAHIPALPUR NEW DELHI-37
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
RAPIMOVE

2522506  30/04/2013
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
REGUDIA

2522520  30/04/2013
INVENTIA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT 703 AND 704, 7TH FLOOR, HUBTOWN SOLARIS, N S PHADKE MARG, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400069
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
MISOWIN

2522545    30/04/2013
SISSMA LIFE SCIENCES PVT.LTD
Flat no.2,Swagruha Apartments,Behind MYTHRIVANAM,AMEERPET,HYDERABAD-500038
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :20/04/2013
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations for human body.
VRZINE

2522578  30/04/2013
MISSION RESEARCH LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MISSION RESEARCH LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 45, NEW TIMBER MARKET, SECTOR-26, CHANDIGARH
Merchants & Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
VRZEN
2522579  30/04/2013
MISSION RESEARCH LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MISSION RESEARCH LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 45, NEW TIMBER MARKET, SECTOR-26, CHANDIGARH
Merchants & Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR,LUDHIANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ENDUFER

2522690  30/04/2013
SH. PREM KUMAR SINGH
SH. MANISH GUPTA
trading as ;ENDUE PHARMA INDUSTRIES
D-II-1521 SANJEEV COLONY STREET NO 6 SEC 23 FARIDABAD HARYANA 121005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2522797  30/04/2013
JATIN SUKHJIA
trading as ; GENERIC INDIA
244, 1ST FLOOR, DAWA BAZAR, 13-14, RNT MARG INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2523166  01/05/2013
SUNVIJ DRUGS LTD,
511, G.I.D.C., WAGHODIA, VADODARA - 391 760 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/10/2010

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 5

2523202  01/05/2013
SHRI. BALKRISHAN VERMA
SHRI. ROHIT VERMA
SHRI. HARIOM VERMA
trading as : PAMAL HERBS
B-IV/608, PANSARI BAZAR, KUTCHA DR. KHUSHI RAM LEKHI, LUDHIANA 141008, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/02/2010

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS FOR SALE IN THE STATES OF PUNJAB & HARYANA ONLY
FROZEN

2523205  01/05/2013
SANDOZ AGRICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
503, 5th FLOOR, S.C.O. 15, FEROZE GANDHI MARKET, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :25/02/2013

DELHI
PESTICIDES.
ONMIX GOLD

2523279    01/05/2013

MUKEH KUMAR
MONI
JASMER SINGH
JOGLNDER SINGH

trading as ;J M PHARMA
187, GALI NO. 7, R.K PURAM, KUNJPURA ROAD, KARNAL HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
VETERINARY MEDICINE IN CLASS 5.
2523285  01/05/2013
HITECH NUTRITIONS PVT.LTD
M.M. HOUSE BUILDING NEAR NAMASTEY CHOWK KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2002
DELHI
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
AUGLIV

2523505   01/05/2013
SH. RAJESH BANSAL
trading as ;BRD MEDILABS
23, INDUSTRIAL AREA - 1, BADDI 173205, HIMACHAL PRADESH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ORAZACT

2523507  01/05/2013

SH. RAJESH BANSAL

trading as : BRD MEDILABS

23, INDUSTRIAL AREA - 1, BADDI 173205, HIMACHAL PRADESH

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ACIMEP

2523510    01/05/2013
SH. RAJESH BANSAL
trading as ;BRD MEDILABS
23, INDUSTRIAL AREA - I, BADDI 173205, HIMACHAL PRADESH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2606596    03/10/2013
M/s. Pregna International Limited

trading as ;M/s. Pregna International Limited
13, Suryoday Estate, 136 Tardeo Road, Mumbai - 400034, Maharashtra

Manufacturers and Merchants
Pharmaceutical preparations, surgical & medical apparatus and instruments

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MEHRA
612, WING-B, CASCADE-III, KULUPWADI, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI-400 066, MAHARASHTRA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals and sanitary preparations
RAJENDRA VASANTLAL SHAH
FLAT NO. 07, MODIKUNJ, 3RD FLOOR, FRIENDS SOCIETY, ROAD NO. 05, JVPD SCHEME, BEHIND COOPER HOSPITAL,
VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI-400056
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
2638030    05/12/2013
PROFIC ORGANIC LTD.
B - 222, LAYAK RAM COMPLEX, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 044.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since : 01/08/2013

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2638063 05/12/2013
K. SYED SADATH
K.SARAVANAN
K.KAVIVANAN
trading as : MEXICAN WAVE PHARMA
SHOP NO. 16 S.R. COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, NO. 68, SAIDHA MOHAMED RAWUTHAR ROAD, BEEMA NAGAR, TRICHY- 620 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2638281  05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon

Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152294

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
KARURACIL

2638389  05/12/2013
KARAN HEALTHCARE PVT LTD.
PLOT NO-37, NEAR OM PALACE HOTEL MAHIPALPUR, NEW DELHI-110037
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since: 01/04/2013
DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015  Class 5

2638707  06/12/2013
CADILA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ Dholka ROAD, BHAT, AHMEDABAD-382 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
Used Since :02/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
Trademark Details:

**Registration Number:** 2638708

**Application Date:** 06/12/2013

**Trademark:** DESVENCAD

**Trademark Owner:** CADILA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

**Address:** CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ DHOLKA ROAD, BHAT, AHMEDABAD-382 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

**Type:** MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTER

**Used Since:** 02/12/2013

**City:** AHMEDABAD

**States/Products Included:** PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015       Class 5

2638709  06/12/2013
CADILA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ Dholka ROAD, BHAT, AHMEDABAD-382 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTER
Used Since :02/12/2013

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.

OLPICAD F
2638715  06/12/2013
CADILA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ DHOLKA ROAD, BHAT, AHMEDABAD-382 210 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
Used Since : 10/10/2013
To be associated with:
715023
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
SHEHER

2638733    06/12/2013

FRIENDS BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
39-A , Mahalaxmi Nagar, Indore (M.P.), Pin- 452010
Manufacturer and Merchants .
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :12/10/2012

MUMBAI
Medicines & Pharmaceutical Products .
SAKROGUT
2639043   07/12/2013
OAK LABORATORIES PVT LIMITED
trading as :OAK LABORATORIES PVT LIMITED 110/40 Jawahar Nagar KANPUR (UP)
110/40 Jawahar Nagar KANPUR (UP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab)
Used Since :15/01/2013
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
XEREMAL
2639054  07/12/2013
DIPAKBHAI R. PATEL
trading as :M/S. HALEDEW REMEDIES
18/B, GULAB PARK, NR. GULAB TOWER, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD-61. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR SHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
2639306    09/12/2013

PULKIT AGRAWAL
RAJEEV KUMAR AGRAWAL
SATISH CHAND AGRAWAL
RAVI AGRAWAL
MANJU RANI AGRAWAL
MAMTA AGRAWAL

trading as ;BRIJWASI KESHAV MILK PRODUCTS

KATRA KASERAT, CHOWK BAZAR, MATHURA,UP
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GAURAV AGRAWAL.
M/S SHAURYA REGISTRATION CO., 30-A, JAGANNATH PURI, MATHURA 281001. (U.P.)

Used Since :21/12/1980

DELHI

AUNEDIC CHOORAN, TABLCT HING GOLI ANARDANA, DIGESTIVE TABLET JEERA
MAHESH J DADHIA
trading as ;SYNTHIKO FORMULATIONS
23, VAIBHAV INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPPOSITE ONIDA HOUSE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :09/12/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2639613  09/12/2013
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1318359

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
2639615  09/12/2013
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1275788, 2135575, 2154542, 2154544, 2293420, 2302623
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
2639720    09/12/2013
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1469391
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING, VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
IVEWIN

2640099    10/12/2013
BALWINDER SINGH SAINI
trading as ;M/s GENEX BIOPHARMA.
R/o 1005 NEW DASHMESH NAGAR LAOWALI ROAD, JALANDHAR.
manufacturing and trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHARMINDER BAWA ADVOCATE
C/o M/S AROSIS REGISTRATIONS, BAWA MARKET, BACK SIDE PARKASH MARKET,OPP. RAILWAY STATION,
AMRITSAR, PUNJAB, 143001

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2569514, 2585272, 2585277, 2585283, 2585284, 2593082, 2593090, 2593095

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION OF DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
BLUBUCK

2640269   10/12/2013
BHUSHAN NARAYAN KRISHNAKANT PANDEY
109, RAJA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, P. K. ROAD, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 080
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :01/11/2013

To be associated with:

2640267

MUMBAI
Disinfectants, Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
LEOLON PILL

2640274  10/12/2013
LEO MEDICINE INDIA PVT.LTD.
trading as ;LEO MEDICINE INDIA PVT.LTD.
#2, 2ND FLOOR, S. B. COMPLEX, BESIDE IYER HIGH SCHOOL, HMT MAIN ROAD, MATHIKERE, BANGALORE- 560 054., MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
C/310, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since :28/08/2013

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
OLMESHINE

2640280  10/12/2013
DEEPAK KUMAR.N
ARCHANA SUMANTH
trading as ;PILLIX HEALTH CARE
NO.20, ARUNA, 7TH CROSS, 10TH MAIN, SWATHIPURAM MYSORE-570 009.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
C/310, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD, V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :01/05/2013

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
MBRECT

2640831  11/12/2013

MEDIFORD LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD

trading as ;Mediford Life Sciences Pvt Ltd, 2A/24 Near Govt Sen Sec School Hisar Chungi
HANSI Distt HISAR (Hr)

2A/24 Near Govt Sen Sec School Hisar Chungi HANSI Distt HISAR (Hr)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab)

Used Since :15/01/2013

DELHI

Medicine for human purpose
2640951  11/12/2013
JGHOMSON PHARMACEUTICALS AND DENTAL SOLUTION PVT. LTD.
C/O. RAVI LODAM, 131, SHRINATHWADI, BEHIND HVPM, NEAR INDOOR STADIUM, AMARAVATI-444605
(MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING Acharya Donde Marg Near Children Wadia Hospital Parel Mumbai-400012
Used Since :22/10/2013

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
OLIVIA REMEDY PVT. LTD
B-38 TYAGI VIHAR NANGLOI DELHI 41
MERCHANTS / MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Used Since: 11/11/2012

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS -5.
2641324  12/12/2013
AFIRST LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
23-B-1, INDUSTRY HOUSE, SHANTI NAGAR, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400093, (M.S.)
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE,
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W)- 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :03/12/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES FOR HUMAN USE
AFIRST LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
23-B-1, INDUSTRY HOUSE, SHANTI NAGAR, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400093, (M.S.)
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :03/12/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES FOR HUMAN USE
BAXIT Plus

2641480  12/12/2013
MEDBIOGENEX PVT. LTD.
27A NAWAB SIRAJ UD DOULA SARANI,KOLKATA 700069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Distributors
A company incorporated in India under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
288/1,B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations
2641481   12/12/2013
MEDBIOGENEX PVT. LTD.
27A NAWAB SIRAJ UD DOULA SARANI,KOLKATA 700069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Distributors
A company incorporated in India under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
288/1,B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations
NOLVATAM

2641551 12/12/2013
ROYAL MEDICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; ROYAL MEDICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, SUNBEAM CHAMBERS, 7, NEW MARINE LINES, OPP. LIBERTY CINEMA, MUMBAI - 400 020
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
CALVORIN

2641553    12/12/2013
ROYAL MEDICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ROYAL MEDICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, SUNBEAM CHAMBERS, 7, NEW MARINE LINES, OPP. LIBERTY CINEMA, MUMBAI - 400 020
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
MAVELIL

2641621  12/12/2013

L. VANAJA KUMARI
KRISHNA KISHOR

trading as ;MAVELIL AYURVEDICS
KUDAJADRI, ELAMANOOR, P.O, MARUTHIMOOD, ADOOR, PATHANAMTHITTA KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :01/01/1988

CHENNAI

AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NEFCRAN

2641656  12/12/2013

MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
trading as ;MINOVA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
# 4, GROUND AND 1ST FLOOR, SUJAY HOUSE, UTTARADIMUTT ROAD, SHANKARPURAM, BANGALORE - 560 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

 Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR
MEDICAL USE.
2641665  12/12/2013
MORINGO ORGANICS INC,
SEVEN CORPORATE CENTER, 840 CRESCENT CENTRE DRIVE, SUITE 140 FRANKLIN, TENNESSEE 37067, USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIA JURIS
F-116, Lajpat Nagar-I, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :01/09/2013

DELHI

PROPRIETARY NUTRACEUTICAL FORMULATION, DIETARY & NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, NATURAL HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN LOTION FORM SOLD AS COMPONENT OF NUTRITIONAL SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTAL DRINKS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MEAL REPLACEMENT AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DRINK MIXES.
SBGOL

2641680  12/12/2013

BHARAT PRABHAKAR

trading as ;KINSHIP HEALTH CARE

WG 384-B, NEEVA SURAJ GANJ, NAKODAR CHOWK, JALANDHAR (PUNJAB)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAHUL RAJPUT.

B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2641704  12/12/2013
GOAN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
119, NATANIA, NEXT TO DR VIAGAS BUNGALOW, BEHIND PDA, PORVORIUM, BARDEZ, GOA-403521, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :06/12/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2641705    12/12/2013
GOAN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
119, NATANIA, NEXT TO DR VIAGAS BUNGALOW, BEHIND PDA, PORVORIUM, BARDEZ, GOA-403521, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :06/12/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2641839  12/12/2013
MARIETTA R. MUKTIBODH
trading as :MEDIFIELD
# 54/1,2ND MAIN, 3RD CROSS, SHANKAR NAGAR, MAHALAKSHMI LAYOUT, BANGALORE -560096
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NASHNIK IPR INNOVATIONS
#237/1,1ST FLOOR, 5TH MAIN ROAD, GANGANAGAR, BANGALORE-560032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANDISE OF AYURVEDIC PROPRIETORY MEDICINES
2641840  12/12/2013
MARIETTA R. MUKTIBODH
trading as : MEDIFIELD
#54/1, 2ND MAIN, 3RD CROSS, SHANKAR NAGAR, MAHALAKSHMI LAYOUT, BANGALORE -560096
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NASHNIK IPR INNOVATIONS
#237/1, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH MAIN ROAD, GANGANAGAR, BANGALORE-560032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC PROPRIETORY MEDICINES
2641844   12/12/2013

MARIETTA R. MUKTIBODH

trading as ;MEDIFIELD

54/1, 2ND MAIN, 3 RD CROSS, SHANKAR NAGAR, MAHALAKSHMI LAYOUT, BANGALORE -560096

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NASHNIK IPR INNOVATIONS

#237/1,1ST FLOOR, 5TH MAIN ROAD, GANGANAGAR, BANGALORE-560032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

AYURVEDIC PROPRIETARY MEDICINES
VENKATESWARI
403A, CHELLAKUTTAI KADU, ERUMAPALAYAM, SALEM - 636 015.
Merchandiser
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
AP1396, 31ST STREET 6TH SECTOR K K NAGAR CHENNAI 600 078
Used Since :01/12/2013

CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
2642236  13/12/2013
DIGAMBAR J. ZAWAR
J-201, 202/1, TARAPUR, MIDC, BOISAR, THANE, PINCODE-401506
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/11/2013

MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2642238  13/12/2013
DIGAMBAR J. ZAWAR
J-201, 202/1, TARAPUR, MIDC, BOISAR, THANE, PINCODE-401506
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
GAICIZ

2642386   13/12/2013

MR. RAJESH KUMAR S/O. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR SINGH
VILL. BRAHMPUR, P.O.+P.S.. PHULWARI SHARIF,DISTT. PATNA PIN:- 801505
TRADING
AN INDIVIDUAL AND CITIZEN OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS
PACLIDIAN

2642661    13/12/2013
MEDILIEF BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Manufacturer and merchant
215, IInd Floor, 'Medilief House', Ansal Classique Tower, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi-110027.
Manufacturer and merchant
A body corporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTAL BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations.
MEDREICH LIFECARE LIMITED
trading as ; MEDREICH LIFECARE LIMITED
MEDREICH HOUSE, No. 12/8, Saraswati Ammal Street, Maruti Sewa Nagar, Bangalore - 560033, Karnataka, India
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
4121/B, 6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.
Used Since : 01/10/2012
To be associated with:
2200409, 2642098
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MAFIKAST L
2642942  14/12/2013
RAJESH ASORIA
H.NO. 90 "VISHNU" MAHAVEERPURAM CITY, OPP. CHOPASANI DISPENSARY, JODHPUR - 342001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading as
INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since: 06/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2643008  16/12/2013
PANACEA FORMULATION PVT. LTD.
145/2/C, JAMBUDI HAPSI, AERODRUM ROAD, INDORE.
Manufacturer & Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :31/12/1999
To be associated with:
1040523, 1512087
MUMBAI
Medicines & Pharmaceutical products
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. No. 1040523,1512087
PANACEA FORMULATIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PANACEA FORMULATIONS PVT. LTD.
JAMBUDI HAPSI, AERODROME ROAD, INDORE - 453 112 (M.P.).
Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :30/10/2001

To be associated with:
1040522

MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS & PHARMACEUTICALS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.1040522
CEFTATOP
2643055  16/12/2013
PSYCHOTROPICS INDIA LTD.
PLOT NO A-32, DLF, SECTOR 11, FARIDABAD-121 006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
THE COMPANY IS REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
91, CROCKERY MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05.
IBADENZ

2643235  16/12/2013
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
trading as ;AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
PLOT NO. 2, MAITRIVIHAR, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500 038 ANDHRA PRADESH INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409, Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad 500 016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE ONLY
VIATUFF

2643236  16/12/2013
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
trading as ;AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
PLOT NO. 2, MAITRIVIHAR, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500 038 ANDHRA PRADESH INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409, Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE ONLY
PRULIBAKT

2643382  16/12/2013

SIMPEX PHARMA PVT. LTD
1108-1111, 38, ANSAL TOWER, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI 110019
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2643446  16/12/2013
SOMATICO PHARMACAL PVT. LTD.
C-469, T.T.C. M.I.D.C. INDUSTRIAL AREA, PAWNE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705. MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER MERCHANT TRADERS EXPORTER IMPORTER
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS- 05
2643447  16/12/2013
SOMATICO PHARMACAL PVT. LTD.
C-469, T.T.C. M.I.D.C. INDUSTRIAL AREA, PAWNE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705. MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER MERCHANT TRADERS EXPORTER IMPORTER
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS- 05
2643456   16/12/2013
SOMATICO PHARMACAL PVT. LTD.
C-469, T.T.C. M.I.D.C. INDUSTRIAL AREA, PAWNE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705. MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER MERCHANT TRADERS EXPORTER IMPORTER
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
2643698 16/12/2013
M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SH. ASHWANI KUMAR trading as M/S R.S.A TRADING CO.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

Used Since: 01/01/2008

DELHI

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
2161519  17/06/2011
MR. RATAN BOHRA
trading as ;M/S. GANPATI TRADING COMPANY
54, VIKAS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANIL STARCH MILL ROAD, NEAR MUNI SCHOOL, NARODA, BAPUNAGAR,
AHMEDABAD - 18

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAVI KAPOOR
4TH FLOOR, SHAIVAL PLAZA, NEAR GUJARAT COLLEGE, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD 380006
Used Since :01/04/2007

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE
2325179  02/05/2012
INOX INDIA LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, ABS TOWER, OLD PADRA ROAD, BARODA - 390 007 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAIDEEP B. VERMA AND MAYUR Y. PAREKH
302, A. SQUARE, 82, URMISOCIETY, PRODUCTIVITY ROAD, BARODA - 07
Used Since :13/02/2011

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISING OF METAL CYLINDERS WHICH CAN BE USED TO STORE LIQUID OXYGEN/ NITROGEN/ ARGON/CARBON DIOXIDE/NITROUS OXIDE.
2464806    23/01/2013
SHRI LALIT AHUJA
trading as ; HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS
B-85, BAIS GODAM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/12/1993

AHMEDABAD
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
UNITEX
2522611  30/04/2013
MR. SANJAY KUMAR JAISWAL
MR. GAURAV JAISWAL
MR. VIKAS GUPTA
trading as ;GAURAV AUTO INDUSTRIES
C-264, SECTOR-5, D.S.I.I.D.C. INDL AREA BAWANA, DELHI 110039
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DWARKAJI TRADE MARK CO.,
BUILDING NO 1333 CHAMBER NO 203, 2ND FLOOR, DURGA CHAMBER , D.B. GUPTA ROAD , NAI WALA, KAROL BAGH
NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :01/04/2000

DELHI
HARDWARE GOODS, DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS INCLUDING LOCK, NUT, BOLTS, SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, CLIPS,
CHAINS, HOOK, HINGES, BRASS PARTS, HOSE CLAMPS, HANDLES, TOWER BOLTS, GATE HOOKS, WINDOW STAGS,
DOOR LOCKS, DOOR STOPPER, ALDROPS, DOOR SAFETY, MAGNETIC CATCHER GATE HOOK, METAL FRAME FOR
DOOR AND WINDOW INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
2523291  01/05/2013

VIKRAM BUDHIRAJA
II-C/10 FIRST FLOOR NEHRU NAGAR NEAR GANESH HOSPITAL GHAZIABAD U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HARDWARE PRODUCTS INCLUDED DOOR CLOSER, DOOR FITTING, FLOOR SPRINGS, MAGNET CATCHERS, DOOR LOCKS, DOOR HANDLES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
2523590  02/05/2013
AMAR SOLANKI
# 11-8-5, MUDALI JAGANNADHAM STREET, KOTHAPET, VIJAYAWADA-520001, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJENI RAMADASS
NEW NO. 323, LINGHICHETTY STREET, 1st FLOOR GEORGE TOWN, CHENNAI-1
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FALSE CEILING SECTION, FALSE CEILING INTERMEDIATE, FALSE CEILING PERIMETER, FALSE CEILING L PROFILE, STUDS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2637966  05/12/2013
OZER KHAMBATI
trading as ;A-1 HARDWARE & MARKETING
PLOT 10, ASBESTOS COLONY, OPPOSITE G. PULLA REDDY SWEETS, KHARKHANA SECUNDRAHAD - 500 009 ANDHRA PRADESH STATE,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.

Used Since :08/12/2008

CHENNAI
HARDWARE WHICH INCLUDES PATCH FITTINGS, SHOWER FITTINGS, SPIDER FITTINGS, CANOPY FITTINGS, SLIDING DOOR FITTINGS, DOOR CLOSERS, FLOOR SPRINGS, DOOR ACCESSORIES, DOOR HANDLES AND ALL OTHER HARDWARES USED IN DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES ALL BEING ITEMS
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web: www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon

Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152295

MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
GUANGDONG SACA PRECISION MANUFACTURING CO., LTD
trading as ; GUANGDONG SACA PRECISION MANUFACTURING CO., LTD
No.7 Xingye Road, Industrial Zone, Beijiao Town, Shunde, Foshan City, Guangdong Province, China
Merchants & Manufactures
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People’s Republic of China
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chains of metal; Couplings of metal for chains; Door closers, non-electric; Door knockers; furniture casters of metal; Door handles of metal; Hinges of metal; Runners of metal for sliding doors; Fittings of metal for furniture; Buildings (Fittings of metal for); Props of metal; Gutter pipes of metal; Door fittings, of metal; Rails of metal; Ironmongery; Locks of metal, other than electric; Troughs of metal for mixing mortar; Welding (Rods of metal for); Building materials of metal; Scaffolding of metal
2640407   10/12/2013

JAYESH JAYANTILAL SHAH
trading as ;CROSSWORD AGRO INDUSTRIES
GIDC-II, PLOT NO. 371, RAJKOT 360 003
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRANKUMAR J. JASANI, ADVOCATE
218, V.V.COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 (GUJARAT)

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS,PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SMALL ITEMS
OF METAL HARDWARE INCLUDING ALLOYS, ALDROPS, STOPPERS, KNOBS, HINGES, GRIPS, RAILS, DOOR CLOSERS,
MAGNET CATCHERS, HANDLES, SLIDING DOORS, CUBICLES, NIPPLES, ELBOWS, SAFES, VALVES, METAL PIPE
BENDS, DRAIN TRAPS OF METAL, LOCKS, KITCHEN DRAWERS, KITCHEN HARDWARE, PROFILES, TOWER BOLTS,
HANGERS, FASTENERS, FURNITURE FITTINGS, CHANNEL SLIDES, BEING ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2641584 12/12/2013
VILAS K. HARSODA
trading as ;M/S. LAXMI ENGINEERING WORKS
MAVDI GAM, KISHAN PARK, NR. GELMAPAN, RAJKOT, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF DOOR CLOSER, HARDWARE, FURNITURE FITTINGS, HARDWARE PRODUCTS, TELESCOPIC CHENNEL, HENDLE, KNOBS, NUTS, BOLTS, FASTNER, SCREW, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, HOOK, SOFA LEG, TOWER BOLT, LOCK, ALDROP, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.
2641921    12/12/2013
M/S. J AND FOIL LTD.
PLOT NO. 6, GIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, VALIA-393135, DIST. BHARUCH, ANKLESHWAR- GUJARAT
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

AHMEDABAD

ALUMINIUM FOIL FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING IN FORM OF SHEETS AND ROLLS, ALUMINIUM SEMI RIGID CONTAINERS AND LIDS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
2642054  12/12/2013
ARVIND V. GARG
TA : PATRAN, DIST : PATIALA, STATE : PUNJAB, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/12/2013
DELHI
HANDLE, KNOBS, GLASS STUD, HINGES, STOPPER, HOOK, SOFA LEG, MAGNET, TOWER BOLT, LOCK, ALDROP, NUTS,
SCREW, BOLTS, FASTNER, DOOR EYE, BATHROOM ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS INCLUDING IN ANGLE VALVES,
BOTTLE TRAPS, TOWEL RINGS, SOAP CASE, TOWEL RACK, TOWEL ROD, TUMBLER HOLDER, SOAP DISH, NAPKIN
RING, ROBE HOOK, KITCHEN SINKS, BATH TUBS, SHOWER CUBICLES, CONCEALED CISTERNs, HARDWARE AND
FURNITURE FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS (METAL HARDWARE).
2643294  16/12/2013
VEERAN KUTTY CHUNDAKADAN
JESEERA. MP
MOHAMMAD ZAINUDHEEN CHUNDAKADAN
FATHIMA ZUHARA CHUNDAKADAN
KADEEJA CHUNDAKADAN
MUMTHAS CHUNDAKADAN
VAHEEDUDHEEN KOLLATHODI
trading as ;CHUNDAKADAN AGENCIES
DOOR.NO. 9/742 A, ANAS BUILDING, CHEROOTY ROAD, CALICUT DIS, PIN - 673001, KERALA ,INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
3/480 F,NEAR STATE BANK OF TRAVANCORE,AREEKKAD,NALLALAM POST,CALICUT-673027
Used Since :20/08/2013

CHENNAI
METAL BUILDING MATERIALS,IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEM OF METAL HARDWARE, GOODS OF COMMON METAL AND
BUILDER'S HARDWARE.
K-TECH

1877023   27/10/2009
S.BALDEV SINGH
trading as : KALSI TECH
10220 STNO 7 BHAGWAN CHOWK JANTA NAGAR LUDHIANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2005

DELHI
VEGETABLE AND SAAG CUTTING MACHINES.
K-TECH
1896939    17/12/2009
SUMIT MAHESHWARI
trading as ;TRIUPATI ENGINEERING CO.
MHKAMPUR PHASE-I DELHI ROAD MEERUT
MANUFACTUREES & TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :01/05/2008
DELHI
DIESEL OIL ENGINE & PUMP SET, MONOBLOCK & WATER PUMPS.
1896940   17/12/2009
SUMIT MAHESHWARI
trading as ;TRIUPATI ENGINEERING CO.
MHKAMPUR PHASE-1 DELHI ROAD MEERUT
MANUFACTURERES AND TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :01/05/2008
DELHI
DIESEL OIL ENGINE & PUMP SET, MONOBLOCK & WATER PUMPS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.TEC.
1897584 18/12/2009
SUMIT MAHESHWARI
trading as; TRIUPATI ENGINEERING CO.
MHKAMPUR PHASE-1 DELHI ROAD MEERUT
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since: 01/05/2008
DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF; DIESEL OIL ENGINE AND PUMP SET, MONOBLOCK AND WATER PUMPS. FOR SALE OF GOODS RESTRICTED IN THE STATE OF UTTAR PRADESH ONLY.
2012330  20/08/2010
MR. RAMBABU VERMA
MR. VINOD VERMA
trading as ;CHAMPA LAL AGRICULTURE WORKS
PHASE II, H-481, SARNA DUNGER, JAIPUR (RAJ),
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2002

AHMEDABAD

THRESHER, REAPER, COMBINED HARVESTER AND PARTS THEREOF, ALL KINDS OF BLADES USED FOR CROP
HARVESTING PURPOSE SUCH AS THRESHER BLADES, REAPER BLADES, COMBINED HARVESTER BLADES AND ALL
KINDS OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF, CHAFF CUTTER MACHINES, CHAFF-CUTTER BLADES
AND PARTS THEREOF AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, RUTA BETER, KUTTI MACHINE.
2462353  18/01/2013
SMT JYOTI SHARDA
SH KRISHAN SHARDA
trading as :OM INTERNATIONAL
B-XI, 1019/I, KHAWAJA KOTHI CHOWK, OLD CIVIL HOSPITAL ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/01/2009
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES AND PARTS, EMBROIDERY MACHINES, ZIG-ZAG MACHINES, BAG CLOSER MACHINES, OVERLOCK MACHINES AND ELECTRIC MOTOR.
2466343  24/01/2013
NARESH CHAND JAIN
trading as ;JAIN IRON MACHINERY STORE
OPPOSITE DURGA MANDIR, JAIPUR ROAD, CHOMU, JAIPUR-RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2000
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC MOTOR.
2471219  04/02/2013
PRATAP SAHU
trading as ;PRATAP SEWING MACHINE
LAKKAR BAZAR, LUDHIANA (PB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
SEWING MACHINE AND PARTS THEREOF
HGH

2520121  26/04/2013
FLT ISKARA BEARING (P) LTD
A-2, GALI NO-4, 4-D, ANAND PARBAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :21/08/2012

DELHI

BEARINGS, GEAR PARTS, ENGINE PARTS, PISTON, PISTON PINS, PISTON RINGS, FAN BELTS, V-BELT, FILTERS, OIL FILTERS, TRANSMISSION BELTS, TIMING BELTS, ROUND BELTS, VARIABLE SPEED BELTS, FLAT BELTS, MOTOR AND PUMPS, JUICER, MIXER, GRINDERS, MADHANI, MACHINE AND MACHINES TOOLS, WATER PUMPS, COOLER PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMPS, MOTOR, CHAFF CUTTER MACHINES, MACHINE COUPLINGS, SEWING MACHINES, WASHING MACHINES, POWER KOLHU & AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS.
NAIYA

2523194  01/05/2013
SMT. MANJU RANI
trading as : GANPATI INDUSTRIES
1106/1, TAJ GANJ, NEAR DIVISION NO. 3, SAMRALA ROAD, LUDHIANA 141008, PB
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/01/2010
DELHI
SEWING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF (EXCEPT NEEDLES)
BECTRON

2638046  05/12/2013

RV GLOBAL PVT. LTD
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Goods being coke generation machines, wind turbines and windmills.
2638283  05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013
To be associated with:
1152296
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
MR. VINOD JOGANI
trading as : JOGANI SPARES INDIA
3523/8 IST FLOOR QUTAB RAOD SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 10/02/1995

DELHI
MACHINE AND MACHINES TOOLS INCLUDING JUICER, MIXER, GRINDERS, MADHANI, WATER PUMPS, COOLER PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MOTOR, CHAFF CUTTER MACHINES, MACHINE COUPLINGS, SEWING MACHINES, WASHING MACHINES, POWER KOLHU, AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS AND POWER TOOLS AND THEIR PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
SUPERPAOL

2638745  06/12/2013

SHRI PARVEEN KUMAR

trading as ;INDIAN ELECTRICALS

BAZAR DURGA DASS, FEROZEPUR, CITY, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF; ELECTRIC MOTORS.
2639241   09/12/2013
ALPESHBHAI S. PATEL
trading as ;M/S. KAMAL JAL PUMP
NO - 55, VISHNU ESTATE, OPP. RAGHUNATH SCHOOL, LB'S ROAD, BAPUNAGAR ROAD, AHMEDABAD. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF V3, V4, V6, V8, V10 SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, V3 TO V8 BORWELL AND OPENWELL SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, TURBINE PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, SINGLE PHASE AND THREE PHASE ELECTRIC MOTORS, MONOBLOCK PUMP, OPENWELL PUMP, JET PUMP, COOLANT PUMP, INDUCTION MOTOR AND ELECTRIC MOTOR, PUMP AND PUMP PARTS, MACHINE, MACHINE TOOLS AND PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 07.
2639456    09/12/2013
VARUN RAJPUROHIT
44, Bakul Bagan Road, Kolkata - 700025
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :01/10/2013

KOLKATA
Anti-pollution devices for motors and engines.
TGR

2639814  09/12/2013

TIGER TEC PRIVATE LIMITED
House No - 514 Sector - 3 Ballabhgarh Faridabad Haryana - 121001
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune-28

Used Since : 06/12/2013

DELHI

Precision machine tools, namely, hard metal tools, high speed steel (HSS) tools, carbide tools, ceramic tools, poly
crystalline diamond (PCD) tools, and diamond-coated and diamond-uncoated tools, and hard metal tools, all for use in the
cutting and forming of materials by others, Power tool accessories, namely, cutting guides, Machines and machine tools
for the cutting and forming of materials included in class 7
FINOLEX
2640322  10/12/2013
FINOLEX CABLES LIMITED
trading as ;FINOLEX CABLES LIMITED
26/27, MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, PIMPRI, PUNE-411 018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
379021, 1581166
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MACHINE COUPLINGS AND BELTING (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES); OIL ENGINES,
DIESEL ENGINES, PETROL ENGINES NOT INCLUDED IN CLASS 12; PUMPS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
COMPRESSORS (MACHINES); ELECTRIC MOTORS (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES); ELECTRIC GENERATORS; LARGE SIZE
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY & PARTS THEREOF, AGRICULTURE WATERING
MACHINES; CARBURETORS FOR LIQUID FUELS; PARTS OF ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS AND FITTING, ACCESSORIES
AND FIXTURES THEREFOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
2640323 10/12/2013
FINOLEX CABLES LIMITED
trading as FINOLEX CABLES LIMITED
26/27, MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, PIMPRI, PUNE-411 018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
379021, 1581166, 2640322
MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MACHINE COUPLINGS AND BELTING (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES); OIL ENGINES, DIESEL ENGINES, PETROL ENGINES NOT INCLUDED IN CLASS 12; PUMPS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; COMPRESSORS (MACHINES); ELECTRIC MOTORS (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES); ELECTRIC GENERATORS; LARGE SIZE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY & PARTS THEREOF, AGRICULTURE WATERING MACHINES; CARBURETORS FOR LIQUID FUELS; PARTS OF ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS AND FITTING, ACCESSORIES AND FIXTURES THEREFOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
2640324  10/12/2013
FINOLEX CABLES LIMITED
trading as ;FINOLEX CABLES LIMITED
26/27, MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, PIMPRI, PUNE-411 018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
379021, 1581166, 2640322, 2640323

MUMBAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MACHINE COUPLINGS AND BELTING (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES); OIL ENGINES,
DIESEL ENGINES, PETROL ENGINES NOT INCLUDED IN CLASS 12; PUMPS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
COMPRESSORS (MACHINES); ELECTRIC MOTORS (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES); ELECTRIC GENERATORS; LARGE SIZE
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY & PARTS THEREOF, AGRICULTURE WATERING
MACHINES; CARBURETORS FOR LIQUID FUELS; PARTS OF ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS AND FITTING, ACCESSORIES
AND FIXTURES THEREFOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO. 379021,1581166,2640322,2640323
2641125  11/12/2013
KG INTERNATIONAL FZCO
P.O. BOX 17122, JABEL ALI, DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :28/07/2010
To be associated with:
986517, 986518, 2131382
DELHI
BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.986517,986518,2131382
2641610    12/12/2013
RENJITH KOSHY
SHABNA ELIZA JOHN
trading as ;TRANSWARE ENTERPRISES
32/1832 G KODUVATHARA ROAD, OFF N.H BYE PASS, PADIVATTOM, EDAPPALLY, P.O, KOCHI-24, KERALA., INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
REGD. PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMEY ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :03/12/2013

CHENNAI
SOAP DISPENSER (AUTOMATIC) , PAPER DISPENSER (SENSOR) , AIRFRESHNER DISPENSER (AUTOMATIC) OZONE GENERATOR, URINAL AND WC CLEANING DISPENSERS, BABY CHANGER DISPENSER, VACUUM CLEANER, INJECTION/EXTRACTION MACHINE, PRESSURE WASHER, CAR WASHER, SINGLE DISC MACHINE, RIDE ON SCRUBBER, STEAM CLEANING MACHINE FOR FLOOR/CAR, AND ALL OTHER CLEANING MACHINES
GHATTOURA

2642199  13/12/2013
NIRMAL SINGH

trading as ;GHATTOURA AGRO INDUSTRIES
JANDALI ROAD, AHMEDGARH-148021, DISTT. SANGRUR (PB.)
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since :01/04/1984

To be associated with:
936815

DELHI
Agricultural Implements including Rotavators, Laser Land Levelers, Straw Reapers, Seed Drills, Combines, Spray Pumps, Harrows, Cultivators, Multi Crop Seeders & Parts thereof.
WUD & WUD

2642695  13/12/2013

SH. VIJAY VIJ
20 D.M.R.C. COMPLEX, Bhai Veer Singh Marg, GoIe Market New Delhi 110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND
TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS ODIER THAN HAND-
OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS.
RITURAJ CHOUDHARY
trading as ;M/s MAGADH TRADING CORPORATION
MAHADEVGHAT, JAIN DHARMSALA, RAMNA ROAD, GAYA, BIHAR
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/10/2011

DELHI
CENTRIFUGAL & CENTRIPETAL PUMPS, EJECTO PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS & RIG PLANTS.
2642958  14/12/2013
TRIUMPH ELEVATORS
Pritpal Singh Suri
Gaurav Jhanjhari
C-54, D6, Engineer's Colony, Behind Swran Garden, New Sanganer Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan - 302020
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :15/11/2013

AHMEDABAD
Elevators [lifts].
2643139    16/12/2013
D.MAFI DEVI
trading as ;BAALAJI APPLIANCES
NO - 10, VEERA PANDIYAR NAGAR, SALEM - 636 004, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :19/08/2013
CHENNAI
ALL TYPE OF WET GRINDERS, MOTORS, JUICER AND MIXER GRINDER
2213879  30/09/2011
DEVRAJ RUPCHANDANI
trading as ;SAI DEV ENTP
# 39, A BLOCK, SIMLA HOUSE, NEPEANSEA ROAD, MUMBAI-400036
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :15/09/2002
MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS.
2523073    30/04/2013

JATINDER KUMAR

trading as ;JATINDER KUMAR & SONS

152, KARTAR SINGH SARABHA MARKET, JANTA NAGAR, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS

B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

HAND TOOLS
2523678  02/05/2013
JAI THAKURDAS NATHANI
RAJESH THAKURDAS NATHANI
trading as ;SHREE DURGA SONS
35, PAKITWALA BUILDING, HARIYANAWALA LANE, OPPOSITE RAM MAHAL HOTEL, KURLA (WEST) MUMBAI-400070,
MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS IS INCLUDED IN CLASS 8
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2592136    05/09/2013
SHANGHAI KUNJEK HANDTOOLS & HARDWARE CO., LTD
trading as ;Shanghai Kunjek Handtools & Hardware Co., Ltd
198#, Lane 3740, Hua Ning Road, Minhang District, Shanghai, China 201108
Merchants & Manufactures
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUR.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand tools, hand-operated; Garden tools, hand-operated; Agricultural implements, hand-operated; Cutting tools [hand tools]; Masons' hammers; Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; Spanners [hand tools]; Pliers; Screwdrivers; Axes; Saws [hand tools]; Penknives Hammers [hand tools]; Lifting jacks, hand-operated; Spatulas [hand tools]; Guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; Blades [hand tools]; Nail drawers [hand tools]
Pawan Aggarwal trading as Jasco Industries
J-2, Gali No.4A, Friends Colony Indl. Area, Shahdara, Delhi-110095
Merchants/Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Puri & Puri (Advocates)
4969/5, Ist Floor, Sirkiwalan, (Near Hauz Qazi Police Station) Hauz Qazi, Delhi-6
Used Since: 04/05/2011
DELHI
Cutlery likes forks, spoons, greater. Idli stand. Dhokla stand. Stainless steel graters & stainless steel sieves as per class-08.
2638284 05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013
To be associated with:
1152297
MUMBAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS
NAVRATTAN

1878421  30/10/2009
SH. SITA RAM
trading as : NAV RATTAN ENGINEERING WORKS
18 NEW GOBIND NAGAR BACKSIDE GAJJA PEER JALANDHAR PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC MOTORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9
NAVRATTAN
N.K. SALES CORPORATION

1895344  14/12/2009

NARENDER KUMAR VARMA
trading as ;N.K. SALES CORPORATION

OLD NO. B-II-616, NEW NO. B-IV-455, MEENA BAZAR, LUDHIANA(PUNJAB)

MERCHANT & MANUFACTURE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :22/04/1971

DELHI

ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRIC GOODS INCLUDING MOBILE PHONES, RADIOS, TRANSISTORS, TAPE RECORDERS, DECKS, STEREOS, CD"S & DVDS PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS AND LOUD SPEAKERS.
N.K. GALAXY
1899511  22/12/2009
SH. NARENDER KUMAR VARMA
trading as ;N.K. GALAXY
1828/1 MATA RANI ROAD LUDHIANA PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTRERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :30/09/2009
DELHI
CAR STEREOS AND HOME THEATRES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "GALAXY".
CLEARBLACK

2075487   27/12/2010
MICROSOFT MOBILE OY
KEILARANTA 7, 02150 ESPOO, FINLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a corporation organized under the laws of finland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MOBILE PHONES, SMART PHONES, ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR MOBILE PHONE; DISPLAYS IN INTERNATIONAL CLASS 9
GENEREACH BIOTECHNOLOGY CORP., A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA
No. 19, Keyuan 2nd Rd., Lincuo Vil., Xitun Dist., Taichung City 407, Taiwan, Republic of China
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :10/02/2011

MUMBAI
Testing apparatus not for medical purposes, capillary tubes, chemistry apparatus and instruments, chips (DNA-), chromatography apparatus for laboratory use, condensers (optical-), densimeters, teaching apparatus, fermentation [apparatus for -] [laboratory apparatus], optical apparatus and instruments being goods included in Class 9.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2417277  25/10/2012
MR.PRANAV PARIKH
MR.DIPESH PATEL
trading as ;DESKTOP CREATORS
G-4, Vaibhav Tower, Opp.Big Bazar, Vallabh Vidhya Nagar Road, Anand-388001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT,1932
Used Since :25/02/2000
AHMEDABAD
COMPUTERS,LAPTOP COMPUTERS,COMPUTER PRINTERS IN CLASS 09.
subject to no exclusive right over word desktop..
2439792    10/12/2012
VIVEK SHARMA
trading as ;SIDHI VINAYAK ENTERPRISES
A-108, MAHAL SCHEME, JAGATPURA, JAIPUR - 302017 - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2012

AHMEDABAD
ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES INCLUDED IN CLASS-09.
subject to no exclusive right over word super flow..
2457681  09/01/2013
SAROJ PAREEK
RAM SINGH
BANWARI LAL MITHARWAL
trading as ;R.K.EARTHING & ELECTRICALS
PLOT NO.32, PRATAP NAGAR, MURLIPURA, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :16/01/2012
AHMEDABAD
EARTHING ELECTRODES.
2487101    28/02/2013
BALAJI ELECTWELD PVT. LTD.  
H-1/116, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEEM KA THANA, DISTT- SIKAR (RAJ.)  
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
GAUTAM & COMPANY  
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).  
Used Since :01/04/1999  
AHMEDABAD  
WELDING ELECTRODES.
2487193   28/02/2013
CHETAN CABLETRONICS PVT. LTD
45, ANGOORI BAGH, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CORRECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKE, PHATTI.
2516724  19/04/2013
EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXIDE HOUSE, 59E CHOWRINGHEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 020, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :29/11/2007
To be associated with:
700069, 1051816, 1051817, 1671361, 1825231, 2164151, 2164152

KOLKATA
STORAGE BATTERIES; CAR BATTERIES; AIR CRAFT BATTERIES; BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC CARS; RE-CHARGEABLE
BATTERIES; SUBMARINE BATTERIES; BATTERIES USED IN VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS; SOLAR CELLS; SOLAR PANELS;
BATTERIES FOR USE IN HAND-HELD ELECTRONIC DEVICES; SELF CHARGING BATTERIES; BATTERY BOXES; BUTTON
CELLS; UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY (UPS) SYSTEMS, INVERTERS, POWER BACKUP SYSTEM COMPRISING AN
INTEGRATED FORM OF INVERTER AND BATTERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "6C 225"
MOHAMAD ALAM trading as STAR BATTERY WORKS
PLASTIC COMPLEX, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BASTI
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 01/04/2011

DELHI
BATTERY AND BATTERY PLATES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 09
2521434    29/04/2013
S. MANYINDER PAL SINGH
trading as ;LUDHIANA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS
22-C, SHAHEED KARNAIL SINGH NAGAR, PHASE-III, PAKHOWAL ROAD, LUDHIANA 141002
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING SWITCH GEARS, CUT OUTS, SWITCHES, PLUGS, CHOKES, SOCKETS, STABILIZERS, KIT KAT, FUSE, CHANGE OVER, SWITCH BOARDS AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS; ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES.
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
2521441  29/04/2013
SHRI KARAN GOEL
trading as ;KEVA INDUSTRIES
NEAR OCTROI POST, G.T. ROAD, SAHNEWAL, DISTT. LUDHIANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2003
DELHI
MOBILES & MOBILE ACCESSORIES, COMPUTER & COMPUTER ACCESSORIES.
KOUNICAB

2522688   30/04/2013

SHREE PAWAN KUMAR JAIN
C-54, SEC-5 BAWANA INDL. AREA, DELHI 110039
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
PARACAB
2522689   30/04/2013
SHREE Pawan Kumar Jain
C-54, Sec-5 Bawana Indl. Area, Delhi 110039
Merchants & Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Lalji Trade Mark Co.
A/48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/04/2012

Delhi
GROWTECH

2523206    01/05/2013
ASSG TRADING PVT. LTD
497/4, MODEL GRAM, LUDHIANA, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/08/2010

DELHI
ALTERNATORS, ELECTRICAL AUTO STOPPERS, UPS, BATTERY, BATTERY PLATES, BATTERY CHARGER AND INVERTERS
A.L.H

2523280 01/05/2013

S. RANJIT SINGH ARORA

trading as: ARORA LIGHTING HOUSE

138-M, CITY CENTRE, NEAR-ANAND HOTEL, BUS STAND, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.

A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since: 01/04/2010

DELHI

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS,
CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS,
MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
REYcab
2523380 01/05/2013
MR. HIMANSHU BHUTANI
MR. MANAV LUTHRA
trading as ;POLYBERRY WIRES AND CABLES
A-14, GROUND FLOOR, JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI 110095
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS, APPARATUS & INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES
ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS,
SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION
CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES & PHATTI.
DEKORON
2523382  01/05/2013
SH. VIPIN JAIN
trading as ;STANDARD POLYSET
9/100, SHAstri GALL, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110032
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES.
VIJAYAR
2523436   01/05/2013
SH. MUKESH GROVER
trading as ;ANAND CABLES
9/89 SHAHTRI GILI VISHWAS NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI 110032
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DWARKAJI TRADE MARK CO.,
BUILDING NO 1333 CHAMBER NO 203, 2ND FLOOR, DURGA CHAMBER , D.B. GUPTA ROAD , NAI WALA, KAROL BAGH
NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B.,
M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS,
CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS,
MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
2572662  30/07/2013
RESHMA UBAID SHAIKH
trading as ;REFLECTIONS INFOMEDIA
403, PROGRESSIVE LANDMARK, SEC-14, DHWALE GAON, OPP VIJAYA BANK, C.B.D. BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI-400614,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH BHAGNARI
Block No: A/168/335,Nr. Guru nanak High School, ULHASNAGAR 421004
Used Since :13/04/2013
MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE; MOBILE PHONE AND TABLET SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMES [PROGRAMS],
RECORDED; COMPUTER PROGRAMS [DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; MOBILE PHONE AND TABLET APPLICATIONS
[DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE]; DOWNLOADABLE IMAGE FILES; DOWNLOADABLE MUSIC FILES; ELECTRONIC
PUBLICATIONS, DOWNLOADABLE; APPARATUS, SYSTEM AND DEVICES FOR AUDIO, VIDEO, TEXT AND IMAGE,
DISPLAYING THE CONTENT IN RELATION TO ISLAMIC AND MASJID INFORMATION, RITES AND PRACTICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 9

2634589  28/11/2013
LARSEN AND TOUBRO LIMITED
L AND T HOUSE, BALLARD ESTATE, P.O. BOX 278, MUMBAI-400001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1862370

MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL SWITCHING DEVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2637930 05/12/2013
R R S TECHNO SOFT PVT. LTD
D-66, RAMPUR PAWTI, P.S.-KANKER KHERA MEERUT U.P 25002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ GUPTA (AD)
209 WEST END ROAD MEERUT CANTT U.P-250001
Used Since: 18/10/2013

DELHI
SOFTWARE, COMPUTERS, THEIR PERIPHERALS AND DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENTS.
2638037 05/12/2013
PINDORIA NARENDRAKUMAR GOPAL  
trading as ;G R IMAGINE  
406, ASHIRWAD PARAS CORPORATE ROAD, NR. PRAHLAD NAGAR GARDEN, PRAHLAD NAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
Used Since :22/10/2013  

AHMEDABAD  
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 9

2638041 05/12/2013
PINDORIA NARENDRAKUMAR GOPAL
trading as G R IMAGINE
406, ASHIRWAD PARAS CORPORATE ROAD, NR. PRAHLAD NAGAR GARDEN, PRAHLAD NAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 22/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS, SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, ELECTRIC, PHOTOGRAPHIC, TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES, MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS
2639767  09/12/2013

ANANDIT INFOTECH INDIA PVT.LTD.

trading as :ANANDIT INFOTECH INDIA PVT.LTD.

NO. 06, 2 NDCROSS, 3RD FLOOR, SADARPATRAPPA ROAD, BANGALORE 560002, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI

SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :02/08/2013

CHENNAI

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, MOBILE PHONES AND ACCESSORIES.
DHANUR

2640179   10/12/2013
MR. RAJESH SHARMA
MR. ANOOP SHARMA
trading as ;LAXMI ECO GREEN
B-2661, DSIIDC, NARELA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELI-110040
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA & CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BATTERY OPERATED VEHICLES; PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF; INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
QCM

2640631  10/12/2013
MR. VIKAS BANSAL
trading as ;OM SAI ENTERPRISES
390/12 CHANDER QUARTER RAM PURA BEHIND GURUDWARA DELHI 110035
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; WIRE AND CABLES, INVERTER, BATTERY, STABILIZER TRANSFORMER, UPS, CVT, SWITCH ACCESSORIES. ELECTRIC IRON, SWITCHBOARD, M.C.B., MCB BOX, JIMCTION BOX, KIT-KAT, SOCKETS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI, MOBILE PHONES ACCESSORIES, COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE. HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
VOCUS

2641918    12/12/2013
VOCUS COMMUNICATIONS PVT. LTD
3/303 3RD FLOOR ASHISH COMPLEX, NEW RAJDHANI ENCLAVE VIKAS MARG NEW DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 23/05/2013

DELHI
CCTV EQUIPMENT NAMELY CAMERAS, LENSES, DVR, CAMERA CONTROLLERS, NVR AND VIDEO NETWORK SERVERS; VIDEO DOOR PHONES, AUDIO DOOR PHONES; EQUIPMENT FOR USE IN THE SECURITY AND FIRE SAFETY INDUSTRIES; ACCESS CONTROLLERS, CARDS, CARD READERS, BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS, HIGH SECURITY LOCKS AND LOCKING DEVICES, VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEMS, INTRUSION ALARM CONTROL PANELS, DETECTORS FOR INFRARED, SOUND, GLASS BREAK, GAS LEAK, SMOKE, BEAM, THERMAL, FIRE ALARM PANELS AND CALL POINTS, FIRE ALARM NOTIFICATION APPLIANCES, EXTINGUISHERS, POWER SUPPLIES, CABLES AND OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS -09
SOEN
2642343  13/12/2013
STRATA AUDIO LLC
31368 Via Colinas, Suite 106, Westlake Village, CA, 91362, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Used Since :17/10/2013
DELHI
AUDIO SPEAKERS, AUDIO SPEAKERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, AUDIO SPEAKERS FOR HOME, SPEAKERS FOR COMPUTERS; MICROPHONES, EARPHONES, HEADPHONES; AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, SIGNAL PROCESSORS FOR AUDIO SPEAKERS, ELECTRONIC UNITS FOR TRANSMITTING AUDIO SIGNALS; TELEVISION SETS. TELEVISIONS, TELEVISION APPARATUS; ELECTRICAL CABLES. ELECTRICAL CABLE CONNECTORS. AUDIO CABLES, AUDIO CABLE CONNECTORS; ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY UNITS. ELECTRO ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS,
WUD & WUD

2642694  13/12/2013

SH. VIJAY VIJ
20 D.M.R.C. COMPLEX, Bhai Veer Singh Marg, Gole Market New Delhi 110001

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

WIRE AND CABLES, SWITCHES ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC IRON, M.C.B., M.C.B. BOX, KIT-KAT, CHANGE OVER, STARTER, CUT OUTS, PLUGS, SOCKETS, HOLDERS, FAN REGULATORS, CAPACITOR, CONDENSERS, SWITCHGEARS, FUSE UNITS, EXTENSION CORD, ELECTRIC STARTER, CONNECTORS, MULTI-PLUGS, DISTRIBUTION BOX, ELECTRIC CHOKES, PHATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 9.
Priority claimed from 27/03/2013; Application No. : 011694692 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY(CTM)  
2510012   09/04/2013  
FIELDPOINT (CYPRUS) LIMITED  
ONEWORLD PARKVIEW HOUSE,75 PRODROMOU AVENUE,2063 Nicosia,Cyprus  
Manufacturers and Merchants/Traders.  
A company incorporated under the laws of Cyprus  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
L.S. DAVAR & CO.  
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.  
Proposed to be Used  
KOLKATA  
therapeutic lamps, lamps for the generation of polarized light
2521073    26/04/2013
ANIL KANTIBHAI CHAUHAN
trading as ;M/S SHREEJI MICROSYSTEMS INC.
230, KARMA ESTATE, NR TRIKAMPURA PATIA, PHASE-III, G.I.D.C, VATVA, AHMEDABAD 382445, GUJARAT
ophthalmic products.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/02/2012
AHMEDABAD
Ophthalmic Micro Surgical Blades, Ophthalmic Instruments, Intraocular Lens, Foldable Lens, Disposable Phaco Surgery Kit, Ophthalmic Surgical Drapes, Viscoelastic, Trypan Blue & Ophthalmic Equipment all included in class 10.
NEOFLEX
2521325  29/04/2013
BIOSENSORS EUROPE S.A.
trading as ;BIOSENSORS EUROPE S.A.
Rue de Lausanne 29, 1110 Morges, Switzerland
Manufacturer, Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL DEVICES, IN PARTICULAR, STENTS AND DRUG-ELUTING STENTS.
Black Zebra

2521360  29/04/2013
CUPID LIMITED
103, SONA CHAMBER, 507/509, J. J. ROAD, CHIRA BAZAAR, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONDOMS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
STERI-FOG

2522276    30/04/2013

FAITH INNOVATIONS
MR. ABHINAV KANTI
MR. VIVEK KACKER
MR. VINAY KUMAR NEHRA
MR. S SUNDARESAN
E-107 LAJPAT NAGAR-1, NEW DELHI 110024
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :04/08/2009

DELHI
SURGICAL & MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS.
M/s. Pregna International Limited
trading as : M/s. Pregna International Limited
13, Suryoday Estate, 136 Tardeo Road, Mumbai - 400034, Maharashtra
Manufacturers and Merchants
Pharmaceutical preparations, surgical & medical apparatus and instruments

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MEHRA
612, WING-B, CASCADE-III, KULUPWADI, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI-400 066, MAHARASHTRA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments: suture materials
M/s. Pregna International Limited
13, Suryoday Estate, 136 Tardeo Road, Mumbai - 400034, Maharashtra
Manufacturers and Merchants
Pharmaceutical preparations, surgical & medical apparatus and instruments

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK MEHRA
612, WING-B, CASCADE-III, KULUPWADI, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI-400 066, MAHARASHTRA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; suture materials
2637677  04/12/2013

DR. SACHEEV NANDA
trading as ;DR. SACHEEV NANDA
201, Chetna Apartments, East Street, Camp, Pune-411 001.
Manufacturer, merchant and service provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
DENTAL IMPLANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 10.
2638286   05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon

Used Since : 01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152299

MUMBAI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS
2638755 06/12/2013
NIMESH
VINUBHAI JOSHI
trading as : MARUTI ENTERPRISES
B-7, GUPTA TOWER-II, VIKAS PURI, COOM. COMPLEX G BLOCK, NEW DELHI-18
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since : 01/01/2012

DELHI
KNEE CAP, LUMBER SACRAT BELT, ABDOMINAL BELT, COCK -UP SPLINT, HINGED KNEE CAP, L.C BELT & ALL REHABILITATION PRODUCT.
RAHIL FOAM PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO. 31, OPP. KHAMTA BUS STOP, JAMNAGAR HIGHWAY, VILLAGE - DEPALIYA, DIST. RAJKOT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUAJRAT

Used Since :30/11/2013

AHMEDABAD

PERMEABLE PLASTIC FILMS FOR MEDICAL USE, BIODEGRADABLE FILM USED FOR AS A PROTECTIVE GERM SHIELD BARRIER IN THE BEDDING, FURNITURE AND HEALTH CARE FIELDS CREATED FROM RENEWABLE BIO-POLYMER RESOURCES.
DECIBEL BIOTECH

2642521  13/12/2013

UDAI KUMAR KHATRI
CHANDRA KALI

trading as ;DECIBEL BIOTECH

BLOCK NO. 232 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BARHI DISTRICT-SONEPAT HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMAANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :07/12/2013

DELHI

SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS.
OOEPL

2643215  16/12/2013
ORION ORTHOPAEDIC EQUIPO PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 28, 2ND FLOOR, ROAD NO. 19, EAT PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :28/11/2013

DELHI
SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EYES AND TEETH; ORTHOPAEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS IN CLASS NO. -10
1885159  17/11/2009
JOGINDER SINGH
trading as : B.K.TRADING CO.
258 HARNAM DASS PURA STRRET NO.2 KAPUTHALA ROAD JALANDHAR -144001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2001
DELHI
C.P. BATHROOM FITTINGS, PIPE FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11 FOR USE IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
DISHA
1897106  17/12/2009
AMREEK SINGH
ANIL KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;DISHA VALVES
PLOT NO. 7, MAIN MARKET, GADAI PUR, JALANDHAR (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTRERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/09/2006
DELHI
G.I., C.I. VALVES AND COCKS INCLUDING PIPE FITTING FOR USE IN SANITARY PURPOSES.
2016818  31/08/2010
G.SURAJ KUMARI
trading as ;RAJESH ELECTRICALS
274 AND 275, PAPER MILLS ROAD, PERAMBUR, CHENNAI-600011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :27/11/1990
CHENNAI
LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS; FANS; APPARATUS FOR HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
2098458  11/02/2011
SH. ASHWANI KUMAR
trading as :M/S R.S.A TRADING CO.
# 8 GURDEV NAGAR NEWR NEW GRAIN MARKET JALANDHAR (PB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/01/2008

DELHI
C.P. FITTINGS, VALVES AND COCKS, PIPE FITTINGS FOR USE IN SANITARY PURPOSE.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2178771  21/07/2011
HEMANT RATILAL SHAH
trading as ;DEVAL SPECIFIC INC.
21, DHARNIDHAR APARTMENT, 204, NEHRUPARK, NEAR STATE BANK OF INDIA, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015,
GUJARAT
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
AIN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJENDRA H. BHANSALI.
22, DHARAMNATH SOCIETY, NEAR C.L.HOSPITAL, OLD CAMP ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD - 380 004.
Used Since :01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM AND REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER DISPENSER BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-11.
subject to no exclusive right over word pure..
2487195  28/02/2013
CHETAN CABLETRONICS PVT. LTD
45, ANGOORI BAGH, DELHI - 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELI
INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM GENERATING, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND TUBES, BULBS, LED, TORCHES AND THEIR PARTS.
KAPA

2521029   26/04/2013
SHRI. SANJAY BANSAL
trading as ;BANSAL SALES CORPORATION
H.NO 2, NEW KUNDAN PURI, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI

VALVES, COCKS, PIPE FITTINGS, SANITARY FITTINGS AND BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11 FOR USE IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
JAPSON

2522700  30/04/2013

SH. ANKIT JAIN

trading as ;RISHABH SANITATION

B-33, JAGATPURI, MANDOLI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110092

MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.

A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

SANITARY INSTALLATIONS AND BATHROOM FITTINGS, THEIR PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING CISTERN TANKS, FLUSHING CISTERN, TOILET SEAT COVERS & PARTS THEREOF, TAPS AND COCKS, WASH BASIN, SOAP DISH, ANTI COCKROACH TRAP, WASTE JALI AND TOWEL ROD, BATHS, SHOWERS AND SHOWER INSTALLATIONS; SHOWER AND BATH CUBICLES; FAUCETS; TOUCHLESS FAUCETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
SANORA

2523181  01/05/2013
KHURANA METAL PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 27, VILL. MUBARAKPUR, HOSHIARPUR ROAD, NEAR RAILWAY CROSSING, VILL.(DHUDDE), DISTT.
JALANDHAR (PB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1999

To be associated with:
1177813

DELHI

VALVES, COCKS, PIPE FITTINGS, C.P. FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11 FOR USE IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES.
A.L.H

2523281  01/05/2013
S. RANJIT SINGH ARORA
trading as; ARORA LIGHTING HOUSE
138-M, CITY CENTRE, NEAR-ANAND HOTEL, BUS STAND, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELHI

INSTALLATION FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM
GENERATING, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES INCLUDING FANS, COOLERS, AIR
CONDITIONERS, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT,
IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, TUBE LIGHT, NIGHT LIGHTS, TABLE LAMPS, HALOGEN LAMPS, CFL LAMPS AND
TUBES, BULBS, TORCHES, AUTO BULBS, HEAD LAMPS & LIGHT, GSL LAMPS, ELECTRIC EMERGENCY LIGHT,
ELECTRIC HOT PLATES FOR COOKING, ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2523530   01/05/2013
SH. DAYANAND SETIA
SMT. SANGEETA BATRA
trading as ;WATER PRODUCT INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO-35, LAL TANKI, SHOPPING COMPLEX, MODEL TOWN, PANIPAT, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
R. O. SYSTEM, MEMBRANE, FILTER, APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT FOR CLEANING, FILTRATION AND PURIFICATION OF AIR AND WATER, PURIFIERS, THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.
2634590    28/11/2013
GOURAV JAIN
trading as :GOURAV ENTERPRISES
FATEHPUR ROAD, SHIVPURI-473551 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURES, PACKER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE,
320 Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :12/03/2008

MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, LED LIGHTS, CFL LAMPS, APPARATUS, SPEARS AND PARTS OF HEATING, STEAM
GENERATING, COOKING, GAS SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015 Class 11

NIKESH PORWAL
SHANTI LAL PORWAL
trading as ; KNS CERAMIC WORLD
212, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 15/03/2012

DELHI
KITCHEN SINKS; WASH BASINS; SANITATION AND BATHROOM FITTINGS; BATH EQUIPMENTS; FITTING AND INSTALLATIONS; HAND DRYING APPARATUS FOR WASHROOMS; WATER TAPS; BATH TUBS; BATH HEATERS; BATH PLUMBING FIXTURES; SHOWER CUBICLES; TOILET SEATS, TOILET BOWLS; PORTABLE TOILETS; TOILET COMMODES; FLUSH TANKS; SEAT COVERS, URINALS (SANITARY FIXTURES), CISTERNS, VANITY FITTINGS WITH WASH BASIN; WATER FLUSHING INSTALLATION; INSTALLATIONS, APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT FOR WATER SUPPLY AND AS PER CLASS 11 FOR USE IN BATHROOM ACCESSORIES, SANITARY PURPOSES.
SRI RAJESH AGARWAL
trading as; MANSA INTERNATIONAL
H/318/2/N, WARD NO.43, 2ND MILE, SEVOKE ROAD, SILIGURI, PIN-734001.
merchant & service, exporter, importer
Used Since: 02/04/2013

KOLKATA
sanitary purposes, (SANITARY & BATHROOM FITTING.)
OMSHIV GLOBAL ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
239 NAURANGABAD ETAWAH U.P 206001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELI
LED BULBS, BULBS AND TUBES, STREET LIGHTS, ROOM HEATER, IMMERSION ROD, WATER HEATER, GEYSER GAS GEYSER, HEAT CONVECTOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 11.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2641611 12/12/2013
RENJITH KOSHY
SHABNA ELIZA JOHN
trading as ;TRANSWARE ENTERPRISES
32/1832 G KODUVATHARA ROAD, OFF N.H BYE PASS, PADIVATTOM, EDAPPALLY, P.O, KOCHI-24, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
REGD. PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :03/12/2013
CHENNAI
HAND DRYER, HAIR DRYER, INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES
2642140  12/12/2013
KAJARIA CERAMICS LIMITED
J-UB-1 (Extn), Mohan Co-op. Industrial Estate, Mathura Road, New Delhi-110 044.
Manufacturer and Merchant
(A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Ahents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since : 01/12/2013
To be associated with:
1685741
DELHI
Sanitary apparatus, fixtures and installations, sanitary ware; bath fittings; bath installations; bath plumbing fixtures; bath tubs; wash basins.
2642144  12/12/2013
CHIRAG C RASANIA
trading as : A.N.C. ENTERPRISE
B-18, RAMESHWAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NANI BAHUCHARAJI'S MANDIR NI GALI, VED ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BATH FITTINGS, SANITARY APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS
2642429    13/12/2013
STEAM POWER ENERTECH PVT. LTD.
7/10, SORATHIYAWADI, KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :02/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
SOLAR WATER HEATERS.
2642555   13/12/2013
PRAKASH CHANDER S/o. SH. SAHAB RAM DHAKA
trading as ;DKSOS
SHOP NO. 124, 1st Floor, RAI BAHADUR BAZAR, MGH ROAD, JODHPUR (Raj.)
manufacturer and merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.
2642837  13/12/2013
PYROTECH ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.,
F-16A, ROAD NO. 3, M.I.A. MADRI,UDAIPUR - 313 003 - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE HAMBRAN ROAD, LUDHIANA-141001 PB
Used Since :24/12/1976
AHMEDABAD
LED LIGHTS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2642914  14/12/2013
ASHA BIRMANI
trading as ; AADITYA ENTERPRISES
203-A, POCKET-A, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-II, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since : 06/12/2013
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING, VENTILATING, WATER TREATMENT & PURIFICATION SYSTEM, LED LIGHT & PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS-11
D. MAFI DEVI
trading as :BAALAJI APPLIANCES
NO - 10, VEERA PANDIYAR NAGAR, SALEM - 636 004, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since : 19/08/2013

CHENNAI
ALL TYPE OF CEILING FAN, TABLE FAN, EXHAUST FAN, STAND FAN, PEDESTAL FAN, WALL MOUNTING FAN,
INDUCTION COOKING STOVE, GAS STOVE, ELECTRIC CHAPATHI MAKER, ELECTRIC WATER HEATER AND ELECTRIC
RICE COOKER
2643293  16/12/2013
VEERAN KUTTY CHUNDAKADAN
JESEERA. M.P
MOHAMMAD ZAINUDHEEN CHUNDAKADAN
FATHIMA ZUHARA CHUNDAKADAN
KADEEJA CHUNDAKADAN
MUMTHAS CHUNDAKADAN
VAHEEDUDHEEN KOLLATHODI
trading as ;CHUNDAKADAN AGENCIES
DOOR.NO. 9/742 A, ANAS BUILDING, CHEROOTY ROAD, CALICUT DIS, PIN - 673001, KERALA ,INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
3/480 F,NEAR STATE BANK OF TRAVANCORE,AREEKKAD,NALLALAM POST,CALICUT-673027
Used Since :20/08/2013
CHENNAI
SANITARY APPARATUS AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
NEHAAL AUTO PARTS MANUFACTURING & TRADING CO.

1877695  28/10/2009
AKHTAR ALI
trading as ;NEHAAL AUTO PARTS MANUFACTURING & TRADING CO.
FOCAL POINT NEAR PHASE-VII BEHIND KOHINOOR SCHOOL LUDHIANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN AUTOS AND MOTOR LAND

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."NEHAAL" used the mark as a whole.
MANJIT SINGH
trading as ;SATGURU MECHANICAL WORKS
B-97 SEC-2 BAWANA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BAWANA NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALRA ASSOCIATES.
A-99, PANKHA ROAD, OPP. BUS TRML. UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 059.
Used Since :01/04/2004
DELHI
OIL SEALS, WATER PUMP SEALS AND PUMPS USED IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
WHITE WAGON PVT. LTD.
C/O. ARROW MOTORS PVT. LTD., NR. GREEN LAND CIRCLE, 8-B. NATIONAL HIGHWAY, RAJKOT-3. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MINI TRACTORS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12.
VANSH

2520116    26/04/2013
S.JAKTAR SINGH
trading as ;CHADHA AUTO SYNDICATE
196, PREM GALI, PUNJA SHARIFF, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :10/04/2008
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN AUTOS, MOTOR PARTS, TRACTOR PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
HGH
2520120  26/04/2013
FLT ISKARA BEARING (P) LTD
A-2, GALI NO-4, 4-D, ANAND PARBAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/A Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :21/08/2012

DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
HEH

2520122  26/04/2013
FLT ISKARA BEARING (P) LTD
A-2, GALI NO-4, 4-D, ANAND PARBAT INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :21/08/2012

DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES.
PRIMALA

2521486  29/04/2013
Mr. Asit Sengupta
trading as ;TIO CO COTTAGE
157/B, LENIN SARANI, ROOM-29, BLOCK-C, KOLKATA 700013
Manufacturer & Merchant
an Indian National,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA. P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since : 01/01/1983
KOLKATA
Automobile Parts and Accessories included in Class 12.
DHAMAAL

2521637    29/04/2013
SHRI VINEET MAHAJAN
SMT. POOJA MAHAJAN
trading as ;MAHAJAN TYRE COMPANY
26-27, WARIANA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, KAPURTHALA ROAD, JALANDHAR 144013, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/08/2009
DELHI
TYRES, TUBES, FLAPS & PARTS THEREOF FOR USE IN BICYCLES, AUTOS AND MOTOR LAND VEHICLES
UPLIFT

2521644  29/04/2013
SHRI SUDHIR KUMAR
trading as ;UPLIFT CYCLE INDUSTRIES
GILL ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA 141003 PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 06/04/1972
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN BICYCLES
MEERA GOLD
2522463    30/04/2013
GOMARAM
trading as ; MAHADEV INDUSTRIES
528 529 & 530 JOSHI ROAD GALLI NO 16 KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
AUTOMOBILES PART AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING TWO WHEELER & THREE WHEELER CABLES, CONTROL CABLES, CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.
RTCO-786

2522967   30/04/2013

SH. PUNEET JAIN
SH. SUNDEEP BHANDARI

trading as ;RAM TRADING CO

1195/6 NAIWALA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

CLUTCH PLATES, BRAKE SHOE, DISC PAD, VALVE SET, ROCKER SET, CAMSHAFT, CUP COAM SET, CLUTCH HUB (CENTER), AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " 786 "
DAICHI OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
E-241, FOCAL POINT, PHASE IV-A, LUDHIANA, (PB).
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
(A COMPANY DULY REGD. UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2009

DELI

PARTS & FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12 FOR USE IN AUTOS & MOTOR LAND VEHICLES

SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
2523385  01/05/2013
SH. POLARAM
trading as ;KULDEEP AUTOMOBILES
1171/8, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2010

DELHI
AUTOMOBILES PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING TWO WHEELER & AND THREE WHEELERS SPARE PARTS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE **GENUINE SPARE**
NERON
2637600  04/12/2013
TATA MOTORS LTD.
BOMBAY HOUSE 24 HOMI MODY STREET MUMBAI - 400001
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alakananda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Land vehicles and parts thereof; accessories included in class 12
BECTRON

2638047  05/12/2013

RV GLOBAL PVT. LTD
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Goods being railway carriages and parts of railway carriages, bogies for railway cars, railway couplings, railway wheel tires and railroad tyres.
MRF MULTIMILER

2640016  10/12/2013

MRF LIMITED
trading as: MRF LIMITED

NEW NO:114,(OLD NO:124), GREAMS ROAD, CHENNAI- 600 006, T.N., INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

To be associated with:

418892, 494508, 728222, 804140, 809932, 809934, 1040371, 1040372

CHENNAI
TYRES, TUBES, FLAPS, TREADS AND TREAD RUBBER FOR RETREADING TYRES AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF
BEING GOODS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERM MULTIMILER
MRF CITTI BUS

2640019 10/12/2013

MRF LIMITED trading as ;MRF LIMITED
NEW NO:114,(OLD NO:124), GREAMS ROAD, CHENNAI- 600 006, T.N., INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Used Since :01/01/1977

To be associated with:
418892, 728222, 809932, 809934, 1040371, 1040372, 1718198, 1718199, 1718200, 1718201, 2185144

CHENNAI
TYRES, TUBES, FLAPS, TREADS AND TREAD RUBBER FOR RETREADING TYRES AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF
BEING GOODS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP.
NO.418892,728222,809932,809934,1040371,1040372,1718198,1718199,1718200,1718201,2185144
2640293  10/12/2013
OMSHIV GLOBAL ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
239 NAURANGABAD ETAWAH U.P 206001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
The ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ELECTRIC RICKSHAW AND PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
QCAR

2640459  10/12/2013

BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED

trading as ;BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED

2ND AND 3RD FLOOR, KHIVRAJ BUILDING, NO.616, ANNASALAI, CHENNAI-600006, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES.

CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

"LAND VEHICLES, AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES, FOUR WHEELERS, THREE WHEELERS, TWO WHEELERS, PASSENGER VEHICLES, SCOOTERS, GOODS CARRIERS, COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR VEHICLES, ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF".
QCAB

2640460  10/12/2013
BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED
trading as : BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED
2ND AND 3RD FLOOR, KHIVRAJ BUILDING, NO.616, ANNASALAI, CHENNAI-600006, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

LAND VEHICLES, AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES, FOUR WHEELERS, THREE WHEELERS, TWO WHEELERS, PASSENGER VEHICLES, SCOOTERS, GOODS CARRIERS, COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTOR VEHICLES, ENGINES FOR LAND VEHICLES, PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS THEREOF".
RALCO NYLOTUFE

2640625  10/12/2013
RALSON (INDIA) LIMITED
G.T ROAD, DHANDARI KALAN, LUDHIANA, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 26/05/1991
To be associated with:
551741
DELHI
TYRES, TUBES & FLAPS FOR USE IN BICYCLES, RICKSHAWS AND AUTOMOBILES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 551741, 570361, 570362, 570796, 570797, 570978, 570979.
2523679   02/05/2013
JAI THAKURDAS NATHANI
RAJESH THAKURDAS NATHANI
trading as ;SHREE DURGA SONS
35, PAKITWALA BUILDING, HARIYANAWALA LANE, OPPOSITE RAM MAHAL HOTEL, KURLA (WEST) MUMBAI-400070,
MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS IS INCLUDED IN CLASS 13
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2447859  24/12/2012
JULIET APPARELS LTD.
227, NILGIRI INDL. ESTATE, HIRJI GOVINDJI COMPOUND, T.J. ROAD, SEWREE (WEST), MUMBAI-400 015.
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
JEWELLARY, PRECIOUS METALS AND ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, DIAMONDS,
PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICALS AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS AND WATCH STRAPS.
EXQUISITE COLOR KRAFT PVT. LTD.
472-A, ACHARYA KRIPLANI MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Used Since :12/07/2004

AHMEDABAD

PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELLERY MADE OF GOLD, SILVER AND STUDDED WITH PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND ANY OTHER STONES.

subject to no exclusive right over word exquisite fine jewellery.
2497960  18/03/2013
PREM CHAND AGRAWAL 
VINEET GOYAL 
trading as : GOYAL GEMS
C-54, DASHERA KOTHI, GOVIND NAGAR (EAST), AMER ROAD, JAIPUR-302002
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :10/04/1997
AHMEDABAD
PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELLERY MADE OF GOLD, SILVER AND STUDDED WITH
PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND ANY OTHER STONES.
2521153   27/04/2013
MAHESHBHAI KARASHANBHAI SAKARIYA
trading as ;M/S, PARTH ORNAMENTS.
"PAYAL SHREE" - 1, LP PARK, KUWADWA ROAD, RAJKOT - 3. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SLIVER PAYAL AND ORNAMENTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :25/02/1999
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF JEWELLERY, SILVER AND GOLD ORNAMENTS, IMITATION JEWELLERY, SETS, NECKLACE, SLIVER DESIGNER LEG CHAINS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 14.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "A NAME OF QUALITY"
2522427  30/04/2013
PARAS JAIN
KAMLA VIHAR COLONY, MASANI ROAD MATHURA, U.P
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV AGRAWAL,
M/S SHAURYA REGISTRATION CO., 30-A, JAGANNATH PURI, MATHURA 281001. (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2522896  30/04/2013
YOGESH SETHI
A 203, SHIV SHIVAM TOWER, OSHIWARA ADARSH CO. HSG SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI-400102
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
WRIST WATCHES, FASHION JEWELLERY, RING, EARRINGS, BANGLES, NECKLACES, IMMITATION JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
2640301    10/12/2013
SH. SUDHANSHU TYAGI
trading as : TIED RIBBONS
R-13/91 RAJ NAGAR GHAZIABAD U.P
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD
Used Since :22/12/2011

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, IEWELLERV, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
2640600    10/12/2013
RAVI CHADHA
trading as :RAVI SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES
14 U.A JAWAHAR NAGAR (OPP POST OFFICE ) DELHI 110007
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST,DELHI-110007.
Used Since :01/04/1980
DELHI
WATCHES, STOP WATCHES, CLOCKS AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS -14
JIGNESH LALITKUMAR SHAH
PINKY JIGNESH SHAH
trading as ;CIQORA
BACKBAY VIEW BUILDING, 4TH FLOOR, 7/4AND5, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI-400004, INDIA
MANUFACTURER/WHOLSELLER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :08/12/2013

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METAL COATED JEWELLERY
2642591   13/12/2013
MRIYA CONCEPTS & DESIGNS PVT. LTD
10, LALIT PRAKASH, R.B.MEHTA ROAD, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI 400077, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/11/2010
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN Precious Metals OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY,
PRECIOUS STONES, IMITATION JEWELLERY, CUFF LINKS, TIE PINS
2642967  14/12/2013
TLV PACKAGING SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
202, Yolee. No.14, Pottery Road, Richards Town, Bangalore - 560 005
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since: 07/11/2013
CHENNAI
Jewellery, precious stones, and imitation jewellery, Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum, diamonds, Precious and semi-precious crystal stones and beads for use in jewelry, Watches.
2643900    17/12/2013
RAMAN GARG
THANA ROAD, MAUR MANDI, PIN-151509, TEHSIL TALWANDI SABO, DISTRICT BHATINDA, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :15/12/2013
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY,
PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS ALL IN CLASS 14
2638291  05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web: www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon

Used Since: 01/08/2013

MUMBAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
2243406 02/12/2011
NEPA INDIA PVT. LTD.
401, 4TH FLOOR, RAM KRISHNA CHAMBERS, SANE BUILDING OF REEBOK SHOWROOM, LINKING ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052
Manufacturers and Traders
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 01/01/2006
MUMBAI
PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS LIKE VISITING CARDS, CATALOGUE, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, REPORTS OF MARKETING RESEARCH AND PACKAGING MATERIALS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
NOTCH

2272664  27/01/2012

TDP TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED,
trading as ;TDP TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED,
NO.250, LLOYDS ROAD, ROYAPETTAH, CHENNAI-600014.
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RK LEGAL
PLOT NO.46, VALLAL ADHIYAMAAAN STREET, BAGGIRATHI NAGAR, RAM NAGAR NORTH, MADIPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 091.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PAPER, MAGAZINE, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
KINGPIN

2522464    30/04/2013
MAHESH CHANDER
trading as ;AMSON TRADERS
2580 NAI SARAK DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/1999

DELHI

STATIONERY INCLUDING SKETCH PENS, FELT PENS, BALL PENS, MARKER PENS, BOLD MARKER PENS, HIGH LIGHTERS, COLOR PENS, PENCILS, GEOMETRY BOX, SCALE, INK, SHARPENERS, ERASERS, PRINTED MATERIAL, COMIC BOOKS, COLORING BOOKS, DRAWING BOOKS, FILES & FILE COVER, ART MATERIAL, CRAYONS, WAX CRAYONS, CRAYON HOLDER, PASTELS, OIL PASTELS, POSTER COLORS, CHALKS, ARTIST COLORS, OIL COLORS, ACRYLIC COLORS, WATER COLORS IN TUBES, WATER COLOR CAKES, ADHESIVES, GLUE, GLITTER GLUE, GLASS COLORS, FABRIC COLORS & COLORING SET INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
GEMSON
2523518  01/05/2013
RAJESH CHHABRA
RAJEEV WHIG
trading as ;R.R ENTERPRISES
546, IInd FLOOR, GALI ABDUL BAGICHI, MAHAVIR BAZAR, TELIWARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
STATIONERY INCLUDING WRITING INSTRUMENTS, PENCIL, PENS, BALL PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS, SKETCH PENS,
REFILLS, HIGHLIGHTERS, BOLD MARKER PENS, GEL PENS, INK, MARKER INK ROLLER, MARKERS; DRAWING
MATERIALS, ERASING PRODUCTS, SHARPENERS, GEOMETRY & INSTRUMENTS BOXES, SCALES, OFFICE, SCHOOL
AND COMPUTER STATIONERY, NOVELTY ITEM, SELF ADHESIVE TAPES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE
GLUE, GLITTER GLUE AND STATIONERY BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2576874  07/08/2013
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE 79, POLTON ROAD MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SELLERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1456867

MUMBAI
PENS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
2626696  13/11/2013
BHARAT JETHMAL LUNIA
PRAVIN JETHMAL LUNIA
trading as ;S.S.B. METAL WORKS
K. YUNUS BLDG, 2ND FLOOR, VISHWESHWAR NAGAR ROAD, OFF. AAREY ROAD, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI - 400063.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :26/08/2013
To be associated with:
1056651
MUMBAI
WRITING INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING BALL PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS, REFILLS AND PARTS; STATIONERY; GEOMETRY BOXES.
2637902  05/12/2013

SARIKA SETHIA
NO.13, VALLIAMMAL ROAD, CHENNAI-7,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C.REKHA KUMARI, S.GANESAN & R.NANDAKUMAR
OLD NO. 78, NEW NO.161, GOVINDAPPA NAICKEN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, CHENNAI - 600 001
Used Since :01/04/2013

CHENNAI

ALL KINDS OF PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES, FOR
STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT
FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR
PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS" TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS, ALL TYPES OF FILES AND
FOLDERS, PEN, PENCILS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words A2Z of
Stationery except substantially as shown in the representation on the form of application.
2638038  05/12/2013
PINDORIA NARENDRAKUMAR GOPAL
trading as ;G R IMAGINE
406, ASHIRWAD PARAS CORPORATE ROAD, NR. PRAHLAD NAGAR GARDEN, PRAHLAD NAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015,
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :22/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
STATIONERY ARTICLES, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, LITERATURES, PAMPHLET, BOOKLET, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL,
VISITING CARD, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER,
PHOTOGRAPHS STATIONERY, TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS (OR PACKAGING
(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PRINTERS, TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS
2638042  05/12/2013
PINDORIA NARENDRAKUMAR GOPAL
trading as : G R IMAGINE
406, ASHIRWAD PARAS CORPORATE ROAD, NR. PRAHLAD NAGAR GARDEN, PRAHLAD NAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015,
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since : 22/10/2013
AHMEDABAD
STATIONERY ARTICLES, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, LITERATURES, PAMPHLET, BOOKLET, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL,
VISITING CARD, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER,
PHOTOGRAPHS STATIONERY, TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS (OR PACKAGING
(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PRINTERS, TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS
2638085    05/12/2013
SNEHA JAYANT DESAI
trading as ;SILVERLINE HOSPITALITY SERVICES
SHOP NO-18, 19, 20, GROUND FLOOR, BUSINESS GUILD, ERANDAWANE, LAW COLLEGE ROAD, PUNE-411004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :03/10/2013
MUMBAI
PAMPHLETS IN CLASS 16
2639464 09/12/2013
R.S.BROTHERS RETAIL INDIA PVT LTD.
trading as R.S.BROTHERS RETAIL INDIA PVT LTD.
D.NO: 5-1-876, 877, 878, OPP: OSMANIA MEDICAL COLLEGE, KOTI, HYDERABAD-500 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since: 01/04/1999
To be associated with:
1637535
CHENNAI
NAME BOARDS, HOARDINGS, BROACHERS, PAMPHLETS, VISITING CARDS, CARRY BAGS, BILLS, PENS STATIONARY ITEMS
2639507    09/12/2013
SAWIN COUPON SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT NO 1104, KRUSHAL COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, G.M. ROAD, ABOVE SHOPPERS STOP, CHEMBUR-WEST, MUMBAI-400089
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :05/09/2013
To be associated with:
2621077
MUMBAI
COUPON TICKETS, LABELS MAGAZINES; PRINTER MATERIALS, BOOK CLIPS, COUPONS BOOKS AND FLYERS AND CATALOGUES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2639684  09/12/2013
MHETRE PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MHETRE PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
499,Sahajpur, Uruli Kanchan, Pune -Solapur Highway, Tal-Daund, Dist-Pune, Pin 412202, Maharashtra
Manufacture of packaging materials
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNNOOSE JOHN P.
D-702, La Salette, Hadapsar Mundhwa Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411 036
Used Since :01/12/2013
To be associated with:
1506731
MUMBAI
Goods made of paper, corrugated cardboard cartons and other packaging materials made from paper.
2640410  10/12/2013
JAYESH JAYANTILAL SHAH
trading as ;CROSSWORD AGRO INDUSTRIES
GIDC-II, PLOT NO. 371, RAJKOT 360 003
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRANKUMAR J. JASANI, ADVOCATE
218, V.V.COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 (GUJARAT)

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE, ARTISTS MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE), INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2643473  16/12/2013

TEEKAMDAS THARWANI

trading as ;M/s. VENKATESH INDUSTRIES
ADM LANE, MADHAV NAGAR, KATNI - 483 504 (M.P.)
TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :02/03/2004

MUMBAI

Printed matter, Plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) related to pulses
1877673 28/10/2009
CHARANJEET LAL
trading as; ROHIT PLASTICS
STREETNO 7 SEKHA ROAD BARNALA PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES,
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2002
DELHI
POLYTHENE BAGS.
2177152    19/07/2011
SMT. JYOTI SANCHETI W/O. SH. SHAILENDRA SANCHETI
trading as ;VASANSI JAIPUR
D-69 A, J.L.N. MARG, TEERIMURTI CIRCLE, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT / SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/11/2003
AHMEDABAD
RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
SURAJCHAND

2522225 29/04/2013

SMT. REENA BANSAL
SHRI RAJEEV BANSAL

trading as ;RADHEY POLY PLAST INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE BARDWAL, BAGRIAN ROAD, DHURI-148024 (PUNJAB)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI

RIGID PVC PIPES & FITTINGS
JKRPIPOWER  

2522226  29/04/2013  
SMT. REENA BANSAL  
SHRI RAJEEV BANSAL  
trading as ;RADHEY POLYPLAST INDUSTRIES  
BAGRIAN ROAD, VILLAGE BARDWAL, DHURI-148024 (PUNJAB)  
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
MAHTTA & CO.  
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).  

Used Since :01/01/2013  

DELHI  
RIGID PVC PIPES & FITTINGS
MINAR

2522696  30/04/2013
SH. MANOJ AGGARWAL
SH. ROHIT GUPTA

trading as ;S M INDUSTRIES

340/2/3, G.F. GILI NO-1, FRIENDS COLONY INDL. AREA, G T ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110095

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

PVC PIPES, HOSE PIPES, HDPE PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES, CONDUIT PIEPES, RIGID PVC PIPES, PVC SLEEVINGS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
GUNI

2522704  30/04/2013
SH. GAURAV PAPREJA
SH. SAURAV PAPREJA
trading as : GUNIKA AUTO PRODUCTS
3 A, PLOT NO-3, RANI GARDEN, SHASTRI NAGAR, GALI NO-2, AMBEDKAR PARK BACK SIDE, DELHI 110031
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since : 10/04/2009

DELHI
GRIP COVER, SIDE BOX, MODIFICATION FIBER & PVC MATERIAL, SEAT COVER AND FOOT MAT, GASKETS, OIL SEALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
2523367  01/05/2013
ARPA INDUSTRIALE S.P.A.
VIA PIUMATI 91, 12042 BRA CUNEO, ITALY
A company organized under the laws of Italy, Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal.
2628958  18/11/2013
MOHIT BHATIA
trading as: BEICO CORPORATION (INDIA)
SHED NO. 26, DSIDC, JHILLMILL INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since : 25/05/2008
DELHI
BOPP, POLYESTER LAMINATED PAPER SHEET
2638147   05/12/2013
BABULAL H. GELANI
DHIRAJLAL A. RAMANI

trading as ;RAJKOT ENGINEERING SALES CORPORATION

10, Bhaktinagar Station Plot, Rajkot.- 360 002. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
J. K. Majithiya & Co. SF-71, Samruddhi Bhavan, Opp. Bombay Petrol Pump, Gondal Road, Rajkot \(360\ 002\). (GUJARAT)

Used Since :01/11/2013

AHMEDABAD

ALL KIND OF PVC PIPES, GARDEN PVC PIPE, AGRICULTURE PVC PIPE, PVC SUCTION HOSES, PVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES, UPVC AND CPVC PIPES AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
2638293  05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152306

MUMBAI

RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
2639457    09/12/2013
VARUN RAJPUROHIT
44, Bakul Bagan Road, Kolkata - 700025
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :01/10/2013

KOLKATA
Floating anti-pollution barriers.
2639646  09/12/2013
JAISHRI ASHOK CHOURE
trading as ;ISHA INDUSTRIES
E-16, MIDC WALUJ, AURANGABAD (MAHARASHTRA) 431136
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/10/2013
MUMBAI
MFG OF PLASTIC IN EXTRUDED FLEXIBLE PIPES. (DRIP IRRIGATION)
DOLPHIN POLYPLAST PRIVATE LIMITED
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRANKUMAR J. JASANI, ADVOCATE
218, V.V.COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 (GUJARAT)

Used Since: 15/12/1999

To be associated with:
928108

AHMEDABAD
HDPE PIPES, PLASTIC PIPES, PVC PIPES, RIGID PVC PIPES, UPVC PIPES, CPVC PIPES, PVC COLUMN PIPES, PVC PLUMBING PIPES, FLEXIBLE PVC PIPES AND SPRINKLER PIPES AND PIPE FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
CHEMريس

2641265   11/12/2013

AJAY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION LTD
4561 DEPUTY GANJ SADAR BAZAR DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :10/08/2007

DELHI
PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS, CPVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, UPVC PIPES AND FITTINGS UPVC SWAR PIPES, UPVC CASING PIPES, UPVC SCREEN PIPES, UPVC COLUMN PIPES AND FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES AND FITTINGS, MDPE PIPES AND FITTINGS, LLDPE PIPES AND FITTINGS, PP PIPES AND FITTINGS, PPR PIPES AND FITTINGS, PB PIPES AND FITTINGS, PEX PIPES AND FITTINGS, COMPOSITE PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVDF PIPES AND FITTINGS. GARDEN HOSE, BRADED HOSE, CORRUGATED PIPES AND FITTINGS FALLING IN CLASS 17.
2641269  11/12/2013
AJAY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION LTD
4561 DEPUTY GANJ SADAR BAZAR DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :13/04/2010

DELHI
PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS, CPVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, UPVC PIPES AND FITTINGS UPVC SWAR PIPES, UPVC CASING PIPES, UPVC SCREEN PIPES, UPVC COLUMN PIPES AND FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES AND FITTINGS, MDPE PIPES AND FITTINGS, LLDPE PIPES AND FITTINGS, PP PIPES AND FITTINGS, PPR PIPES AND FITTINGS, PEX PIPES AND FITTINGS, COMPOSITE PIPES AND FITTINGS J PVDF PIPES AND FITTINGS, GARDEN HOSE, BRADED HOSE, CORRUGATED PIPES AND FITTINGS FALLING IN CLASS 17.
COOLEX

2642802  13/12/2013

VINOD L. TANI
11-52-1/38, 2ND FLOOR, IMAM PUNJA STREET, VIJAYWADA-1, A.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

CHENNAI

PVC PIPES, HOSE PIPES, HDPE PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES, CONDUIT PIPES, RIGID PVC PIPES, PACKAGING, STOPPING AND INSULATED MATERIAL, PVC CASING AND CAPING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 17

2643140 16/12/2013
D.MAFI DEVI
trading as;BAALAJI APPLIANCES
NO - 10, VEERA PANDIYAR NAGAR, SALEM - 636 004, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since: 19/08/2013

CHENNAI
FLEXIBLE RUBBER PIPES, RUBBER HOSE, (LOW AND HIGH PRESSURE) FOR GAS, RUBBER RING, RUBBER GASKETS, PLASTIC HOSE AND PIPES
1897109  17/12/2009

RAKHA RAM
trading as ;KHATRI INTERNATIONAL (INDIA)
B-12-104, SHAHPUR ROAD, NEAR SUBHANI BUILDING, LUDHIANA (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES,
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/04/1992

DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather and goods made from these materials including footwears and soles for footwears for
sale in India and for exports also.
2616798  23/10/2013
MOHAMMED FAKHRUDDIN ANSARI
trading as ;MOFIS LEATHER
MDIA INTERNATIONAL, A-303 INDIRA QUERESHI NAGAR, GOPINATH COLONY, DHARAVI, MUMBAI-400017
MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIAL AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE;
DENTIFRICES IN CLASS 18
2640366 10/12/2013
CHRYSAL RETAIL PVT LTD
LEVEL 22, AMBIENCE COURT, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 19 D, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI 400703
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
A PRIVIATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
COLACEM

1874816  20/10/2009
COLACEM S.P.A
trading as COLACEM S.P.A
VIA DELLA VITTORINA 60-06024 GUBBIO (PERUGIA), ITALY
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
2177154 19/07/2011
SMT. JYOTI SANCHETI W/O. SH. SHAILENDR A SANCHETI
trading as ;VASANSI JAIPUR
D-69 A, J.L.N. MARG, TEERIMURTI CIRCLE, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT / SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/11/2003
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NONMETALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
ROYAL SEVEN
2519855  26/04/2013
AMIT DHATWALIA
trading as ;HIMALAYAN TRADERS
V.P.O. RAILI-JAJRI, TEHSIL-BARSAR, DISTT. HAMIRPUR-176039 (H.P)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/02/2010
DELHI
Plywood, Block Boards, Teak Ply, Decorative Ply, Flush Doors, Particle Boards, Lamination Boards and Sunmica.
2522763   30/04/2013
Ramesh Agarwal
trading as : S.K. UDYO
JATIAKALI,P.O.FULBARI HAT,DIST.JALPAIGURI,PIN-734015, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturers, Merchants & Exporters

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since : 01/04/2010

KOLKATA

Wall putty, plaster of paris, gypsum & gypsum products, lime and other building materials.
VISEL
2523196   01/05/2013
DALJIT KAUR
trading as ;CROWN INDUSTRIES
BACKSIDE SUnder FORGING, SUA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA-C, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, SUNMICA AND DECORATIVE PLY INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
SHOWGUN
2523197    01/05/2013
DALJIT KAUR
trading as :CROWN INDUSTRIES
BACKSIDE SUNDER FORGING, SUA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA-C, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, SUNMICA AND DECORATIVE PLY INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
VONE
2523198  01/05/2013
DALJIT KAUR
 trading as ;CROWN INDUSTRIES
BACKSIDE SUNDER FORGING, SUA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA-C, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, SUNMICA AND DECORATIVE PLY INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
2591093   04/09/2013
BHARAT FLOORINGS AND TILES (MUMBAI) PVT. LTD.
32, MUMBAI SAMACHAR MARG, NEXT TO STOCK EXCHANGE, FORT, MUMBAI-400023, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES,
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since :31/12/1922

MUMBAI
VARIOUS KINDS OF TILES SUCH AS FLOORING TILES, WALL TILES, OUT-DOOR TILES, NON-SLIPPERY TILES
HERITAGE TILES, PREMIUM MOSAIC, GLASS AND CRYSTAL BALL MOSAIC/REGULAR MOSAIC TILES, INDUSTRIAL,
CHEQUERED TILES, STAMP CONCRETE/INDIAN PATENT STONE, ECOSTONE, INTERLOCKING BLOCKS AND WALL
CLADDING TILES ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
2632866   25/11/2013
NORI SEKHAR
Y.MAHALAKSHMI
trading as : SKY SHADE DAYLIGHTS
OFFICE 6-3-1216/141, METHODIST COLONY, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD,
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTOR
A PARTNERSHIP FRIM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate,Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NON-METAL SKYLIGHTS, SKYLIGHT FRAMES (NON-METALLIC) FOR USE IN BUILDINGS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 19

2638247  05/12/2013
NIKESH PORWAL
SHANTI LAL PORWAL

trading as ;KNS CERAMIC WORLD
212, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :15/03/2012

DELHI
GLASS MOSAICS, STEEL MOSAICS, METAL MOSAICS, CERAMIC MOSAICS, PORCELAIN MOSAICS, STONES, MARBLES,
VITRIFIED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, DESIGNER TILES, FANCY TILES AND GRANITE, BUILDING
MATERIAL, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, WOODEN DOORS, FRAMES, VENEERS, LUMBERS
AND DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & GOOD AND SERVICES AS PER CLASS 19.
AYRRA

2638998  07/12/2013

BHARAT KHURANA
GD 33, PITAMPURA, DELHI, PIN- 110034
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :12/11/2013

DELHI
NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS, TILES NOT OF METAL FOR BUILDING, WALL TILES FOR BUILDING, STATUES OF STONE, CONCRETE OR MARBLE, CEMENT, CEMENT POSTS, CEMENT SLABS, CONCRETE BUILDING ELEMENTS, ASBESTOS CEMENT, ASBESTOS MORTAR, STONES, CONCRETE BUILDING ELEMENTS, CORNICES.
2640082   10/12/2013
MAHAVIR PRASAD MALANI
ABHISHEK MALANI
trading as : AVM GRANITE
14, MISHRIKOTI VILLAGE, KARWAR ROAD, DIST. DHARWAD, HUBLI - 581204, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.SEN & COMPANY
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001,
Used Since : 01/02/1996
CHENNAI
GRANITES AND TILES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 19

2641949  12/12/2013
SANGHAVI INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NUTAN CHEMICAL COMPOUND, WALBHAT ROAD, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURES AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY ORGANIZED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS (NON METALLIC), MORTAR MIX, DRY MORTAR, CEMENT MIX, CONCRETE BLOCKS,
BRICKS FOR CONSTRUCTION, AUTOCLAVED AERATED CONCRETE (AAC) BLOCKS, CEMENT COATINGS, MORTAR
FOR BUILDING
2643130    16/12/2013

SUMIT PREMJI PATEL
trading as ;INTOP PLY AGENCY
A/501, D. N. NAGAR, DEEP CHS, DERASAR LANE, OFF. J. P. ROAD, D. N. NAGAR, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :01/12/2013

MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOORS, BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATES, VENEER AND MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBERBOARD IN CLASS 19
RELLAM
2643711  17/12/2013
S.HARKIRAN SINGH
trading as ;HI-TECH AGRO MILLS
VILLAGE NICCHHI MANGLI, CHANDIGARH ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/06/2009
DELHI
Commercial & Domestic Plywood, Block Boards, Teak Ply, Plastic Boards, Flush Doors, Sunmica, Laminated Boards & Decorative Ply.
BENQ

2643712  17/12/2013

S.HARKIRAN SINGH

trading as : HI-TECH AGRO MILLS

VILLAGE NICCHHI MANGLI, CHANDIGARH ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS

B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since : 01/06/2009

DELHI

Commercial & Domestic Plywood, Block Boards, Teak Ply, Plastic Boards, Flush Doors, Sunmica, Laminated Boards & Decorative Ply.
BELKIN
2643713    17/12/2013
S.HARKIRAN SINGH
trading as : HI-TECH AGRO MILLS
VILLAGE NICCHHI MANGLI, CHANDIGARH ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/06/2009
DELHI
Commercial & Domestic Plywood, Block Boards, Teak Ply, Plastic Boards, Flush Doors, Sunmica, Laminated Boards & Decorative Ply.
1896145  15/12/2009
PRESTIGE COIR (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PRESTIGE COIR (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
212, NANGLI SAKRAVATI NEAR NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI-110043.
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/01/2001

DELHI
MATTRESSES, CUSHIONS, PILLOWS AND FOAMS OF ALL TYPES OF U FOAM, RUBBER FOAM, POLYURETHANE FOAM IN.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE COIR SEPARATELY.
2484016  25/02/2013
SUN SYNDICATE INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SUN SYNDICATE INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
SYNDICATE ORCHID,ASTER BLOCK,8TH FLOOR,PENTHOUSE SUITE,HENGRABARI ROAD,GUWAHATI 781006,ASSAM
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since :30/11/2012
KOLKATA
ARTICLE OF POLYURETHANE FOAM-MATTRESS, PILLOWS, CUSHIONS, BOLSTERS, MATTRESS TOPPERS, SOFA AND
BED, BACK CUSHIONS, SOFA SEATS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS
AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
2521433  29/04/2013

DHARAM PAL GUPTA
JAGDEEP SINGAL
KANTA RANI
BINDU GUPTA
VINAY SINGAL
KALPANA SINGAL
RAJEEV SINGAL
RACHNA SINGAL
GAURAV SINGAL
JVR FORGINGS LTD.
EASTMAN FINANCIAL SERVICES LTD.
trading as ;EASTMAN IMPEX
GURU CHAND SINGH COLONY SUA ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA-C DHANDARI KALAN LUDHIANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1996

DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CAME, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIAL, OR OF PLASTICS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-20.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ** SINCE 1996 **
2522428    30/04/2013
PARAS JAIN
KAMLA VIHAR COLONY, MASANI ROAD MATHURA, U.P
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV AGRAWAL,
M/S SHAURYA REGISTRATION CO., 30-A, JAGANNATH PURI, MATHURA 281001. (U.P.)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
2601853  25/09/2013
PERVEZ SULEMAN AIBANI
ASIF IQBAL PAREKH
FAROOK AHMED LAKDAWALA
MOHAMMAD RASHID RAFIQUE PAREKH
MOHAMMAD RAHIL IQBAL KHAKHU
trading as ;XYZ TRADING CO
19/124, VICTORIA ROAD, BYCULLA, MUMBAI-400027
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT/ IMPORTER
UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, CORK, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS, CUSHIONS, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, BEDDING EXCEPT LINEN, CAPS (NOT OF METAL), CLOSURES, BOTTLE RACKS, CARDS (PLASTIC KEY-NOT ENCODED), CASES OF WOOD OR PLASTIC, DECORATIONS OF PLASTIC, EDGINGS OF PLASTIC FOR FURNITURE, STATUETTES, FITTINGS (NOT OF METAL), FRAMES (EMBROIDERY, PICTURE), HANGERS (COAT), SHELVES, SHOWCASES, TROLLEYS, UMBRELLA STAND.
2638058    05/12/2013
OMPRAKASH JANGID
20-B, GALI NO.3, KAILASH NAGAR, AIRFORCE OFFICER MESS, RATANADA, JODHPUR, 342001 RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :19/05/2000
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE.
2638296  05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since : 01/08/2013
To be associated with:
1152274
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
DHUL KOSHI
2642525   13/12/2013

BHARTI DHALL

trading as : BHARTI STEEL WORKS
NH-2 AGRA CANAL KOSHI KALAN MATHURA 281403 U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/08/2013

DELHI
FURNITURE.
DWUD

2642697  13/12/2013

SH. VIJAY VIJ
20 D.M.R.C. COMPLEX, BHAIE VEER SINGH MARG, GOLE MARKET NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF- PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
2642968    14/12/2013
TLV PACKAGING SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
202, Yolee. No.14, Pottery Road, Richards Town, Bangalore - 560 005
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :07/11/2013

CHENNAI
Screens [furniture], Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, Chairs, Tables [furniture].
JITCO FURNITURE PRODUCTS LIMITED
E-62, SITE-IV, NEAR RADISSON BLUE, GREATER NOIDA, UP
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CARE INTELLECT
7/8, NEHRU ENCLAVE, KALKAJI EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110019
Used Since: 26/04/2011

To be associated with:
2404850

DELHI
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND RETAILING OF WPC & MPC BOARD AND PVC PIPE INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
2643404   16/12/2013
MR. PRAMODBHAI RUGNATHBHAI GADHIYA
trading as ;M/S. SHREENATHJI STEEL CO
RAMNAGAR, SUMRA SOCIETY VILLAGE GONDAL, 360311, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLYER
Used Since :01/01/2011
AHMEDABAD
BANK LOCKERS, DOOR ROOM, TEJORI, THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
2013100  23/08/2010
USHA KUWAR
trading as ;UMA STEEL CENTER
NO.160, SHANTI MANSION BUILDING, KUMBARPET MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE-560002, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :09/04/2009
CHENNAI
PRESSURE COKERS AND PARTS THEREOF, NON-STICK COOKWEAR, THERMO WARE, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS,
KITCHEN WARE, VACUUM FLASKS, CROCKERY, CUTLERY, STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS, CASSEROLES AND TEA-
CANS.
Subject to restricting the area to Karnataka and subject to no enclusive right to the descriptive word "Popular" except
substantially as shown on the form of representation..
KETANBHAI J SHINGALA
trading as ;SITARAM SELS
LOHANA PARA, NEAR RAGHUNATH TEMPLE, RAJKOT , DIST. RAJKOT - GUJARAT - 360 001
TRADERS AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRESSURE COOKER AND PARTS.
TOYKITE
2523209  01/05/2013
SHRI. DIMPLE MITTAL
trading as ;ANAND TRADING CO
OPP. GOYAL BAJAJ AUTO, PATIALA ROAD, SUNAM 148028, DISTT. SANGRUR, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
HOUSE- HOLD & KITCHEN UTENSILS, DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; PRESSURE COOKERS & NON STICK COOK-WARES
REDMANGO

2523210    01/05/2013
SHRI. DIMPLE MITTAL
trading as ;ANAND TRADING CO
OPP. GOYAL BAJAJ AUTO, PATIALA ROAD, SUNAM 148028, DISTT. SANGRUR, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
HOUSE- HOLD & KITCHEN UTENSILS, DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; PRESSURE COOKERS & NON STICK COOK-WARES
2523681    02/05/2013
JAI THAKURDAS NATHANI
RAJESH THAKURDAS NATHANI
trading as ;SHREE DURGA SONS
35, PAKITWALA BUILDING, HARIYANAWALA LANE, OPPOSITE RAM MAHAL HOTEL, KURLA (WEST) MUMBAI-400070,
MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/04/2010

MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS( NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS
AND SPONGES; BRUSHES(EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING
PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE,
PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES IS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
2638576   06/12/2013
ZODHITA HEALTHCARE (P) LTD.
402 VYOM ARCADE, TEJ PAL SCHEME ROAD NO 5, OFF SUBHASH ROAD, ABOVE UNITED BANK OF INDIA, VILE PARLE - EAST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA. PIN- 400057
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
BOTTLE CRADLE
2642969  14/12/2013
TLV PACKAGING SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
202, Yolee. No.14, Pottery Road, Richards Town, Bangalore - 560 005
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :07/11/2013
CHENNAI
Bowls, Plates, Stands and Vases, Cake stands, Cups and mugs, Beverage stirrers, Cocktail stirrers, Coffee stirrers, Bottle openers, Jar openers, Salad tongs, serving tongs, Ice buckets, serving trays, Candle holders, Candle rings, Candle snuffers, Pillar candle plates.
ATCO
2643133  16/12/2013
SATISH SAINI
trading as ;ATCO UDYOG
E-69, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JALANDHAR-144004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAJAJ REGISTRATION SERVICE
193, CIVIL LINES, 1ST FLOOR, SANJAY GANDHI MRKT. BMC CHOWK, JALANDHAR-144001, PUNJAB,
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
TRAPPERS INCLUDING RAT TRAPPERS, MOUSE TRAPPERS AND RODENT TRAPPER, INCLUDED IN CLASS-21
D.MAFI DEVI
trading as ;BAALAJI APPLIANCES
NO - 10, VEERA PANDIYAR NAGAR, SALEM - 636 004, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL HIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :19/08/2013
CHENNAI
ALL TYPE OF TAWAS, STAINLESS STEEL AND ALUMINUM PRESSURE COOKER, PRESSURE PANS, MILK COOKER, IDLY COOKER, (NON ELECTRIC0, COOKWARE, NON STICK COOKWARE, UTENSILS, THERMOWARES, FLASKWARE, STAINLESS STEEL ALUMINUM COOKWARE, VESSELS, KADAI, AAPA CHATTI
TEXEL

2191757  17/08/2011
MESSRS TEXEL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
BLOCK 2106, SANTEJ KHATRAJ ROAD, VILLAGE SANTEJ, TALUKA KALOL (N.G.) DIST.- GANDHINAGAR - 382721
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MALHOTRA & MALHOTRA
GHIA NIWAS (3RD FLOOR), 73/75 SUTAR CHAWL, ZAVERI BAZAR, BOMBAY - 400 002.
Used Since :31/08/1989

AHMEDABAD
ROCES, STRINGS, NETS, TWINES, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS, RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE
MATERIALS, BRATTICE CLOTH, COATED FABRICS, COATED FABRICS USED AS POND LINERS, PILE LINERS, PIT
LINERS, TUNNEL LINERS, ROOF TILE UNDERLAY; PACKING MATERIALS, PADDING MATERIALS, CUSHIONING
MATERIALS AND STUFFING MATERIALS (NOT OF RUBBER OR PLASTIC), VEHICLE COVERS AND COVERS MADE OF
TARPAULINS
2191758  17/08/2011
MESSRS TEXEL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
BLOCK 2106, SANTEJ Khatraj ROAD, VILLAGE SANTEJ, TALUKA KALOL (N.G.) DIST.- GANDHINAGAR - 382721
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MALHOTRA & MALHOTRA
GHIA NIWAS (3RD FLOOR), 73/75 SUTAR CHAWL, ZAVERI BAZAR, BOMBAY - 400 002.
Used Since :31/08/1989
AHMEDABAD
ROPES, STRINGS, NETS, TWINES, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPALINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS, RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS, BRATTICE CLOTH, COATED FABRICS, COATED FABRICS USED AS POND LINERS, PILE LINERS, PIT LINERS, TUNNEL LINERS, ROOF TILE UNDERLAY; PACKING MATERIALS, PADDING MATERIALS, CUSHIONING MATERIALS AND STUFFING MATERIALS (NOT OF RUBBER OR PLASTIC), VEHICLE COVERS AND COVERS MADE OF TARPALINS
subject to association with 2191757.
JUPITER
2520768    26/04/2013
KUSH RUPANI
ALOK RUPANI
LUV RUPANI
trading as :KARTHIKEY INDUSTRIES
C-33/B, PANKI SITE-1, KANPUR-208022 (U.P)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMAANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :09/04/2013

DELHI
SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); INCLUDED IN CLASS 22.
2522203  29/04/2013
CHAMNAJI TARAJI MALLI
trading as; SHREE VISHWANATH STORES
GHEEKANTA POST OFFICE GALLI, NEAR GAIJKARNA MAHADEV, AHMEDABAD 380 001. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAME
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :25/11/2005
AHMEDABAD
STRING FOR KITES
STELLARIUM

2597813  17/09/2013
JUST IN TIME TRADING PVT. LTD.

9, NEELAM BUILDING, HINDU COLONY, ROAD NO-1, DADAR T.T, MUMBAI-400014, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.

6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ROPES, STRINGS, NETS, TENTS, AWNING, TARPAULIN, SAILS, SACK; PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (HAIR, CAPOC, FEATHERS, SEAWEED); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 22.
2640187   10/12/2013
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
CENTURY BHAWAN, 3RD FLOOR, DR A. B. ROAD, WORLI MUMBAI- 400025
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/09/2004
To be associated with:
1340528
MUMBAI
CELLULOSIC FIBER AND TEXTILE FIBER
2640188    10/12/2013
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
CENTURY BHAWAN, 3RD FLOOR, DR A. B. ROAD, WORLI MUMBAI- 400025
MANUFACTURERS AND SELLER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/09/2004
To be associated with:
1340528
MUMBAI
CELLULOSIC FIBER AND TEXTILE FIBER
2640367  10/12/2013
CHRYSAL RETAIL PVT LTD
LEVEL 22, AMBIENCE COURT, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 19 D, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI 400703
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
A PRIVIATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS
2639631 09/12/2013
BARGAIN TEXTILES PVT. LTD.
trading as :BARGAIN TEXTILES PVT. LTD.
71,CHRISTOPHER ROAD (TANGRA CHINA TOWN),NEAR BEIJING RESTAURANT,KOLKATA 700046,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturers, Merchants & Exporters, Service Provider
an Indian company registered under the companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Yarns and threads, for textile use
2643616  16/12/2013
LAXMIBEN S. JIVANI
trading as ;M/S. HELI THREAD
34, GANIBHAI COMPOUND, NEAR CNG PUMP, A.K.ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR SHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :15/06/2012
AHMEDABAD
YARN AND THREAD.
2041896  21/10/2010
BBM TEXTILE MILLS
trading as ;BBM TEXTILE MILLS
IIND FLOOR, 106, BOUDHWADA, KHADAK ROAD, BHIWANDI - 421 302.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/04/2002
MUMBAI
FABRICS, TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
2211017  26/09/2011
LATABEN NARESHKUMAR JAIN
trading as ;VAISHALI ENTERPRISE
D - 281, RADHA KRISHNA TEXTILE MARKET (RKTM), RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :31/07/2011
AHMEDABAD
SAREES, DRESS MATERIAL, FABRICS, ART SILK CLOTH AND TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-24.
2485278  26/02/2013

KIRAN G TEJWANI

trading as ;KIRAN CREATION

A-52,JUMANI BAZAR,REVDI BAZAR,AHMEDABAD-380002,GUJARAT,INDIA

MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING

AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Used Since :31/12/2003

AHMEDABAD

BEDSHEET INCLUDED IN CLASS-24.
2520531    26/04/2013

SMT CHITERLEKHA
B-183 LOK VIHAR UPPER GROUND FLOOR PITAMPURA DELHI 34
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.
Used Since: 01/04/2007

DELHI

TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS, SAREES, SALWAR KAMEEZ AS DRESS MATERIAL, DRESS MATERIALS, SUITINGS AND SHIRTINGS AND ALL TYPE OF FURNISHING FABRICS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 24.

IT IS A CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE MARK SHOULD BE READ, USED AS A WHOLE AND NOT SEPARATELY AS SUBSTANTIALLY REPRESENTED AND SHOWN IN THE LABEL. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2522389  30/04/2013
SUSHILA SATYANARAYAN LAHOTI
trading as ;M/S. LEO FASHIONS
659-660, NEW TEXTILE MARKET, (NTM), RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.PARVADAVARDINI
NO,408, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA,SURAT 395002,(GUJARAT).
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF LADIES DRESS MATERIALS AND TEXTILES GOODS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 24

2523776 02/05/2013
RAJIV MERCHANT
ANJANA MERCHANT
NERENDRA BHANDARI
VIKRAM BHANDARI
ILA MOHNOT

trading as ;INDIAN HOME VARIATION AND DISTRIBUTORS LLP
C-204, RAHEJA HEIGHTS, GEN A.K. VAIDYA MARG, DINDOSHI, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI 400097
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BED SHEET, COMFORTER, BED COVER, PILLOW COVER, BLANKET, TEXTILE PIECE, FURNISHING, UPHOLSTERY, CURTAIN, STITCHED CURTAIN DUVET COVERS, QUILTS
WRANGLER SILVER SHIELD

2638189   05/12/2013
WRANGLER APPAREL CORP.,
3411 SILVERSTINE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19810 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :06/07/2013
To be associated with:
1335929, 1335931
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
2638300 05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail:
info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013
To be associated with:
1152278
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
RAJKA
2638944  06/12/2013
RAJKA DESIGNS PVT LTD
33 Villa Fonseca, Camp Sadar Bazar, Cantonment Area, Ahmedabad-380003, Gujarat
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company's Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :01/01/1983
To be associated with:
782560, 782564
AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers, cushion covers, table mats, napkins and curtains, Fabrics for textile use
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 24

2639275 09/12/2013

K.K. BALUSAMY
trading as; K.K.BALUSAMY & CO.,
NO.1, SOUTH HANUMANTHARAYAN KOVIL STREET, ERODE-638 001, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/1961

To be associated with:
557206, 1412434, 1420018, 1821168, 2026728, 2026732, 2026733, 2026734, 2026735, 2026737, 2026738

CHENNAI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LUNGIES; DHOTHIES; SAREES; BED COVERS; TABLE COVERS; FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE; COTTON FABRICS; WOOLEN FABRIC; KNITTED FABRIC; LINEN CLOTH; LININGS [TEXTILE]; TEXTILE MATERIAL; SILK [CLOTH]; HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILE; TOWELS OF TEXTILE; ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL; TRACED CLOTH FOR EMBROIDERY; QUILTS; TABLE NAPKINS OF TEXTILE; UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP.
NO.557206,1412434,1420018,1821168,2026728,2026732,2026733,2026734,2026735,2026737,2026738
K.K.B

2639286  09/12/2013
K.K. BALUSAMY
trading as ;K.K.BALUSAMY & CO.,
NO.1, SOUTH HANUMANTHARAYAN KOVIL STREET, ERODE-638 001, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/1961
To be associated with:
557206, 1420018, 1821168, 2639275, 2639286

CHENNAI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LUNGIES; DHOTIES; SAREES; BED COVERS; TABLE COVERS; FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE; COTTON FABRICS; WOOLEN FABRIC; KNITTED FABRIC; LINEN CLOTH; LININGS [TEXTILE]; TEXTILE MATERIAL; SILK [CLOTH]; HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILE; TOWELS OF TEXTILE; ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL; TRACED CLOTH FOR EMBROIDERY; QUILTS; TABLE NAPKINS OF TEXTILE; UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
OMSHIV GLOBAL ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
239 NAURANGABAD ETAWAH U.P 206001
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, FABRICS, BED SHEETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
SUNTECH GEOTEXTILE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
PRABHU KUTIR, RAMADHIN MARG, RAJNANDAGAON, CHATTISGARH-491441
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAIR & NAIR ASSOCIATES
Lalith B. Nair Nair and Nair Associates Office No. 126, Seawood Corner, Plot No. 19A, Sector-25, Seawoods East, Nerul, Navi Mumbai 400 706.
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
2642225    13/12/2013
ARVIND JAIN
trading as ;M/S. SHREE AMRITAM SUITING
2, JETHLIYA CHAMBERS, PUR ROAD, BHILWARA - 311 001 - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/07/2012
AHMEDABAD
SUITINGS, SHIRTING DRESS MATERIAL AND OTHER TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 24.
2643355  16/12/2013
MAHENDRA C. JAIN
trading as ;RAJ FASHION FABRICS
337, BADAMWADI, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO. 13, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PRORIETOR CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2008
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, OT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
2643458 16/12/2013

MOHANLAL M. PRAJAPATI trading as M. K. ENTERPRISES

19-C WING, 2ND FLOOR, SHRI BELIRAM IND. ESTATE, OPP. POLICE THANA, S.V. ROAD, DHAHISAR-(EAST), MUMBAI-400068. (INDIA).

MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Used Since :01/01/2013

MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS BEING INCLUDING IN CLASS-24
2643699  16/12/2013
M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
KUNWAR CHOICE
1877674  28/10/2009
SUHDEV SINGH
trading as; NEW LIBAS HOSIERY
MADHOPURI STREET NO 7 CIRCULAR ROAD LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since: 01/04/1994

DELHI
: HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1038990.
1882159  09/11/2009
SHRI ANIL KUMAR
trading as ;ANIL GARMENTS
KHAJUR WALI GALLI BAHADUR KE-ROAD LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2003

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYM Ade GARMENTS.
1894294  10/12/2009
MANPREET SINGH
trading as ;FASHION ZONE
B-19, CALIBER PLAZA, BHADHAUR HOUSE, LUDHIANA (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/09/2006
DELHI
HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS.
THE CHARACTER APPEARING ON THE MARK REPRESENT THE WORDS.1699.
METROWALK
1898666 21/12/2009
RAMESHWAR DAS JAIN
trading as ;GOEL PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
759-B/45 LEKHU NAGAR TRI NAGAR DELHI
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIPAN JAIN.
T-2475, 2ND FLOOR, SUBHASH NAGAR, OPP. GALI NO. 8, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI- 110005.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
FOOTWEARS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "METRO", SEPERATELY.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16.. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS FOR SALE IN THE STATES OF UTTAR PRADESH AND DELHI ONLY, BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..
MONSOON ACCESSORIZE LTD.
MONSOON BUILDING, 179, HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2 6NB, ENGLAND, U. K.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
(A COMPANY ORGANISED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Used Since :01/01/1990

DELHI
ARTICLES OF CLOTHING DRESSES, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, KAFTANS, HEADGEAR, NECKWEAR, SWIMWEAR, BEACHWEAR, FOOTWEAR, NIGHTWEAR, UNDERWEAR, LINGERIE, SPORTSWEAR, RAINWEAR, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, BOOTS, TRAINERS, GLOVES, CAPES, MITTENS, SCARVES, HATS, CAPS, HOSIERY, SOCKS, SHAWLS, PONCHOS, BANDANAS AND BELTS FOR WEAR.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER "A" EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON THE TM-1 APPLICATION.
2014672  26/08/2010

V-RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as : V-RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED

6-3-352/1, OSMAN PLAZA, NAGARJUNA CIRCLE, ROAD NO.1, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD, AP

Manufacturer and Distributors

INCORPORATED COMPANY UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MUDDU KRISHNA VEMANA
1-1-538, GANDHI NAGAR, 311, JAGADAMBA APARTMENTS, NEAR HERBON CHURCH, HYDERABAD 500 080.

Used Since : 08/05/2009

CHENNAI

Clothing, Footwear and Headgear

Subject to no exclusive right to the descriptive words ‘FOOT GEAR’ except substantially as shown on the form of representation..
MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
trading as: MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
MERIDIAN HOUSE, 121/3, TTK ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 18
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.

Used Since: 01/08/2010

CHENNAI
READYMADE CLOTHING, TEE - SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, CAPS, HATS, GLOVES, FROCKS, GOWNS, CORSETS, BRASSIRES, PETTICOATS, DIAPERS, KNITWEAR, HOSIERY, STOCKINGS AND SPORTS JERSEY.
2016291  31/08/2010
MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
trading as : MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
MERIDIAN HOUSE, 121/3, TTK ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 18
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.
Used Since : 01/08/2010

CHENNAI

READYMADE CLOTHING, TEE - SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, CAPS, HATS, GLOVES, FROCKS, GOWNS, CORSETS, BRASIERES, PETTICOATS, DIAPERS, KNITWEAR, HOSIERY, STOCKINGS AND SPORTS JERSEY.
2016292   31/08/2010
MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
trading as :MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
MERIDIAN HOUSE, 121/3, TTK ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 18
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.
Used Since: 01/08/2010

CHENNAI
READYMADE CLOTHING, TEE - SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, CAPS, HATS, GLOVES, FROCKS, GOWNS, CORSETS, BRASSIERES, PETTICOATS, DIAPERS, KNITWEAR, HOSIERY, STOCKINGS AND SPORTS JERSEY.
MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
trading as MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
MERIDIAN HOUSE, 121/3, TTK ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 18
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.
Used Since: 01/08/2010
CHENNAI
READYMADE CLOTHING, TEE - SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, CAPS, HATS, GLOVES, FROCKS, GOWNS, CORSETS, BRASIERES, PETTICOATS, DIAPERS, KNITWEAR, HOSIERY, STOCKINGS AND SPORTS JERSEY.
MERIDIAN APPARELS LTD
MERIDIAN HOUSE, 121/3, TTK ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI - 18
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.
Used Since : 01/08/2010
CHENNAI
READYMADE CLOTHING, TEE - SHIRTS, TROUSERS, PANTS, SUITS, JACKETS, COATS, VESTS, UNDERWEAR, UNDERPANTS, CAPS, HATS, GLOVES, FROCKS, GOWNS, CORSETS, BRASSIERES, PETTICOATS, DIAPERS, KNITWEAR, HOSIERY, STOCKINGS AND SPORTS JERSEY, ALL BEINGS GOODS OF DESCRIPTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
Subject to association with application no 1959219, 1959220, 1959221, 1959224, 1959222, 1959223, 2016292, 2016294, 2016293, 2016292, 2016295, 2016296 and 2016290.
2028429 24/09/2010

MAHESH KUMAR LILA
SATANARIAN AGARWAL
VIDHYA DEVI
ROMIT LILA
MRS. INDU LILA

trading as ;M/S.VINOD TEXTILE
C-15 A, M.I.A. IIND PHASE, BASLI, JODHPUR (RAJ).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :20/11/1980

AHMEDABAD
READYMADE GARMENTS AND CLOTHINGS.

subject to no exclusive right over word vastra.
2189757  11/08/2011
AMI ANIL DESAI
trading as ;ATTITUDE & ATTIRE
12/A, CIRCLE B COMPLEX, AT JUNCTION OF S.G. HIGHWAY & JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 015, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :09/05/2004

AHMEDABAD
ALL KINDS OF READYMADE GARMENTS
subject to association with Application No- 1348047..
2324817  01/05/2012
JAIN AMAR CLOTHING PVT LTD
# 992/1 PIPAL BUILDING CHAWAL BAZAR LUDHIANA PUNJAB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES,
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :08/09/1992

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
2476893    12/02/2013
JAY JAYANTIBHAI JETHWA
trading as ;M/S. COTTS KNITS LOUNGEWEAR
787, NEAR WATER TANK OF VISHALNAGAR, VISHALNAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD-382 443. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/ Marketers/ Traders/ Service Providers
AN INDIAN NATIONAL TRUSTEE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013
Used Since :20/07/2011
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPES OF READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-25.
FAIQ

2520124  26/04/2013
MOHD. WASIM
trading as :FAIQ CREATION
SHOP NO-7026, ASHOK GALI, GANDHI NAGAR, NEAR-TRANSFORMER, DELHI 110031
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
SBICORAL
2521429    29/04/2013
JETENDRA MAHNOT
trading as : SHRI BHIKSHU INTERNATIONAL
1284/24/E, ST. NO. 6, GURU NANAK DEV NAGAR, LUDHIANA 141007 PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/02/2006

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
SEVEN SKY

2521638  29/04/2013

PANKAJ JAIN
MUNISH JAIN

trading as ;C.R. JAIN KNIT FAB

28, VIR NAGAR, SHIVPURI ROAD, LUDHIANA 141008, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI

HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
ELTHIA

2521647    29/04/2013

SMT. MANDEEP KAUR
SMT. KAWALPREET KAUR

trading as ;T.I. STICH CRAFT

B-32/E/14/1870/I, GURBAX NAGAR, BAHADUR KE ROAD, LUDHIANA PB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
SHINEWAY KNITS

2521649   29/04/2013
SHRI. SUBHASH MADAAN
SHRI. SUMIT MADAAN
trading as ;SHINEWAY KNITS
ST. NO. 4, GURU VIHAR, RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since: 01/02/2010

DELHI
HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING UNDER GARMENTS
SHINEWAY

2521650  29/04/2013

SHRI. SUBHASH MADAAN
SHRI. SUMIT MADAAN

trading as ;SHINEWAY KNITS

ST. NO. 4, GURU VIHAR, RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA PB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI

HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING UNDER GARMENTS
GUYS ROCK
2521653  29/04/2013
S. JASPREET SINGH
trading as : ADAMLINE GARMENTS
B-II-738/1C, MANNA SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/2009

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
MSGS 7

2521796   29/04/2013

SHRI TARSEM CHAND

trading as ;SUMAN KNITWEARS

GAGANDEEP COLONY, 3999/A, STREET NO. 3, LUDHIANA PB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI

HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
BOBDYLAN
2521798    29/04/2013

S. SURINDER SINGH

trading as ;4 YOU CASUALS

9-C, CALIBRE PLAZA, BHADAUR HOUSE, LUDHIANA 141008, PB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2008

DELHI

HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
2521870   29/04/2013
CHATRARAM CHAUDHARI
trading as ;SUNRISE ENTERPRISE
B-111, FIRST FLOOR, AUSTVINAYAK COMPLEX, NEAR DARIYAPUR GATE, IDGAH ROAD, AHMEDABAD -380004
(GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VARSHA H BHATT
L/102, GHANSHYAM COMPLEX, NEAR CHANDLODIYA OVER BRIDGE, CHANDLODIYA, AHMEDABAD-382 481

Used Since :25/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
READY MADE GARMENTS AND TROUSERS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 25

2521978 29/04/2013
JCB INDIA LTD.
trading as ;JCB INDIA LTD.
UNIT NO.3B,3RD FLOOR, SHRACHI TOWER BUILDING, PLOT NO.1-25B/1 EAST CALCUTTA AREA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, P.S.KASBA, 686 ANANDAPUR, KOLKATA 700 107, WEST BENGAL
Manufacturers, Merchants, Exporters and Service Providers
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Clothing including outerwear, shirts, t-shirts, jackets, jerkins, sweatshirts, ties, scarves, hats, caps, gloves, one piece coveralls, trousers, boots and shoes, sports clothing, waterproof clothing, belts, parts and fittings for these goods falling in class 25.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2522468  30/04/2013
RAB TEXTILES PVT.LTD
331-332 KUCHA GHASI RAM FATHEPURI CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2003

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
TECTEL
2522503       30/04/2013
MRS. GAYATRI BHUTRA
trading as ;VINAY MARKETING
14 GODOWN ST. CHENNAI-I
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR,LUDHIANA
Used Since :27/04/2013
CHENNAI
HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS
SUKHNA

2522692 30/04/2013

SH. PAWAN KUMAR

trading as ;SHRI BALAJI FOOTWEAR

PLOT NO-50, SWARN PARK, MUNDKA, DELHI

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.

A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/1995

DELHI

FOOTWEAR.

DELHI
TECLEY

2522693    30/04/2013
SH. VIKAS JAIN

trading as; OM SAI CORPORATION
IX/2902 GURUDWARA GALI KAILASH NAGAR GANDHI NAGAR DELHI 31
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/04/2012

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
2522694   30/04/2013
VICTORA CREATIONS
SMT. MANISHA KOHLI
SH. MOHIT KOHLI
trading as ;VICTORA CREATIONS
PLOT NO-25, SECTOR-27 C, FARIDABAD, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
READYMADE GARMENTS.
2522706  30/04/2013
MR. VIJENDER SINGH
VPO, GANGAN KHERI, TEHSIL-HANSI, DIST. HISAR-125049
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING UNDER GARMENTS, JEANS, TRAKE SUIT, LOWER, JACKETS, TROUSERS, SOCKS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, CLOTHING SPORTS WEAR INCLUDED IN CLASS 25.
K-100

2522952  30/04/2013
SH. PAWAN BANSAL
trading as : KRISHANA FASHION
IX/3391 GALI NO 8 DHARAMPURA GANDHI NAGAR DELHI 31
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DWARKAJI TRADE MARK CO.,
BUILDING NO 1333 CHAMBER NO 203, 2ND FLOOR, DURGA CHAMBER, D.B. GUPTA ROAD, NAI WALA, KAROL BAGH
NEW DELHI 110005

Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
HOISIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
OUTFITKRISHANA

2522953  30/04/2013

SH. PAWAN BANSAL

trading as : KRISHANA FASHION
IX/3391 GALI NO 8 DHARAMPURA GANDHI NAGAR DELHI 31

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DWARKAJI TRADE MARK CO.,
BUILDING NO 1333 CHAMBER NO 203, 2ND FLOOR, DURGA CHAMBER, D.B. GUPTA ROAD, NAI WALA, KAROL BAGH
NEW DELHI 110005

Used Since: 01/04/2012

DELHI

HOSIERY AND READYMADEGARMENTS.
TIMECOLORS
2523071  30/04/2013
ARWINDER KUMAR LIKHI
GAURAV LIKHI
trading as; JAI RAM FASHIONS
1395/E, B-BLOCK, DAIRY COMPLEX, PUNJ PERRAN ROAD, HAIBOWAL, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/12/2009
DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
SANTALIN
2523183   01/05/2013
SUBRATA PANDA
trading as ;SARTHAK APPARELS
S-239, S.B.S. NAGAR, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
JAY TEE

2523184  01/05/2013

PAWAN KUMAR
NITIN MALHOTRA

trading as ;JAYTEE KNITWEARS

4460/1, NEW MADHOPURI, STREET NO. 7, LUDHIANA 141007, PB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :18/09/1974

DELHI

HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
HELLO MONTI
2523192   01/05/2013
SHRI ASHOK KUMAR
trading as : JYOTI POPLAY HOSIERY WORKS
E-10-7530/20, DEEP VIHAR, BAHADUR KE ROAD, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING HEADGEAR & SHOES
PIDDLE
2523213 01/05/2013
SHRI ROSHAN LAL
trading as : PIDDLE GARMENTS
H.NO. 123/23, GALI NO. 10, MOHALLA PIRU BANDA, SALEM TABRI, LUDHIANA ,PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
NBA JAM
2523354 01/05/2013
NBA PROPERTIES, INC.,
OLYMPIC TOWER 645 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10022 USA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOTHING, NAMELY HOISERY, FOOTWEAR, BASKETBALL SHOES, BASKETBALL SNEAKERS, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS,
POLO SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, SWEATPANTS, PANTS, TANK TOPS, JERSEYS, SHORTS, PAJAMAS, SPORT SHIRTS,
RUGBY SHIRTS, SWEATERS, BELTS, TIES, NIGHTSHIRTS, HATS, CAPS, VISORS, WARM-UP SUITS, WARM-UP PANTS,
WARM-UP TOPS/SHOOTING SHIRTS, JACKETS, WIND RESISTANT JACKETS, PARKAS, COATS, BABY BIBS NOT OF
PAPER, HEAD BANDS, WRIST BANDS, APRONS, UNDERGARMENTS, BOXER SHORTS, SLACKS, EAR MUFFS, GLOVES,
MITTENS, SCARVES, WOVEN AND KNIT SHIRTS, JERSEY DRESSES, DRESSES, CHEERLEADING DRESSES AND
UNIFORMS, SWIM WEAR, BATHING SUITS, SWIMSUITS, BIKINIS, TANKinis, SWIM TRUNKS, BATHING TRUNKS, BOARD
SHORTS, WET SUITS, BEACH COVER-UPS, BATHING SUIT COVER-UPS, BATHING SUIT WRAPS, SANDALS, BEACH
SANDALS, BEACH HATS, SUN VISORS, SWIM CAPS, BATHING CAPS, NOVELTY HEADWEAR WITH ATTACHED WIGS
2523375    01/05/2013
CHIMAN KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as SHYAM SURBHI ENTERPRISES
WZ-283/93, GALI NO-3, MADDI WALI GALI, VISHNU GARDEN, KHAYALA-IX, DELHI 110018
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
HOSIERY AND READYMEN GARMENTS
2523377  01/05/2013
SH. MANISH MITTAL
B-79,SECTOR-2B, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD, U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
FOOTWEAR, HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
31st STREET

2634593  28/11/2013
MOHD. HARUN
trading as ;CAMBRIDGE OVERSEAS
3205/31 BEADON PURA KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHESTLAW
H 2/4, MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING AND SALE OF GARMENTS AND FABRIC FOR CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSIERY, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, BELTS (MADE OF CLOTHING), TIES, BLAZERS, JEANS, JACKETS (MADE OF CLOTHING), JUMP SUITS, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, SWEATERS, SKIRTS, BLOUSES, SOCKS AND STOCKINGS, UNIFORMS, CAPS, BAGS (MADE OF CLOTHING)
2636593    03/12/2013
LIPIN. K.V.
MUHAMMED SHAFI
SHAMEEL
trading as :AMBER FOOTCARE
DOOR.NO.11/195M, KODAMBUZHA, FAROOK COLLEGE, CALICUT- 673631, KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
TRADER
A REGISTERED INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF HI - QUALITY FOOT WEAR
2636955  03/12/2013
MANISH G ADVANI
202, Shardha Residency, Sambhaji Chowk, Near Satya Sai School, Ulhasnagar - 421004, Dist. Thane
Manufacturing of Jeans & Garments
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUCKY MANOHARLAL CHUGH
106, LK Complex, Near Prabharam Mandir, Sec-35, Ulhasnagar - 421005, Dist. Thane
Used Since :20/11/2013

MUMBAI
Clothing Includes Jeans, Trousers, Shirts & T-Shirts of All Kinds for Men, Women and Kids All Being Included in Class - 25
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 25

SHA MOHAMED ZAHEERUDDIN BAKSHI
trading as ;Manufacturer and Trader
ALZAIBA EXPORTS, New No 102, Old No 313, Triplicane High Road, Chennai - 600005, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Trader
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH VENKATARAMANY
No 11/6, Ground Floor, 4th Street, Bharathi Nagar, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600017, Tamilnadu, India.
Used Since :01/01/2004

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF GARMENTS MADE UP OF TEXTILES AND LEATHER, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, READYM ade GARMENTS, HOSIERY GOODS, TSHIRTS , JACKETS, BEACHWEAR, BELTS, CAPS, SHIRTS, TROUSERS , PANTS, TEE SHIRTS, JERSEYS, JEANS, GOWNS, SHORTS, BERMUDAS, JUMPER, KNITWEAR AND ACCESSORIES
WARANGLER SILVER SHIELD

2638190  05/12/2013

WRANGLER APPAREL CORP.,
3411 SILVERSIDE ROAD WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19810 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :06/07/2013

To be associated with:
632813, 1288608, 1288621, 1288622, 1288623, 1334152, 1381157, 1549925, 1586012, 1593446, 1741793, 1895504, 1950585, 2434424
DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR (EXCLUDING BELTS).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015
Class 25

2638416  05/12/2013
SANGEETA THERASA.S.SWAMY
trading as ;M/S.MARKCEL TEX FASHION
NO.160, CITI CENTER, S.V.ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400 062, MAHARASTRA-STATE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/09/2013

MUMBAI
HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
LOTIA FASHION

2638739   06/12/2013

SHRI BALWINDE SINGH

trading as ;B.S. KNITWEAR

H.NO. 2187/3, CHANDER NAGAR, ST. NO 2, OPP. CIVIL CITY, LUDHIANA, PB

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

HOSIERY AND REDYMADE GARMENTS.
RAJKA
2638945   06/12/2013
RAJKA DESIGNS PVT LTD
33 Villa Fonseca, Camp Sadar Bazar, Cantonment Area, Ahmedabad-380003, Gujarat
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company's Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :01/01/1983

To be associated with:
782561, 782565

AHMEDABAD
Clothing and readymade garments for men, women and childrens
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.782561,782565
2638991   07/12/2013
CHITRANGANA CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
UG-1, UNIQUE SHARDOOL, CHEATAK MARG, JLN MARG, JAIPUR-302004
TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
DELHI
Used Since: 24/03/2012

AHMEDABAD

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS.
JELLYPOT
2639971  09/12/2013
JABBAR HUSSAIN
trading as : JELLYPOT GARMENTS
H. NO-4230, SHIVAJI NAGAR, GALI NO-1, KRISHNA Gali, NEAR DARSHAN PEPSI AGENCY, WARD NO-18, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/02/2010
DELHI
Hosiery & Readymade Garments.
2640102    10/12/2013

J. SATHISH
Anna Nagar, Maniammbadi Post, P.R.Patt-TK, Dharamapuri-635303.
MANUFACTURING AND SALES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
All Types Of Garments.
2640105 10/12/2013
SHANE RONALD ALBUQUERQUE
AARON JO SALDANHA
LIONEL L S DSOUZA
trading as ;HOTCORE
204, LOUISE BELLE RANWAR, OPP WARODA ROAD, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI-400050.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/10/2013
MUMBAI
READYMADE GARMENTS.
2640304  10/12/2013
SATYA DESIGNS PVT.LTD.
A-102, ROYAL SAMRAT, S.V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400062 MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY ACT FIRM
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
KURTIS, LEGGING INCLUDING IN CLASS 25.
U.F.P.L CHIKLET

2640482  10/12/2013
UJALA FASHIONS PVT. LTD.
207, PARASRAMPURIA CHAMBERS, ABOVE ASHOKA BEER BAR, ANAND ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013

MUMBAI
GIRLS CHOLI, CHUDIDAR, SKIRT TOP, READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 25
HEDONE DESIGNS LIMITED
RR-12, MAINWALI NAGAR, NEAR PEERA GARHI CHOWK, DELHI-110087
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT KOCHER ADVOCATE
N-9 1ST FLOOR DR MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI 110009
Used Since :12/10/2013

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR
LA MONTZO

2641451  12/12/2013

SHUHAIB KURIKKAL

trading as ;LA MONTZO

ROOM NO. 23/29-E,F,G, THALAPPI BUILDING, PANDIKKAD ROAD, MANJERI, ERNAD TALUK, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA- 676 122, INDIA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since :04/12/2013

CHENNAI

SHIRTS T- SHIRTS PYJAMA JUBHA TIES JACKETS COATS SUITS BLAZERS AND ALL OTHER MENS WEARS CASUAL WEARS POLO SHIRTS PANTS TROUSERS KIDS SPORTS WEARS SWIM WEARS PARDHA ABHAYA MAFTHA HIJAB PRAYER DRESS SCARF SHAWL BRIEF AND PANTIES BATH TOWEL SPORTSWEAR BANYAN LUNGI CHURIDHAR GARMENTS BABA SUITS FOOTWEARS AND HEADGEARS UNDER GARMENTS LADIES INNERWEARS HOSIERY INCLUDING VESTS KITTED TRUNKS CHEMISES SLIPS NIGHTIES SOCKS CAPS DENIM.
THALIR
2641633 12/12/2013
MR. VIPIN DAVY
trading as : M/s. SPENCER KNITTING COMPANY
THATTIL BUILDING, 5/399 A, CAICO ROAD, CHELAKKOTTUKARA, THRISSUR, KERALA, 680006
Merchant and manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjunan Road, Cochin - 682018
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
Knitwears, Readymade clothing, Articles of underclothing; nightwear, leisurewear, sportswear; vests and knickers;
stockings, tights and hosiery; pullovers, T-shirts; shorts, trousers nightdresses and housecoats included in class 25,
2642132 12/12/2013
ASHOKBHAI GOBARBHAI MUNGPARA
GOBARBHAI MITHABHAI MUNGPARA
trading as; M/S. SHRI GANESH ENTERPRISE
SANATAN PARK, PLOT NO - 134 - 135, KOTHARIYA CROSS ROAD, RING ROAD HIGHWAY, RAJKOT - 360 002. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since: 01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF READYMADE GARMENTS, SHIRT, PENTS, KIDS WEAR AND MEN'S WEAR INCLUDED IN CLASS- 25.
2642203  13/12/2013
RAHISH HABIB SHAIKH
trading as ;RAHISH ENTERPRISES
208/B, SEETA VIHAR BUILDING, NAKA PHATAK ROAD, NR. ABHINAV SCHOOL BHAYANDAR EAST-THANE-400105
MANUFACTURING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/12/2013
MUMBAI
(GARMENTS PRODUCTS)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 25

2642559 13/12/2013
HITESH ISLANIA
trading as;DEEP CLOTHING COMPANY
104, B WING, SARVODAY ENCLAVE CO-OP HSG. SOC., NEW GOLDEN NEST ROAD, BHAYANDER (EAST), THANE-401105
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS
A PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since :20/11/2013
MUMBAI
CLOTHING FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS FOR USE OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PURPOSES
DWUD

2642699    13/12/2013
SH. VIJAY VIJ
20 D.M.R.C. COMPLEX, Bhai Veer Singh Marg, GOLE MARKET NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR & HEADGEAR.
2642716   13/12/2013
TK SPORTS PVT. LTD
32 TAGORE NAGAR JALANDHAR 144001 PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH CHADDA ADV.,
B-55, 3RD FLOOR, LIC COLONY, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI 110063
Used Since : 10/04/1982

DELHI
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR.
BONFLACK

2642805    13/12/2013

JATIN BATRA

trading as : M/s SHEN IMPEX

93-POCKET12, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR 24, ROHINI110085.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since : 01/12/2013

DELHI

FOOTWEAR AND READYMADE GARMENTS
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL NO: 1682, 02/03/2015

Class 25

M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.

trading as; M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.

A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058

MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL

B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR
2643772  17/12/2013
VINEESH. K.S.
BIBIN K.P
SUBIN K.P
trading as ;VENKATESWARA GARMENTS
AT BUILDING NO: IV 359/1, SNDP BUILDING, CHERANALLOOR, EDAVOOR P.O., ERNAKULAM, KERALA, INDIA-683 544
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC43/1983,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025
Used Since :16/11/2013

CHENNAI
CLOTHING, SHIRTS, TROUSERS, JEANS, T-SHIRTS, UNDER GARMENTS.
2643817    05/12/2013
PIYUSH DINESH BHAIYA
trading as ;Arena Fashions
D-1010, Ground floor, Surat Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Manufacturer, Trading and Service Provider
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since :27/12/2011

AHMEDABAD
Readymade Garments, Clothing, Footwear and Headwear
2471211  04/02/2013
JASBIR SINGH
trading as ;SIMRAN ZIP CENTRE
P-52, BASANT VIHAR, NOORAWALA ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB)
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/06/2012
DELHI
ZIPPER ROLLS, BUTTONS, HOOKS AND EYES, RIBBONS AND BRAIDS, PINS AND NEEDLES, LACE AND EMBROIDERY BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-26
EVERSHINE
2523186  01/05/2013
SHRI VISHAL AGGARWAL
SMT. RAKSHA AGGARWAL
trading as ;EVERSHINE IMPEX (INDIA)
384, INDUSTRIAL AREA-A, LUDHIANA 141003, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/08/1988

DELHI
LACE AND EMBROIDERY/ RIBBONS AND BRAID; BUTTONS, HOOKS AND EYES, PINS AND NEEDLES; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
2523391 01/05/2013
SUNIL GOYAL
trading as; GOYAL ENTERPRISES
V-157/B, ARVIND NAGAR, GHONDA, DELHI 110053
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/04/2010
DELHI
ZIP, BUTTONS, LACE AND EMBROIDERY, RIBBONS AND BRAID; HOOKS AND EYES, PINS AND NEEDLES, ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS.
2638302  05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web: www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152280

MUMBAI

LACE AND EMBROIDERY, RIBBONS AND BRAID; BUTTONS, HOOKS AND EYES, PINS AND NEEDLES; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
2639996  10/12/2013
SH. ASHOK KUMAR LAGAH
trading as : LAGAH EXPORTS
B-1, 55/2, STREET NO. 3, SHAHI MOHALLA, CIVIL LINE, LUDHIANA, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES (ADV)
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE HAMBRAN ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008 PB
Used Since : 01/04/1992

DELHI
LADIES WIGS, GENTS WIGS, TOUPEES, WIGS, HAIR PIECES, HAIR FIBER, HAIR EXTENSION; SYNTHETIC WIGS AND
HAIRPIECES; HUMAN HAIR WIGS AND HAIRPIECES; FALSE BEARDS; FALSE Moustaches; FALSE HAIR; BRAIDS;
PONYTAILS; STAGE WIGS; ALL FORMS OF ADDED HAIR; HAIR GRIPS, HAIR NETS, HAIR ORNAMENTS; HAIR PINS;
HAIR SLIDES; HAIR CURLERS (NON ELECTRIC); HAIR CLIPS FOR USE ON REAL HAIR OR WIGS; HAIR ACCESSORIES
FOR FOLDING, SHAPING, OR STYLING HAIR; BENDABLE SPRING- ACTION CLIPS FOR USE WITH HAIR; WIG STANDS;
WIG LINERS; COLORINGS; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID, SALE IN INDIA AND IMPORT EXPORT
ALSO.
ASCON POLYMET PVT. LTD.
4/170-171-172, Allayani Wadi, Near Dumaswala Hopital Gali, Begumpura, Surat- 03, Gujarat,

Used Since :11/11/2013

AHMEDABAD

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT OF JARI KASAB, METALLIC, BADLA JARI, IMITATION JARI, EMBROIDERY JARI
INCLUDING IN CLASS 26
2231507  09/11/2011

THE GEM AND JEWELLERY EXPORT PROMOTION COUNCIL
OFFICE NO. AW 1010, TOWER A, G BLOCK, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, NEXT TO ICICI
BANK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA, MUMBAI-400 051
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE SECTION 25 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GAMES AND PLAYTHING; GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF
THE"INDIA"
GEMAR
2464746  23/01/2013
GE.MA.R. S.R.L.
CASALVIERI (Frosinone) - Italy VIA COLLE MARRACONE SNC
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
(AN ITALIAN LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA
Used Since: 30/03/2007
DELHI
BALLOONS, MODELED PLASTIC TOY FIGURINES, INFLATABLE TOYS, PRINTING TOYS, PUMPS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR USE WITH BALLS FOR GAMES AND BALLOONS, INFLATABLE TOYS SHOWING DECORATIVE PICTURES, CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIONS, PLAY FIGURES, PAPER STREAMERS.
2520788  26/04/2013
VIRENDER KUMAR

trading as ;DECIBEL SCALE MODELS & AUTOMATION
AP MARKET, SHOP NO 41, CSC MAURYA ENCLAVE, PITAM PURA, DELHI 110088
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/11/2011

DELHI
MODELS, RAILWAY MODELS, CAR MODELS AND TOYS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "" DEVICE OF TRAIN AND MODEL ""
2521014   26/04/2013
S. HARINDER SINGH
S. KAWALJEET SINGH
trading as ;BEDI SHUTTLE COCK INDUSTRIES
E-22, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JALANDHAR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1974
DELHI
SPORTING ARTICLES INCLUDING SHUTTLE COCKS AND BADMINTON RACKETS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-28
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 389874, 1296782
EVERSHINE

2523190   01/05/2013

SHRI VISHAL AGGARWAL
SMT. RAKSHA AGGARWAL
trading as ;EVERSHINE IMPEX (INDIA)
384, INDUSTRIAL AREA-A, LUDHIANA 141003, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/08/1988

DELHI
SPORTING ARTICLES (EXCEPT CLOTHING), GYMNASISTIC EQUIPMENTS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 28
KAREZ SPORTS

2523200   01/05/2013
RAJ KUMAR
trading as ;KAREZ SPORTS
H.NO. 738, CHANDIGARH MOHALLA, NEAR RAVIDASS MANDIR, DANISHMANDAN, JALANDHAR, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
SPORTING ARTICLES (EXCEPT CLOTHING), GYMNASTIC EQUIPMENTS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 28
2638304   05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152282

MUMBAI
GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASISTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 28

2639995 10/12/2013
NEERAJ WADHWA
DHEERAJ WADHWA
DEEPAK WADHWA
trading as; ANTHEM OVERSEAS
SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH COLONY, NEAR IMPROVEMENT TRUST FLATS, GT ROAD, BYE PASS, JALANDHAR, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES (ADV)
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE HAMBRAN ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008 PB
Used Since: 01/04/2013
DELHI
SPORTING ARTICLES (EXCEPT CLOTHING).
2641737  12/12/2013

PARKSONS CARTAMUNDI PVT. LTD
UNIT NO. 701A, 7TH FLOOR, INDIA BULLS FINANCE CENTRE, TOWER NO. 1, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, NEAR
ELPHINSTONE ROAD RLY STATION, MUMBAI - 400013
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
22/176, DARSHAN, OLD ANAND NAGAR HSG. SOCIETY, VAKOLA, SANTACRUZ (E) MUMBAI - 400 055.
Used Since : 18/05/1971

MUMBAI
PLAYING CARDS
2642717  13/12/2013

TK SPORTS PVT. LTD
32 TAGORE NAGAR JALANDHAR 144001 PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH CHADDA ADV.,
B-55, 3RD FLOOR, LIC COLONY, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI 110063
Used Since : 10/04/1982

DELHI
SPORTING ARTICLES
2643766  17/12/2013
S. KARNAIL SINGH NARANG

trading as ;NAWAB SAHIB SPORTS
4, NEW VIJAY NAGAR, NEAR JHANDIAN WALA PEER BASTIAN ROAD, JALANDHAR.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :29/12/2004

DELHI

SPORTING ARTICLES (EXCEPT CLOTHING), GYMNASRIC EQUIPMENTS, GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 28.
1879938  04/11/2009
SH. SOMNATH.
trading as ;SHAKTI TRADING CO.
LALRU MANDI PATIALA PUNJAB
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2001
DELHI
PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS, GHEE, KHOYA, CHEESE,
BUTTER, GROUNDNUT OIL, EDIBLE OIL, OIL CAKE, MUSTARD OIL AND FATS, VANASPATI GHEE, JAMS, JELLIES,
FRUIT SAUCES, PICKLES, PEANUTS, MEAT AND MEAT EXTRACTS, EGGS, CURD, YOGURT, SKIMMED MILK POWDER,
Poultry Fish. SOUPS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."GANGA" and
descriptive matter shown on the label.
1894295 10/12/2009
VIJAY MALIK
MANOJ KUMAR
trading as; JAIKARTA CONTINENTALS
SHOP NO. 6, P.R.T.C. ROAD, NEAR SHIV MANDIR, BATHINDA (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/09/2006

DELHI
EDIBLE OIL
1977041  08/06/2010
SHRI VINOD KUMAR BAFNA
SMT. SUNITA DEVI BAFNA

trading as ;VINOD INDUSTRIES
108, 109 (A) RANI BAZAR INDUSTRIAL AREA-ROAD NO. 10, BIKANER (RAJ).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2004

AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE OIL.
subject to sale of goods in the state of Rajasthan only.
2015902  30/08/2010
DINSHAW'S HOLDINGS (P) LTD
C/O.DINSHAW’S DAIRY FOODS LTD., 61/A, INS-NO 55 (PART), IDA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NACHARAM, R.R. DISTRICT,
HYDERABAD
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :01/05/2000
CHENNAI
MILK, MILK PRODUCTS AND OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS, ALMONDS, DATES, PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS,
FRUIT SAUCES, JELLIES; JAMS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 29
Subject to association with application no 674769, 857659 and 2015900.
2280920  10/02/2012
UYGUN RAFINE YAG SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.
trading as ;UYGUN RAFINE YAG SAN. VE TIC. LTD. STI.
Yeldeğirmeni Ferit Bey Sk. No: 32 Kadıköy 34716 Istanbul/TURKEY
Manufacturer & Merchant
A Company Incorporated under the Laws of TURKEY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY.
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. INDIA.
Used Since :18/04/2005
AHMEDABAD
Edible oil, Olives.
2394148  11/09/2012

MR. RAMAN RAY

trading as ;MR. RAMAN RAY

RISHI ARBIND NAGAR, BIRLA ROAD, KULTIL, BURDWAN-713443, WEST BENGAL

Manufacturer, Merchant & Exporter.

An Indian proprietorship firm.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; margarine, vanaspati, pure ghee, salad dressings; preserves, pickles and all dairy products.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF COW.
2427259  12/11/2012
VISHWAS INVESTMENT AND TRADING CO. PVT. LTD.
10, KITAB MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR 192 DR. D N ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS.
RANVIR

2464844  23/01/2013

S. PARVINDER SINGH

trading as ; RANVIR SINGH & CO.

STREET NO. 6, K.C. ROAD, BARNALA

MERCHANT, MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Used Since : 01/01/2013

DELHI

EDIBLE OIL INCLUDING MUSTERED OIL.
GODWIN

2519854  26/04/2013

JAI GOPAL

trading as : MAHIMA TRADERS

MAHARAJA AGARSEN COLONY, OPP. SETHI PALACE, ABOHAR (PB.)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS

B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since : 01/03/2010

DELHI

Edible Oils and Fats; Preserved, Dried and Cooked Fruits and Vegetables; Packed and Tin Food; Jams, Jellies, Fruit Sauces; Pickles; Milk and Milk Products.
CANOS
2521015   26/04/2013
GOLDWAY FOODS PVT. LTD
B-XIV 1014, SANT NAGAR, NEAR LADOWALI ROAD, JALANDHAR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/01/2010

DELHI
PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED OR COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JAMS; MILK; CREAM; BUTTER, CHEESE AND DAIRY PRODUCTS; MILK BEVERAGES; DESSERTS MADE OF MILK AND DESSERTS MADE OF CREAM; YOGHURTS; SOYBEAN MILK, PRESERVED SOYA BEANS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS; PROTEIN PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; WHITENERS FOR COFFEE AND/OR TEA; SAUSAGES; PEANUT BUTTER; SOUPS AND CONCENTRATED SOUPS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2522576 30/04/2013
PARWINDER SINGH
trading as ;AMOOR CONSULTANTS
SCO 11, PHASE 11, 2ND FLOOR, MOHALI (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR,LUDHIANA
Used Since :15/04/2013
DELHI
MEAT EXTRACTS
CROWN FAMILY CARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD

J-21/114, Railway Crossing, Kot Mit Singh, T.T. Road, Amritsar (Pb.)
Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA

Used Since: 23/09/2011

DELHI

Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats
STARLITE

2523070  30/04/2013

KUMARI SONIA

trading as :GLOBAL MARKETING

B-XXXI-113/5, ST. NO. 4, NEW SUBHASH NAGAR, BASTI JODHEWAL, LUDHIANA (PB.)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS

B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI

Sauces, Pickles & Sandwich Spreads.
KRISHAN SWEET SHOP

2523211  01/05/2013
SHRI KRISHAN DEV
SHRI SAT PAL
SHRI RAM SAROOP
S. BALWANT SINGH
trading as ;KRISHAN SWEET SHOP
OLD SABJI MANDI CHOWK, LUDHIANA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1992
DELHI
MILK & MILK PRODUCTS INCLUDING CONDENSED MILK, PASTEURIZED MILK, SKIMMED MILK POWDER, WHOLE MILK POWDER, MILK SHAKES; CHEESES, YOGHURT & YOGHURT BASED BEVERAGES, THICK CREAM, BUTTER MILK & OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS
2523262   01/05/2013
P. KRUPAKAR

trading as ;SRI BHAVANI ENTERPRISES
PLOT NO. 3 & 4, VENKATRAYANPETTAI, MUSARAVAKKAM SALAI, DAMAL VILLAGE & POST, KANCHIPURAM DISTRICT-631 551, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS, MILK SHAKES AND MILK BEVERAGES, BUTTER, CHEESE, CURDS, YOGHURT, DAIRY WHITENER; GHEE
756

2523282  01/05/2013

SH. DEEP CHAND

trading as ; SWATI TRADING CO

AGGARSAIN COLONY, G.T ROAD, GHARAUNDA, DIST. KARNAL, HARYANA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since : 01/04/2010

DELHI

PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS, GHEE, KHoya, CHEESE,
BUTTER, GROUNDNUT OIL, EDIBLE OIL, OIL CAKE, MUSTARD OIL AND FATS, VANASPATI GHEE, JAMS, JELLIES,
FRUIT SAUCES, PICKLES, PEANUTS, CURD, YOGURT, SKIMMED MILK POWDER AND SOUPS.
2523500    01/05/2013
BANDISHBHAI SANJAYBHAI MODI
trading as ;BALAJI MARKETING
PLOT NO-8, VILLAGE : VARSOLA, TALUKA-MEHMDAVAD, DIST : KHEDA, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
REFINED VEGETABLE FAT.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters
2637341  04/12/2013
VICE ROY EXPORTS (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as ;VICEROY EXPORTS (INDIA) PVT LTD
FLAT NO. 1 D GRAND MEADOWS, VT ENCLAVE, KUNDA NNOOR, KOCHI - 682 304
MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARCMEDIUS
G-340, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, KOCHI 682 036, KERALA
Used Since :01/11/2013

CHENNAI
FROZEN AND CHILLED SEAFOOD PRODUCTS
2638305  05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152283

MUMBAI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS
2640299  10/12/2013
M/S, NAV BHARAT KRISHI UDYOG LIMITED
CHAK 15 HMH, BHADRAKALI ROAD, HANUMANGRAH TOWN-335513, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
MUSTARD OIL.
2640300  10/12/2013

M/S, NAV BHARAT KRISHI UDYOOG LIMITED
CHAK 15 HMH, BHADRAKALI ROAD, HANUMANGRAH TOWN-335513, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
MUSTARD OIL.
Bunly

2641469    12/12/2013

M. DHINAGARAVALE

trading as : Bunly

"Riverview Campus" Madurai Rameswaram Highway, (Near Velammal Engineering College) Madurai 625201, Tamil Nadu.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KAUSALYA VENKATARAMAN

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E) Chennai - 600 102

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES, EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS AND COOKED FOOD.
COLAC
2642419    13/12/2013
KWALITY DAIRY INDIA LTD
F-82 SHIVAJI PLACE DISTRICT CENTRE RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 27
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAXIM ADVOCATES & LAW CONSULTANTS
C-4/70A KESHAV PURAM LAWRENCE ROAD DELHI-35
Used Since :01/03/2003

DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS IN CLASS 29.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 29

2642431 13/12/2013
MAGTONE FOODS PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 204/05, FORTUNE SQUARE, 2ND FLOOR, KISHAN GATE, METODA G.I.D.C., KALAWAD ROAD, RAJKOT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since: 04/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE OILS, EDIBLE GHEE, CHEESE, BUTTER, DAIRY PRODUCTS, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, MILK CURD, FRUIT PULPS, JELLIES, JAMS, EGGS, DRIED FRUITS, MEAT, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, PROCESSED PEANUTS, PICKLES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2643351   16/12/2013
CHEVON AGROTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CHEVON AGROTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
WARDEN COURT, BLOCK B, 79/81 AUGUST KRANTI MARG, MUMBAI 400 036.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :04/12/2013
MUMBAI
FROZEN, FROSTED, PRESERVED, SALTED, DRIED, TINNED, COOKED & CANNED MEAT AND MEAT EXTRACTS; FISH & SHELLFISH; SHRIMPS (NOT LIVE); POULTRY & GAME; FROZEN, FROSTED, PRESERVED, PROCESSED, DRIED, COOKED OR CRYSTALLIZED FRUITS & VEGETABLES; EDIBLE OILS & FATS; OLIVE OIL FOR FOOD; MILK & OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS; SOUPS; JELLIES, JAMS, ESSENCES, EGGS; FOOD PRESERVES; PROTEIN PREPARATION FOR FOOD; MALTED MILK FOR FOODS PREPARED FROM MILK INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; ALL KIND OF CHIPS & WAFERS; FOOD STUFFS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 29; SALMON; SALAD OIL, SAUSAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 29.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 29

2643694 16/12/2013
M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEAT, FISH, POULTRY AND GAME; MEAT EXTRACTS; PRESERVED, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
JELLIES, JAMS, FRUIT SAUCES; EGGS, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS; EDIBLE OILS AND FATS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER S EXCEPT
SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
1881685  09/11/2009
RAJWANT SINGH WALIA
trading as ;J. K. SOY PRODUCTS
6 K.M. G.T. ROAD MOGA P.B
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/09/2006
DELHI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
1885100  17/11/2009
SUNDER LAL MITTAL
RAJ KUMAR MITTAL
trading as ;DES RAJ & SONS
4103-A NAYA BAZAR DELHI-06
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/1994
DELHI
RICE,SPICE,PUSES,GRAIN,MAIDA,TEA,DALIA,SUJI,DAAL,ATTA,AND BEASAN INCLUDED IN CLASS-30
MANOJ KUMAR & SONS
1895345  14/12/2009
MANOJ KUMAR GOYAL
trading as ;MANOJ KUMAR & SONS
DHUBI BAZAR, BATHINDA (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTRERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES,
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :16/08/2002
DELHI
SNACKS, SWEETS, NAMKEENS AND BAKERY PRODUCTS.
1901823  29/12/2009
SAMAR PAL SINGH
trading as ;KRISHNA FOOD PRODUCTS
VILL RASOOL PUR PO BAHUGARH CANTT DISTT. GHAZIABAD UP
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALRA ASSOCIATES.
Used Since :01/04/2004
DELHI
TOMATO KETCHUP, SAUCES, VINEGAR
2013437  24/08/2010

S. KOTEESHWARA RAJA

trading as ;RAJAS TRADERS

NO.10/A, KRISHNADOSS ROAD, 1ST STREET, CHENNAI-600012.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.

NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ATTA, RAVA, MAIDA, SPICES, FRIED GRAM, GRAM FLOUR AND MASALA PRODUCTS

Subject to association with application No 1442930 and subject to no exclusive right to the descriptive words “Natural Foods” except substantially as shown on the form of representation..
2015901  30/08/2010
DINSHAW'S HOLDINGS (P) LTD
C/O.DINSHAW’S DAIRY FOODS LTD., 61/A, INS-NO 55 (PART), IDA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NACHARAM, R.R. DISTRICT,
HYDERABAD
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :01/05/2000
CHENNAI
ICE CREAM, DAIRY PRODUCTS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR
AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CERELS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST,
BAKING POWDERS; SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
2015903  30/08/2010

DINSHAW'S HOLDINGS (P) LTD
C/O.DINSHAW’S DAIRY FOODS LTD., 61/A, INS-NO 55 (PART), IDA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NACHARAM, R.R. DISTRICT, HYDERABAD
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Used Since :01/05/2000

CHENNAI

ICE CREAM, DAIRY PRODUCTS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CERELS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDERS; SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE

Subject to association with application no 848260, 674797, 848261, 857660 and 2015901..
2022862  14/09/2010
NEERAJ KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;LAKSHAY INDUSTRIES
J 489 D, SARNA DUNGRAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHOTWARA EXT. JAIPUR, (RAJ.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/1978

AHMEDABAD
AATA MAIDA SUJI BESAN SPICES AND PULSES.
subject to no exclusive right over device of om and sale of goods in the state of Rajasthan.
2104980    23/02/2011
SHANTILAL KOTHARI
trading as ; JAI FOOD PRODUCTS
OPP. SEDARIYA POWER HOUSE, BEAWAR, - 305 901, RAJASTHAN STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 01/01/2011

AHMEDABAD
ALL KINDS OF GROUNDED SPICES
2156498  08/06/2011

PATEL PREKARKUMAR GOPALBHAI
Patel Prekarkumar Gopalbhai
Patel Samirkumar Govindbhai
Patel Taraben Govindbhai
Patel Savitaben Gopalbhai
Patel Bhavnaben Maheshkumar

trading as ;PATEL BABULAL GOVINDBHAI

D - 294, New Market Yard, Unjha - 384 170, Dist. - Mehsana, GUJARAT

MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATADFAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHAATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Used Since :11/05/2009

AHMEDABAD

JEERA AND SOUFF INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.

subject to sale of goods in the state of Gujarat and northeast states and no exclusive right over numeral 3.
2156499  08/06/2011
PATEL PREKARKUMAR GOPALBHAI
Patel Prekarkumar Gopalbhai
Patel Samirkumar Govindbhai
Patel Taraben Govindbhai
Patel Savitaben Gopalbhai
Patel Bhavnaben Maheshkumar

trading as : PATEL BABULAL GOVINDBHAI

D - 294, New Market Yard, Unjha - 384 170, Dist. - Mehsana, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHAHLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061
Used Since : 16/02/2009

AHMEDABAD
JEERA AND SOUFF INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
2324820  01/05/2012
SH. HARVINDER SINGH
trading as ;P.K. TRADING CO.
DHAB WASTI RAM BAZAR LACHIMANSAR AMRITSAR PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
SPICES AND TEA
VISHWAS INVESTMENT AND TRADING CO. PVT. LTD.
10, KITAB MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR 192 DR. D N ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
2436111 03/12/2012
SHANKAR LAL AGARWAL
trading as ;SHREE SALASAR SPICES
BUKRU PITHORIA ROAD, RANCHI, JHARKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :23/09/2011

KOLKATA
SPICES OF ALL KINDS, INCLUDING HALDI, JEERA, DHANIA, GOLKI, POPPY SEEDS, MIRCHA, MANGERELA, METHI,
SARSO, PACH PHORAN, AJWAIN, SATTU, BESAN, SOYABINBADI, INDIAN SAVORIES FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR
EXPORT.
LAL SINGH RAYKA
trading as ;RAYKA TEA TRADERS
SHOP NO-23, GIRDHARI PURA ROAD, DHAWAS JAGDAMBA NAGAR, BEHIND HEERAPURA POWER HOUSE, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Used Since :01/02/2011

AHMEDABAD
TEA, COFFEE AND SPICES INCLUDING IN CLASS 30.
2457698  09/01/2013
GAURAV PAREEK
trading as ;THE GARDENER
B-5,PLOT NO-2/26,PRADHAN APARTMENT,OPPOSITE ROSHAN MARKET,GANDHI PATH,CHITRAKOOT YOJANA, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR-RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2006

AHMEDABAD
TEA.
subject to sale of goods in the state of Rajasthan ..
2465840   24/01/2013
MEENA DEVI
trading as ;BHASKAR INDUSTRIES
H-273,PHASE -2, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHUNJHUNU-333001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Gautam & Company
LL-47, Amber Tower, 1st Floor, Sansar Chand Road, Jaipur (raj).
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
BESAN, AATA,SPICES,BADI AND PAPAD.
subject to sale of goods in the state of rajasthan.
DUMBLES
2520126  26/04/2013
SHELLZ OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
D - 3/I, RANA PRATAP BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110007
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE*PULSES, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREAL, BREAD, PASTY AND CONFECTIONERY, CHOCOLATES, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR; SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES.
BOLSTER

2520789  26/04/2013

IMPERIAL MALTS LIMITED
VILLAGE-GHASOLA, BEHIND OMAX PLAZA, SOHNA ROAD, POST-BADSHAHPUR 122101, GURGAON
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMAAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :16/04/2013

DELHI

PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY, MALT FOR FOOD AND CONFECTIONERY ITEMS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
DND
2521807   29/04/2013
SHRI KARAN GOEL
trading as ;KEVA INDUSTRIES
NEAR OCTROI POST, G.T. ROAD, SAHNEWAL, DISTT. LUDHIANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2003

DELHI
DIETETIC, ENERGY, PROTEIN AND ENERGY BOOSTING FOOD (NOT FOR MEDICAL USE).
2522195  29/04/2013
M. LAXMAIAH
M. LAXMAIAH
M. CHANDRASHEKAR
trading as ;SHRI RAJESHWARI INDUSTRIES
SHRI RAJESHWARI INDUSTRIES, GADWAL ROAD, RAICHUR-584102
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore-560070.

Projected to be Used
CHENNAI
RICE

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE*DESCRIPTIVE WORDS
APPEARED IN LABEL*
HAITAI

2522369  30/04/2013
HAITAI CONFECTIONERY AND FOODS COMPANY LTD
321-4 CHEONHEUNG RI SUNGGUH EUP CHEONAN CITY CHOONGCHUNGNAM DO REPUBLIC OF KOREA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF KOREA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONFECTIONERY, BISCUITS, COOKIES, CHIPS (CEREAL PRODUCTS), CRACKERS (CONFECTIONERY), CANDIES,
CARAMELS (CANDY), CHEWING GUM (NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES), CHOCOLATES AND FRUIT JELLIES
(CONFECTIONERY).
HAITAI CONFECTIONERY AND FOODS COMPANY LTD
321-4 CHEONHEUNG RI SUNGGUH EUP CHEONAN CITY CHOONGCHUNGNAM DO REPUBLIC OF KOREA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF KOREA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONFECTIONERY, BISCUITS, COOKIES, CHIPS (CEREAL PRODUCTS), CRACKERS (CONFECTIONERY), CANDIES, CARAMELS (CANDY), CHEWING GUM (NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES), CHOCOLATES AND FRUIT JELLIES (CONFECTIONERY)
KFC ROLLERZ
2522772  30/04/2013
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS, INC.
14841 N.DALLAS PARKWAY DALLAS TEXAS 75254 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHICKEN SANWICHES AND CHICKEN WRAPS.
CROWN FAMILY CARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD
J-21/114, Railway Crossing, Kot Mit Singh, T.T. Road, Amritsar (Pb.)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA

Used Since: 23/09/2011

DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery. Ices; honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.
2523005  30/04/2013
SUN ROLLER FLOUR MILLS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SUN ROLLER FLOUR MILLS PVT. LTD.
Village Khairabad, Ajnala Road, Amritsar (Pb.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/01/2013
DELHI
Flour, Maida, Suji, Bran and items made from wheat
ROCOCHOCO
2523207    01/05/2013
SHRI SONI GOYAL
trading as ;JMS OVERSEAS
H.NO. 28, NEW ASHA PURI, LUDHIANA 141012, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
FOOD PRODUCTS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, CHOCOLATES, BREADS, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRY,
CONFECTIONERY, BAKERY PRODUCTS, SWEETS & NAMKEENS
MATRIKRIPA

2523269 01/05/2013
MATRIKRIPA TEA MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MATRIKRIPA TEA MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST LANE,THIRANI MILL COMPOUND,BABU PARA SIGURI 734005,WEST BENGAL
manufacturer& merchant & service
Used Since :23/11/2012

KOLKATA
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice
FUT-FUT
2523512 01/05/2013
SRI GOPAL GUPTA
APOORV GUPTA
VINEETA GUPTA
trading as ;HARI CHAND SHRI GOPAL
339, F.I.E. PATPARGANJ DELHI 92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
BISCUITS AND NAMKEEN, DALIA, CHEWING GUM, SNACKS, CHOCOLATES, PASTRY, RUSK CONFECTIONERY,
SWEETS, SAUCES, NOODLES, CUSTARD POWDER, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS AND SAUCES.
Zakrytoe Aktsionernoe Obschestvo Kompania 'May"
dom 1 a, Ozernaya Fryazino Moskovskoy obl., 141190 RUSSIAN FEDERATION
A company organised and existing under the laws of Russian Federation. Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.

Address for service in India/Ageents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Tea, including loose leaf tea, bagged tea, instant tea, flavored tea, fruit, herb and flower tea, tea with other additives; chilled tea; tea-based beverages.
2523550  01/05/2013
Zakrytoe Aktsionernoe Obschestvo Kompania 'May'
dom 1 a, Ozernaya Fryazino Moskovskoy obl., 141190 RUSSIAN FEDERATION
A company organised and existing under the laws of Russian Federation. Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Tea, including loose leaf tea, bagged tea, instant tea, flavored tea, fruit, herb and flower tea, tea with other additives; chilled tea; tea-based beverages
2625618    11/11/2013
JABS INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
A/350, M. I. D. C., TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI- 400708
Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHLIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :07/10/2013
To be associated with:
1030513
MUMBAI
SPICES (WHOLE & POWDER), BLENDED GROUND SPICES INCLUDING CRUSHED/CRACKED/GROUND PAPPER, CUMIN SEEDS, TURMERIC, CORIANDER SEEDS, FENUGREEK SEEDS, GINGER, SESAME SEEDS, CELERY SEEDS, CELERY SALT, CURRY POWDER (SPICE MIX), SESAME SEEDS, ROASTED SEASAME SEED.
2625619 11/11/2013
JABS INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
A/350, M. I. D. C., TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI - 400708
Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHLIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since: 07/10/2013

To be associated with:
1030513

MUMBAI
SPICES (WHOLE & POWDER), BLENDED GROUND SPICES INCLUDING CRUSHED/CRACKED/GROUND PAPPER, CUMIN SEEDS, TURMERIC, CORIANDER SEEDS, FENUGREEK SEEDS, GINGER, SESAME SEEDS, CELERY SEEDS, CELERY SALT, CURRY POWDER (SPICE MIX), SESAME SEEDS, ROASTED SESAME SEED.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO. 1030513
FLEXO

2632135    23/11/2013

SONAL S. FELIX

trading as ;M/S. FRESH & FIT DRINKS
SECL. ROAD, MUDAPAR, KORBA, CHHATTISGARH
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/03/2006

MUMBAI
ICE CREAM
2638306    05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon

Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152284

MUMBAI

COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
MURI
2638438 06/12/2013
SHIV SHANKAR SETH
trading as; CLASSIC FOODS & HEALTH CARE
E14/B1, EXTN. MOHAN CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI-110044
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALFA UNIVERSAL
101 TOWER B NOOR BLDG C -135/1 ST NO 8 SHAHEEN BAGH OKHLA NEW DELHI 110025 INDIA
Used Since: 01/08/2011
DELHI
SPICES; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY & SALT & BISCUITS, NAMKEEN, BHUJIA, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; BREAD, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS) INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
BHAGARAM S/O KUPA JI

trading as ;M/S. LAXMI AGENCIES
SADAR BAZAR, JAWAL, DISTT SIROHI, RAJASTHAN PIN-307801 RAJASTHAN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRAKASH JAVARIA, ADVOCATE
1st Floor, 109, Samridhi Complex, Opp. Krishi Upaj Mandi Hiran Magri Sec-11, Udaipur Rajasthan

Used Since: 03/11/2013

AHMEDABAD

TEA.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE IMAGES AND TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
Goodricke KHAASS

2639838  09/12/2013
GOODRICKE GROUP LIMITED  
CAMELLIA HOUSE, 14 GURUSADAY ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 019.  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
MKC & ASSOCIATES  
365 JODHPUR PARK, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 068, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.  
Used Since: 09/12/2013  

To be associated with:  
895723, 1333891, 1341994, 1341995, 1399302, 1399303, 1954900, 2033171, 2358289, 2523872  

KOLKATA  
Tea, instant tea, artificial tea, powder tea, tea bag, tea ball and all allied and cognate products  
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO. 895723, 1333891, 1341994, 1341995, 1399302, 1399303, 1954900, 2033171, 2358289, 2523872
Goodricke ZABARDAST

2639839  09/12/2013
GOODRICKE GROUP LIMITED
CAMELLIA HOUSE, 14 GURUSADAY ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 019.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MKC & ASSOCIATES
365 JODHPUR PARK, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 068, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 09/12/2013

To be associated with:
895723, 1333891, 1341994, 1341995, 1341998, 1399302, 1399303, 1573685, 1954900, 2033171, 2358289, 2523264, 2523872

KOLKATA
Tea, instant tea, artificial tea, powder tea, tea bag, tea ball and all allied and cognate products
SUPERIA
2639970  09/12/2013
LAXMI NARAIN BAJAJ
trading as ;SAT PAL LAXMI NARAIN
RATTAN CHAND MARKET, KATRA AHLUWALIA, AMRITSAR-143001 (PB.)
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/05/2010
DELHI
Tea & Spices.
2641315  12/12/2013
GOLDEN GRAVITY PREMIUM PRODUCTS
A-002, KESU, GROUND FLOOR, VASANT NAGARI, SEE NO.2, VASAI (EAST), DIST. THANE-411102.
TRADER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 30/11/2013

MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES
2642239    13/12/2013
M/S. ITALIAN EDIBLES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. ITALIAN EDIBLES PVT. LTD.
401, SHIV OVAL CITY, 41, PATEL NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/10/2013

MUMBAI
CHOCOLATES, JELLY, READY TO EAT SNACKS, NOODLES, COFFEE; TEA, ICED ; COCOA AND COCOA-BASED
PREPARATIONS, CHOCOLATE-BASED PREPARATIONS; CONFECTIONERY, SWEETS, CANDIES; SUGAR;
CHEWINGGUM; BAKERY PRODUCTS, BREAD, PASTRY; CAKES, COOKIES, WAFERS, TOFFEES; ICE CREAM, WATER
CAKES, FROZEN DESSERTS, ICES, FROZEN CONFECTIONS, FROZEN BREAKFAST CEREALS, MUESLI, CEREALS;
CEREAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015

Class 30

BEQA
2642421  13/12/2013
KWALITY DAIRY INDIA LTD
F-82 SHIVAJI PLACE DISTRICT CENTRE RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 27
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAXIM ADVOCATES & LAW CONSULTANTS
C-4/70A KESHAV PURAM LAWRENCE ROAD DELHI-35

Used Since: 01/03/2003

DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES;
HONEY, TREACLE; SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; BISCUITS, CAKES, CHOCOLATE, CAKE PASTE, CORN FLAKES,
COCOA BEVERAGES WITH MILK, MAIZE MEAL, MALT EXTRACT FOR FOOD PIZZAS, PASTA, NOODLES, SPICES, TEA,
SUGAR, RUSK, RICE, SAFFRON, TOMATO SAUCE, MINT FOR CONFECTIONERY, POPCORN, FRUIT JELLIES
(CONFECTIONERY), CUSTARD, CHEWING GUM, CHIPS, CANDY, ALMOND CONFECTIONERY.
Bega

2642424 13/12/2013

Kwality Dairy India Ltd
F-82 Shivaji Place District Centre Rajouri Garden New Delhi 27
Manufacturers and Merchants.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Maxim Advocates & Law Consultants
C-4/70A Keshav Puram Lawrence Road Delhi-35

Used Since: 01/03/2003

Delhi

Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, Sugar, Rice, Tapioca, Sago, Artificial Coffee; Pastry and Confectionery, Ices; Honey, Treacle; Sauces (Condiments); Spices; Biscuits, Cakes, Chocolate, Cake Paste, Corn Flakes, Cocoa Beverages with Milk, Maize Meal, Malt Extract for Food Pizzas, Pasta, Noodles, Spices, Tea, Sugar, Rusk, Rice, Saffron, Tomato Sauce, Mint for Confectionery, Popcorn, Fruit Jellies [Confectionery], Custard, Chewing Gum, Chips, Candy, Almond Confectionery.
RADISA
2642578  13/12/2013
RADHIKA RAMANUJAKOOTAM
DOOR NO.10-27-16, MANGALAGIRI HOUSE, WALT AIR UPLANDS, VISAKHAPATNAM-530003, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHOCOLATES, BROWNIES, CAKES, DESSERT, BISCUITS, AND OTHER CONFECTIONARY ITEMS, COFFEE; COCOA; BREAD; SWEETMEATS; COOKIES; ICE CREAM; PUDDINGS; INSTANT CAKES; SANDWICHES; NOODLES PREPARATION; RICE PREPARATION; PIES; CHIPS; PASTRY
2642579    13/12/2013
RADHIKA RAMANUJAKOOTAM
DOOR NO.10-27-16, MANGALAGIRI HOUSE, WALTAIR UPLANDS, VISAKHAPATNAM-530003, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
CHOCOLATES, BROWNIES, CAKES, DESSERT, BISCUITS, AND OTHER CONFECTIONARY ITEMS, COFFEE; COCOA; BREAD; SWEETMEATS; COOKIES; ICE CREAM; PUDDINGS; INSTANT CAKES; SANDWICHES; NOODLES PREPARATION; RICE PREPARATION; PIES; CHIPS; PASTRY
2642595  13/12/2013
ASHISH AGGARWAL
CD-213 PITAMPURA DELHI 110088
MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since : 10/11/2013

DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCA, SUGAR RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, COFFEE, SUBSTITUTES, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD BISCUIT, CAKES, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST BAKING POWDER SALT, MUSTARD PEPPER VINEGAR SAUCES, SPICES, BAKERY ITEMS LIKE RUSK, BISCUITS, PANS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, AS PER CLASS-30.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "THE CAKE BUCKS (A COMPLETE BAKERY SHOP)" "WE MAKE CONCEPT CAKES YOU IMAGINE WE CREATE" EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2642707    13/12/2013
SURAJ PRAKASH JAIN
trading as ;SURAJ PRAKASH JAIN
BAGRI MOHALLA, BIKANER RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/1974
To be associated with:
377301, 933623, 1047200
AHMEDABAD
PAPAD AND NAMKEEN.
MALKIST
2642804 13/12/2013
ELITE GOLD LTD.
JIPFA BUILDING, MAIN STREET, P.O BOX 181, ROAD TOWN TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, COOKIES, BISCUITS, BREAD, PASTRY, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, CAKES AND CONFECTIONERY, BAKING POWDER, SALT.
KAASHVI'S
2643113  16/12/2013
HALDIRAM SNACKS PVT. LTD.
B - 1/H-8, MOHAN CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAIN MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110044
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO
11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25
Used Since :11/12/2013
DELHI
PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, TRADITIONAL INDIAN NAMKEENS, TOMATO KETCHUP, FOODSTUFFS, AND READY TO EAT DISHES AND SNACKS HAVING A BASE OF RICE, OR FLOUR, BREAD, PASTRIES, CAKES, CONFECTIONERY, HONEY, YEAST, SALT, PEPPER, VINEGAR, SPICES, ICES, BISCUITS, COOKIES, CHOCOLATES, PULSES, PAPADS, SWEETS, PASTA, PAO AND ROTI
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 30

M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER S EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2643896  17/12/2013
SHIV SHANKAR
trading as ;GUPTA TIKKI WALA
5515/5, NEW CHANDRAWAL KOLHAPUR ROAD, DELHI-110007
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/2012

DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
MINTU
1879966  04/11/2009
RAVI LALWANI
H-346 NEW RAJINDER NAGAR DELHI-60
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
SCENTED SUPARI, MITHI SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNERS AND SADA PAN MASALA INCLUDED IN CLASS 31
sale of goods is restricted to North India only.
1894299    10/12/2009

NEERAJ KUMAR  
VISHAL SINGLA  
SUMIT SINGLA 

trading as ;SINGLA INDUSTRIES 
RAIKOT ROAD, JAGRAON (PUNJAB) 
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS 

Address for service in India/Agents address: 
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES, 
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.). 
Used Since :07/08/2001 

DELHI 

FOODSTUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING CATTLE FEED.  
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matter shown on the label.
PARMATMA

1897102    17/12/2009

SH. RAJEEV KUMAR GOYAL
# 263, NEAR NEW MARKET, HARI HALWAI GALI, WARD NO. 14, RAMPURA PHUL, DISTT. BATHINDA, PUNJAB

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/12/2006

DELHI

FOODSTUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING CATTLE FEED AND KHAL.
JAI MAHADEV

1897104  17/12/2009

SH. RAJIV KUMAR

trading as ; MAHADEV OIL MILLS

BHUNDER ROAD, VILLAGE RAMPURA, DISTT. BATHINDA (PUNJAB)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since : 01/12/2006

DELHI

FOODSTUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING CATTLE FEED AND KHAL
2015509   30/08/2010
AADHAAR SEEDS PVT.LTD
trading as ;AADHAAR SEEDS PVT.LTD
AADHAAR AMBIENCE, PLOT NO.55, ROAD NO. 3, HARIPURI COLONY, SAROOR NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 035, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
CHENNAI
SEEDS.

Subject to no exclusive right to the descriptive word Seeds except substantially as shown on the form of representation..
2500969   22/03/2013
HARBIR AGROTECH PVT.LTD
SCF 56-57 1ST FLOOR MAIN MARKET SEC 6 KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2010

To be associated with:
2467287, 2500968

DELHI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; SEEDS, VEGETABLE SEEEDS AND SEEDS FOR AGRICULTURE USE BEING THE GOODS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 31

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " DEVICE OF GRAIN AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS "


NAAGI FEED

2520527 26/04/2013

Sarwan Singh S/o Milkha Singh

trading as : NAAGI FEED INDUSTRIES

Dera Sahib (Kothi), Tehsil Khadoor Sahib & Distt. Tarn Taran- 143 301 (Pb.)

Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAHULRAJPUT

336-B, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA

Used Since : 01/04/2013

DELHI

CATTLE FEED
2521467    29/04/2013

JASPAL SHARMA

trading as ;VAISHNO SEEDS FARM

OPP DANA MANDI CHOGAWAN ROAD AJNALA DISTRICT AMRITSAR PB
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JAURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR - 143 004.
Used Since :01/05/2008

DELHI

CATTLE FEED, POULTRY FEED AND FEED SUPPLEMENT BEING FOODSTUFF FOR ANIMALS.
2521744  29/04/2013
JINGOLD S.P.A.
PIAZZALE CADUTI DEL LAVORO, 200 47522 CESENA (FC), ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since : 31/01/2009

MUMBAI
GRAINS AND AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS, MALT
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 31

2521794  29/04/2013

S. YADVINDER SINGH
RAJ RANI

trading as ; J.S. BEST BREED ANIMAL POINT
VILLAGE BIBIPUR, TEHSIL AND DISTT. PATIALA PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
LIVE ANIMALS; FOOD STUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING CATTLE FEED AND POULTRY FEED.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE
descriptive matters
2522575  30/04/2013
SARABJIT SINGH
trading as ;GURU KIRPA AGRO INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE WARACHIAN PATI SAMANA DISTT. PATIALA ( PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B,BHAIRANH SINGH NAGAR,LUDHIANA
Used Since :06/04/2013
DELHI
FOODSTUFF FOR ANIMALS
FUT-FUT

2523513   01/05/2013

SRI GOPAL GUPTA
APOORV GUPTA
VINEETA GUPTA 

trading as ;HARI CHAND SHRI GOPAL

339, F.I.E. PATPARGANJ DELHI 92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2013

DELHI

SCENTED SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNER, PAN MASALA, PAN CHATNI INCLUDED IN CLASS 31.
2523532   01/05/2013
SH. DEEPAK BANSAL
trading as ;HARYANA OIL & GENERAL MILLS
DELHI ROAD, SAMALKHA, DISTT - PANIPAT, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.,
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
CATTLE FEED AND POULTRY FEEDS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS, ANIMAL FOOD STUFFS, MESH CHOORI,
DOODH DHARA CHOORI CAKES, PASHU CHURI, KHAL, BINOLA (CATTLE FEEDS), OIL CAKES, GRAINS FOR ANIMAL’S
CONSUMPTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 31

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "" ASLI NO. 1, KAITHAL
BANSAL, BINOLA , BUST OF ANIMAL AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTER ""
PR 5

2523640  02/05/2013

MITHILESH KUMAR TRIPATHI
9 - D, OBEROI APARTMENTS, SHAMNATH MARG, CIVIL LINES, DELHI - 110 054.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SUPARI, PAN MASALA AND MOUTH FRESHNER
PR 55
2523641  02/05/2013
MITHILESH KUMAR TRIPATHI
9 - D, OBEROI APARTMENTS, SHAMNATH MARG, CIVIL LINES, DELHI - 110 054.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SUPARI, PAN MASALA AND MOUTH FRESHNER
SUPROVIT

2635924  02/12/2013

SGO HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
203/A, TIRUPATI APARTMENT, MAHIM ROAD, BEHIND ISCON FOOD FOUNDATION, KAMLA PARK, PALGHAR (WEST) THANE-401404, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, EXPORTER, IMPORTER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :15/08/2013

MUMBAI

FOOD STUFFS FOR ANIMALS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS, WHEAT GERM FOR ANIMAL CONSUMPTION, YEAST FOR ANIMAL CONSUMPTION, ANIMAL FORAGE (LIME FOR-), ANIMAL LITTER (PRODUCTS FOR-) ANIMALS (EDIBLE CHEWS FOR-) CATTLE FOOD, CEREALS (RESIDUAL PRODUCTS OF-) FOR ANIMAL CONSUMPTION BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-31
SUPROMIN

2635926  02/12/2013

SGO HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
203/A, TIRUPATI APARTMENT, MAHIM ROAD, BEHIND ISCON FOOD FOUNDATION, KAMLA PARK, PALGHAR (WEST) THANE-401304, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, EXPORTER, IMPORTER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068, Maharashtra.

Used Since :15/08/2013

Mumbai

FOOD STUFFS FOR ANIMALS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS, WHEAT GERM FOR ANIMAL CONSUMPTION, YEAST FOR ANIMAL CONSUMPTION, ANIMAL FORAGE (LIME FOR-), ANIMAL LITTER (PRODUCTS FOR-) ANIMALS (EDIBLE CHEWS FOR-) CATTLE FOOD, CEREALS (RESIDUAL PRODUCTS OF-) FOR ANIMAL CONSUMPTION BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-31
2638307   05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152285

MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT
2640405  10/12/2013
RAGHUVANSHI COTTON GINNING AND PRESSING PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY NO. 34, RAJKOT- JAMNAGAR HIGHWAY, NR. BHARAT HOTEL, PADDHARI, DIST. RAJKOT (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRANKUMAR J. JASANI, ADVOCATE
218, V.V.COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 (GUJARAT)

Used Since : 06/12/2011

To be associated with:

2095477

AHMEDABAD

CATTLE FEED, FOOD STUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT INCLUDING COTTONSEED OIL CAKE INCLUDED IN CLASS 31
AMITOJ FEED

2641347    12/12/2013
NAVDEEP SINGH S/O S. JASBIR SINGH
trading as ;N.S. CATTLE FEED
VILLAGE & CHOHLA SAHIB, RURIWALA, TEHSIL & DISTT.TARN TARAN- 143 408 (Pb.)
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
Cattle Feed
SILVERPRODUCE ORIJIN
2641448  12/12/2013
MOHAMMED BASHEER,
trading as ;SILVERPRODUCE ORIJIN
DOOR NO.K.P.7/167-A, THRKKUTTISERY, P.O. VAKAYAD, CALICUT DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :14/02/2001

CHENNAI
AGRICULTURAL HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LIVING ANIMALS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, LIVE PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT.
KROSMIN

2642977  14/12/2013

PRAG PENTAL
PRIYA PENTAL

trading as ;MAANSAROVAR ENTERPRISES

KRISHNA COLONY, GORAYA-144409, DISTT-JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/10/2011

DELHI

Cattle Feed, Poultry Feed, Cotton Seeds, Oil Cakes, Khal, Binola, Churi & Mineral Mixture being Food Stuff for Animals.
2643526   16/12/2013
MR. JAYESHBHAI PARSOTTAMBHAI KANANI
JALDARSHAN, D - 205, TALAV ROAD, VYARA, DIST. TAPI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/02/2008

AHMEDABAD
EDIBLE LIME
AMINOGEST

2421951  03/11/2012

ZUVENTUS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
T-184, M.L.D.C, BHOSARI-411026, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
2427261  12/11/2012
VISHWAS INVESTMENT AND TRADING CO. PVT. LTD.
10, KITAB MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR 192 DR. D N ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 32

BASIX

2520129  26/04/2013
PRONOB GHOSH
trading as ;GOLDEN CRYSTALS
WARD NO-7, NEAR-VIJAYA BANK, RAJGARH ROAD, SOLAN, HIMACHAL PRADESH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS/ BEERS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SOFT DRINK, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
2521806   29/04/2013

SHRI. KARAN GOEL.

trading as ;KEVA INDUSTRIES

NEAR OCTROI POST, G.T. ROAD, SAHNEWAL, DISTT. LUDHIANA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI

MINERAL & AERATED WATER AND OTHER NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
VERDANO
2522286    30/04/2013
AGAVERA CAMICHINES, S.A. DE C.V.
PERIFERICO SUR NO.8500, TRAMO MORELIA CHAPALA, TLAQUEPAQUE, JALISCO, C.P. 45601, MEXICO
Manufacturers & Merchants
(A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF MEXICO)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-alcoholic beverages.
2522495   30/04/2013

SHYAM CHETWANI
trading as ;KRISHNA AQUA
80, GURUNANAK MARKET, BHARAT ROAD, KATNI, FACTORY AT AUTO STAND, MADHAV NAGAR, KATNI-483501 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANT AND PACKERS
AN INDIAN NATIONANL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :12/03/2008

MUMBAI
MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, PACKED DRINKING WATER
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL.
2522744    30/04/2013
THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
ONE COCA-COLA PLAZA ATLANTA GEORGIA 30313 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :31/03/2008

DELHI
BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
2522745  30/04/2013
THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
ONE COCA-COLA PLAZA ATLANTA GEORGIA 30313 USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Used Since :31/03/2008

DELHI
BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
2523003    30/04/2013
CROWN FAMILY CARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD
trading as; CROWN FAMILY CARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD
J-21/114, Railway Crossing, Kot Mit Singh, T.T. Road, Amritsar (Pb.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA
Used Since: 23/09/2011
DELHI
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
FUT-FUT
2523514  01/05/2013
SRI GOPAL GUPTA
APOORV GUPTA
VINEETA GUPTA
trading as ;HARI CHAND SHRI GOPAL
339, F.I.E. PATPARGANJ DELHI 92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
AERATED WATER, AQUA MINERAL WATER, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, SOFT DRINKS, BEER, STOUT, ALE, PORTER AND SYRUPS.
2637958  05/12/2013
MRS. KINJAL SUMEET TARE
trading as ;RUTVIK INDUSTRIES
GAT NO.329, AT POST-TUNG, TALUKA-MIRAJ, DIST-SANGLI-416301.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :23/11/2013
MUMBAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
2638308    05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web: www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152286

MUMBAI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
VIRTUO

2639064  07/12/2013

K. B. CHETAN

trading as ; VIRTUO

No.7, Lalbagh Siddapura, Jayanagar 1 Block, Bangalore - 560011, Karnataka.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KAUSALYA VENKATARAMAN

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E) Chennai - 600 102

Used Since: 05/01/2012

CHENNAI

MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, TABLE WATERS, WATERS [BEVERAGES].
2639420  09/12/2013
PEPSICO, INC.
700 Anderson Hill Road, Purchase, New York 10577, United States of America.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A NORTH CAROLINA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks and beverages; fruit drinks, fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
2639510 09/12/2013
RADHA PRAJAPATI
trading as ;M/s PRAJAPATI FOOD PRODUCTS, 599 Kumhayana Mohalla, Nai Basti, Jhansi-284 002 (U.P.)
M/s PRAJAPATI FOOD PRODUCTS, 599 Kumhayana Mohalla, Nai Basti, Jhansi-284 002 (U.P.)
Manufactures, Packer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 ¿ Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :12/03/2008
DELHI
MINERAL, AERATED & PACKED DRINKING WATERS; BEERS & OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
BEQA

2642422  13/12/2013

KWALITY DAIRY INDIA LTD
F-82 SHIVAJI PLACE DISTRICT CENTRE RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 27
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAXIM ADVOCATES & LAW CONSULTANTS
C-4/70A KESHAV PURAM LAWRENCE ROAD DELHI-35
Used Since :01/03/2003

DELHI

BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, ALOE VERA DRINKS, MILK (PEANUT) [NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE], SODA WATER, MILK OF ALMONDS [BEVERAGE].
BEGA

2642425    13/12/2013
KWALITY DAIRY INDIA LTD
F-82 SHIVAJI PLACE DISTRICT CENTRE RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 27
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAXIM ADVOCATES & LAW CONSULTANTS
C-4/70A KESHAV PURAM LAWRENCE ROAD DELHI-35
Used Since :01/03/2003

DELHI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGE, ALOE VERA DRINKS, MILK (PEANUT) [NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE], SODA WATER, MILK OF ALMONDS [BEVERAGE].
M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER S EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2643701   16/12/2013
M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015 Class 33

DEVONSHIRE SUITES AND SPA LLP

trading as ;DEVONSHIRE SUITES AND SPA LLP

NO. 43, RESIDENCY ROAD, BANGALORE- 560025.
MERCHANTS, TRADERS AND MANUFACTURERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP S SHAH LAW FIRM
N0-2-6, ROYAL PARK, 34 PARK ROAD, BANGALORE-560 051.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
2638309  05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1152287

MUMBAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
VINNER ENOTECA WINES PRIVATE LIMITED
M-3/35, BASEMENT, DLF CITY, PHASE-2, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since: 30/07/2007

DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, WINES, SPIRIT, LIQUEURS.
2640587 10/12/2013
SHIV KARAN SINGH
2, VIPPS CENTRE, NORTH WING, LOCAL SHOPPING CENTER, BLOCK EFGH MASJID MOTH, GREATER KAILASH II, NEW DELHI-110048
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASM LAW OFFICES
R-23 NEHRU ENCLAVE NEW DELHI-110016
Used Since :01/12/2013
DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
BRONCO
2641257  11/12/2013
WHISKIN SPIRITS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 574, SECTOR- 45, GURGAON- 122001, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 33

CANVAS
2641260  11/12/2013
WHISKIN SPIRITS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 574, SECTOR- 45, GURGAON- 122001, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
LANIQUE

Priority claimed from 07/10/2013; Application No. : 012202487 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY(CTM)

2643292  16/12/2013

LANIQUE LIMITED
4 Rue Des Pres Trading Estate, St Saviour, JE4 9NA, Jersey
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Jersey based Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
2643983  17/12/2013
DR. B. MOHAN KRISHNA
trading as ;MONSON INTERNATIONAL
D-9, MADKAIM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PONDA TALUKA, GOA-403404
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :27/11/2013
MUMBAI
WINE, WHISKY, SPIRITS, AND LIQUORS AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
 DON CORLEONE

2738793    17/05/2014

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
5555 MELROSE AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD, CA 90038, USA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A CORPORATION INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES,
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Alcoholic beverages namely wines, spirits and flavored liquors
PANCHWATI
1897583  18/12/2009
KIRAN BALA
trading as ;GANGOTRI MATCH INDUSTRIES
21 ,YOG ABHYAS ASHRAM ,DEV PURA HARIDWARA, UTTARKHAND
MANUFACTURE & TRADER OF : MATCH BOX
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :01/10/2009
DELHI
MATCH BOX
PANWARI

2522973  30/04/2013

SH. ANUJ GUPTA

trading as ; MOHAN PRODUCTS

DEVI ROAD MAINPURI 205001 UP

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/1978

DELHI

CHEWING TOBACCO, SMOKING TOBACCO, BIDI, CIGARETTE, GUTKHA, ZARDA, KHAINI, PAN MASALA, SNUFF, QIWAM,
ZAFRANI PATTI, CIGAR AND MATCH BOX INCLUDED IN CLASS 34.
FUT-FUT
2523515  01/05/2013
SRI GOPAL GUPTA
APOORV GUPTA
VINEETA GUPTA
trading as ;HARI CHAND SHRI GOPAL
339, F.I.E. PATPARGANJ DELHI 92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
MATCH BOXES, SMOKING HUKKA TOBACCO, BIDI, QIWAM, CHEWING TOBACCO, CIGARETTES, PAN MASALA, KHAINI, SNUFF AND SMOKER ARTICLES.
2523685  02/05/2013
JAI THAKURDAS NATHANI
RAJESH THAKURDAS NATHANI
trading as ;SHREE DURGA SONS
35, PAKITWALA BUILDING, HARIYANAWALA LANE, OPPOSITE RAM MAHAL HOTEL, KURLA (WEST) MUMBAI-400070, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
TOBACCO, SMOKERS ARTICLES, MATCHES IS INCLUDED IN CLASS 34
2638310  05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013
To be associated with:
1152288
MUMBAI
TOBACCO, SMOKERS ARTICLES, MATCHES
BBLALGOLA

2642461  13/12/2013

MOHD. HUMAYUN KABIR

trading as ; BASANT BIRI FACTORY

VILLAGE NUTAN BAZAR, POST DHULIAN, DISTT. MURSHIDABAD-742202, WEST BENGAL

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.

A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since: 10/04/2010

KOLKATA

Biri, Chewing Tobacco Smoking Tobacco, Cigarette, Zarda, Khaini, Pan Masala, Snuff, Qiwam, Zafrani Patti, Cigar and Match Box included in class 34.
FOODLAND

1885052   17/11/2009
CITY FOOD INDUSTRIES
1. SHRI RAMESH JAIN, 2. SHRI GAUTAM JAIN
trading as ;CITY FOOD INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE CHAK-HAKIM G.T.ROAD PHAGWAR PB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1998

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF CONFECTIONERY AND
Bakery Products including Bread Biscuits, Rusks, Pizza & Burger in the States of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, J & K and Delhi only.

sale of goods is restricted to State of Punjab, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, J&K and Delhi only.
KALA MAHAL SAREES
1894305  10/12/2009
KALA MAHAL SAREES
trading as ;KALA MAHAL SAREES
1557/3, STREET NO. 10, DASHMESH NAGAR, LUDHIANA (PUNJAB)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/09/2006
DELHI
CL ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ACTIVITIES, WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOWROOMS ANUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF LADIES SUITS, SAREES & LEHANGA AND HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS.
N.K.

1895342   14/12/2009

NARENDER KUMAR VARMA

trading as ;N.K. SALES CORPORATION

OLD NO. B-II-616, NEW NO. B-IV-455, MEENA BAZAR, LUDHIANA(PUNJAB)

MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :22/04/1971

DELHI

Advertisement, business administration and business management, activities, whole sale and retail outlets and showrooms including services relating to distribution, trading and marketing of electronic and electric goods including mobile phones, radios, transistors, tape recorders, decks, stereos, CD"s & DVD"s players, amplifiers and loud speakers.
1899510  22/12/2009
OM PARKASH GOYAL.

trading as ;SUBASH CHAND KAMLESH KUMAR
468 OLD GRAIN MARKET OPP CARE PARKING MOGA
SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2003

DELHI

DEPARTMENTAL STORE, SHOPPING MALL AND OUTLETS FOR RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO SALE OF FOOD
STUFFS, BAKERY PRODUCTS, GIFT ARTICLES, HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES, HOME FURNISHING ITEMS, NOVELTIES,
BEAUTY AND COSMETIC ARTICLES, PERFUMERY, SOAPS, DENTIFRICES, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, BATH PRODUCTS,
DRESS MATERIALS, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY AND OTHER GENERAL ITEMS ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MEGA MART.
2189760  11/08/2011
TRUEWAY LUBE MARKETING PVT. LTD.
125,1ST FLOOR,SHRINATH TOWER,PUR ROAD,BHILWARA-311001(RAJ).
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
MULTILEVEL MARKETING,ONLINE & WHOLESALE, FRANCHISEE AND RETAIL CHAIN STORE OF ELECTRIC & ELECTRONIC HOME APPLIANCES,TEXTILES & TEXTILE GOODS, SHUTING & SHIRTINGS, BIOMAGNETIC PRODUCTS, ALL TYPE OF FMCG PRODUCTS.
2196840    29/08/2011
S.JASWINDER SINGH
trading as ;JASS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING WORKS
LUDHIANA ROAD, DEHLON, DISTT. LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLE SALE & RETAIL
OUTLETS, CHAIN STORES, AND SHOWROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING,
MARKETING, IMPORTING & EXPORTING OF DIESEL OIL ENGINES (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES), GENERATORS, SELF
START SILENT GENERATORS WITH CANOPY AND ITS PARTS, ROTAVATORS AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OF
LARGER SIZE.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
ORIZZONTI

2200664    06/09/2011
ORIZZONTI ITALIAN DESIGN PVT LTD
ORIZZINTH&nbsp;HOUSE M-28 OLD DLF COLONY SECTOR 14 GURGOAN&nbsp;HARYANA 122001
TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :09/08/2011

DELHI
TRADING, MARKETING, RETAIL AND CHAIN STORES, SHOWROOM, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER, WHOLESALER WITH RESPECT TO FURNITURE OF ALL VARIETY AND RELATED PRODUCTS, PICTURE, PAINTINGS, FRAMES, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DECORATIVE PRODUCTS. PRODUCTS MADE OF HORN, BONE, IVORY, SHELL, AMBER AND SUBSTITUTE OF ALL THESE MATERIALS AND OF MATERIALS OF PLASTICS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015 Class 35

2208358  21/09/2011
GOTHISONS ENTERPRISES PVT LTD
trading as ;GOTHISONS ENTERPRISES PVT LTD
28/16/23, SURYABAGH, VISHAKAPATNAM-530020, ANDHRA PRADESH
SERVICE PROVIDERS
(A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956),
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :11/12/1986
CHENNAI
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF STEEL, THERMO WARE, DURABLES, ELECTRICAL AND HOME APPLIANCES,
CROCKERY, PLASTICS, JEWELLARY, METALS, MEMENTOS FURNITURE AND FABRICS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE"ENTERPRISES PVT LTD"
2223412    20/10/2011
SONARAM MALVIYA
trading as ;M/S. CHARBHUJA AGARBATTI INDUSTRIES
G-222, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SHEOGANJ, DIST- SIROHI (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURER AND MAERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :08/08/1996

AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTION,MARKETING, AND ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, IMPORT, EXPORT, SERVICES
RETAILING TO AGARBATTI, PACKAGING MATERIALS STATIONARY, EDIBLE OILS, TEA, MATCHES AND ALL TYPES OF
KIRANA INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
2464807  23/01/2013

SHRI LALIT AHUJA
trading as ; HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS
B-85, BAIS GODAM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since : 01/12/1993

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL, WHOLE SALE & FRENCHISEE BUSINESS OF ALL TYPE OF HYDRAULIC AND INDUSTRIAL PARTS.
2465839  24/01/2013
EXQUISITE COLOR KRAFT PVT. LTD.
472-A, ACHARYA KRIPLANI MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-RAJASTHAN
SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :12/07/2004

AHMEDABAD
RETAIL, WHOLE SALE & FRANCHISEE BUSINESS OF PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELLERY MADE OF GOLD, SILVER AND STUDDED WITH PRECIOUS, SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND ANY OTHER STONES.
subject to no exclusive right over word exquisite fine jewellery.
YL eServices

2490507  06/03/2013

LEHAR ANANT SARMA
SHOP NO. 8, PLOT HD-6, PRIME NEST CO-OPERATIVE HSG. SOCIETY LTD., LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP, AKRUTI ROAD, KANDIVALI-EAST, MUMBAI-400101
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :01/03/2006

To be associated with:

1905438

MUMBAI

ACCOUNTING, ACCOUNTS-DRAWING OF STATEMENTS, ADVERTISING, STATISTICAL INFORMATION, BUSINESS RESEARCH, BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING, MARKETING RESEARCH, MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, FINANCIAL INFORMATION, PUBLIC RELATION, PUBLICITY, RENTAL OF PUBLICITY MATERIALS, ADVERTISING MATTER-MATERIAL-SPACE-, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE, INVESTIGATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
ROYAL SEVEN

2519856   26/04/2013

AMIT DHATWALIA

trading as; HIMALAYAN TRADERS

V.P.O. RAILI-JAJRI, TEHSIL-BARSAR, DISTT. HAMIRPUR-176039 (H.P)

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTASS

B-43/3, udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA

Used Since: 01/02/2010

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration, Office Functions, Wholesale and Retail Outlets including Services relating to Trading & Marketing of Plywood, Block Boards, Teak Ply, Decorative Ply, Flush Doors, Particle Boards, Lamination Boards and Sunmica.
2521220    29/04/2013
JHL Global (P) ltd trading as JHL Global (P) ltd
Plot No.C-118, New No.3, 80th Street, 18th Avenue, Ashok Nagar, Chennai - 600 083
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :25/03/2013
CHENNAI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office functions related to Lands, buildings both Residential and Commercial. Organization of Trade Fairs for Builders and promoters.
DHAMAAL

2521636   29/04/2013

SHRI VINEET MAHAJAN
SMT. POOJA MAHAJAN

trading as ; MAHAJAN TYRE COMPANY
26-27, WARIANA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, KAPURTHALA ROAD, JALANDHAR 144013, PB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/08/2009

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS
INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF TYRES, TUBES, FLAPS & PARTS THEREOF FOR
USE IN BICYCLES, AUTO'S AND MOTOR LAND VEHICLES
2521640  29/04/2013

VIJAY KUMAR

trading as ; VENEET SPORTS GOODS

H.NO. 224/8, SANT NAGAR, NEAR SHIV MANDIR, JALANDHAR PB

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/04/2000

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF HOSIERY, READYMADE GARMENTS, SPORTS ARTICLES & GYMNASITC EQUIPMENTS INCLUDING SPORTS SHOES, SPORTS WEARS & PLAYTHINGS.
ORGA

2521643  29/04/2013

SHRI JAGDISH PRASAD

trading as : JANVI GARMENTS

164/165, ST. NO. 4, NEW MADHOPURI, LUDHIANA PB

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/07/2011

DELI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOSIERY AND READYM ade GARMENTS
ELTHIA

2521648 29/04/2013

SMT. MANDEEP KAUR
SMT. KAWALPREET KAUR

trading as ;T.I. STICH CRAFT
B-32/E/14/1870/I, GURBAX NAGAR, BAHADUR KE ROAD, LUDHIANA PB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOW ROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF HOSIERY AND READYMADEGARMENTS
GB

2521651  29/04/2013
SHRI SATYA PAUL GOSAIN
SHRI SUNDERSHAN KUMAR GOSAIN
trading as ;G.B. AUTO INDUSTRIES (REGD.)
C-84, FOCAL POINT, PHASE-V, DHANDARI KALAN, LUDHIANA 141010 PB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1988

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS
INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF PARTS & FITTINGS FOR USE IN BICYCLES,
TRACTORS AND MOTOR LAND VEHICLES
GUYS ROCK

2521654    29/04/2013
S. JASPREET SINGH
trading as : ADAMLINE GARMENTS
B-II-738/1C, MANNA SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA PB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/04/2009

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS
2521792  29/04/2013
VISHAWNATH AGGARWAL
VIJAY AGGARWAL
trading as ;PARMANAND DHARAM CHAND
BAZAR LACHHMANSAR, AMRITSAR, PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :25/04/2008
To be associated with:
2162813
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF ULTRAMARINE BLUE (NEEL).
2522469    30/04/2013
RAB TEXTILES PVT.LTD
331-332 KUCHA GHASI RAM FATHEPURI CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI 110006
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2003

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ACTIVITIES INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION MARKETING AND TRADING SERVICES RELATING TO WHOLESALE AND RETAILS SHOWROOMS OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS, SUITING, SHIRTING, DRESS MATERIAL, SAREES, DUPATTA AND SUITS; SHAWLS, LOHIS, BLANKETS, QUILTS AND WOOLEN FABRICS; BED SHEETS, TABLE COVERS, CUSHION COVERS, CURTAIN CLOTH, TOWELS, STOLES, SCARVES, THROWS AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
JKS PUSHP
2523074  30/04/2013
JATINDER KUMAR
trading as JATINDER KUMAR & SONS
152, KARTAR SINGH SARABHA MARKET, JANTA NAGAR, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration, Office Functions including services relating to Trading & Marketing of Hand Tools.
JTX
2523176 01/05/2013
S. SUNPREET SINGH
S. DILKARAN SINGH
trading as JAGTESHWARI STEELS
D-63-64, PHASE-II, FOCAL POINT, JALANDHAR 144004
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :13/04/2000
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF VALVES, COCKS & PIPE FITTINGS.
SANTALIN
2523182 01/05/2013
SUBRATA PANDA
trading as ;SARTHAK APPARELS
S-239, S.B.S. NAGAR, LUDHIANA PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS.
2523203  01/05/2013
SANJAY SHARMA
AJAY SHARMA
trading as ;BEACON BIKES
D-241, PHASE-VII, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/09/2012
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS, INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF PARTS & FITTINGS FOR USE IN BICYCLES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015  Class 35

SHIVAM EYE CARE
2523386  01/05/2013
SH. SUMIT LALWANI
trading as ;ANANT JYOTI OPTICALS
B-15, DDA SUPER BAZAR MARKET, NR. RAM MANDIR, VIVEK VIHAR, DELHI 110095
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORT & IMPORT, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF OPTICALS, CONTACT LENSES & ACCESSORIES.
ROHINI CAR CLUB

2523388   01/05/2013

MR. TUSHAR GOYAL

trading as ;ROHINI CAR CLUB

A 2/77, SECTOR-3, 2nd FLOOR, ROHINI, NEAR JAIPUR GOLDEN HOSPITAL DELHI 110085

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORT, IMPORT, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF CAR ACCESSORIES.
SUNDEK
2523390  01/05/2013
SH. PANKAJ KHANDELWAL
trading as ;KHANDELWAL INDUSTRIES
14, RAM NAGAR, STREET NO 1, PAHAR GUNJ, NEW DELHI 110055
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :19/09/1996

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
FUT-FUT

2523523  01/05/2013

SRI GOPAL GUPTA
APOORV GUPTA
VINEETA GUPTA

trading as ;HARI CHAND SHRI GOPAL

339, F.I.E. PATPARGANJ DELHI 92
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS
AND SHOWROOM INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF COSMETICS,
PERFUMERY GOODS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, FOODS PRODUCTS, CONFECTIONERY,
MOSQUITO REPELLENT, MOUTH FRESHENER, SADA PAN MASALA, MATCH BOXES, ZARDA AND TOBACCO.
Sh. Mahesh Aggarwal trading as MAYUR SALES INDIA
3739/2, SAINI MARKET, GALI CHARAN DASS, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI 110006
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since: 01/07/2012

Delhi


Registration of this Trade Mark Shall Give No Right to the Exclusive Use of the " all descriptive matters "
2596662  16/09/2013
MOIDEEN N.
trading as : NARUKKOTTIL HOME CENTRE
PALOOR PLAZA, CHANTHAPADY, MANNARKAD, PALAKKAD, KERALA, INDIA-678582
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM.T
CC43/ 1983, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025,KERALA
Used Since :19/07/2012

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF HOME APPLIANCES, ELECTRONIC GOODS FURNITURE; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015

Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

2635406  29/11/2013

DAIKIN INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Umeda Center Bldg., 4-12 Nakazaki-nishi 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka, JAPAN
Service Providers
A company organised and existing under the laws of Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Used Since :31/12/2000

DELHI
Retail services or wholesale services for chemicals; retail services or wholesale services for unprocessed plastics; retail services or wholesale services for coatings [paints]; retail services or wholesale services for hydraulic pump, hydraulic flow control valve, hydraulic pressure control valve, hydraulic directional control valve, hydraulic control valve, hydraulic motor, hydraulic cylinder, hydraulic transmission, hydraulic engine, hydraulic actuator; retail services or wholesale services for control apparatus for hydraulic pump, hydraulic flow control valve, hydraulic pressure control valve, hydraulic directional control valve, hydraulic control valve, hydraulic motor, hydraulic cylinder, hydraulic transmission, hydraulic engine, and hydraulic actuator; retail services or wholesale services for semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; retail services or wholesale services for compressors; retail services or wholesale services for motors; retail services or wholesale services for telecommunication machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; retail services or wholesale services for computers; retail services or wholesale services for power distribution or control machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for measuring or testing machines and instruments; retail services or wholesale services for medical apparatus and instruments; retail services or wholesale services for freezing machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for air-conditioning apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for water heater; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for rubber; retail services or wholesale services for plastic semi-worked products
2637931  05/12/2013

R R S TECHNOSOFT PVT. LTD
D-66, RAMPUR PAWTI, P.S.-KANKER KHERA MEERUT U.P 25002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ GUPTA (AD)
209 WEST END ROAD MEERUT CANTT U.P.-250001
Used Since :18/10/2013

DELHI
DATA ENTRY, WORD PROCESSING AND COMPUTER FILE MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
2637973  05/12/2013
ARK TRADECOMM PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. ARK Tradecomm Private Limited,
1,CROOKED LANE,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700069,WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER
an Indian Company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/2013

KOLKATA
Retail Outlets; Showrooms; Retailing; Trading; Whole Selling; Marketing & Distributions; Advertisement; Administrations;
Office Functions; Franchising; Branching with regards to Electric Door Bells, Electric Switching Apparatus, Switches,
Sockets, Dimmers, Fuses, Electric Wires & Cables, Jack Plugs, Electrical Batteries, Indicator Panels, Electric Conductors,
2638087    05/12/2013
SNEHA JAYANT DESAI
trading as ;SILVERLINE HOSPITALITY SERVICES
SHOP NO-18, 19, 20, GROUND FLOOR, BUSINESS GUILD, ERANDAWANE, LAW COLLEGE ROAD, PUNE-411004
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :03/10/2013
MUMBAI
PROVIDING ADVERTISING SERVICES IN CLASS 35
2638922   06/12/2013
GLENN PAIS
trading as ;M/s. CLAUDERRICKS ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO. 2, SHELTER APARTMENT, PREMIER ROAD, KURLA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 070
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :31/05/2004

MUMBAI
Advertising agencies
2639031  07/12/2013
KIRAN GALI
trading as ;KEYVA
1-8-486, Balaji Enclave, Flat No. 202, Street No. 8, Chikkadpally, Hyderabad-500020, Andhra Pradesh, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, H.No. 6-3-596/77/3A, Naveen Nagar, Erramanzil, Hyderabad- 04
Used Since :17/07/2013

CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, business research, business auditing, business management and organization consultancy, marketing, public relations, payroll preparation, personnel recruitment.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015  Class 35

2639130  09/12/2013
JAWAHAR LAL JAIN
trading as ;RAJNISH KUMAR AVNEESH KUMAR
GEETA BHAWAN ROAD, NAWAN SHAHAR (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration, Office Functions, Wholesale and Retail Outlets including Services relating to Trading & Marketing of Silver, Gold and Diamond Jewellery, Imitation Jewellery & Precious Stones.
2639395    09/12/2013

DRSHITI STRATEGIC RESEARCH SERVICES PVT. LTD.
MALKANI CHAMBERS, 3RD FLOOR, OPP. AIRLINK HOTEL, NEAR DOMESTIC AIRPORT, NEHRU ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS
REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI
"ATUR PARK", 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Used Since :01/06/1994

MUMBAI

BUSINESS RESEARCH AND EVALUATIONS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION, MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIALUNDERTAKING, MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS AFFAIR, COMMERCIAL FUNCTION, SERVICES CONSISTING OF THE REGISTRATION, TRANSCRIPTION, COMPOSITION, COMPILEDOR SYSTEMATIZATION OF WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS AND REGISTRATIONS, EXPLOITATION AND COMPILATION OF MATHEMATICAL OR STATISTICAL DATA; SERVICE OF ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION OF PROSPECTUSES, STRATEGIC MARKETING RESEARCH
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015 Class 35

2639396 09/12/2013
A.K. BALAJI PRASAD
74-B, ASHIYANA, ST. BAPTIST ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/02/2012

MUMBAI
BUSINESS RESEARCH AND EVALUATIONS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION, MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKING, MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS AFFAIR, COMMERCIAL FUNCTION, SERVICES CONSISTING OF THE REGISTRATION, TRANSCRIPTION, COMPOSITION, COMPILATION OR SYSTEMATIZATION OF WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS AND REGISTRATIONS, EXPLOITATION AND COMPILATION OF MATHEMATICAL OR STATISTICAL DATA; SERVICE OF ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION OF PROSPECTUSES, STRATEGIC MARKETING RESEARCH
2639397  09/12/2013
A.K. BALAJI PRASAD
74-B, ASHIYANA, ST. BAPTIST ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/10/2013

MUMBAI
BUSINESS RESEARCH AND EVALUATIONS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTION, MANAGEMENT OF A COMMERCIAL UNDERTAKING, MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS AFFAIR, COMMERCIAL FUNCTION, SERVICES CONSISTING OF THE REGISTRATION, TRANSCRIPTION, COMPOSITION, COMPILATION OR SYSTEMATIZATION OF WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS AND REGISTRATIONS, EXPLOITATION AND COMPILATION OF MATHEMATICAL OR STATISTICAL DATA; SERVICE OF ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION OF PROSPECTUSES, STRATEGIC MARKETING RESEARCH
SHEENLAC
2639501  09/12/2013
SPHINAX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
57, MC NICHOLS ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI-600 031, TAMIL NADU.
MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :31/12/1970
To be associated with:
632179, 2018656, 2231809, 2231810, 2589167, 2589170, 2639500

CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDANTS, NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM, ANTI-CORROSIVE PREPARATIONS, DISTEMPERS, ENAMELS, LIME WASH, PRIMERS, THICKENERS, THINNERS, TURPENTINE, WHITENASH, PAINT STRIPPING PREPARATIONS AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
SAWIN COUPON SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
UNIT NO 1104, KRUSHAL COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, G.M. ROAD, ABOVE SHOPPERS STOP, CHEMBUR-WEST, MUMBAI-400089
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :05/09/2013
To be associated with:
2621076
MUMBAI
SERVICES OF PROMOTING AND MARKETING; GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY USE OF ADVERTISEMENTS, COUPONS AND DISCOUNT OFFERS BY USE OF ELECTRONIC AND PRINT MEDIA, AND SERVICES OF CONSULTING AND PROVIDING MARKETING AND ADVERTISING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.2621076
2639678    09/12/2013
ANURAG TALWAR
trading as ;ITELEC ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
C-420, 3RD FLOOR, DSIIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, NARELA, DELHI-110070
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :15/09/2012
DELHI
MARKETING, IMPORTING, EXPORTING, RETAILING SERVICES OF ELECTRIC GOODS INCLUDED IN FAN, MCB, METER,
LED LIGHTS, CFL, WIRES AND CABLES
SANZYME LIMITED
A-2, SILVER BELLE, SRINIVAS BAGADKAR MARG, J.B. NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAIR SAJEEV KUMAR S.
GOPAKUMAR NAIR ASSOCIATES, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 101

Used Since :01/12/2012

To be associated with:
2084927

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
2640106    10/12/2013
SHANE RONALD ALBUQUERQUE
AARON JO SALDANHA
LIONEL L S DSOUZA
trading as ;HOTCORE
204, LOUISE BELLE RANWAR, OPP WARODA ROAD, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI-400050.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/10/2013
MUMBAI
ONLINE MEDIA ADVERTISING.
2640302   10/12/2013
SH. SYED YOUNUS
trading as :ZYS CONSULTANTS & ENGINEERS
ROOM NO 600 5TH FLOOR SHOPPRIX MALL SEC-5 VAISHALI GHAZIABAD NCR 201010
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD
Used Since :31/01/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING SERVICES OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS, OUTSOURCING, MANAGEMENT, TURNKEY PROJECTS, MANPOWER, PLACEMENT, CONSULTANCY SERVICES TO INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, GOVT, PROJECTS, LIASONING, SUB-CONTRACTS, REDEVELOPMENTS, CONSULTING ENGINEER SERVICES, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, ERECTION, COMMISSIONING AND INSTALLATION SERVICES. REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE, SUPERVISION, ERECTION, BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES.
2640337  10/12/2013
GD INFOSERVE PVT LTD
102/A1, 47, Bhawani Peth, Indira Vasahat, Solapur - 413002
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ESHA SALUNKE
Rakshalekha Society, Koregaon Park, Lane No. 5, Pune - 411001
Used Since :30/07/2013

MUMBAI
Providing listings of businesses for sale, Providing an on-line searchable database featuring classified ad listings related to medical field, healthcare services, providing a website to display goods and services for others for information related to medical and healthcare services included in Class 35.
2640346  10/12/2013
SANJAY MADANLAL GHORAWAT
C/4/104, GOYAL INTERCITY, OPP. T.V.TOWER, DRIVE IN ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380054, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND RETAIL SERVICES OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS.
CYCLISTS' HUB

2640455    10/12/2013

TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

trading as ;TUBE INVESTMENTS OF INDIA LIMITED

DARE HOUSE, 4TH FLOOR, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA,

SERVICE PROVIDER

AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MOHAN ASSOCIATES.

CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

SERVICES RELATING TO SHOW ROOMS DISPLAYING GOODS, DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, SALES PROMOTION RELATING TO BICYCLES, MOTORCYCLES, SCOOTERS, TWO WHEELERS, CARS, AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, TRACTORS, MOTORIZED BIKES, E-BIKES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, BICYCLES, CYCLES, CYCLE COMPONENTS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES, FITNESS EQUIPMENTS AND APPARATUS".
OLD BLUE CLOTHING
2640620  10/12/2013
SHRI KAMALJEET KUMAR
trading as :OLD BLUE CLOTHING
6364, ST NO. 5, HARGOBIND NAGAR, LUDHIANA, PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/06/2010
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FIUTCTIONS, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING
SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERM
CLOTHING
2640782    10/12/2013
PATEL LALU GOKUL
PATEL LALU GOKUL
FATAK VIPUL MAVJI
trading as :M/S. PRAYOSHA INTERIOR STUDIO
125, NEW TIMBER MARKET, NEAR SONAVANE HOSPITAL, PUNE-411002. MAHARASHTRA-INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/11/2013
MUMBAI
SERVICE RELATED TO WHOLESALE, RETAIL & SHOWROOM OF PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, LAMINATES, TILES, HARDWARE PRODUCTS, INTERIOR PRODUCTS, SANITARYWARE PRODUCTS, WALLPAPER.
SANJAY GURDASMAL CHAWLA
87, JIWAN NIWAS, KHAN ABDUL GAFFAR KHAN ROAD, WORLI SEA FACE, WORLI, MUMBAI -400025, STATE OF
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
RETAILERS/SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI.
"ATUR PARK", BLDG. 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/10/2013

MUMBAI
RETAIL OUTLETS AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES FOR SALE OF GOODS SUCH AS ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDING SOLAR LED FLASH LIGHTS AND TORCHES,
APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING AND HEATING; LIGHTING PRODUCTS; LIGHT EMITTING DIODE (LED LIGHTS) AND LIGHTS
FITTINGS; HANDLING ORDERS VIA INTERNET TRADING AND ONLINE DISTRIBUTION, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED
IN CLASS- 35.
2641666   12/12/2013
MORINGO ORGANICS INC,
SEVEN CORPORATE CENTER, 840 CRESCENT CENTRE DRIVE, SUITE 140 FRANKLIN, TENNESSEE 37067, USA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIA JURIS
F-116, Lajpat Nagar-I, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :01/09/2013

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARK USED FOR MARKETING STATEMENT TO SELL FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY.
HANGZHOU HIKVISION DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
36 MACHENG ROAD, XIHU DISTRICT, HANGZHOU, CHINA
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A company duly organized and existing under Laws of CHINA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
288/1, B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 042, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Retail and wholesale of data processing apparatus; computer memory devices; recorded computer operating programs; computer peripheral devices; recorded computer software; microprocessors; monitors (computer hardware); central processing unit (CPU); integrated circuit cards; smart cards (integrated circuit cards); recorded computer programs; electronic publications (downloadable); computer programs (downloadable software); readers (data processing equipment); USB flash disks; surveillance programs (computer programs); computer game software; downloadable music files; downloadable video files; counters, quantity indicators; electronic tags for goods; electronic notice boards; electronic bulletin boards; luminous electronic indicators; blinkers lights; signal lights; luminous or mechanical signal panels; luminous or mechanical signals; Intercommunications apparatus; video telephones; network communications equipment; radio equipment; radar equipment; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers); Global Positioning System (GPS) devices; optical communication instruments; recording devices; video recorders; camcorders; portable media players; self-motion advertising machine; audio and video receivers, editing applications for cinematographic films; cameras (photography); speed measuring apparatus (photography); flashlights (photography); observation instruments; audiovisual teaching apparatus; detectors; speed measuring apparatus for vehicles; lasers (not for medical purposes); simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; hydrometers; temperature indicators, optical apparatus and instruments; optical lenses, power material (wires, cables), semiconductor apparatus; video display screens; remote control devices; transducers; light regulators (electric); Protection devices for personal use against accidents, Theft prevention installations (electric); fire alarms; smoke detectors, sound alarms, alarms, electric locks, buzzers; anti-theft alarming apparatus, Eyeglasses, Galvanic cells; accumulator cells, Animated cartoons.
G.S TECH INDIA PVT. LTD.,
504, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002 - GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.PARVADAVARDINI
NO,408, METRO TOWER, RING ROAD, NEAR KINNARY CINEMA,SURAT-395002.(GUJARAT).

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE SERVICES, SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, AND ALL OTHER SERVICES RELATED TO THE CLASS
GHATTOURA AGRO INDUSTRIES
2642200     13/12/2013

NIRMAL SINGH
trading as ;GHATTOURA AGRO INDUSTRIES
JANDALI ROAD, AHMEDGARH-148021, DISTT. SANGRUR (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/04/1984

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration, Office Functions, Wholesale and Retail Outlets including Services relating to
Trading & Marketing of Agricultural Implements including Rotavators, Laser Land Levelers, Straw Reapers, Seed Drills,
Combines, Spray Pumps, Harrows, Cultivators, Multi Crop Seeders & Parts thereof.
2642201  13/12/2013
RAVINDER BEDI
trading as ;CAPITAL ENGINEERING CO.
BANGA ROAD, PROFESSOR COLONY, ST. NO-2, PHAGWARA (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/08/2010
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration, Office Functions, Wholesale and Retail Outlets including Services relating to Trading & Marketing of Industrial Oils, Lubricants & Greases.
2642397  13/12/2013
MEPTAGON LTD
trading as ;MEPTAGON LTD
4 HATRUFA STREET, PO BOX 308, NETANYA, 4210201 ISREAL,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LADELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PROVIDING SERVICES OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT, MARKETING, ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING OF PURCHASE ORDERS, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,
BBLALGOLA

2642462  13/12/2013

MOHD. HUMAYUN KABIR

trading as ;BASANT BIRI FACTORY

VILLAGE NUTAN BAZAR, POST DHULIAN, DISTT. MURSHIDABAD-742202, WEST BENGAL

SERVICES.

A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 10/04/2010

KOLKATA

Advertising, Business Administration and Business Management Activities including Distribution Marketing and Trading Services Relating to Wholesale and Retail Showrooms of Biri, Chewing Tobacco, Smoking Tobacco, Cigarette, Zarda, Khaini, Pan Masala, Snuff, Qiwm, Zafrani Patti, Cigar and Match Box included in class 35.
2642560 13/12/2013
EVOLUTIS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O. S.H. KELKAR AND CO. PVT. LTD., DIRECTORS QUARTERS, 1ST FLOOR, LBS MARG, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI-400080.
SERVICES PROVIDER
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since : 31/08/2006

MUMBAI
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTIONS EXPORT AND IMPORT OF HEALTH CARE RELATED PRODUCTS
2642594  13/12/2013
ASHISH AGGARWAL
CD-213 PITAMPURA DELHI 110088
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 10/11/2013

DELHI
WHOLESALE & RETAIL AGENCY SERVICES RETAIL OUTLET CHAIN STORE, PROMOTION, ONLINE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF COFFEE, TEA, COCA, SUGAR RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, COFFEE, SUBSTITUTES, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS SUGAR RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, COFFEE, SUBSTITUTES, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD BISCUIT, CAKES, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST BAKING POWDER SALT, MUSTARD PEPPER VINEGAR SAUCES, SPICES, BAKERY ITEMS LIKE RUSK, BISCUITS, PANS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY PER CLASS 35.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS "THE CAKE BUCKS (A COMPLETE BAKERY SHOP)" & "WE MAKE CONCEPT CAKES YOU IMAGINE WE CREATE" EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2642670 13/12/2013
HAWELIA BUILDERS PVT. LTD
181 VIGYAN VIHAR DELHI 110092
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATING TO REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION FOR SALE, PURCHASE INCLUDING RENTAL SERVICES OF RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 02/03/2015 Class 35

2642970 14/12/2013
TLV PACKAGING SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
202, Yolee. No.14, Pottery Road, Richards Town, Bangalore - 560 005
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :07/11/2013

To be associated with:
2642967, 2642968, 2642969

CHENNAI
Trading of Jewellery, precious stones, and imitation jewellery. Jewelry made in whole or significant part of gold, silver, platinum, diamonds, Precious and semi-precious crystal stones and beads for use in jewelry, watches, Screens [furniture], Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, Chairs, Tables [furniture], Bowls, Plates, Stands and Vases, Cake stands, Cups and mugs, Beverage stirrers, Cocktail stirrers, Coffee stirrers, Bottle openers, Jar openers, Salad tongs, Serving tongs, Ice buckets, Serving trays, Candle holders and rings, Candle snuffers, Pillar candle plates.
HOWARDS STORAGE WORLD

2643278  16/12/2013
HOWARDS STORAGE WORLD PTY LTD (ACN 094 719 490)
BUILDING NO 4 FOREST BUSINESS PARK 49 FIENCHS FOREST ROAD FRENCHS FOREST NSW 2086 AUSTRALIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)
Used Since : 24/06/2010

To be associated with:
1345993

DELHI
RETAIL SERVICES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DIRECT RETAILING BY SALES REPRESENTATIVES, DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES, SALES VIA CATALOGUES, MAIL ORDER AND TELEPHONE SALES, SALES VIA THE INTERNET AND COMPUTER NETWORKS, SALES IN PUBLIC PLACES OTHER THAN STORES; PUBLIC RELATIONS AND ADVERTISING; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DEMONSTRATIONS SHOWING FEATURES, USES AND ASSEMBLY OF VARIOUS GOODS; WHOLESALE SERVICES; FRANCHISING SERVICES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF EVENTS FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES; ORGANISATION, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF LOYALTY PROGRAMS AND INCENTIVE SCHEMES; PUBLIC RELATIONS AND ADVERTISING
2643457 16/12/2013
MOHANLAL M. PRAJAPATI trading as ;M. K. ENTERPRISES
19-C WING, 2ND FLOOR, SHRI BELIRAM IND. ESTATE, OPP. POLICE THANA, S.V. ROAD, DHARISAR-(EAST), MUMBAI-400068. (INDIA).
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/01/2003
To be associated with:
1370913
MUMBAI
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE GOODS, SHOWROOM SHOP AND SHOPPING CENTER, SHOPPING MALL FOR GARMENTS, BOUTIQUE, CLOTHING AND READYMADE GARMENTS, BOUTIQUE BEING ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.1370913
MLA GROUP

2216207  05/10/2011

MOHIT AGARWAL
PLOT NO.-1, CHANAKYA PURI, BEHIND HOTEL TEEJ, BANI PARK, JAIPUR (RAJ).

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2007

AHMEDABAD

INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS
2427262  12/11/2012

VISHWAS INVESTMENT AND TRADING CO. PVT. LTD.
10, KITAB MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR 192 DR. D N ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
2521221    29/04/2013
JHL Global (P) ltd
trading as : JHL Global (P) ltd
Plot No.C-118, New No.3, 80th Street, 18th Avenue, Ashok Nagar, Chennai - 600 083
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :25/03/2013

CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
2521866   29/04/2013
ESTILO MODERNO REALTY PVT. LTD
PLOT NO.4, PHARMACEUTICAL COMPLEX, KARASWADA, P.O TIVIM, MAPUSA-403526
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH GHANSHAM PARULKAR
FLAT NO.4, SEETA SADAN, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR, MUMBAI-400 028.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, REAL ESTATE, LAND ACQUISITION AND LIASONING
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
ST. SHELLY INTERNATIONAL

2522707    30/04/2013

BHUPENDER SHARMA

trading as ;ST. SHELLY INTERNATIONAL

PLOT NO 65, SECTOR-5, PART-VI, GURGAON, HARYANA

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI TRADE MARK CO.

A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE ! AFFAIRS INCLUDING IN RESPECT OF
ASSURANCE SERVICES, INSURANCE SERVICES, CAR HOME, PET, BREAKDOWN AND TRAVEL, J INSURANCE, LIFE
INSURANCE, BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL F INSURANCE SERVICES, CREDIT CARD SERVICES, INSURANCE __
UNDERWRITING, INSURANCE BROKERAGE, CAPITAL INVESTMENTS; FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT, FUND INVESTMENTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 36.
2622069  31/10/2013
LARSEN AND TOUBRO LTD.
L AND T HOUSE, BALLARD ESTATE, P.O. BOX 278, MUMBAI-400001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :29/08/2013
MUMBAI
Financial services, namely, providing finance and financial information for credit sales, business ventures, companies, businesses, enterprises, health care, real estate development, equipment leasing, rural and agriculture development; providing funding, granting and arrangement of loans; Providing advisory, consultancy, administration, management, analysis and research services relating to finance (including micro credits and micro finance), banking, investments, mutual funds, asset management, wealth management, securities, insurance and tax
THE RATNAKAR BANK LIMITED,
1ST LANE, SHAHUPURI, KOLHAPUR-416 001

Service provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AZB & PARTNERS.
EXPRESS TOWERS, 23RD FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Banking, insurance, financial affairs, monetary affairs, real estate, loans, consultancy, management, administration and analysis in the field of finance, investment services, credit and debit card services, ATM services, online banking services, savings bank, safety deposit lockers, advisory services, demat account services.
THE RATNAKAR BANK LIMITED.
1ST LANE, SHAHUPURI, KOLHAPUR-416 001

Service provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AZB & PARTNERS.
EXPRESS TOWERS, 23RD FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Banking, insurance, financial affairs, monetary affairs, real estate affairs, loans, consultancy, management, administration and analysis in the field of finance, investment services, credit and debit card services, ATM services, online banking services, savings bank, safety deposit lockers, advisory services, demat account services.
2638327  05/12/2013
MR. SURINDER SINGH THAKUR
trading as ;VIJAY LAXMI ASSOCIATES
UNIT 522 AGGARWAL PRESTIGE MALL PLOT NO 2, ROAD NO 44 PITAMPURA DELHI 110034
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS & MONETARY AFFAIRS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015   Class 36

2639281    09/12/2013
PANKAJ MAHESHWARI
LAKSHYA FOUNDATIO, MANOTA STREET, NADRAI GATE, KASGANJ, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHWANI KUMAR VARSHNEY
16/68, BABRI MANDI, ALIGARH, U.P.
Used Since: 01/04/2012

DELHI

... INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; AND REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS. 36(THIRTY SIX)
2639447  09/12/2013
VISA INTERNATIONAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION ("VISA")
900 Metro Center Boulevard, Foster City, California, U.S.A. 94404.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1239069, 1497289, 1521250, 1538707, 1541730, 1578549, 1611681, 1655644, 1774150, 1838592, 1868611, 1974744, 2330312

DELHI
Insurance, financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
2640439  10/12/2013
ANAND ALEX PEREIRA
BRIJESH ALEX PEREIRA
SABESTION THOMES TUSCANO
SUNIL THOMES TUSCANO
trading as; REWILLAX MARKETING SERVICES
B-004, BRIGHT LAND PLAZA CHS LTD, BEHIND SUVIDHA MEDICAL, S.T. DEPO ROAD, NALLASOPARA (WEST), 401203
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since: 01/11/2013
MUMBAI
REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY
2640491    10/12/2013
AFSAR ZAIDI
A/104, REDWOOD, EVERSINE GREENS, 1ST FLOOR, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI- 400053
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR,133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since : 20/09/2013

MUMBAI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS; INVESTMENT SERVICES; FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, FINANCIAL EVALUATION SERVICES, FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, REAL ESTATE CONSULTANCY, REAL ESTATE EVALUATION SERVICES, REAL ESTATE INFORMATION SERVICES
2640984  11/12/2013
SUJITH RADHAKRISHNAN NAIR
G-504, SHRINAND NAGAR, PART-5, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD-380051 (GUJARAT)
service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VARSHA H.BHATT
BHATT LEGAL SERVICES, L-102, GHANSHYAM COMPLEX, NEAR CHANDLODIYA OVER BRIDGE, AHMEDABAD -382481
Used Since : 02/12/2013
To be associated with:
1606683
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING OF INSURANCE, FINANCIAL SERVICES, MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL LOANS (FINANCING), MUTUAL FUNDS, BANKING, CONSULTANCY (FINANCIAL), CONSULTANCY (INSURANCE), SECURITIES BROKERAGE, ACTUARIAL SERVICES, DEBIT-CREDIT CARD SERVICES, DEBT COLLECTION AGENCIES, FINANCIAL EVALUATION (INSURANCE, BANKING, REAL ESTATE), FIRE INSURANCE UNDER WRITING, FUND INVESTMENTS, FUND RAISING (CHARITABLE), FUND TRANSFER (ELECTRONIC), INSTALLMENT LOAN, MARINE INSURANCE UNDER WRITING, REAL ESTATE, BROKERAGE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 36
GATERE

2641072  11/12/2013
GATERE REAL ESTATE AND INFRASTRUCTURE ADVISORY SERVICES PVT. LTD
D-83, DLF WESTEND HEIGHTS, DLF, PHASE 5, GURGAON 122002 HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
(A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Used Since :15/05/2013
DELHI

PROVIDING LEASING, INVESTMENT AND VALUATIONS SERVICES IN CLASS 36.
2642272  13/12/2013
CENTRAL PARK ESTATES PRIVATE LIMITED
21/48, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, DIPLOMATIC ENCLAVE, MALCHA MARG, CHANAKYA PURI, NEW DELHI-110021
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
S-145, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since : 20/10/2013

To be associated with:
1346018

DELHI
RENTAL AND LEASING OF SERVICE APARTMENTS, MANAGEMENT OF SERVICES APARTMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION, ADVICE AND CONSULTING SERVICES REGARDING THE FOREGOING, MANAGEMENT OF REAL ESTATE
RBC INVESTOR & TREASURY SERVICES

2643301   16/12/2013

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA A/S RBC LAW GROUP
1 Place Ville Marie, 6th Floor, North Wing, Montreal, Quebec H3C 3A9, Canada.

Service Providers.

A company organized and existing under the laws of Canada.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Used Since: 31/05/2013

To be associated with:
1362351, 1362352, 1711397

DELHI

Financial services, namely, a complete range of asset servicing, custody, payments and treasury services for financial and other institutional investors, namely, global custody, fund and pension administration; shareholder services in the nature of providing a range of services, namely recordkeeping, registrar and transfer agent services, fee processing, clearing, online dealing, preparation of tax slips and other financial reports for distributors and shareholders; support services to asset managers and distributors, namely providing service capabilities for order processing and confirmation, corporate action management, trailer fee calculation, custody and account management support, settlement and compliance monitoring; securities lending and borrowing; reconciliation of accounts on behalf of others; investment compliance reporting; investment analytics, and treasury management services; cash management services; foreign exchange intermediation, trading and settlement; custodial and pension services; pension benefit payments and pension reporting services; services in the nature of administration of assets namely custody and settlement, securities administration, financial reporting, global securities lending; services in the nature of management of pooled funds and pension funds; transaction banking services for financial institutions.
2006155    09/08/2010
CPC MEDICAL SYSTEMZ PVT.LTD
trading as ; CPC MEDICAL SYSTEMZ PVT.LTD
FLAT NO.5, 5TH FLOOR, 9/10 C P RAMASAMY ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI-600018.
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.RAMJI
UDAYA APARTMENTS, C BLOCK,NEW NO.16, OLD NO.9, GANDHI STREET,WEST MAMBALAM,CHENNAI-600 033.
TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
REPAIR & INSTALLATIONS OF MEDICAL & DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015  Class 37

2196841  29/08/2011
CEIGALL INDIA LIMITED
A - 898, TAGORE NAGAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES,
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2002

DELHI

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES INCLUDING ROAD CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS (GOVT. APPROVED), FLOORING AND PAVEMENTS WORK, REPAIR MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS, SUPERVISION, CONSTRUCTION OF RESIDENTIAL FLATS AND MALLS.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
MLA GROUP

2216208   05/10/2011

MOHIT AGARWAL
PLOT NO.-1, CHANAKYA PURI, BEHIND HOTEL TEEJ, BANI PARK, JAIPUR (RAJ).
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSA CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2007

AHMEDABAD
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.
SANDEEP S. GHANDAT
SHOP NO. 45, SHRADDHA CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY LTD., AMBEWADI, KALACHOWKI, MUMBAI-400 033
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2006

MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION (BUILDERS AND DEVELOPERS)
Priority claimed from 15/03/2012; Application No. : 2012/022654 ;Sweden

2335716    22/05/2012

DELLNER COUPLERS AB
VIKAVAGEN 144 791 95 FALUN SWEDEN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SWEDEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :23/10/2009

DELHI
MAINTENANCE, SERVICE AND REPAIR OF LAND BASED MEANS OF TRANSPORT AND APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION, INCLUDING TRACTION VEHICLES, TRAILER VEHICLES, RAILWAY CARRIAGES AND LOCOMOTIVES, INTENDED FOR TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVELLING ON OR BELOW THE GROUND, ON TRACKS AND RAILS AND ON ELEVATED TRACKS AND RAILS AS WELL AS OF THEIR PARTS AND COMPONENTS.
MANTHAN SHAH
trading as ;AIM INFRASTRUCTURE
12, MONALI SOC-1, VIP ROAD, KARELIBAGH, VADODARA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E),
MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :01/05/2011
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING SERVICES RELATING TO BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INCLUDED IN CLASS-37.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE
STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..subject to service area restricted to State
of Gujarat only..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015 Class 37

2420737  31/10/2012
ARUNDHATI INFRATECH (P) LTD.
K-6, HIG-177, Kaliga Vilhar, Bhubaneswar-751 019. (Orissa)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDRENS WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :29/12/2009

KOLKATA
Building construction, repair & installation services
2439965    10/12/2012
GITANJALI ROYAL MARKETING LIMITED
trading as; GITANJALI ROYAL MARKETING LIMITED
SOUTHEND CONCLAVE, 1582, RAJDANGA MAIN ROAD, 7TH FLOOR, KASBA, KOLKATA - 700107, WEST BENGAL.
Service Providers
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI,
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Building construction; repair; installation services
2521167   27/04/2013
LILAMANI DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD.
203, SHASHWAT COMPLEX, OPP. HDFC HOUSE, MITHAKALI SIX ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380006
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since: 26/03/2013

AHMEDABAD
DEVELOPMENT OF PROPERTIES, PLOTS, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS, CANALS, DAMS, BRIDGES, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES
2521222   29/04/2013
JHL Global (P) ltd
trading as ;JHL Global (P) ltd
Plot No.C-118, New No.3, 80th Street, 18th Avenue, Ashok Nagar, Chennai - 600 083
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :25/03/2013
CHENNAI
Building Construction, Renovation, Repair, Installation Services.
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
2521376  29/04/2013
SHAILESH SHRIRAM GURJAR
85, SHRINIWAS, DJ GLORY, SHANKAR NAGAR, SAWARKAR NAGAR, GANGAPUR ROAD, NASHIK-422013
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :01/10/2011
MUMBAI
BUILDERS AND DEVELOPERS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "GROUP"
2591542   05/09/2013
GODREJ AND BOYCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED
PIROJSHANGAR, VIKHROLI, MUMBAI - 400 079.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since :29/05/1948

To be associated with:
1362202, 1589855, 1589867, 1798575, 2191195

MUMBAI
Building construction, repair, installation services
2626994   13/11/2013
CITTERIO S.P.A.
P.I. 09754660158 VIA DON GIUSEPPE BRAMBILLA 16/18-23844 SIRONE (LECCO)-ITALY
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.H. LAW ASSOCIATES
502, PROSPECT CHAMBERS, 5TH FLOOR, 317/321, DR.D.N. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/08/1989

To be associated with:
2626994

MUMBAI
SERVICES OF INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF FURNITURE INCLUDING DESIGNING AND EXECUTION OF PLAN THERETO INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
CITTERIO

2626996   13/11/2013
CITTERIO S.P.A.
P.I. 09754660158 VIA DON GIUSEPPE BRAMBILLA 16/18-23844 SIRONE (LECCO)-ITALY
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D.H. LAW ASSOCIATES
502, PROSPECT CHAMBERS, 5TH FLOOR, 317/321, DR.D.N. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 21/08/1989
MUMBAI
SERVICES OF DESIGNING, INSTALLATION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF FURNITURE INCLUDING DESIGNING AND EXECUTION OF PLAN THERETO INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
BECTRON

2638048   05/12/2013

RV GLOBAL PVT. LTD
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Tekt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Services being construction, construction consultation, building construction supervision, maintenance, repair, construction information and installation of doors and windows.
2638499  06/12/2013
BRAYZEN T. GOGRI
trading as ;VALISHA VENTURES
C/O VALISHA SHANTAI PLAZA, 715 SADASHIV PETH, KUMTHEKAR ROAD, CHITRAHALA CHOWK, PUNE-30
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :18/11/2013

MUMBAI

DEVELOPMENT OF LAND (CONSTRUCTION), BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
2638915  06/12/2013
KSHITIJA BUILDERS & DEVELOPERS
PANDURANG KASHINATH JOGALE
SACHIN MAHADEV JOGALE
SANJAY SURESH DATE
HEMANT RAVINDRA RANE
508, B WING, SHREE GANASIDDHIVINAYAK CHS. LTD, DILIP GUPTE MARG, MAHIM (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 016
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :10/02/2011

MUMBAI
Building constructions services
PANKAJ MAHESHWARI
LAKSHYA FOUNDATIO, MANOTA STREET, NADRAI GATE, KASGANJ, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHWANI KUMAR VARSHNEY
16/68, BABRI MANDI, ALIGARH, U.P.
Used Since: 01/04/2012

DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES. 37(THIRTY SEVEN)
SHEENLAC

2639502  09/12/2013

SPHINAX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
57, MC NICHOLS ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI-600 031, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :31/12/1970

To be associated with:
2018658, 2231818

CHENNAI
PAINTING, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR; RUSTPROOFING; REPAIR SERVICES
CORRES BUILDCON PVT. LTD.
trading as ;CORRES BUILDCON PVT. LTD.

PLOT NO.393,VILL.BAGHAKOLE,PO.PATOOT,P.S.BIKRAM,PATNA 801112,BIHAR
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :30/09/2013

KOLKATA
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIRS AND INSTALLATION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37.
2640303    10/12/2013
SH. SYED YOUNUS
trading as :ZYS CONSULTANTS & ENGINEERS
ROOM NO 600 5TH FLOOR SHOPPRIX MALL SEC-5 VAISHALI GHAZIABAD NCR 201010
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD
Used Since :31/01/2013
DELHI
REPAIRS AND INSTALLATION SERVICES INCLUDING MAINTENANCE, SUPERVISION, ERECTION, COMMISSIONING WORKS, BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES.
2640551  10/12/2013
HEDONE DESIGNS LIMITED
RR-12, MAINWALI NAGAR, NEAR PEERA GARHI CHOWK, DELHI-110087
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT KOCHER ADVOCATE
N -9 1ST FLOOR DR MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI 110009
Used Since :12/10/2013
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES
2641613    12/12/2013
NUJUM.S
AT: N.N. MANZIL, ELAVINMOODU, ARKKANNOOR, P.O, AYUR (VIA), KOLLAM - 691 533, KERALA, INDIA,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :04/05/2013

CHENNAI
ELECTRICAL SERVICES, PLUMBING, MASONRY, CARPENTER, BUILDING CLEANING SERVICES MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR OF ALL ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTS AND MACHINERY, VEHICLE MAINTAINS, AUTOMOBILE
WORKSHOP, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR AND MAINTAINS OF BUILDING, CONC.RATE CUTTING AND TRESS
WORK.
CENTRAL PARK ESTATES PRIVATE LIMITED
21/48, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, DIPLOMATIC ENCLAVE, MALCHA MARG, CHANAKYA PURI, NEW DELHI-110021
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
S-145, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I NEW DELHI-110048

Used Since : 20/10/2013

To be associated with:
1346017, 2095018, 2095025, 2148074

DELHI
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICES; REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
2642609    13/12/2013
MUSTANSIR A LOKHANDWALA
KHOZEMA A. LOKHANDWALA
SAKINA A. LOKHANDWALA
ABHIJIT L. PURANIK
SAMBHAVI A. PURANIK
trading as ;ALPS CONSTRUCTION
8, SONY APT, HILL ROAD, OPP ELCO ARCADE, ABOVE ENRICH, BANDRA (WEST) 400050
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :05/01/2009
MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES
HOPSTER

2643376  16/12/2013

HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110057
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Repair, maintenance, installation and servicing of vehicles.
2522570  30/04/2013
SYNERGISTIC FINANCIAL NETWORKS PVT. LTD.
601-A, JEEVANDHARA, SHAHAJIRAJE MARG, VILEPARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62
Used Since :01/08/2011
To be associated with:
2310351
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY; CELLULAR, DIGITAL TELEPHONE, COMPUTER TERMINAL AND DATA COMMUNICATION SERVICES; DATA CARDS READERS; ELECTRONIC AND INTERACTIVE TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER, NETWORK MOBILE PAYMENTS FOR PREPAID SERVICES, CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS, INSURANCE BILLS, INVESTMENTS, COMMERCIAL BILLS ETC; MOBILE BUMP TECHNOLOGY, NYC TECHNOLOGY AND PAYMENTS, CARD PRESENT TRANSACTIONS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES; INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO THE FOREGOING PROVIDED ON-LINE VIA THE INTERNET OR THROUGH EXTRANETS
2638314 05/12/2013
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1240627

MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, WEBSITE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. No. 1240627
RAVI GUPTA
trading as ;DELHI DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
OFFICE NO. 2, FIRST FLOOR, LOCAL SHOPPING CENTER, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KNOWLEDGENTIA CONSULTANTS
E-71, L.G.F., GREATER KAILASH-I NEW DELHI-48
Used Since :05/01/2013

DELHI
SERVICES FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELATED SERVICES, DIGITAL TV AND INTERNET
BRAND VALUE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
GODREJ WATERSIDE, TOWER-1, 2ND FLOOR, PLOT-5, BLOCK-DP, SECTOR-V, KOLKATA - 700 091, WEST BENGAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES,
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Telecommunications, television broadcasting, cable & radio broadcasting, computer aided transmission of images & messages, electronic mailing services.
2226527    31/10/2011
COMMANDER WATERTECH PVT. LTD.
JOSHI BUILDING, SAKIVIWAR LAKE ROAD, MUMBAI-400072
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
2453800 03/01/2013
AXIS HOLIDAYS PVT. LTD.
819, 6th FLOOR, ANCHOR MALL, NEAR AJMER PULIYA, JAIPUR-302006
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :06/10/2010
AHMEDABAD
ARRANGING TOURS TRAVELS, TOUR OPERATING AND ORGANIZING.
2467118  28/01/2013

MUKESH CHOUHARY
trading as; SAMPURNA YATRA
F-151, CHAITANYA MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN).
SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT AND PACKAGE TOUR AND TRANSPORT.
2499380  20/03/2013
MR. BHAVIN NITINBHAI PAREKH
trading as ;COMFORT TRAVELS
M/S. COMFORT TRAVELS, B-810, SHATRUNJAY TOWER, NEAR SHYAMAL CROSS ROADS, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KEDAR G. DAVE.
C/1, AISHWARYA FLATS, SWATI SOCIETY, ISHWARBHUVAN, NAVJIVAN, AHMEDABAD-380 014.
Used Since :22/02/2008
AHMEDABAD
TRANSPORT AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
subject to restrict the services in the state of Gujarat and no exclusive right over word comfort and travels except as substantially shown on label.
2522199  29/04/2013
SHARAD KUMAR JINDAL
118/14, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GAUTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110049
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :13/08/2008

DELHI
TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE"CULTURE TO ADVENTURE"
2591885  05/09/2013
MS. SHADABEN PATEL
MS. MANN PATEL
trading as ;LAKOZY ELECTRONICS AND SERVICES
SHOW ROOM NO. 3, LAKOZY MANSION, 21-CHOWPATTY SEA FACE, MUMBAI-400007.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :18/01/2012
MUMBAI
TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS
2638091   05/12/2013

MR. MANMOHAN
159-A, BLOCK GH-2, ANKUR APT. PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110063
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :29/10/2013

DELHI

PACKAGING & STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
2638173   05/12/2013

MR. R. K. VERMA
trading as ; M/S. SPEEDWELL LOGISTICS CARGO
D-4, Pushp Tenament, B/H. Mony Hotel, N.H.No.8, Isanpur, Ahmedabad-382405
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 12/11/2013

To be associated with:
2045618
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING SERVICES IN RELATION TO PACKERS AND MOVERS AND TRANSPORT SERVICES IN CLASS 39
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO. 2045618
2638315   05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1240628

MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO. 1240628
myrationbazaar
2639088  07/12/2013
MAHESH KUMAR
trading as ;M/S Future Retail Services
101,2nd Floor, Alisons Apartment, Thakurbrari Road, Nr. Aam Bagan, Sakchi, Jamshedpur - 831001,Jharkhand,India.
Service Provider.
PROPRITERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2013
KOLKATA
Delivery services, namely, delivery of Fast moving consumer goods, Grocery Items, vegetables, fruits and organic foods, directly to customers, warehousing services for others, namely, pick-up, receiving, warehousing, storage, packing, distribution and delivery of freight.
2639357    09/12/2013
G.SRIPRIYA

trading as ; INBA SHIPPING AND LOGISTICS

S2, 2ND FLOOR, AMAR SINDUR, 43, PANTHEON ROAD, EGMORE, CHENNAI - 600008
SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since : 02/01/2008

CHENNAI

SERVICES RELATING TO SHIPPING, FORWARDING OF GOODS AND CARGO, WARE HOUSING AND LOGISTICS SERVICES
LINGA ENTERPRISES

trading as ;LINGA ENTERPRISES

NEW NO. 36 OLD NO. 187, 1ST FLOOR, ARUNACHALAM ROAD, SALIGRAMAM, CHENNAI-600093 INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAJASEKARAN ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO.10, ANANDA BHAVAN APTS, OLD NO.27, NEW NO.5. 10TH AVENUE ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 083.

Used Since :01/10/2012

CHENNAI

TRANSPORT: PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TOURS AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT;
SKIERS

2643660  16/12/2013

SKIERS
ACHINT KUMAR GOEL
Rajandep Singh Kailey
Sunny Singla
Harsimranjit Singh
Varundeep Singh

trading as ;SKIERS
SCO-24, MOTION TOWER, MODEL TOWN EXTN. MARKET, LUDHIANA-141001
SERVICE PROVIDER
partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :16/12/2013

DELHI
CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO STUDY VISA & IMMIGRATION; TOUR & TRAVELS SERVICES; AIR TICKETING SERVICES
2226528  31/10/2011
COMMANDER WATERTech Pvt. Ltd.
Joshi Building, Sakivihar Lake Road, Mumbai-400072
Service Provider
A Private Limited Company Registered Under The Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR Law Associates (Mumbai)
Gyan Bhavan, Ground Floor, 8, Kumtha Street, Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Treatment of Materials, Stitching, Tailoring, Job Work
2340456  30/05/2012

TOPLAND ENGINES PVT. LTD.,
TOPLAND, 2, UMAKANT PANDIT UDYOG NAGAR, MAVDI PLOT, RAJKOT - 360 004, (GUJARAT).
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VARSHA H.BHATT
BHATT LEGAL SERVICES, L-102, GHANSHYAM COMPLEX, NEAR CHANDLODIYA OVER BRIDGE, AHMEDABAD -382481

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

THE TREATMENT OF MATERIAL PRESENT DURING THE PRODUCTION OF MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS AND MOTORS AND ENGINES AND SERVICE WHICH INVOLVES CUTTING, SHARPENING, POLISHING OF METAL AND METAL COATING AND ABRASIVE WHICH ARE REQUIRED IN THE PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS AND MOTORS AND PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 40.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
BECTRON

2638049    05/12/2013

RV GLOBAL PVT. LTD
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Services being generation of electricity.
V2C ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;V2C ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
1-8-505/6/C, Prakash Nagar, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016, Andhra Pradesh, INDIA

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, H.No. 6-3-596/77/3A, Naveen Nagar, Erramanzil, Hyderabad- 04

Used Since :19/12/2012
CHENNAI

Generation of power and of electricity, mechanical and chemical services for the treatment or transformation of substances, production of energy, treatment of materials.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
MEPTAGON LTD

trading as ;MEPTAGON LTD

4 HATRUFA STREET, PO BOX 308, NETANYA, 4210201 ISREAL,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ALMT LEGAL

2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PROVIDING SERVICES OF PRE-FABRICATION,
ARTS

Priority claimed from 13/12/2007; Application No. : 77/351,629 ;United States of America

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1665655 17/03/2008

NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION, INC.,
325 7th Street,N.W., Suite 1100,Liberty Place, Washington, D.C. 20004, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
a non-profit corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, AND WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF RETAIL TRADE AND DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH.
WESTWOOD COLLEGE

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1711038  16/07/2008

ALTA COLLEGES, INC.
2000 S. COLORADO BLVD., SUITE 2940, DENVER, COLORADO 80222, U.S.A.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CAREER-FOCUSED TRAINING IN THE FIELDS OF DESIGN, BUSINESS, HEALTHCARE, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SECURITY, AND AVIATION MAINTENANCE; EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COURSES AT THE POST-SECONDARY COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LEVEL; PROVIDING INSTRUCTION AND CLASSES IN RESUME WRITING, INTERVIEWING, AND JOB SEARCHING TECHNIQUES; CAREER COUNSELING; DISTRIBUTING COURSE MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH AND ONLINE INFORMATION AND ONLINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES;
1892292 04/12/2009

JAGJIT SINGH

trading as; JAGJIT SINGH

193 RAILWAY COLONY SHERPUR KALAN NEAR SWARN PALACE LUDHIANA

SEVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since: 01/09/2006

DELHI

PROVIDING OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INCLUDING COURSES OF COMPUTER HARDWARE & BASICS, SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING, NETWORKING AND INSTALLATION OF NETWORKS, MOBILE REPAIRING TV REPAIRING, AIR CONDITIONER & REFRIGERATOR REPAIRING, AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING, DENTING-PAINTING,*PLUMBER, WELDING, CARPENTER, PREPARING BAKERY PRODUCTS, FASHION DESIGNING AND STITCHING & EMBROIDERY COURSES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD PUNJAB AND MAP APPEARING ON LABEL..
LAKHVEER SINGH SANDHAUR
trading as ;DEEP INTERNATIONAL PIPE BAND
VILLAGE SANDHAUR, TEHSIL MALERKOTLA, DISTT. SANGRUR (PUNJAB)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES,
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
Providing of band playing services including pipe band playing, musical arrangements for entertainment on marriage and cultural activities
2004922  06/08/2010

G.JAGAN  
_trading as ;TEMPLE GYM_
JAWAHAR BUILDINGS, NO.1638, AVINASHI ROAD, HOPE COLLEGE, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE-641004,TAMILNADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SIRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
GYMNASIUM SERVICES.

Subject to restricting the area to TamilNadu and subject to no exclusive right to the descriptive word “Gym” except substantially as shown on the form of representation.
2010262   17/08/2010
MOHAMMED SALIH
MUHAMMED SALI
UMMER KADAN
trading as ;INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTING AND MANAGEMENT STUDIES
2ND FLOOR, MOULANA COMPLEX, OPP.BUS STAND, THIRUR, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, PIN-676 101, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :07/12/2009
CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING FOR CA, ICWAI AND VARIOUS OTHER SUBJECT THROUGH
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES, ACADEMIES, SCHOOLS, CORRESPONDENCE, TEACHING, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS;
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING BY ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND
WORKSHOPS
Subject to restricting the area to Kerala..
2170814  05/07/2011
MITESH K. SURATI
trading as ;SHREEJI INSTITUTE

A - 28, Second Floor, Shree Kunj Shopping Center, Nr. Vir Dairy, Prabhat Chowk, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad - 380 061.(Gujarat)

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Used Since :10/04/2003

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING EDUCATION, TEACHING, EDUCATING, TUITION, EDUCATION CLASSIC, PERSONAL TUITION, GROUP TUITION, ACADEMIC TUITION AND COMPUTER EDUCATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

subject to restrict the services in the state of Gujarat. Guajari appearing on label is shreeji.
2496242  15/03/2013
SH. SUDHIR KANSAL
OPP. NAINA DEVI MANDIR, DHURI GATE, SANGRUR (PB)
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since : 01/01/2010

DELHI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING INSTITUTE IN THE FIELDS OF FASHION DESIGNING, WEB DESIGNING AND DEVELOPMENT, COMPUTER APPLICATIONS, COMPUTER HARDWARE, PROVIDING OF VOCATIONAL STUDIES, TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND SYMPOSIA INCLUDED IN CLASS-41
2515718  18/04/2013
BANDNA KANWAR
trading as ; GAUTAM INSTITUTE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT
WARD NO 8/235, HAMIRPUR-177001 (H.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
8 NEW KITCHLU NAGAR LANE HAMBRAN ROAD LUDHIANA PB
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
PROVIDING OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATION OF EXAMINATION AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION FOR PROVIDING SERVICES IN THE STATE OF HIMACHAL PRADESH, PUNJAB AND J&K

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GAUTAM INSTITUTE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT
SANJAY MATTA
58, NIHARIKA BUNGALOWS, NEAR AZAD SOCIETY, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
ADULT, AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/01/1998

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING SERVICES RELATED TO TRAINING, EDUCATION, TEACHING, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR
EDUCATION, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]
2521799  29/04/2013
SMT. PRIYANKA PURI
trading as ;SHRI KRISHNAM TUTORIALS
B1-1026/1, CIVIL LINES, DEEP NAGAR, LUDHIANA PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES INCLUDING SCHOOL EDUCATION, PROVISION OF TUITION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING, ORGANIZATION OF STUDY COURSES, ORGANIZATION OF EXAMINATIONS AND ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS FOR EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT
2522901  30/04/2013
JETKING INFOTRAIN LTD
401, BUSSA UDYOG BHAVAN, T. J. ROAD, SEWRI WEST, MUMBAI-400015
SERVICE PROVIDER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
BOBBY ARORA
trading as ;SARVA COMPUTER SHIKSHA ABHIYAN
D.A.V. COLLEGE ROAD, OPP. CHOPRA HOSPITAL, DASUYA-144205 (PUNJAB)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHULRAJPUT
336-B, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA
Used Since : 01/04/2008

DELHI
COMPUTER EDUCATION

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS
NBA JAM
2523355  01/05/2013
NBA PROPERTIES, INC.,
OLYMPIC TOWER 645 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10022 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORGANISED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA,
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES CONDUCTING AND ARRANGING BASKETBALL CLINICS AND CAMPS, COACHES CLINICS AND CAMPS, DANCE TEAM CLINICS AND CAMPS, BASKETBALL COMPETITIONS, BASKETBALL EVENTS AND BASKETBALL GAMES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES NAMELY CONDUCTING PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING INCENTIVES AND AWARDS TO YOUTH OR YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY CONDUCTING ONLINE EXHIBITIONS AND DISPLAYS AND INTERACTIVE EXHIBITS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING NEWS, INFORMATION, INSTRUCTION, STATISTICS AND TRIVIA IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING MULTIMEDIA MATERIAL IN THE NATURE OF TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, INTERACTIVE TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS, VIDEO RECORDINGS, VIDEO STREAM RECORDINGS, INTERACTIVE VIDEO HIGHLIGHT SELECTIONS, RADIO PROGRAMS, RADIO HIGHLIGHTS AND AUDIO RECORDINGS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PERSONAL APPEARANCES BY SPORTS CELEBRITIES AT BASKETBALL GAMES, EXHIBITIONS, COMPETITIONS, CLINICS, PROMOTIONS, AND OTHER BASKETBALL-RELATED EVENTS; ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ONGOING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL AND RENDERING LIVE BASKETBALL GAMES, COMPETITIONS AND EXHIBITIONS; THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION SHOWS FEATURING BASKETBALL GAMES, BASKETBALL EVENTS, COMPETITIONS, CLINICS AND PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PERSONAL APPEARANCES BY A COSTUMED MASCOT OR DANCE TEAM AT BASKETBALL GAMES, EXHIBITIONS, COMPETITIONS, CLINICS, CAMPS, PROMOTIONS, AND OTHER BASKETBALL-RELATED EVENTS AND PARTIES; FAN CLUB SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINES, GUIDES, NEWSLETTERS, AND BASKETBALL GAME AND EVENT SCHEDULES ON-LINE THROUGH THE INTERNET, ALL IN THE FIELD OF BASKETBALL
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1257458
2594382  11/09/2013
AJABRO DAULATRAO MANWAR
trading as ; AANUPRASS COACHING CLASSES
SHIVAJI NAGAR, GARKHEDA, AURANGABAD-431005.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING, ACHARYA DONDE MARG, NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL, PAREL, MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 23/07/2007
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING
2634594  28/11/2013

MAYUR MODI
B 202, MILLENIUM GARDEN, UPPER GOVIND NAGAR, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400097
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KNOWLEDGENTIA CONSULTANTS
E-71, L.G.F., GREATER KAILASH-I NEW DELHI-48
Used Since :01/11/2013

MUMBAI
EDUCATION SERVICES, PRIMARY SCHOOL, PLAY WAY AND OTHER EDUCATION SERVICES, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word A PLAY SCHOOL except substantially as shown in the representation on the form of application.
2638317   05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1240630

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2639242  09/12/2013
ABDUL REHMAN KHAN
trading as ;H.B. EDUCATION TRUST
MITHAIWALA MANSION, 12TH KHETWADI, 01ST FLOOR, OPP. BALWAS HOTEL, MUMBAI 400004
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST
Used Since :14/03/2013
MUMBAI
EDUCATION PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
2639392 09/12/2013

H. H. SWAMI TEJOMAYANANDA
H.H. SWAMI BRAHMANANDA
SHRIRAM BHALERAO
NARAIN BHATIA
SMT. JAMNA BATRA
H.K. HINDUJA
PRATAPCHANDRA B. PATEL
K.P. DASWANI
LAJU CHANRAI
SMT. LEELA NAMBIAR
JAGADISH MOORJANI

trading as ;CENTRAL CHINMAYA MISSION TRUST (CCMT)
SANDEEPANY SADHANALAYA, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400072, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CHARITABLE TRUST REGISTERED UNDER BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUST ACT, 1950

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C. GVALANI
"ATUR PARK", 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Used Since :01/04/2012

To be associated with:
1257110

MUMBAI

PROVIDING OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING, COACHING AND ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES, TUITIONS, CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS, WORKSHOPS (TRAINING), ALL FORMS OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, PRESENTATION OF WORKS OF VISUAL ART OR LITERATURE FOR CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION AND SERVICES (RELIGIOUS), PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINE AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND PUBLICATION (NOT DOWNLOADABLE), LIBRARY SERVICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2639754    09/12/2013
Y.S.KONDA REDDY
Y.S. PRAKASH REDDY
Y.S.DHANA LAKSHMI
V.RAJESWAR REDDY
trading as ;SNEHA CONSTRUCTIONS
SNEHA HOUSE # 8-2-120/86/5, ROAD NO. 3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500034, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :14/11/2008
CHENNAI
PARTY PLANNING, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, RENTAL OF MARRIAGE HALLS, RENTAL OF STADIUM FACILITIES,
RENTAL OF STAGE SCENERY, RECREATION FACILITIES, ORCHESTRA SERVICES, NIGHT CLUBS, MUSIC HALLS.
2640638 10/12/2013
BRAND VALUE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
GODREJ WATERSIDE, TOWER-1, 2ND FLOOR, PLOT-5, BLOCK-DP, SECTOR-V, KOLKATA - 700 091, WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
2640917    11/12/2013

M/S. THOMSUN MUSIC HOUSE
JOHN.V.T
THOMAS .K.T
No. 3503, IIND FLOOR, HAL IIND STAGE, 14TH MAIN, INDIRA NAGAR, BEHIND NEW HORIZON SCHOOL, BANGALORE - 560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/02/2012

CHENNAI
MUSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE
2641112  11/12/2013
ALOK NAGPAL
trading as ;ROCK CASTLE
C 303, BRINDAVAN GARDEN CGHS., PLOT 10, SEC-12, DWARKA NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/07/2013
DELHI
EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT
INFUSCIA
Tahseem Qureishi S/o Naseem Qureishi, H.No.-77, Gandhi Nagar, Banat, Shamli (247776), U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
DELHI
Used Since :09/12/2013

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
PURSUITEMICA

2642038  12/12/2013

MS. SUJATA NAGPAL

trading as ;SOHUM LEARNING SOLUTIONS

S/2 Ganga Satellite, Wanaworie, Pune-411 040, Maharashtra, India.

Service providers

Indian National/Sole Proprietress

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :30/11/2013

MUMBAI

ARRANGING & CONDUCTING TRAINING PROGRAMS, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS & DISCUSSIONS; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE (EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE); CONDUCTING CLASSES & TRAINING ONLINE; ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS & SHOWS; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, ELECTRONIC BOOKS & JOURNALS ON-LINE; LIBRARY SERVICES; PROVIDING RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS & CERTIFICATES; ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS & SHOWS.
2642975  14/12/2013
ANIL KUMAR SINGH
F-614, Kanchanjunga, Vijaya Heritage, Kadma, Jamshedpur, Jharkhand - 831005.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :29/07/2013

KOLKATA
Training in the use and operation of construction cranes, construction machinery and consultation relating thereto,
Training and education in the field of construction.
2642976    14/12/2013
M/S SUSHMAN MINING CONSULTANTS PVT LTD trading as ;MERCHANT, DEVELOPER, SERICE PROVIDER
[CIN No. U74140rJ2013PTC044109 Date 21-10-2013] FLAT NO. 603, EMERALD AKSHITA,A-38 VIDYALAYA MARG, TILAK NAGAR, JAIPUR 302004 (Rajasthan) INDIA SERVICE PROVIDER
Company Incorporated [CIN No. U74140rJ2013PTC044109 Date 21-10-2013]
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIV KUMAR AWAR, ADVOCATE
AWAR LEGAL ASSOCIATES & CO., 103, PARADISE COMPLEX, SAROJINI MARG, BEHIND PARK PRIME HOTEL, NEAR STATUE CIRCLE, JAIPUR - 302005, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :21/10/2013
To be associated with:
2635670
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRANNING, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
2643171  16/12/2013
MANISH KUMAR
NEAR AGARWAL DHARAMSHALA, KAATHMANDI, VPO BERI, DISTT JHAJJAR 124201, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Bihana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION SERVICES, TRAINING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
SKIERS

2643661    16/12/2013

SKIERS trading as ;SKIERS
SCO-24, MOTION TOWER, MODEL TOWN EXTN. MARKET, LUDHIANA-141001
SERVICE PROVIDER

partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :16/12/2013

DELHI
EDUCATION; ENTERTAINMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 41

2643702 16/12/2013
M/S GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.

trading as M/s GLAZE TRADING INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/24, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI-110058
THE SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054
Used Since: 16/03/2004

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
TEXTO

1879776 04/11/2009
OSTER KNIT PRIVATE LIMITED
UDEY COMPLEX DUGRI ROAD LUDHIANA-141003 PB.
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURERS,
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES.
TEXTO
2048583    02/11/2010
SHRI TARUN SHARDA
MONIKA SHARDA
trading as ;TECHNOS INSTRUMENTS
25-B, RSEB Colony, Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2007

AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERE TO, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
2226530    31/10/2011
COMMANDER WATERTECH PVT. LTD.
JOSHI BUILDING, SAKIVIHAR LAKE ROAD, MUMBAI-400072
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2415339   19/10/2012
TRUE SPARROW SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
801, Tower 7, Magarpatta SEZ, Pune, Maharashtra,
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers. An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services;
design and development of computer hardware and software.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE"SYSTEMS"
2471094   04/02/2013
MOHINDER KUMAR
DEEPAK SAINI
trading as ;RUDRAKSH CREATION
NEAR T.V.S SHOWROOM, OPP. PREM SAROVAR KUTIYA, G.T ROAD, BATHINDA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/01/2006
DELHI
SOFTWARE & HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT INCLUDING WEB DESIGNING
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2522571   30/04/2013
SYNERGISTIC FINANCIAL NETWORKS PVT. LTD.
601-A, JEEVANDHARA, SHAHAJIRAJE MARG, VILEPARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62
Used Since :01/08/2011

To be associated with:
2310352

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
SUCH DESIGNING, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND UPDATING OF COMPUTERS HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, SYSTEM
DESIGNS, PERIPHERAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT INCLUDING COMPUTER PROGRAMS; INTERFACES, MODEMS;
ENCODED CARDS, CONTACTLESS IC CARDS; TRANSPONDERS; COMPUTER CHIPS, SEMICONDUCTORS, INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS; WIRELESS PC CARDS; PARTS AND FITTING FOR ALL OF THE AFOREMENTIONED GOODS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2310352
2634823  28/11/2013
NITIN VILAS DEHERKAR
trading as ;ACAS
B 402, Rohini Niwas, Building No.15, Tagore Nagar, Vikhroli (East), Mumbai 400083, Maharashtra.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSALYA VENKATARAMAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E) Chennai - 600 102

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE [SAAS], COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY.
2638040    05/12/2013
PINDORIA NARENDRAKUMAR GOPAL
trading as ;G R IMAGINE
406, ASHIRWAD PARAS CORPORATE ROAD, NR. PRAHLAD NAGAR GARDEN, PRAHLAD NAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015,
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :22/10/2013
AHMEDABAD
CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA,
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER RENTAL, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, UPDATING OF
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, SOFTWARE (UPDATING
OF COMPUTER), CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS, HOSTING COMPUTER SITES [WEB SITES]
PINDORIA NARENDRAKUMAR GOPAL
trading as: G R IMAGINE
406, ASHIRWAD PARAS CORPORATE ROAD, NR. PRAHLAD NAGAR GARDEN, PRAHLAD NAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015,
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 22/10/2013

AHMEDABAD
CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA,
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER RENTAL, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, UPDATING OF
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, SOFTWARE (UPDATING
OF COMPUTER), CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES FOR OTHERS, HOSTING COMPUTER SITES [WEB SITES]
LEXISNEXIS

2638208 05/12/2013

REED ELSEVIER PROPERTIES INC.
1105 NORTH MARKET STREET, SUITE 501, WILMINGTON, DELWARA 19801, USA.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1255645, 1255646, 1256150, 2198166, 2253940, 2442864

DELHI

PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NONDOWNLOADABLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS TO IDENTIFY, PROCESS AND ORGANIZE LARGE AMOUNTS OF DATA FOR DATABASE LINKING AND MINING IN THE AREAS OF BUSINESS AND PERSONAL PROFILES AND RISK MANAGEMENT.
2638318 05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1240631

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2639032 07/12/2013
KIRAN GALI
trading as : KEYVA
1-8-486, Balaji Enclave, Flat No. 202, Street No. 8, Chikkadpally, Hyderabad-500020, Andhra Pradesh, India
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, H.No. 6-3-596/77/3A, Naveen Nagar, Erramanzil, Hyderabad- 04
Used Since : 17/07/2013
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
2639450    09/12/2013
KIRAN KUMAR HEMBROM
trading as ;HEMBRO INFOTECH
Sreenagar Lane 4, Milanchakra TV Tower, Agartala, Tripura-West, Pin-799003
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :15/05/2010

KOLKATA
Computer software developments in the field of mobile applications, Software development, IT enabled services, mobile application, web designing and IT consulting services.
2640297 10/12/2013
PX OUTLINE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PX OUTLINE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW NO.11, OLD NO. 28, KANNAKOIL PALAYAM, ABHIRAMAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 018.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :15/06/2012
To be associated with:
2640296
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
2641967  12/12/2013
ISPG TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT LTD.
trading as ;ISPG TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT LTD.
NO.28/118A, PARAPPILLIL LANE, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, COCHIN-682036, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE,
BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA
Used Since :01/12/2011
CHENNAI
Hosting services and software as a service and rental of software, software as a service [SaaS]
2641970   12/12/2013
ISPG TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT LTD.
trading as ;ISPG TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PVT LTD.
NO.28/118A, PARAPPILLI LANE, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, COCHIN-682036, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA
Used Since :12/03/2013
CHENNAI
Software development, programming and implementation, computer software design
INTECAP SOFTWARE

2642344   13/12/2013

MR. VINOD KHURANA
IFAIA Center, S/20-22, Plot No. 7/2, Greater Noida Shopping Plaza UPSIDC Site-IV, Kasna Road, Greater Noida-201308
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Legal Entity

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Used Since :01/12/2013

DELHI

DESIGN, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE & UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
2642400  13/12/2013
MEPTAGON LTD
trading as MEPTAGON LTD
4 HATRUFA STREET, PO BOX 308, NETANYA, 4210201 ISREAL,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING SERVICES OF ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, QUALITY CONTROL,
SANDEEP K. AGRAWAL
trading as : M/S. STEEFO INDUSTRIES
Opp. INTAS BIO PHARMACEUTICALS, CHANGODAR - BAVLA ROAD, VILLAGE MORAIYA 382213, DIST. AHMEDABAD (GUJARAT)

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since : 08/01/1978

AHMEDABAD

TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY, DRAWING AND DESIGNING OF METAL ROLLING MILL PLANTS AND MACHINERY, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
2642843  13/12/2013
SANDEEP K. AGRAWAL
trading as ;M/S. STEEFO INDUSTRIES
Opp. INTAS BIO PHARMACEUTICALS, CHANGODAR - BAVLA ROAD, VILLAGE MORAIYA 382213, DIST. AHMEDABAD (GUJARAT)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :08/01/1978
AHMEDABAD
TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY, DRAWING AND DESIGNING OF METAL ROLLING MILL PLANTS AND MANCHINERY, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES, AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2642972  14/12/2013
SANJAYA KUMAR PATEL
1191/A, Bank Colony, Opp. CBI Colony, Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India - 751012
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since: 09/12/2013

KOLKATA
Computer software development.
M/S SUSHMAN MINING CONSULTANTS PVT LTD
trading as : MERCHANT, DEVELOPER, SERVICE PROVIDER
[CIN No. U74140RJ2013PTC044109 Date 21-10-2013] FLAT NO. 603, EMERALD AKSHITA, A-38 VIDYALAYA MARG, TILAK NAGAR, JAIPUR 302004 (Rajasthan) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Company Incorporated [CIN No. U74140RJ2013PTC044109 Date 21-10-2013]
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIV KUMAR AWAR, ADVOCATE
AWAR LEGAL ASSOCIATES & CO., 103, PARADISE COMPLEX, SAROJINI MARG, BEHIND PARK PRIME HOTEL, NEAR STATUE CIRCLE, JAIPUR - 302005, RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 21/10/2013
To be associated with:
2635670, 2642976

AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; COAL, MINES, SAFETY DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
TERARECON

2643634  16/12/2013
TERARECON, INC.
4000 East 3rd Avenue, Suite 200, Foster City, CA 94404, U.S.A.
Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.
A Delaware corporation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use in transmission, acquiring, processing, reconstruction, analysis, and viewing of four-dimensional, three-dimensional, two-dimensional, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), and ultrasound images; Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for use in the fields of medical imaging, disease screening and medical treatment planning; Computer software maintenance and support services; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems.
INDIA GRILL

1881884  09/11/2009

SAKET COURTYARD HOSPITALITY PVT.LTD
trading as ;SAKET COURTYARD HOSPITALITY PVT.LTD
A4 DLF PLACE SAKET DISTRICT CENTRE NEW DELHI-110017

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :12/10/2009

DELHI

SERVICE INDUSTRY (HOTEL)

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE."INDIA".
1883267  11/11/2009
S.HARCHARANJIT SINGH
trading as :KHANSAMA
ROXY HOTEL BUILDING OLD COURT ROAD JALANDHAR CITY PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/12/1984
DELHI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; SNACK BARS, TAKE AWAY FOOD OUTLETS, RESTAURANTS,
FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS, SELF SERV'ICE RESTAURANTS AND ICE CREAM PARLOURS
MANOJ KUMAR & SONS
1895346  14/12/2009
MANOJ KUMAR GOYAL
trading as ;MANOJ KUMAR & SONS
DHOBİ BAZAR, BATHINDA (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTRERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :16/08/2002

DELHI
Restaurants and Resorts for providing food and drinks including snacks, sweets, namkeens, biscuits and bakery products.
2414940  19/10/2012

YUNUS NOORMOHAMED PATEL
Mohmmed Abdulla Patel
Naeem Abdulla Patel
TAHERBAI YASIN PATEL
SALIM ABDULLA PATEL

trading as ;PATEL BROTHERS (MOTI MAHAL HOTEL)

Kapasia Bazar, Near Railway Station, Ahmedabad-380002, Gujarat, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SIM ADVOCATES AND COMPANY
39, 3RD FLOOR, CAMA COMERCIAL CENTRE, OPP. MIRZAPUR DISTRICT COURT, ST. XAVIERS SCHOOL ROAD
MIRZAPUR, AHMEDABAD-380001, GUJARAT.

Used Since : 31/12/1967

AHMEDABAD
HOTEL SERVICES, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A
REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..subject to service area restricted to State of Gujarat only..
2520715  26/04/2013
TETRIS INFRA TECH PRIVATE LIMITED
B-26, SECTOR-67 NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 28/09/2012
DELHI
RESTAURANT & BAR SERVICES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2521037   26/04/2013
SHRI YASH PAUL CHHABRA
trading as ; RAJPUT RESTAURANT
C-1, DILKHUSA MARKET, JALANDAHAR
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since : 01/01/1999
DELHI
PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS, RESTAURANTS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS,
HOTELS, SNACK BARS, TAKE AWAY FOOD OUTLETS, FOOD CATERING AND BANQUET SERVICES, TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION, CAFES, CAFETERIAS AND ICE CREAM PARLOURS
2521803  29/04/2013
SUKHIJEET SINGH & SONS (HUF)
11, GREEN FIELD, NEAR SHASTRI NAGAR RAILWAY CROSSING, LUDHIANA, PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :20/05/2009
DELHI
PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS, SNACK BARS, TAKE AWAY FOOD OUTLETS, FOOD CATERING SERVICES & FAST
FOOD RESTAURANTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters
2521905  29/04/2013

MATHEW KURIEN
HOUSE NO. 321, SREEPURAM ROAD, POOJAPPURA, TRIVANDRUM-695012, KARALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :01/04/2013

CHENNAI

RESTAURANTS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, HOTEL, FAST FOOD SERVICES, CATERERS, CAFETERIAS, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
GOLDEN ELEPHANT HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
301 GREEN ACRE, 1ST FLOOR, 31 UNION PARK ROAD NO.5, KHAR, MUMBAI-400052.
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

RESTAURANTS CAFETERIAS LOUNGES BARS. PUBS SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS CATERING SERVICES PROVIDING FOOD COUNTERS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION HOSPITALITY SERVICES HOTELS, MOTEL AND RESTAURANT BOOKING AND RESERVATIONS PROVIDING F BOARDING AND LODGING SERVICES HOTEL INFORMATION SERVICES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE"KITCHEN & BAR"
2522201   29/04/2013
SHARAD KUMAR JINDAL
118/14, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GAUTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110049
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since : 13/08/2008

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "CULTURE TO ADVENTURE"
K.K. DA - DHABA

2523394    01/05/2013

SH. SHYAM SUNDER DAWRA

trading as : K.K. DA-DHABA

A-44, TAGORE GARDEN EXTN., NEW DELHI 110027

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 10/04/2011

DELHI

PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, VEG NONE VEG, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, SNACK BARS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANTS, FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, COFFEE SHOPS, ICE CREAM PARLORS AND CATERING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE " DHABA "
2637979    05/12/2013
RIYAS.T
AMINA MANZIL, C. POYIL, PARIYARAM, KANNUR - 670 502
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002. KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2013

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2638195   05/12/2013
KALPIT A. JANI
Hiral Shah
trading as ;HERBIE FOOD PRODUCTS
Bhagol, Veer Park, Opp. Panchvati Marriage Park, Mahi Canal Road, Anand 388 001, (Gujarat) India.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1240631, 2638318

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.1240631,2638318
ARTIST VILLAGE

2639326  09/12/2013

NITIN GUPTA
201, 2nd FLOOR, SAMARTHA VAIBHAV, OFF NEW LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 053

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Restaurant, providing of food and drinks, temporary accommodation
2639561  09/12/2013
MARS ENTERPRISES
OFF INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT APPROACH ROAD, MAROL, ANDHERI, (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4 -G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :10/11/2007
To be associated with:
1394536
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL
KELLY HOSPITALITY SERVICES

2639870  09/12/2013

KALSANG TSERING

trading as: KELLY HOSPITALITY SERVICES

26, SARASWATI KUNJ, SECTOR-54, GURGAON, GOLF COURSE ROAD-122002

SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since: 01/04/2011

DELHI

RESTAURANT & CATERING
2640499   10/12/2013

AFSAR ZAIDI
A/104, REDWOOD, EVERSHERE GREENS, 1ST FLOOR, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI- 400053
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR,133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 20/09/2013

MUMBAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; CATERING FOR FOOD AND DRINK; CAFES AND RESTAURANTS; BANQUET AND CONFERENCE FACILITIES; HOTELS, MOTELS, BOUTIQUE HOTELS, LODGES, CAMP SITES, UNIQUE ACCOMMODATIONS; TRAVEL AND HOSPITALITY RELATED SERVICES
2642593  13/12/2013
ASHISH AGGARWAL
CD-213 PITAMPURA DELHI 110088
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/11/2013

DELHI
RESTAURANT, RESTAURANTS (SELF SERVICES), HOTELS, SNACK- BARS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERINGS, COMERS, DHABAS, BAR AS PER CLASS-43.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS "THE CAKE BUCKS" (A COMPLETE BAKERY SHOP). WE MAKE CONCEPT CAKES YOU IMAGINE WE CREATE EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2642965  14/12/2013
IMRUNPREETSINGH SETHI
9, Sanas Corner, South Main Rd, End of Lane 5, Koregaon Park, Pune - 411001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051
Used Since :07/12/2011
MUMBAI
Hotel, restaurant and catering services.
2013355 24/08/2010
DR. VINOD PREM ANAND
38, ANNA COLONY, BESANT NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 090.
HOSPITAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GMS LAW ASSOCIATES
'ERODE HOUSE' NEW NO. 66, THIRD MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020.
Used Since :01/12/2009

CHENNAI
HOSPITAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES, SERVICES PROVIDED BY A HOSPITAL, HOSPITAL
MANAGEMENT SERVICE, HEALTHCARE SERVICES, CONVALESCENT HOME SERVICES,
NURSING HOME SERVICE. SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEDICAL CLINIC, BACTERIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH, BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH SERVICES, CLINICAL RESEARCH AND CHEMISTRY
SERVICES, DENTISTRY SERVICE, HEALTHCARE SERVICE, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE,
PHARMACY SERVICES, DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES, PHYSICAL THERAPY PHYSIOTHERAPY,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PLASTIC SURGERY PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING BEING
SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
Subject to assoication with application no 1483488..

The word appears in Tamil language as “NALAM”
2188325   09/08/2011
DR.ASHISH SETHI
trading as ;"DAANT" DENTAL HOSPITAL & IMPLANT CENTRE
6-A-1 JAWAHAR NAGAR,SRIGANGANAGAR-335001,(RAJASTHAN).
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :14/01/2009
AHMEDABAD
HOSPITAL SERVICES.
GPT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED

"JEEWANSATYA", DD-6, SECTOR-1, SALT LAKE CITY, KOLKATA 700064, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO LLP
EMERALD HOUSE, 1B, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, KOLKATA 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 31/12/2000

KOLKATA

Healthcare Services including Advanced Surgical Care, Maternity, Gynaecology, Paediatric, Orthopaedic, Medicine, Cosmetic, Cardiology, Urology, Gastroenterology, ENT, Eye, Genetics, Respiratory, Neurology, Psychiatry, Dental, Diabetes, Skin Care, Laparoscopic Surgery, Diagnostic Services including Pathology, Ultrasonography, Echocardiography, X-Ray, GI Endoscopy, Spirometry, Colour Doppler, ERCP, Treadmill Test, Imaging and non-interventional Cardiological Tests, Service related to Hospital, Providing Medical Support; Offering Medical Consultancy; Conducting Medical Awareness Programmes; Offering Services relating to Health, Hygiene included in Class 44.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015 Class 44

GPT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED

"JEEWANSATYA",DD-6,SECTOR-1,SALT LAKE CITY,KOLKATA 700064,INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KAITAN & CO LLP

EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :31/12/2000

To be associated with:

KOLKATA

Healthcare Services including Advanced Surgical Care, Maternity, Gynaecology, Paediatric, Orthopaedic, Medicine, Cosmetic, Cardiology, Urology, Gastroenterology, ENT, Eye, Genetics, Respiratory, Neurology, Psychiatry, Dental, Diabetes, Skin Care, Laparoscopic Surgery, Diagnostic Services including Pathology, Ultrasonography, Ecocardiography, X-Ray, Gl Endoscopy, Spirometry, Colour Doppler, ERCP, Treadmill Test, Imaging and non-interventional Cardiological Tests, Service related to Hospital, Providing Medical Support; Offering Medical Consultancy; Conducting Medical Awareness Programmes; Offering Services relating to Health, Hygiene included in Class 44

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
HAKIM TILAK RAJ KAPOOR HOSPITAL

2521013    26/04/2013

HAKIM TILAK RAJ KAPOOR HOSPITAL (P) LTD
210, SHAKTI T.V. CENTRE ROAD, MAHAVIR MARG, JALANDHAR
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI

PROVISION OF MEDICAL, LABORATORY, NURSING HOME & HOSPITAL SERVICES; AYURVEDIC MEDICAL TREATMENT & HEALTHCARE SERVICES.
S.T. HOSPITAL

2521435  29/04/2013
DR. ASHEESH KAPOOR
trading as ;S.T. HOSPITAL
MAHAVIR MARG, T.V. CENTRE ROAD, NEAR FOOTBAL CHOWK, JALANDHAR CITY SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
PROVISION OF MEDICAL, SURGICAL, LABORATORY, NURSING HOME AND MULTI SPECIALTY HOSPITAL SERVICES.
GOLDMIST
2521788   29/04/2013
S. BALJINDER SINGH
S. SHAMSHER SINGH
MRS. SIMRANJIT DHILLON
trading as ;PERFECT SALOON-N-SPA
NEAR 22 NO. PHATAK, PATIALA-147001 PB
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES; BEAUTY SALOON, BEAUTY PARLOUR, BEAUTY CLINIC, SLIMMING CENTRE AND SPA SERVICES; FITNESS AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES; COSMETIC TREATMENT AND SKIN TREATMENT
2523289  01/05/2013
T.N. SINGH

trading as ;TEZ ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO 5860 B BLOCK GALI NO 116 SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI 84
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/05/2005

DELHI

PEST CONTROL SERVICES, BEAUTY PARLOUR, MASSAGE SERVICES AND HOUSE SITTING; INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
F2 FUN AND FITNESS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
225, KARISHMA, JUNCTION OF GURU GANGESHWAR MARG, AND 12TH ROAD, KHAR WEST, MUMBAI-400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :02/05/2012
MUMBAI
PROVIDING WEIGHT LOSS, WEIGHT CONTROL, WEIGHT MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING SERVICES, WEIGHT WATCH SUPERVISION, BODY MASS MONITORING CALCULATION, DIET CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
2638320  05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2639235  09/12/2013
ATMEEK ANAND
#201, EMARALD BLOCK, ESTEEM HERITAGE, ROSE GARDEN ROAD, 5TH PHASE, J.P. NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560078
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 06/08/2013

CHENNAI
LANDSCAPE DESIGN; LANDSCAPE GARDENING; LAWN CARE; HORTICULTURE; GARDENING; TREE PLANTING FOR CARBON OFFSETTING PURPOSES,
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2636794
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
2640440  10/12/2013
JHL BEAUTY GYM AND SPA PVT.LTD
UPPER BASEMENT VARDHMAN SOUTH PLAZA PLOT NO 8, LSC H-POCKET MARKET SARITA VIHAR NEW DELHI 110076
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :14/01/2010

DELHI

HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS INCLUDING GYM, SALON, CAFE, SPA
MAVELIL
2641622  12/12/2013
L. VANAJA KUMARI
KRISHNA KISHOR
trading as ;MAVELIL AYURVEDICS
KUDAJADRI, ELAMANOOR. P.O, MARUTHIMOOD, ADOOR, PATHANAMTHITTA KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :01/01/1988

CHENNAI
AYURVEDA HOSPITAL, CLINIC, POORVAKARMA PANACHAKARMA AYURVEDIC TREATMENT, AYURVEDIC SPA,
PHARMACY, HEALTHCARE SERVICES
CHERUKURI LEELA KRISHNA PRASAD
41-1/19-1, GF-1, SGK Towers, Balaji Nagar, Krishna Lanka, Vijayawada - 520013, Andhra Pradesh
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C/6, Sunderrachana Society, Bh. Shiv Pushpa Park Soc., Anandnagar, Sinhagad Road, Pune- 411051

Used Since :26/11/2013

CHENNAI
Dental hygienist services, Oral surgery and dental implant services, Dental services, namely, treatment of patients with snoring, sleep apnea and TMJ (temporomandibular joint) disorders, performing restorative and cosmetic procedures.
Mirai Care
2643134  16/12/2013
A-SQUARE HEALTHCARE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : A-Square Healthcare Ventures Private Limited
No: 1103, Glencroft, Cliff avenue, Hiranandani Gardens, Powai, Mumbai-400076, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSALYA VENKATARAMAN
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E) Chennai - 600 102
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2643065, 2643099, 2643120
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, HEALTH COUNSELING, HEALTH CARE SERVICES, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES, TELEMEDICINE SERVICES
2643572    16/12/2013

K. ARPITHA
P. ANILKUAR
D. PAVAN KUMAR REDDY

trading as ;SRI AJASRIKA AYURVEDA
NKB PLAZA, 2ND FLOOR, PLOT NO. 74/2E3 NEAR VASAVI SCHOOL, INFANTRY ROAD, BELLARY-580 102, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES
2643723    17/12/2013
DR. MOHD. IQBAL HAFEEZ
DR. MOHD. IJLAL
DR. FAISAL SHAFFEEQ
DR. MOHD. NADEEM
trading as ;LIMRA HOSPITAL & TRAUMA CENTRE
NEAR THAKUR GANJ, CHAURAHA HARDOI ROAD LUCKNOW 226003 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKAR’S OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Used Since :28/09/2003

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES & HOSPITAL
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD HOSPITAL EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2523288    01/05/2013
T.N. SINGH
trading as ;TEZ ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO 5860 B BLOCK GALI NO 116 SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI 84
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/05/2005
DELHI
ESCORTING IN SOCIETY AND DATING SERVICES
2638321  05/12/2013

ROSY BLUE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
1608-09, PRASAD CHAMBERS, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI - 400004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/08/2013

To be associated with:
1240631, 2638318

MUMBAI

LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED APP. NO.1240631,2638318
2638568   06/12/2013
SHAILENDRA PATHAK
trading as ;LEGALANCE
103, L-1, AMRUT GANGA COMPLEX, OPP. INDIAN HUME PIPE, SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE-41
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHANDGE APARNA VIJAY
B1-FLAT 13 / 1 MILLENNIUM TOWER, SANPADA SECTOR–9, NAVI MUMBAI-705, MAHARASHTRA
Used Since :18/12/2009
MUMBAI
CONSULTATION SERVICES, LITIGATION SERVICES, LEGAL RESEARCH AND ANY OTHER LEGAL SERVICES
2640096   10/12/2013
MR. AJIT KUMAR
PLOT NO. 61, ROAD NO. 10, VIPIN GARDEN EXTENSION KAKROLA MORE, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
SERVICES: PROVIDING SECURITY, HOUSEKEEPING AND OTHER RELATED SERVICES TO ALL OF PERSONAL, RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL PREMISES
2640979  11/12/2013
VINAYAN SREEDHARAN
trading as ;PATWISE CONSULTING SOLUTIONS
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATOR, UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS, GUINDY CAMPUS, CHENNAI, TMIL NADU - 600025
SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since :01/10/2012

CHENNAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
2640980  11/12/2013
VINAYAN SREEDHARAN
trading as ;PATWISE CONSULTING SOLUTIONS
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATOR, UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS, GUINDY CAMPUS, CHENNAI, TMIL NADU - 600025
SERVICE PROVIDER
- 
Used Since :01/10/2012
CHENNAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
2641712    12/12/2013
MISSIONARIES OF CHARITY
54A, A.J.C. BOSE ROAD, KOLKATA 700016, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since: 31/08/1948

KOLKATA
Social and Charitable Services
2643190  16/12/2013
SIDDHI VINAYAK LOGISTIC LIMITED
Plot No 14/15, G.I.D.C Bhatpore, Opp. ONGC Gate No. 2, Hazira, Surat - 394510, (Gujarat) India,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
106, GURUNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. BARODA PRESTIGE, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT 395006
Used Since :01/11/2013

To be associated with:
2559580

AHMEDABAD
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL SERVICES IN CLASS 45

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE TERMS
AND IMAGES APPEARING ON THE LABEL
MASTERCARD WORLDWIDE. THE HEART OF COMMERCE.

Priority claimed from 20/12/2005; Application No.: 4.794.855 ;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (CTM)

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1456712 25/05/2006

MasterCard International Incorporated

2000 Purchase Street, Purchase, New York 10577-2509, United States of America

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

a corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware USA,

Address for service in India/Agents address:

REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE, 8, NANGAL RAYA BUSINESS CENTRE, NEW DELHI - 110 046.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PRIORITY CLAIM IS ALLOWED.

Cl.35; Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; commercial, industrial and business management assistance; business appraisals; advisory services for business management; market research; marketing studies; statistical information (business); preparation of statements of accounts; bookkeeping; business research; public relations; publication of publicity texts; issuing of publicity leaflets; retail services provided through mobile telecommunications means; retail services provided on-line, through networks or other electronic means using electronically digitised information; computer database management; association services, namely, promoting the interests of banks, credit unions, and other regulated financial institutions.

Cl.36; Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financial services; banking and credit services; providing credit card, debit card, charge card and stored value prepaid card services; banking, payment, credit, debit, charge, cash disbursement, stored value deposit access services; bill payment services; credit card, debit card, charge card, pre-paid card and stored value card services; cheque verification and check cashing services; automated teller machine services; processing of financial transactions both on-line via a computer database or via telecommunications and at point of sale; processing services for financial transactions by card holders via automatic teller machines; the provision of balance details, deposits and withdrawals of money to card holders via automatic teller machines; settlement and authorization services; travel insurance services; issuing and redemption of travellers cheques and travel vouchers; payer authentication services; verification of financial information; data encryption and decryption of financial information; maintenance of financial records; electronic funds transfer and currency exchange services; dissemination of financial information via the internet and other computer networks; remote payment services; stored value electronic purse services; providing electronic funds and currency transfer services, electronic payments services, prepaid telephone calling card services, cash disbursement services, and transaction authorisation and settlement services; provision of debit and credit services by means of radio frequency identification devices (transponders); provision of debit and credit services by means of communication and telecommunication devices; travel insurance services; cheque verification services; issuing and redemption services all relating to travellers cheques and travel vouchers; the provision of financial services for the support of retail services provided through mobile telecommunications means, including payment services through wireless devices; the provision of financial services for the support of retail services provided on-line, through networks or other electronic means using electronically digitised information; value exchange services, namely, the secure exchange of value, including electronic cash, over computer networks accessible by means of smartcards; bill payment services provided through a website; on-line banking; financial services provided over the telephone and by means of a global computer network or the internet; provision of financial services by means of a global computer network or the internet; real estate services; real estate property services; real estate insurance services; insurance for property owners; insurance services relating to property; real estate financing; real estate brokerage; real estate appraisals; real estate agency services; evaluation of real estate; real estate administration; administration of financial affairs relating to real estate; provision of real estate loans; financing services relating to real estate development; financial brokerage services for real estate; financial services relating to real estate property and buildings; financial services for the purchase of real estate; arranging of loan agreements secured on real estate; arranging of shared ownership of real estate; arranging the provision of finance for real estate purchase; assisting in the acquisition of and interests in real estate; capital investment in real estate: commercial property investment services; financial services relating to the acquisition of property; financial services relating to the sale of property; financial valuation of freehold property; financial valuation of leasehold property; arranging letting of real estate; arranging of leases of real estate;
leasing of property; leasing of real estate property; leasing of freehold property; estate management services relating to transactions in real property; valuation of property; property portfolio management; management of property; advisory services relating to real estate ownership; advisory services relating to real estate valuations; corporate real estate advisory services; computerized information services relating to real estate; consultation services relating to real estate; provision of information relating to real estate property; provision of information relating to the property market; research services relating to real estate acquisition; research services relating to real estate auctions.
MANOIR PETROCHEM

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

1659116  28/02/2008
MANOIR INDUSTRIES,
37, rue de Liege, 75008 PARIS, France.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
a Societe par actions simplifiee organized and existing under the laws of France,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cl.6; STEEL ALLOYS; STEEL TUBES; NICKEL.
Cl.40; CUSTOM ASSEMBLING OF MATERIALS FOR OTHERS; METAL CASTING; METAL TREATING.
THE AMAZING WORLD OF GUMBALL

1878772  30/10/2009
THE CARTOON NETWORK INC.
trading as ;THE CARTOON NETWORK INC.
1050 TECHWOOD DRIVE NW ATLANTA GEORGIA 30318 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
THE AMAZING WORLD OF GUMBALL

Cl.9; SERIES OF PRE-RECORDED VIDEO CASSETTES AND DVDS FEATURING CARTOONS; SERIES OF PRE-RECORDED AUDIO CASSETTES AND COMPACT DISCS FEATURING SOUNDTRACKS, MUSIC OF CARTOON THEME SONGS AND OTHER SOUND RECORDINGS, EYEGlasses, SUNGLASSES, ANTI-GLARE GLASSES, PROTECTIVE AND SAFETY GLASSES AND LENSES, FRAMES AND CASES THEREFORE; DOWNLOADABLE RING TONES, GRAPHICS AND MUSIC VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS DEVICES; CELLULAR TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES, NAMELY, CELLULAR TELEPHONE CASES AND CELLULAR TELEPHONE FACE PLATES; DOWNLOADABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMS PROVIDED VIA VIDEO-ON-DEMAND; RADIOS, TELEVISIONS, STEREOS, TELEPHONES, THERMOMETERS, COMPASSES, RULERS, MEASURING TAPEs, BINOCULARS, MAGNIFYING GLASSES, CALCULATORS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PERIPHERAL APPARATUS, COMPUTER GAME JOYSTICKS, ALARMS, SNORKEL TUBES, SWIM MASKS, SWIM GOGGLES, CAMERAS, FILM, SLIDE PROJECTORS, BATTERIES, FLASHLIGHTS AND MAGICAL LANTERNS, ELECTRONIC GAMES (COMPUTER GAME CARTRIDGES, COMPUTER GAME CASSETTES, COMPUTER GAME DISCS, COMPUTER GAME PROGRAMS, COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES, VIDEO GAME DISCS, VIDEO GAME JOYSTICKS, VIDEO GAME INTERACTIVE REMOTE CONTROL UNITS, VIDEO GAME INTERACTIVE HAND HELD REMOTE CONTROLS FOR PLAYING ELECTRONIC GAMES, VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE, VIDEO GAME TAPE CASSETTES), MAGNETS, MAGNETIC BOARDS, MOUSE PADS AND DECORATIVE REFRIGERATOR MAGNETS

Cl.41; EDUCATION; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; PROVISION OF TELEVISION, BROADBAND, WIRELESS AND ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; PROVISION OF TELEVISION, BROADBAND, WIRELESS AND ONLINE COMPUTER GAMES; PROVISION OF TELEVISION, BROADBAND, WIRELESS AND ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, PROJECTING AND RENTAL OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS, VIDEOS, MOTION PICTURE FILMS, PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES, CASSETTES, DISCS, RECORDS, CDs, DVDS AND ALL OTHER TYPES OF CARRIERS; PRODUCTION AND ARRANGEMENT OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; INFORMATION RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION PROVIDED VIA TELEVISION, BROADBAND, WIRELESS AND ONLINE; PROVIDING TELEVISION, BROADBAND, WIRELESS AND ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (NOT DOWNLOADABLE); PROVIDING AN ONLINE WEBSITE OF ENTERTAINMENT NEWS AND INFORMATION, PRODUCTS, MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMS AND REFERENCE MATERIALS
HOME TESTER CLUB

2147633  20/05/2011

BUCHANAN GROUP HOLDINGS PTE LTD,
50 RAFFLES PLACE, #32-01 SINGAPORE LAND TOWER, SINGAPORE 048623,
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND PROVIDER OF SERVICE
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF SINGAPORE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

Cl.16; Printed matter; books, catalogues, magazines; advertising literature, leaflets, pamphlets, posters and newspapers; letterhead; business cards and invoices and printed cardboard, printed forms and questionnaires

Cl.35; Market research, advertising research, consumer research, consumer advisory services

Cl.42; Consumer and market research; conducting consumer evaluation of products; analysis of consumer comments
HILTI AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
FELDKIRCHERSTRASSE 100,FL-9494 SCHAAN,LIECHTENSTEIN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF LIECHTENSTEIN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 483463, 889980, 889981, 483458, 889982- 84-86, 483461 - 62- 64

Cl.1; CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY; ORGANIC AND/OR INORGANIC CURABLE SINGLE-COMPONENT AND MULTI-COMPONENT PRESSURE-SENSITIVE COMPOSITIONS, FOAMING COMPOSITIONS, SEALING COMPOSITIONS AND ADHESIVE COMPOSITIONS AS SUCH OR IN THE FORM OF CARTRIDGES, TAPES, CASSETTES, FOIL POUCHES, FOIL BUNDLES, IN PARTICULAR USED IN INDUSTRY; ADHESIVES IN THE FORM OF TAPES, RODS AND PROFILES; INORGANIC AND/OR ORGANIC NON-DEFORMABLE, DEFORMABLE, FOAMED OR FOAMABLE FIRE PROTECTION ELEMENTS AND COMPOSITIONS AS SUCH AND FIRE PROTECTION COMPOSITIONS IN THE FORM OF CARTRIDGES, CASSETTES, FOIL POUCHES, FOIL BUNDLES AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR.

Cl.4; GAS CANS.

Cl.6; COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES; FASTENING, CONNECTING, INSULATING AND ASSEMBLY ELEMENTS, INCLUDING BOLTS, NAILS, PEGS, SCREWS, DOWELS, ANCHORS, ANCHOR RODS, ROOF BOLTS, RIVETS, HOOKS, EYELETS, CLIPS, SLEEVES, TUBING, INSULATION NAILS, STATIC MIXERS, FORMWORK STOPS, SQUARES, CONSOLES, NAIL MAGAZINES, MOUNTING RAILS, ANCHOR RAILS, SUSPENSION, FASTENING, CONNECTING AND ASSEMBLY ELEMENTS; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; RIGID VENTILATION AND CABLE CONDUITS OF METAL (NOT ELECTRIC), PIPES, RIGID CONDUITS OF METAL (NOT ELECTRIC) AND CONNECTING AND ASSEMBLY ELEMENTS THEREFOR; BUILDINGS OF METAL, IN PARTICULAR FRAMEWORK FOR SOLAR MODULES; FRAMEWORK OF METAL FOR BUILDING, IN PARTICULAR FRAMEWORK FOR SOLAR MODULES.

Cl.7; MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; TOOLS, INCLUDING STATIONARY OR HAND TOOLS OPERATED ELECTRICALLY, BY POWDER, BY EXPANDING GASES, BY COMPRESSED AIR OR BY INTERNAL COMBUSTION, INCLUDING BOLT, NAIL AND PEG INSERTION APPARATUS, STAPLERS, SCREWDIVERS, DRILLING MACHINERY, HAMMER DRILLS, DIAMOND DRILLING AND SEPARATING APPARATUS, CHISEL HAMMERS, SAWING APPARATUS, SLOT CUTTERS, GRINDERS, WELDING APPARATUS S AND OTHER SUCH APPARATUS, IN PARTICULAR FOR PROCESSING STONE, CONCRETE, MASONRY, WOOD AND METAL; APPARATUS FOR METERING, DISPENSING, COATING AND INTRODUCING LIQUID, PASTY AND SOLID COMPOSITIONS; SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFORESAID TOOLS AND APPARATUS, INCLUDING APPARATUS SUSPENSION DEVICES, APPARATUS STANDS, DRIVE UNITS, DRILLS, INCLUDING DIAMOND DRILLS AND DRILL BITS, SAWS, SAW BLADES AND GRINDING AND CUTTING DISCS, SHARPENING PLATES, CHISELS, BITS; PLASTIC MAGAZINES AND MAGAZINE STRIPS; SUCTION DEVICES, IN PARTICULAR VACUUM CLEANERS, CONSTRUCTION SUCTION DEVICES, WET SUCTION DEVICES, DRY/WET SUCTION DEVICES; BRUSHES FOR BRUSHING OUT BOREHOLES; WATER TREATMENT APPARATUS, BEING ACCESSORIES FOR MACHINES.

Cl.8; HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); BOLT INSERTION APPARATUS, DRILLING APPARATUS, CUTTING TOOLS, KNIVES, GRINDING TOOLS, SEPARATING APPARATUS AND SAWS, MARKING APPARATUS, APPARATUS FOR METERING, DISPENSING, COATING, EXTRUDING AND INTRODUCING LIQUID, PASTY AND SOLID
COMPOSITIONS, IN PARTICULAR FOR PRESSURE-SENSITIVE ADHESIVE COMPOSITIONS, MORTAR COMPOSITIONS AND ADHESIVE COMPOSITIONS, INCLUDING IN THE FORM OF CARTRIDGES, CASSETTES, PROFILES, FOIL POUCHES, FOIL BUNDLES AND SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE AFORESAID TOOLS AND APPARATUS; SAWS, SAW BLADES AND GRINDING AND CUTTING DISCS; DRILLS, INCLUDING DIAMOND DRILLS AND DRILL BITS, SAWS, SAW BLADES AND GRINDING AND CUTTING DISCS, CHISELS, BITS; PROTECTIVE HANDLES OF PLASTIC; PLASTIC MAGAZINES AND MAGAZINE STRIPS; BRUSHES FOR BRUSHING OUT BOREHOLES; HAND PUMPS, IN PARTICULAR BLOW-OUT PUMPS FOR CLEANING BOREHOLES.

Cl.9; SCIENTIFIC, NAUTICAL, SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINEMATOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, CHECKING (SUPERVISION), LIFE-SAVING AND TEACHING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR CONDUCTING, SWITCHING, TRANSFORMING, ACCUMULATING, REGULATING OR CONTROLLING ELECTRICITY; APPARATUS FOR RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES AND MECHANISMS FOR COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS; CASH REGISTERS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AND COMPUTERS; FIRE-EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS; MEASURING, SIGNALLING, TESTING, ALIGNING, POSITIONING, SEARCHING AND CHECKING (SUPERVISION) APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS ON ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC, MAGNETIC, LIGHT-TECHNOLOGY AND/OR LASER BASIS AND/OR ELECTROMAGNETIC BASIS, IN PARTICULAR RADAR, INCLUDING ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING STANDS, HOLDERS, VIEWFINDERS, BEAM COLLECTORS, BATTERY CHARGERS; SAFETY GOGGLES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, MEASURING AND DATA RECORDING SOFTWARE; DATA ACCUMULATORS; MICE; HAND-HELD CALCULATORS; CABLE CHANNELS (ELECTRIC); PLASTIC HELMETS.

Cl.13; PROPELLANT CHARGES AND CARTRIDGES, IN PARTICULAR FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, INCLUDING POWDER-ACTUATED TOOLS AND APPARATUS, AND MAGAZINES FOR SUCH PROPELLANT CHARGES AND CARTRIDGES; CASELESS PROPELLANT CHARGES, IN PARTICULAR ELECTRIC OR PERCUSSION-IGNITABLE PROPELLANT CHARGES; MAGAZINED CARTRIDGES AND PROPELLANT CHARGES.

Cl.17; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES NOT OF METAL; FILMS AND PROFILES OF PLASTIC; PLASTIC MAGAZINES AND MAGAZINE STRIPS (SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS); GASKETS, SEALS, INSULATORS, INSULATING TAPES, DAMPING ELEMENTS, FOAMABLE INSULATING COMPOSITIONS; ORGANIC AND/OR INORGANIC CURABLE SINGLE-COMPONENT AND MULTI-COMPONENT SEALING COMPOSITIONS AS SUCH OR IN THE FORM OF CARTRIDGES, TAPES, CASSETTES, FOIL POUCHES, FOIL BUNDLES, IN PARTICULAR FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; INSULATING PROFILES.

Cl.19; BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; SQUARES, CONSOLES, STOPS, MOUNTING RAILS, SUSPENSION ELEMENTS, RIGID VENTILATION AND CABLE CONDUITS FOR PIPELINES (NOT OF METAL), PLASTIC GUIDE RAILS; ROOFING, NOT OF METAL, INCORPORATING SOLAR CELLS; MORTAR COMPOSITIONS.

Cl.20; FASTENING, CONNECTING AND ASSEMBLY ELEMENTS OF PLASTIC, INCLUDING BOLTS, SCREWS, DOWELS, ANCHORS, RIVETS, HOOKS, EYELETS, CLIPS, SLEEVES, TUBING, INSULATING MUSHROOMS, STATIC MIXERS, FORMWORK STOPS; PLASTIC HOUSINGS, PLASTIC MOULDED RECESSES, VENTILATION AND CABLE CONDUITS, PLASTIC GUIDE RAILS; PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR APPARATUS, TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES.

Cl.25; CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR.

Cl.28; GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS; GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.

Cl.37; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES; CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES RELATING TO THE FASTENING, CONSTRUCTION, DISASSEMBLY, MINING, ENERGY AND BUILDING MAINTENANCE SECTORS; REPAIR, IN PARTICULAR OF FASTENING, SEPARATING, MEASURING, POSITIONING, DRILLING, CHISELLING AND DISASSEMBLY TOOLS AND APPARATUS FOR ENSURING, IMPROVING OR RESTORING PROBLEM-FREE FUNCTION.
Priority claimed from 19/09/2012; Application No. : 2012732705 ;Russia
2440325   11/12/2012
LLC LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES TRADING COMPANY
STR. 2, D. 2B, UL. OTRADNAYA, MOSCOW, RU-127273, RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
Manufacturers & Merchants/Traders
An organization, organized and existing unde the laws of Russian Federation.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..

Cl.9; darkroom lamps (photography); neon signs; thermionic lamps and tubes; thermionic valves [radio]; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; mirrors (optics); signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; control panels (electricity") ; light conducting filaments (optical fibers); flash-bulbs (photography); electrified rails for mounting spot lights.

Cl.10; lamps for medical purposes; quartz lamps for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes

Cl.11; apparatus for lighting; disinfectant apparatus; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; lamp globes; acetylene flares; safety lamps; gas lamps; curling lamps; projector lamps; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; miners" lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; luminous house numbers; lamp reflectors; lamp casings; sockets for electric lights; aquarium lights; lighting apparatus and installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; searchlight including diving lights and torches for lighting; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; light diffusers; lamps; street lamps, standard lamps, lantern; ceiling lights; lighting installations for air vehicles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; luminous tubes for lighting; lights; automobile lights; bicycle lights; lights for vehicles; pocket searchlights; lanterns for lighting.

Cl.35; import-export agencies; demonstration of goods; marketing studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; auctioneering; sales promotion for others including the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods including purchase through retail stores and wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues, electronic media, for example, through television shopping programmes or web sites; publication of publicity texts; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising including advertising by mail order; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses).

Cl.37; installation, mounting, repair, maintenance of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes

Cl.42; graphic arts designing of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; technical project studies; engineering; testing devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; research and development for others; technical research; lighting equipment consultancy; lighting equipment quality control; industrial design; professional lighting equipment consultancy; surveying.
Priority claimed from 19/09/2012; Application No. : 2012732704 ;Russia
2440326   11/12/2012
LLC LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES TRADING COMPANY
STR. 2, D. 2B, UL. OTRADNAYA, MOSCOW, RU-127273, RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
Manufacturers & Merchants/Traders
An organization, organized and existing unde the laws of Russian Federation.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

KOLKATA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..

Cl.9;darkroom lamps (photography); neon signs; thermionic lamps and tubes; thermionic valves [radio]; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; mirrors (optics); signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; control panels (electricity) ; light conducting filaments (optical fibers); flash-bulbs (photography); electrified rails for mounting spot lights.

Cl.10;lamps for medical purposes; quartz lamps for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes.

Cl.11;apparatus for lighting; disinfectant apparatus; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; lamp globes; acetylene flares; safety lamps; gas lamps; curling lamps; projector lamps; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; miners'' lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; luminous house numbers; lamp reflectors; lamp casings; sockets for electric lights; aquarium lights; lighting apparatus and installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; searchlight including diving lights and torches for lighting; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; light diffusers; lamps; street lamps, standard lamps, lantern; ceiling lights; lighting installations for vehicles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; luminous tubes for lighting; lights; automobile lights; bicycle lights; lights for vehicles; pocket searchlights; lanterns for lighting.

Cl.35;import-export agencies; demonstration of goods; marketing studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; auctioneering; sales promotion for others including the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods including purchase through retail stores and wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues, electronic media, for example, through television shopping programmes or web sites; publication of publicity texts; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising including advertising by mail order; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses).

Cl.37;installation, mounting, repair, maintenance of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes.

Cl.42;graphic arts designing of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; technical project studies; engineering; testing devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, U classes; research and development for others; technical research; lighting equipment consultancy; lighting equipment quality control; industrial design; professional lighting equipment consultancy; surveying.
Priority claimed from 19/09/2012; Application No.: 2012732709; Russia

2440329  11/12/2012

LLC LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES TRADING COMPANY
STR. 2, D. 2B, UL. OTRADNAYA, MOSCOW, RU-127273, RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS/ TRADERS.
An organization, organized and existing under the laws of Russian Federation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Cl.9; darkroom lamps (photography); neon signs; thermionic lamps and tubes; thermionic valves [radio]; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; mirrors (optics); signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; control panels (electricity); light conducting filaments (optical fibers); flash-bulbs (photography); electrified rails for mounting spot lights.

Cl.10; lamps for medical purposes; quartz lamps for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes

Cl.11; apparatus for lighting; disinfectant apparatus; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; lamp globes; acetylene flares; safety lamps; gas lamps; curling lamps; projector lamps; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; miners' lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; luminous house numbers; lamp reflectors; lamp casings; sockets for electric lights; aquarium lights; lighting apparatus and installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; searchlight including diving lights and torches for lighting; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; light diffusers; lamps; street lamps, standard lamps, lantern; ceiling lights; lighting installations for air vehicles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; luminous tubes for lighting; lights; automobile lights; bicycle lights; lights for vehicles; pocket searchlights; lanterns for lighting.

Cl.35; import-export agencies; demonstration of goods; marketing studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; auctioneering; sales promotion for others including the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods including purchase through retail stores and wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues, electronic media, for example, through television shopping programmes or web sites; publication of publicity texts; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising including advertising by mail order; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses).

Cl.37; installation, mounting, repair, maintenance of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes

Cl.42; graphic arts designing of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; technical project studies; engineering; testing devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; research and development for others; technical research; lighting equipment consultancy; lighting equipment quality control; industrial design; professional lighting equipment consultancy; surveying
Priority claimed from 19/09/2012; Application No. : 2012732699 ;Russia
2440330   11/12/2012
LLC LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES TRADING COMPANY
STR. 2, D. 2B, UL. OTRADNAYA, MOSCOW, RU-127273, RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
Manufacturers & Merchants/Traders
An organization, organized and existing unde the laws of Russian Federation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..

Cl.9;darkroom lamps (photography); neon signs; thermionic lamps and tubes; thermionic valves [radio]; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; mirrors (optics); signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; control panels (electricity) ; light conducting filaments (optical fibers); flash-bulbs (photography); electrified rails for mounting spot lights.

Cl.10;lamps for medical purposes; quartz lamps for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes.

Cl.11;apparatus for lighting; disinfectant apparatus; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; lamp globes; acetylene flares; safety lamps; gas lamps; curling lamps; projector lamps; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; miners’ lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; luminous house numbers; lamp reflectors; lamp casings; sockets for electric lights; aquarium lights; lighting apparatus and installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; searchlight including diving lights and torches for lighting; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; light diffusers; lamps; street lamps, standard lamps, lantern; ceiling lights; lighting installations for air vehicles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; luminous tubes for lighting; lights; automobile lights; bicycle lights; lights for vehicles; pocket searchlights; lanterns for lighting.

Cl.35;import-export agencies; demonstration of goods; marketing studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; auctioneering; sales promotion for others including the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods including purchase through retail stores and wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues, electronic media, for example, through television shopping programmes or web sites; publication of publicity texts; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter, advertising including advertising by mail order; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses

Cl.37;installation, mounting, repair, maintenance of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes

Cl.42;graphic arts designing of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; technical project studies; engineering; testing devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; research and development for others; technical research; lighting equipment consultancy; lighting equipment quality control; industrial design; professional lighting equipment consultancy; surveying
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682 , 02/03/2015   Class 99

Priority claimed from 19/09/2012; Application No. : 2012732708 ;Russia
2440331    11/12/2012

LLC LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES TRADING COMPANY
STR. 2, D. 2B, UL. OTRADNAYA, MOSCOW, RU-127273, RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
Manufacturers & Merchants/Traders
An organization, organized and existing unde the laws of Russian Federation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV BUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS..

Cl.9; darkroom lamps (photography); neon signs; thermionic lamps and tubes; thermionic valves [radio]; amplifying
tubes; flashlights [photography]; mirrors (optics); signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; control panels (electricity) ;
light conducting filaments (optical fibers); flash-bulbs (photography); electrified rails for mounting spot lights

Cl.10; lamps for medical purposes; quartz lamps for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes.

Cl.11; apparatus for lighting; disinfectant apparatus; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; lamp globes; acetylene flares;
safety lamps; gas lamps; curling lamps; projector lamps; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; light bulbs for
directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes;
minters’ lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; luminous
house numbers; lamp reflectors; lamp casings; sockets for electric lights; aquarium lights; lighting apparatus and
installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; searchlight including diving lights and
torches for lighting; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; light diffusers; lamps; street lamps, standard lamps,
lantern; ceiling lights; lighting installations for air vehicles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys;
ultraviolet tubes for lighting; lights; automobile lights; bicycle lights; lights for vehicles; pocket searchlights; lanterns for
lighting.

Cl.35; import-export agencies; demonstration of goods; marketing studies; on-line advertising on a computer network;
professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for commercial or
advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing;
auctioneering; sales promotion for others including the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods
(excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods including purchase
through retail stores and wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues, electronic media, for example, through television
shopping programmes or web sites; publication of publicity texts; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising
matter; advertising including advertising by mail order; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services
for other businesses).

Cl.37; installation, mounting, repair, maintenance of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10,
11 classes.

Cl.42; graphic arts designing of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, II classes; technical
project studies; engineering; testing devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes;
research and development for others; technical research; lighting equipment consultancy; lighting equipment quality
control; industrial design; professional lighting equipment consultancy; surveying.
Experience Light

Priority claimed from 19/09/2012; Application No. : 2012732700 ;India

LLC LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES TRADING COMPANY
STR. 2, D. 2B, UL. OTRADNAYA, MOSCOW, RU-127273, RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
Manufacturers & Merchants/Traders
An organization, organized and existing unde the laws of Russian Federation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD - LIGHT.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2440330.

Cl.9: darkroom lamps (photography); neon signs; thermionic lamps and tubes; thermionic valves [radio]; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; mirrors (optics); signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; control panels (electricity); light conducting filaments (optical fibers); flash-bulbs (photography); electrified rails for mounting spot lights.

Cl.10: lamps for medical purposes; quartz lamps for medical purposes; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes.

Cl.11: apparatus for lighting; disinfectant apparatus; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; lamp globes; acetylene flares; safety lamps; gas lamps; curling lamps; projector lamps; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; miners’ lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; luminous house numbers; lamp reflectors; lamp casings; sockets for electric lights; aquarium lights; lighting apparatus and installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for vehicles; seachlight including diving lights and torches for lighting; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; light diffusers; lamps; street lamps, standard lamps, lantern; ceiling lights; lighting installations for air vehicles; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; luminous tubes for lighting; lights; automobile lights; bicycle lights; lights for vehicles; pocket searchlights; lanterns for lighting

Cl.35: import-export agencies; demonstration of goods; marketing studies; on-line advertising on a computer network; professional business consultancy; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; auctioneering; sales promotion for others including the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods including purchase through retail stores and wholesale outlets, mail order catalogues, electronic media, for example, through television shopping programmes or web sites; publication of publicity texts; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; advertising including advertising by mail order; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses).

Cl.37: installation, mounting, repair, maintenance of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes

Cl.42: graphic arts designing of devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, U classes; technical project studies; engineering; testing devices, apparatus and installations for lighting included in 09, 10, 11 classes; research and development for others; technical research; lighting equipment consultancy; lighting equipment quality control; industrial design; professional lighting equipment consultancy; surveying.
LIGHTSPEED MANAGEMENT COMPANY, L.L.C.
2200 SAND HILL ROAD, MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025, USA
Service Providers
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since: 17/01/2013

To be associated with:
1440648, 1440649, 1440650

MUMBAI

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD CHINA PARTNERS EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

Cl. 35; Business consultation services

Cl. 36; Venture capital investment services; venture capital services, namely, providing financing to emerging and start-up companies; private equity investment services; private equity services, namely, financing services, structuring and participating in equity and debt financings, sourcing investments, identification of investors, advising on fund raising materials, identifying potential acquisitions and acquisition targets, advising on IPO planning and execution; investment banking services; raising and managing funds, namely, raising funds from institutional and individual investors and providing fund management services; capital investment services; publicly traded securities investment management services; financial management and administration of funds in the nature of investment funds and funds involving publicly traded securities; real estate investment services; consulting relating to real estate investment services; real estate management services; raising and managing real estate funds
2490125  05/03/2013

SKIPTA, LTD.
416 1/2 NORTH QUEEN STREET, LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17603, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.

A CORPORATION DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Cl.9; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE IN THE NATURE OF A MOBILE APPLICATION USED FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING

Cl.35; BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING SERVICES; ON-LINE BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING SERVICES; ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FACILITATING NETWORKING AND SOCIALIZING OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES

Cl.45; ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 99

2520994 26/04/2013
MasterCard International Incorporated
2000 Purchase Street, Purchase, New York 10577, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
A corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY AND SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE, AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR - 27, GURGAON - 22 002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl. 9; Computer hardware and software platform for facilitating and administering payment, banking, credit card, debit card, payment card, automatic teller machine, stored value, electronic funds transfer, electronic payments, electronic processing and transmission of bill payment data, cash disbursement, transaction authentication, routing, authorization and settlement services, fraud detection and control, disaster recovery and encryption services; computer software and hardware that facilitates the identification and authentication of near field communication (NFC) devices and radio frequency identification (RFID) devices; computer hardware and software comprising a digital wallet that stores customer account information to access coupons, vouchers, voucher codes and rebates at retailers and to obtain loyalty or monetary rewards that can be credited to their accounts; scientific apparatus and instruments; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; cash registers; data processing equipment; computers, computer hardware, computer software and computer programs; telecommunication and electrical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus for the registration, transmission and reproduction of data including sound and images; accounting machines; apparatus for registration, transmission, reproduction of data including sound and images; magnetic recording supports; apparatus for tracking, management and analysis of financial accounts via a global computer network; computer hardware and software, in particular for the development, maintenance and use of local and wide area computer networks; systems for reading memory cards and systems for reading data in memories including integrated circuit memories and banking card memories; downloadable electronic publications; printing apparatus including printing apparatus for data processing systems and financial transaction systems; automatic tellers and cash machines for banking establishments; encoders and decoders; modems; computer hardware and software for facilitating payment transactions by electronic means over wireless networks, global computer networks and/or mobile telecommunication devices; computer hardware and encryption software, encryption keys, digital certificates, digital signatures, software for secure data storage and retrieval and transmission of confidential customer information used by individuals, banking and financial institutions; downloadable computer programs and application software for mobile phones and other digital devices that allow users to access coupons, vouchers, voucher codes, rebates, price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, and discount information; design,
development, maintenance and update of downloadable computer programs and application software that allows users to access sales promotion offers and obtain monetary rewards that can be credited to their accounts; software application for use in connection with contactless payment terminals for the purpose of allowing merchants to accept contactless mobile commerce transactions, contactless presentation of loyalty credentials, and contactless redemption of coupons, rebates, discounts, vouchers and special offers delivered by contactless RFID or NFC communications; integrated circuit chips or card for use in mobile phones and NFC and RFID devices; magnetic encoded cards and cards containing an integrated circuit chip ("smart cards"); security encoded cards; cards encoded with security features for authentication purposes; cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; hologram impregnated cards; charge cards, bank cards, credit cards, debit cards, chip cards, stored value cards, electronic data carrier cards, payment cards and payment cards all encoded; banking cards including printed banking cards and banking cards using magnetic memories and integrated circuit memories; card readers; magnetic coded card readers, electronic data carrier card readers, magnetic card reader, credit cards, electronic encryption units, computer hardware, computer terminals, computer software for use in the financial services, banking and telecommunications industries; computer software designed to enable smart cards to interact with terminals and readers; downloadable and pre-loaded software that allows users to access coupons, rebates, discounts, vouchers and special offers online via websites, by scanning coupons, rebates, discounts, vouchers and special offers from printed materials and by tapping on mobile phones and other mobile devices for NFC-enabled print or posters and sending such coupons, discounts, rebates, vouchers and special offers to mobile phones and other mobile telecommunications devices for redemption at retail or wholesale locations or virtual points of sale; computer chips embedded in telephones and other communication devices; telecommunications equipment; point of sale transaction terminals and computer software for transmitting, displaying and storing transaction, identification and financial information for use in the financial services, banking and telecommunications industries; devices for electronic verification of the authenticity of charge cards, bank cards, credit cards, debit cards and payment cards; cash dispensing machines; vending machines; computer peripheral devices and electronic goods, namely calculating machines, pocket planners, mobile telephones, mobile telephone handsets, tablet computers, digital readers and personal digital assistants (PDAs).

Cl.16; Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks; printed publications, pamphlets, brochures, newspapers, journals and magazines, manuals, printed matter all relating to banking; credit cards, debit cards, on-line retailing, telecommunications, mobile phones and mobile digital electronic devices; magazines.

Cl.35; Business and management and advisory services; marketing consulting services; market research services; tracking, analyzing, forecasting and reporting cardholder purchase behavior; promoting the sale of the goods and services of others by means of rewards and incentives generated in connection with the use of credit, debit and payment cards through means of wireless networks, mobile telecommunications devices or global computer network; administration of loyalty and rewards programs through means of wireless networks, mobile telecommunications devices or global computer network; advertising for others through means of wireless network, mobile telecommunications devices or a global computer network; business administration; office functions; commercial, industrial and business management assistance; business appraisals; advisory services for business management; marketing studies; statistical information (business); preparation of statements of accounts; book-keeping; business research; public relations; publicity; publicity texts; issuing of publicity leaflets; mobile telecommunication devices or global computer network; administrative services means in connection with the provision of credit cards and debit cards; retail services provided on-line, through networks or other electronic means using electronically digitized information connected with the provision of credit cards and debit cards; computer database management; data processing and data verification services; storage and retrieval services; promoting concerts and cultural events of others, organization of exhibitions having commercial or advertising purposes; advertising for transport, travel, travel, hotels, lodging, food and meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing, for tour agencies and readers, electronic data carrier cards, electronic encryption units, computer hardware, computer terminals, computer software for use in the financial services, banking and telecommunications industries; providing information regarding purchase of goods and services on-line through means of the Internet and other computer networks; data repository and client profile information services; providing an on-line and mobile directory of information regarding merchants who accept contactless mobile payments and promote good and services through this channel; the provision of information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.36; Financial services, namely banking, credit card services, debit card services, charge card services, pre-paid card services offered through cards with stored value, electronic credit and debit transactions, bill payment and presentment services, cash disbursement, check verification, check cashing, deposit access and automated teller machine services, transaction authorization and settlement services, transaction reconciliation, cash management, consolidated funds settlement, consolidated dispute processing, data repository and client profile information services, and related switching, gateway, settlement/reconciliation, and funds movement services in the field of payment cards, electronic payment processing services, payment transaction authentication and verification services, value exchange services, namely, secure electronic cash transactions and electronic cash transmissions, over public computer networks to facilitate electronic commerce, electronic funds transfer, providing financial information, namely credit and debit card data and reports, financial records management, electronic fund reports, currency exchange services, financial assessment and risk management services for others in the field of consumer credit; dissemination of financial information via a global computer network, financial information rendered by computer by means of a secure information computer network and advisory services regarding all of the foregoing services; the provision of financial services for the support of retail services provided through mobile telecommunications means, namely, payment services through wireline provision of retail services provided on-line, through networks; financial analysis and consultation; insurance services; financial affairs, monetary affairs; financial services; banking and credit services; providing credit card, debit card, charge card and stored value prepaid card services; banking, payment, credit, debit, charge, cash disbursement, stored value deposit access services; bill payment services;
credit card, debit card, charge card, pre-paid card and stored value card services; cheque verification and cheque cashing services; automated teller machine services; processing of financial transactions both on-line via a computer database or via telecommunications and at point of sale; processing services for financial transactions by card holders via automatic teller machines; the provision of balance details, deposits and withdrawals of money to card holders via automatic teller machines; financial settlement and financial authorization services in connection with the processing of financial payment transactions; travel insurance services; issuing and redemption of travellers cheques and travel vouchers; payer authentication services; verification of financial information; maintenance of financial records; electronic funds transfer and currency exchange services; remote payment services; stored value electronic purse services, providing electronic funds and currency transfer services, electronic payments services, prepaid telephone calling card services, cash disbursement services, and transaction authorization and settlement services; provision of debit and credit services by means of radio frequency identification devices (transponders); provision of debit and credit services by means of communication and telecommunication devices; cheque verification services; issuing and redemption services all relating to travellers cheques and travel vouchers; the provision of financial services for the support of retail services provided through mobile telecommunications means, including payment services through wireless devices; processing of credit and debit transactions by telephone and telecommunication link; the provision of financial services for the support of retail services provided on-line, through networks or other electronic means using electronically digitized downloadable computer programs and application software for mobile phones and other digital devices that allows users to access sales promotion offers and obtain monetary rewards that can be credited to their accounts via a cash-back system; real estate services; real estate property services; real estate valuations; real estate investment services; evaluation of real estate; real estate administration; administration of financial affairs relating to real estate; provision of real estate loans; financing services relating to real estate development; financial brokerage services for real estate; financial services relating to real estate property and buildings; financial services for the purchase of real estate; arranging of loan agreements secured on real estate; arranging of shared ownership of real estate; arranging the provision of finance for real estate purchase; assisting in the acquisition of and interests in real estate; capital investment in real estate; commercial property investment services; financial services relating to the acquisition of property; financial services relating to the sale of property; financial valuation of freehold property; financial valuation of leasehold property; arranging letting of real estate; arranging of leases of real estate; leasing of property; leasing of real estate property; leasing of freehold property; estate management services relating to transactions in real property; valuation of property; property portfolio management; management of property; advisory services relating to real estate ownership; advisory services relating to real estate valuations; corporate real estate advisory services; computerized information services relating to real estate; consultation services relating to real estate; provision of information relating to real estate property; provision of information relating to the property market; research services relating to real estate acquisition; research services relating to real estate selection; mortgage financing and asset securitization; consulting services regarding payment solutions, banking, credit card, debit card, payment card and automatic teller machine services

Cl.38; Telecommunications services; mobile telecommunication services; internet based telecommunication services; data communication services; electronic transmission of data in the nature of machine readable code that is displayed on a mobile device display screen and transmitted over a global remote data processing network, including the internet; services for the transmission, provision or display of information from a computer-stored data bank or via the internet in the field of financial services; transmission of data through the use of electronic image processing by mobile telephone link; data transmission; electronic mail, message sending and receiving services; broadcasting services; providing multi-user access to a secure computerized information network for the transfer and dissemination of a range of information in the field of financial services; leasing access time to a computer database

Cl.39; Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; tourist information and travel services, organization and management of tours and provision of transportation information; booking agency services; ticket reservation; agency services for the rental of cars; provision of organizing and arranging, travel arrangements relating to tours and transport; arranging and booking of holidays, excursions and visits; air transportation services and air transportation ticketing services; arranging airline tickets, cruise tickets and train tickets; escorting of travellers and their luggage; tourist offices; travel agency services; namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; air transportation; tour guide services; car rental services; advisory and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid; arranging travel and information therefor; providing on-line from a computer database or the Internet; a computerized reservation services for travel; provision of travel information by computer; collation of data relating to travel

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design, development, maintenance and update of computer hardware and software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software and applications for managing, locating, activating and revoking authentication and digital credentials of near field communication (NFC) devices; design, development, maintenance and update of computer hardware and application software for mobile digital devices; design, development, maintenance and update of downloadable computer programs and application software for mobile phones and other digital devices that allows users to access coupons, vouchers, voucher codes, rebates, price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, and discount information; design, development, maintenance and update of downloadable computer programs and application software that allow users to access sales promotion offers and obtain monetary rewards that can be credited to their accounts via a cash-back system; computer hardware and software consulting services; computer programming; support and consultation services for managing computer systems, databases and applications; application service provider (ASP) services, application software provider (ASP) featuring software for receiving, transmitting and displaying vouchers, coupons, voucher codes, special offers, reviews, product information, price comparison information, links to shopping websites, and receiving data for the purchase of goods; application service provider featuring software for providing consumers with information regarding discounts, vouchers and special offers for the goods and services of others; application service provider services concerning social networking software; graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the internet; information relating to computer
hardware or software provided on-line from a global computer network or the internet; creating and maintaining web-sites; hosting the web-sites of others; creation of web pages; the design, creation and hosting of merchant websites; the designing, creation and hosting of bill payment websites; computer and Internet related services namely, providing on-line electronic databases via a global computer network in the field of identity authentication and verification; data storage retrieval services; data repository services; data encryption and decryption of financial information; digital signature authentication services for authentication of others, namely, data encryption and data integrity; providing for others encrypted and digitally signed and authenticated data for use in issuance, and validation of digital certificates in the field of document authentication; digital certificate verification, authentication, issuance, distribution and management technical consultation services in the fields of computer programming, financial computer networks, data processing, secure communications, data encryption and decryption and local area network security; dissemination of information over a global computer network in the fields of computer software, computer hardware, financial computer networks and local area networks
FRAUSCHER HOLDING GMBH
GEWERBESTRASSE 1, A 4774 ST. MARIENKIRCHEN, AUSTRIA.
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF AUSTRIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO.X-4, SHIVNATH BHAVAN, GARIAHAT ROAD, KOLKATA 700 029, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since: 30/03/2012

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

Cl.9; Surveying, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; sensors; electric and magnetic measuring devices, in particular inductive sensors; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electric circuits for counting wheel axles; data processing equipment and computers and parts thereof; interface cards for connecting measuring devices and sensors with computer installations; computer software, in particular for the processing of sensor data; lightning protection devices.

Cl.20; Cabinets for holding electric devices

Cl.42; Scientific and technological services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
DRACULAURA

2522095  29/04/2013

MATTEL, INC
333 CONTINENTAL BOULEVARD EL SEGUNDO CALIFORNIA 90245-5012 USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

Cl.28; GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASTIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES.
Cl.41; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
ROBACER

2596279 13/09/2013
ROCHLING LERIPA PAPERTECH GMBH & CO. KG
trading as ;Rochling Leripa Papertech GmbH & Co. KG
Rochlingstrasse 1, 4151 Opping, AUSTRIA
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of AUSTRIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cl.7; Machines, Machine parts, Paper machine parts; Gaskets (parts of machines); Surface-coated ceramic rollers;
Wear-resistant ceramic, namely parts for machines, apparatus and installations, included in class 7, ceramic pipes and
insulating rods therefor, included in class 7; Ceramics for engineering, namely machine parts, construction elements for
machines, apparatus and installations, included in class 07

Cl.17; Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; Packing, stopping and insulating materials; Flexible pipes, not
of metal; Seals of rubber graphite; Draught excluder strips, weather-stripping; Limiters of rubber graphite
GranBio Inventimentos S.A.
AV. BRIGADEIRO FARIA LIMA, 2277, ANDAR 15, 1501, SALA 02 C.J. 1503 E C.J. 1503, SAO PAULO, SP CEP 01452-000, BRAZIL
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF BRAZIL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

CL.1; BIOMASS FOR PRODUCING BIOFUELS; CHEMICAL, BIOCHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR PRODUCING BIOFUELS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR MOLECULAR ANALYSES OF THE PROCESS OF PRODUCING SUGARS, BIOCHEMICALS AND BIOFUELS; MICRO-ORGANISMS FOR PRODUCING ENZYMES

CL.4; BIOFUEL; FUEL

CL.35; PRODUCTION AND MARKETING SERVICES, INCLUDING THROUGH CONTRACTING BY THIRD PARTIES FOR AGRICULTURAL VARIETIES PRODUCING BIOMASS; SERVICES OF MARKETING, IMPORTING AND EXPORTING BIOCHEMICAL PRODUCTS AND BIOFUELS AND BIOCHEMICAL DERIVATIVES

CL.36; SERVICES OF PARTICIPATION, IN ANY FORM, IN OTHER COMPANIES AND ASSOCIATIONS, IN BRAZIL AND ELSEWHERE; SERVICES OF ADMINISTRATION OF ITS OWN ASSETS (INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS); SERVICES OF PURCHASES, SALES AND LEASING OF RURAL PROPERTIES FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

CL.39; PROVISION OF SERVICES OF GATHERING AND TRANSPORTING BIOMASS; ENERGY DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

CL.40; SERVICES OF MANUFACTURING BIOCHEMICAL PRODUCTS AND BIOFUELS AND BIOCHEMICAL DERIVATIVES; ENERGY PRODUCTION; BIOMASS PROCESSING SERVICES; SERVICES OF PRODUCTION AT A TESTING PHASE OR ON AN INDUSTRIAL SCALE OF CHEMICALS AND MEDICATIONS, OPERATING PILOT PLANTS FOR PRODUCING SUGARS, BIOCHEMICALS AND BIOFUELS ON A DEMONSTRATION SCALE

CL.42; SERVICES OF RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATIONS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL VARIETIES; SERVICES OF RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION RELATED TO TECHNOLOGIES FOR PROCESSING BIOMASS; SERVICES OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES AND ROUTES FOR PRODUCING SUGARS, BIOCHEMICALS AND BIOFUELS FROM BIOMASS; SERVICES OF CHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTS OF THE PROCESS, FROM MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CANE, TO SUPPORTING ITS IMPROVEMENT; SERVICES OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF MICRO-ORGANISMS FOR PRODUCING ENZYMES
CANTWELL PAXTON

2638573 06/12/2013

DAVID MICHAEL HUNT
8442 CLOVER LEAF DRIVE, MCLEAN, VIRGINIA 22102, USA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A VIRGINIA RESIDENT AND U.S. CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Cl.35; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; BUSINESS SERVICES; BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES; IN CLASS 35

Cl.45; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTATION; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY VALUATION AND ANALYSIS SERVICES; LEGAL RESEARCH SERVICES; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; PROVIDING AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; PATENT RESEARCHING SERVICES; PROVIDING AN ELECTRONIC PATENT FILE DATABASE; PROVIDING A DATABASE FEATURING INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS; IN CLASS 45
2639790   09/12/2013
SANZYMIE LIMITED
A-2, SILVER BELLE, SRINIVAS BAGADKAR MARG, J.B. NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAIR SAJEEV KUMAR S.
GOPAKUMAR NAIR ASSOCIATES, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (E),
MUMBAI - 400 101
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cl.30; COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS
MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY
Cl.32; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT
JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
2640374  10/12/2013
DAMODAR MENON INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
302, SURYA KIRAN BUILDING, 19, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110001.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2623785
DELHI

Cl.24; TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: BED COVERS: TABLE COVERS; GREIGE AND DYED/PROCESSED FIBERS; YARNS AND FABRICS; SPUN YARN; FILAMENT YARN; WARP AVEFT FABRICS; WOVEN FABRICS; COTTON FABRICS; HOUSEHOLD LINEN: SILK CLOTH: ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS FALLING IN CLASS 24.

Cl.35; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS: SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS: BUSINESS INFORMATION: ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT: MARKETING: MARKETING RESEARCH: MARKETING STUDIES: ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; PUBLIC RELATIONS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS; ALL THE AFORESAID SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS 35.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1682, 02/03/2015 Class 99

POLLINI S.P.A.
VIA ERBOSA I TRATTO 92, GATTEO (FORLI-CESENA), ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
AN ITALIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING.
10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

564765, 564766

KOLKATA

Cl.18: travelling bags, handbags, bags, garment bags for travel, suitcases, wallets, briefcases-type portfolios, briefcases, trunks for traveling, umbrellas and parasols, beach umbrellas, walking sticks

Cl.25: articles of clothing, footwear and headwear.
Priority claimed from 30/07/2013; Application No. : MI2013C007484 ;Italy
2706777  23/10/2013

[International Registration No. : 1190614]
ZAMBON S.P.A.
VIA LILLO DEL DUCA 10 I-20091 BRESSO (MI) ITALY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2250560, 2250561, 2250562

IR DIVISION
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS.
2706917  31/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190142]
Cyclacel Limited
Dundee Technopole, James Lindsay Place Dundee, Tayside DD1 5JJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1868600

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and biopharmaceuticals for the treatment of cancer.
EURARTESIM
2708855  24/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191049]
SIGMA-TAU INDUSTRIE FARMACEUTICHE RIUNITE S.P.A.
VIALE SHAKESPEARE, 47 I-00144 ROMA ITALY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1410833, 1498866, 1961963
IR DIVISION
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
Priority claimed from 12/06/2013; Application No. : 302013036387.6/10 ;Germany
2706957    27/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190637]
SCHOTT AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
HATTENBERGSTRASSE 10 55122 MAINZ GERMANY
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
SYRINGES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
BAKBAR

MOFFAT PTY LIMITED
740 SPRINGVALE ROAD MULGRAVE VIC 3170 AUSTRALIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

MACHINES, APPARATUS AND APPLIANCES FOR COOKING, HEATING AND CHILLING FOOD, NAMELY
COMMERCIAL OVENS, FRYERS, GRIDDLES, DOUGH PROVING APPARATUS, FOOD DISPLAY AND
SERVERY UNITS; FOOD WARMERS; FOOD WARMING PLATES, STANDS AND TRAYS; HEATED
CABINETS AND CONTAINERS FOR FOOD; HEATED TROLLEYS FOR KEEPING FOOD WARM;
REFRIGERATED CABINETS FOR THE STORAGE AND DISPLAY OF FOOD.
TUDOR HERITAGE RANGER

Priority claimed from 31/07/2013; Application No. : 647151 ; Switzerland
2706959   13/12/2013

[International Registration No. : 1190751]

MONTRES TUDOR SA
RUE FRANÇOIS-DUSSAUD 3 CH-1211 GENÈVE 26 SWITZERLAND

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
406464, 1005277, 1056435, 1989554, 2047022

IR DIVISION

JEWELRY, TIMEPIECES, NAMELY WATCHES, WRISTWATCHES, COMPONENTS OF TIMEPIECES AND ACCESSORIES FOR TIMEPIECES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, CLOCKS AND OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, CHRONOMETERS, CHRONOGRAPHS (TIMEPIECES), APPARATUS FOR TIMING SPORTS EVENTS, TIME MEASURING AND MARKING APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; DIALS (FOR TIMEPIECES), HANDS (FOR TIMEPIECES), BOXES, CASES AND PRESENTATION CASES FOR TIMEPIECES AND JEWELRY.
2706400  26/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190052]
RICHEMONT INTERNATIONAL SA
ROUTE DES BICHES 10 CH-1752 VILLARS-SUR-GLÂNE - Fribourg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

PRESENTATION OF TIMEPIECES, WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, WORKS OF ART, PRECIOUS STONES, PRECIOUS METALS ON ALL COMMUNICATION MEDIA FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING TIMEPIECES, WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES; COMMERCIAL ADVICE FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE OF TIMEPIECES, WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY, PRECIOUS STONES.
Priority claimed from 26/04/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 029 465.3/07 ;Germany

2706155  23/10/2013

[International Registration No. : 1190295]

KIESLING MASCHINENTECHNIK GMBH
MAINSTRAßE 20 63128 DIETZENBACH GERMANY

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2704228

IR DIVISION

Cl.7;SEPARATORS [MACHINES]; METAL DRAWING MACHINES; " BENDING MACHINES; PRINTING MACHINES FOR USE ON SHEET METAL; DRILL CHUCKS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; DRILLING HEADS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; DRILLING BITS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; DRILLING MACHINES; LATHES; COMPRESSED AIR MACHINES; COMPRESSED AIR ENGINES; PRINTING MACHINES; PRINTING ROLLERS FOR MACHINES; PRESSURE VALVES; BRUSHES, ELECTRICALLY OPERATED; SPEED GOVERNORS FOR MACHINES, ENGINES AND MOTORS; FILTERS [PARTS OF MACHINES OR MOTORS]; MILLING MACHINES; GEAR BOXES OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES; ENGRAVING MACHINES; ELEVATING APPARATUS; STITCHING MACHINES; SIZING MACHINES; NOTCHERS [MACHINE TOOLS]; PISTON SEGMENTS; BALL BEARINGS; BEARINGS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; AIR FILTERS FOR MACHINES; MACHINES FOR PROCESSING OF PLASTICS, METAL AND WOOD; METAL PROCESSING MACHINES; RIVETING MACHINES; CONTROLS (PNEUMATIC) FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES; DIE-STAMPING MACHINES; PUMPS [MACHINES]; PUMPS [BEING PARTS OF MACHINES OR ENGINES]; MACHINE WHEELWORK; TRUEING MACHINES; SHARPENING WHEELS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; SAW BLADES [PARTS OF MACHINES]; VALVES [PARTS OF MACHINES]; CUTTERS [MACHINES]; CHUCKS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; VACUUM CLEANERS; VACUUM CLEANER BAGS, CONTROL MECHANISMS FOR MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS; CONTROL CABLES FOR MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS; SWAGING MACHINES; TRANSMISSIONS FOR MACHINES; TOOLS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; FANS FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES; HOLDING DEVICES FOR MACHINE TOOLS; MACHINE TOOLS; CYLINDERS FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES; PISTONS FOR CYLINDERS; MACHINES FOR PROCESSING OF ALUMINUM.

Cl.35;PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS [PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHER BUSINESSES]; ONLINE RETAIL SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MACHINES, TOOLS AND METAL GOODS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS; ONLINE WHOLESALE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MACHINES, TOOLS AND METAL GOODS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS; RETAIL SERVICES
IN THE FIELD OF MACHINES, TOOLS AND METAL GOODS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS; WHOLESALE SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MACHINES, TOOLS AND METAL GOODS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS; ONLINE OR MAIL ORDER TRADING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF MACHINES, TOOLS AND METAL GOODS, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS.

CI.42; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS; SERVICES OF A TECHNICAL MEASURING AND TESTING LABORATORY; CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; TECHNICAL TESTS; SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH; SURVEYING; TECHNICAL RESEARCH; MECHANICAL RESEARCH; INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SOFTWARE; SIZING AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF MEASUREMENT DEVICES; CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING; MATERIAL TESTING IN THE FIELD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; QUALITY CONTROL IN THE FIELD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; TECHNICAL CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDIES IN THE FIELD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; MATERIAL TESTING; TECHNICAL PLANNING OF AUTOMATION.
Priority claimed from 30/04/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 029 709.1/42 ;Germany
2706933    16/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190299]
SAP AG
DIETMAR-HOPP-ALLEE 16 69190 WALLDORF GERMANY
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; MACHINE-READABLE DATA CARRIERS OF ALL TYPES WITH PROGRAMS INSTALLED; COMPUTER
PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE OF ALL KINDS; MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY MAGNETIC TAPES,
MAGNETIC DISCS AND MAGNETIC CARDS.
Cl.35; SYSTEMATIC ORDERING OF DATA AND INFORMATION IN COMPUTER DATABASES FOR
THE INTERNET RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT, CREATING, PROGRAMMING, IMPLEMENTING,
PERFORMANCE, PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, SALE, APPLICATION, USE, FUNCTION, HANDLING,
MODIFICATION, MAINTENANCE, RENTAL, UPDATING, DESIGN AND OUTSOURCING OF COMPUTER
PROGRAMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE.
Cl.41; TRAINING IN THE USE OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS.
Cl.42; CREATING, DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE, IN
PARTICULAR FOR COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONS, INCLUDING FOR ACCOUNTING AND MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, PRODUCTION AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT, QUALITY MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE,
SALES, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT, AND GENERAL OFFICE FUNCTIONS,
INCLUDING WORD PROCESSING, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND ARCHIVING; IMPLEMENTATION, MAINTENANCE,
RENTAL, OUTSOURCING AND CARE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE; UPDATING AND
MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE, IN PARTICULAR PROGRAMS
RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT, CREATION, PROGRAMMING, EXECUTION, FUNCTION, PRODUCTION,
DISSEMINATING, DISTRIBUTION, APPLICATION, USE, OPERATING, HANDLING, MODIFYING, SALE,
MAINTENANCE, RENTAL, UPDATING, DESIGN AND OUTSOURCING THEREOF; TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY
WITH REGARD TO THE CREATING, DEVELOPMENT, USE AND APPLICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AND SOFTWARE; RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND SOFTWARE.
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<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>131895</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131912</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132940</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133012</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133158</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>05/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171793</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173509</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208091</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26/03/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211444</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212329</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213041</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213163</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213950</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214885</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215144</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259394</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261479</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261744</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>02/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262753</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262785</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262837</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263263</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263836</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264608</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264609</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>264610</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264611</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264612</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264613</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317471</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>03/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317507</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>04/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319629</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321490</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321890</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322055</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322405</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322428</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322468</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322485</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322523</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28/01/2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322523</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28/01/2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322524</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322527</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322579</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322621</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322829</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322872</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322873</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>322874</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323057</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323304</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323390</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323937</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323939</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323940</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324420</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324465</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324715</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325907</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>06/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326310</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387773</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/03/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399950</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/01/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404550</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405801</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408541</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408771</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408775</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408778</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408783</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408784</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409395</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412300</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/10/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>414232</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>09/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414349</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414574</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414575</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414595</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414648</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415184</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415185</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415325</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415505</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415702</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>06/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415894</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415901</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415969</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416089</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416090</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416091</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416092</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416093</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416272</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416273</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416569</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417059</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417108</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>417206</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>06/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417354</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418177</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418319</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418765</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>07/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418911</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419440</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419441</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419794</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419812</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420255</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420256</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420268</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420274</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>03/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420627</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421887</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422048</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422531</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423164</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423165</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423167</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444628</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/10/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480109</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/10/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480113</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/10/2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>487280</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492459</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492462</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532359</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533739</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533828</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534058</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537849</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>538810</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>539407</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>05/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540597</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541798</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541938</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542017</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542046</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542938</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>04/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>543474</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>543499</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544008</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544123</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544381</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544490</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>544960</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>545403</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>546934</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>546935</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547209</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547360</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547387</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>19/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547856</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548033</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548042</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548043</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548046</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548047</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548048</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548049</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548050</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548051</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548052</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548881</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548883</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548884</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548885</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548887</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548890</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549097</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549414</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/04/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>549418</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550578</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>07/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550664</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>08/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550665</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>08/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550666</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>08/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550667</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>08/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550668</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>08/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550669</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>08/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551354</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551355</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551356</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551923</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551924</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551925</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551926</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551927</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551928</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553614</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>01/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567287</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11/02/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567287</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11/02/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>586805</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16/12/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613864</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14/12/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>616248</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10/01/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622271</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17/03/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>632034</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634321</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634337</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634453</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634511</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>20/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634578</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634579</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634730</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>637512</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>637513</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638591</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641075</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641928</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>04/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642606</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643315</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643910</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645562</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645563</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645564</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645565</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645567</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648760</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649037</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649141</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19/12/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>649475</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649477</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649478</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649479</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649481</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649482</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650028</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650486</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651076</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>05/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651276</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>06/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652472</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652758</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652889</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653134</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653297</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653358</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653359</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653361</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653605</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>654196</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>654210</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>654211</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655027</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655624</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655630</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655631</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655654</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655902</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656113</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656510</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23/02/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656737</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657037</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657409</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657621</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>06/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657626</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>06/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>658253</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659397</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659688</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659738</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659739</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659740</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659795</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659795</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660712</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660887</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662202</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662204</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17/04/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>662205</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662210</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662211</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662308</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663171</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663845</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>664086</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>664087</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>664088</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>664092</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>665771</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666113</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666230</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666231</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666533</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666534</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666859</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666861</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666862</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667131</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667132</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667135</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667141</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>667142</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667143</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667146</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667147</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667148</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667149</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667156</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667450</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667615</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668242</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>06/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668620</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668666</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668843</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669502</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681009</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21/09/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>693719</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>08/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>693730</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>08/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>765634</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>05/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>788151</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>789677</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>791449</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>791454</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>792325</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>793085</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

973
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>793099</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27/02/2008 12:30:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794774</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>795637</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805974</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806217</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809282</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>09/07/2008 11:25:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809283</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>09/07/2008 11:25:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822534</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12/10/2008 11:33:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822535</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12/10/2008 11:33:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822537</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12/10/2008 11:33:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>903407</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14/02/2010 14:00:01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1022574</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/07/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1086500</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11/03/2012 15:45:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1122408</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30/07/2012 10:45:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1136103</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24/09/2012 15:47:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215071</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17/07/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1222619</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13/08/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1222620</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13/08/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1224466</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19/08/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1228782</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29/08/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1251814</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>27/11/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1258543</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1259516</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>06/01/2014 15:21:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1262272</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/01/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1262273</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/01/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1264318</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>03/02/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1267218</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16/02/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1269928</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>01/03/2014 14:16:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1271266</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>08/03/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1278049</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1278050</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1278051</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1278052</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1278053</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280591</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280593</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1281590</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28/04/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283291</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283296</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283297</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283299</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283300</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283301</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283302</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283373</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1287166</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>31/05/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1288088</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>03/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1289621</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/06/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1290777</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290778</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290779</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290780</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290781</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290782</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290783</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290784</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290785</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290786</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290787</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1290788</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1291616</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1291742</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1293610</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>30/06/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1293706</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>01/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1293751</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>01/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1294054</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>02/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1295950</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1295953</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296194</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296318</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296445</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296446</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1296550</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296551</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296619</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296620</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296621</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296756</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296777</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296810</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297044</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297238</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297266</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297363</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297445</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297446</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297470</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297471</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297472</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297558</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297706</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297707</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297912</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1297977</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298087</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>23/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298243</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26/07/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1298475</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298582</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298583</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298586</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298587</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298602</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298604</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298605</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298621</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298622</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298664</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298676</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298996</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1299127</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1299129</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1299746</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30/07/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1299995</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>02/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300343</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>04/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300610</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>05/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300751</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300771</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300787</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>05/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300904</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>06/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1301335</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>09/08/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1301723</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1302262</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1302263</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1302495</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1302926</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>16/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303180</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303209</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303248</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303263</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>17/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303828</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303907</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303917</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1303922</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304183</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304289</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>23/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304290</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>23/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304450</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304453</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304944</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304960</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304961</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304962</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1304972</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25/08/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1305261</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305262</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305265</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305266</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305306</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305441</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305913</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305964</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>31/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305965</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>31/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306065</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>31/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306136</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31/08/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306289</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>01/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306292</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>01/09/2014 14:49:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306921</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>06/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308490</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308491</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308558</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308559</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>14/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308664</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308949</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309317</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309324</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309335</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309424</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/09/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1309806</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309888</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309912</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309913</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1310401</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1310402</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1311649</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28/09/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312379</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>01/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312380</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>01/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312381</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>01/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312382</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>01/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312383</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>01/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312756</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>04/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313182</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>06/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313520</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>06/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313760</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313761</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>07/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313762</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>07/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313765</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>07/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313771</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>07/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314072</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>08/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314264</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314265</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314267</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1314327</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314328</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314329</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314330</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314331</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314332</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314333</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314333</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11/10/2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314334</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314335</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314609</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314981</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315394</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>14/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315947</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316073</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316074</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316093</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316094</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316095</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316096</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316097</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014 16:10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316098</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014 16:10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316099</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1316101</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316102</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18/10/2014 16:10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316255</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19/10/2014 14:18:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316366</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316602</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316603</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316604</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1317624</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27/10/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318390</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>01/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318391</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>01/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318435</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>01/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318655</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318656</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318657</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319135</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319384</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>08/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319688</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>08/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319868</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>09/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320045</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10/11/2014 15:01:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320252</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320255</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320533</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321126</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19/11/2014 10:55:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321137</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19/11/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1321138</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321294</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321510</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321572</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321616</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>23/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321881</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322474</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322475</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322532</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29/11/2014 14:12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322755</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29/11/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323259</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>01/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323466</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>02/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323736</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>03/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323737</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>03/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323751</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>03/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323819</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>03/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323940</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>06/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324294</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>07/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324570</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>08/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324743</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>09/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324744</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>09/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324745</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>09/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324754</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>09/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324900</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>09/12/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1324992</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325322</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325326</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325327</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13/12/2014 14:42:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325393</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325394</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325395</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325442</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325443</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325473</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325683</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325684</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325708</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325709</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325781</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325791</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325794</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325798</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325803</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325805</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325808</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325809</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325810</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014 12:21:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325812</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1326055</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326056</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326093</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326143</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326144</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326145</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326260</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326295</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326418</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326498</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326539</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326562</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326563</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326645</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326648</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326654</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326669</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326675</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326680</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326696</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326727</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327002</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327013</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327211</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1327221</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327222</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327225</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327226</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327227</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327261</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327268</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327315</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327433</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327516</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327527</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327545</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327555</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327714</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327715</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327735</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327749</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327779</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327823</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327998</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1327929</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328067</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328068</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328069</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1328070</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328115</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328135</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328136</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328203</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27/12/2014 11:58:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328204</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27/12/2014 11:58:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328213</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328797</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328808</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328809</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328810</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328820</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328868</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328961</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328997</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328998</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1328999</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329069</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329145</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329146</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329150</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>30/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329327</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329449</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329512</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31/12/2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1329638</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329659</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31/12/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329761</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>03/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330075</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>05/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330076</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>05/01/2015 11:23:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330479</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>06/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330481</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>06/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330513</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330561</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330573</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330574</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330575</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330576</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330577</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330597</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>07/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330997</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>10/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331082</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331135</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331166</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331183</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331185</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331186</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331187</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331355</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1331393</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331415</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331428</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331479</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>11/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331564</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331623</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331763</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331787</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331788</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331817</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331818</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331819</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331820</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331821</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331822</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331823</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331824</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331825</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331826</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331827</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331845</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331983</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1331995</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332009</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1332019</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332185</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332186</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332205</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332375</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332487</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332625</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332863</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332872</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1332873</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333020</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>18/01/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333086</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333088</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333115</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333222</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19/01/2015 14:53:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333227</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333240</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333246</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333273</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19/01/2015 15:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333295</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333467</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333483</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333497</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333837</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1333864</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333971</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334046</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334070</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334135</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334138</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24/01/2015 16:31:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334163</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>24/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334185</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334186</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334437</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334689</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334690</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334693</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27/01/2015 14:46:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334763</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334764</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334765</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334766</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334767</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334768</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334770</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>27/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334902</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28/01/2015 14:31:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335015</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>28/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335037</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>28/01/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1335051</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335069</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335205</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335225</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335262</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335289</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335291</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335417</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335418</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335419</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335438</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335451</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335452</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335453</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31/01/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335681</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335686</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335689</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335698</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335709</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335710</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335711</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335712</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335713</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335714</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1335715</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335716</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335731</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335736</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335741</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335742</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335744</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015 16:45:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335746</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335747</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335748</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335749</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335751</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335752</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335753</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335754</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335755</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335823</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335859</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335860</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335963</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335964</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335965</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335966</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335967</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1335968</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335969</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335970</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335984</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335986</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335987</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335988</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335990</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335991</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335992</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335993</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>02/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336016</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336041</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336149</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336150</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336151</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336171</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>03/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336426</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336536</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336537</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336558</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336559</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336600</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336627</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1336644</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336647</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336652</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>04/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336767</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336826</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>07/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336873</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>07/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337142</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337143</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337151</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337152</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337153</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337154</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337155</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337156</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337295</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337319</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337334</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>08/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337378</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337388</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337494</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337496</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337497</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337498</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337501</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1337502</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337535</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337552</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337559</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>09/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337696</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337768</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337774</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337915</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337990</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338038</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338094</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338474</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338584</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338606</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338685</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338697</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338720</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338723</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338848</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338859</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338898</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338946</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339086</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>17/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339102</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17/02/2015 14:23:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1339344</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339403</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339405</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339410</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339412</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339619</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339658</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339718</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339853</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339857</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339861</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1339889</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340001</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340002</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340003</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340004</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340385</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340516</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>23/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340570</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340571</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340626</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340771</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340775</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1341039</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/02/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1341150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1341340</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1341416</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28/02/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1341631</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>01/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342305</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342322</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342348</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>04/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342349</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>04/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342491</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>04/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342550</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>04/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342630</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>07/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342631</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>07/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342632</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>07/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342633</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>07/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342634</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>07/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1342788</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>07/03/2015 12:24:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343015</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>07/03/2015 16:38:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343105</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>08/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343138</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>08/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343141</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343209</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>09/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343277</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>09/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343623</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343855</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1343856</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1343920</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11/03/2015 14:16:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344030</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344031</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344032</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344035</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344036</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344044</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344135</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344233</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344242</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344379</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>14/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344512</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344513</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344514</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344515</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344516</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344757</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/03/2015 15:14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1344758</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/03/2015 15:14:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345194</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345195</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345196</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17/03/2015 12:45:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345197</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345289</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>17/03/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1345756</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345758</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345760</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345761</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345763</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345764</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345765</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345797</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345817</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345819</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345820</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345821</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345822</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345823</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345824</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345825</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345826</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345828</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345994</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1346108</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1346111</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1346348</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1346696</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1346873</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24/03/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1347391</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347392</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347393</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347394</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347507</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347669</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347720</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347721</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347722</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347723</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347775</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347909</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347910</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348086</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31/03/2015 12:33:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348086</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31/03/2015 12:33:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348166</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348170</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348198</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348199</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348204</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/03/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348251</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348309</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348346</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1348347</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348348</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348349</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348518</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>04/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348520</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>04/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348657</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04/04/2015 14:48:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348680</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>04/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348681</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>04/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348682</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>04/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348800</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>04/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348909</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>05/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1348974</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>05/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1349298</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>06/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1349335</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>06/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1349336</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>06/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1349506</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>07/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1349637</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>07/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350027</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350522</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350539</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350584</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350586</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350589</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350599</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1350624</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1351293</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1351294</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1351442</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1351443</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1351444</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1351445</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1351861</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>20/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352239</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352240</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352253</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21/04/2015 12:21:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352475</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352485</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352487</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352488</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352490</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352519</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352672</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352778</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352784</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352789</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352898</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352899</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1353304</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26/04/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1353308</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26/04/2015 15:04:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1353373</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1353513</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1353736</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28/04/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1353976</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29/04/2015 15:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1354319</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>02/05/2015 11:55:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1354528</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>02/05/2015 14:36:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1354656</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>03/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1354823</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>04/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1354832</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>04/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355013</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>04/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355028</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>04/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355097</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>04/05/2015 14:58:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355100</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>04/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355102</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>04/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355545</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>06/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355932</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>09/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1356578</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11/05/2015 15:02:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1356628</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357076</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357077</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357094</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357167</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357168</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16/05/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1357169</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357407</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357420</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>16/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357739</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357875</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357876</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357878</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357879</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357880</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357881</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357883</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357885</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357886</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358296</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358297</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358648</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358669</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358690</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358776</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358777</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358778</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358779</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24/05/2015 12:21:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358948</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1359243</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24/05/2015 14:19:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1359252</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1359333</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1359779</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360036</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360064</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360195</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360298</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360311</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360324</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360569</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360570</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360821</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31/05/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1361203</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>02/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1361786</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>06/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1361787</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>06/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1361827</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>06/06/2015 14:57:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1361961</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>06/06/2015 16:32:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362210</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>07/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362218</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>07/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362282</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362620</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362622</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362623</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362624</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09/06/2015 15:07:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1362666</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>09/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362710</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>02/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1363255</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1363265</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1363267</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13/06/2015 12:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1363967</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1363968</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1364042</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15/06/2015 14:07:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1365895</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366208</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366230</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366878</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27/06/2015 14:11:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366879</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366880</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366881</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366882</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366883</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1367699</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>29/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1367701</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>29/06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368255</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>01/07/2015 13:23:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368544</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>04/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368568</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>04/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368580</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>04/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368581</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>04/07/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPL NO</th>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>RENEWAL DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1368759</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>04/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368975</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>05/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368976</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>05/07/2015 14:55:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1369109</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>05/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1369110</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>05/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1369459</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>06/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1372917</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1373575</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1373636</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1373637</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1373850</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26/07/2015 14:38:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1373991</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1374614</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29/07/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1374830</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>01/08/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1374921</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>02/08/2015 12:32:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1374922</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>02/08/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1376917</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>11/08/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPL NO</td>
<td>CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312338</td>
<td>1312338 - (1328-4) Application date has been corrected as:- 30/09/2004 Proprietor name has been corrected as:- HALDOR TOPSOE A/S Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- NYMOLLEVEJ 55, 2800 LYNGBY, DENMARK Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS &amp; MERCHANTS GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 42:- SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO AS WELL AS INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1502499</td>
<td>1502499 - (1424-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1672218</td>
<td>1672218 - (1445-0) THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT WILL READ AS 410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1689373</td>
<td>1689373 - (1445-0) USER DETAIL HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- 03/11/1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1787451</td>
<td>1787451 - (1441-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE NAME OF THE CONVENTION COUNTRY IS CORRECTED TO READ AS &quot;EUROPEAN COMMUNITY&quot; INSTEAD OF &quot;GERMANY&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812394</td>
<td>1812394 - (1667-0) GOODS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES, NAMELY, TROUBLESHOOTING THROUGH AUTOMATED ATTENDANT SERVICES FOR RETRIEVAL OF DATA; DEVELOPMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; DATA AUTOMATION AND COLLECTION SERVICE USING PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE TO EVALUATE, ANALYZE AND COLLECT SERVICE DATA; DATA AND VOICE ENCRYPTION SERVICES; PRODUCT TESTING IN THE FIELD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS; APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDER, NAMELY, PROVIDING, HOSTING, MANAGING, DEVELOPING, AND MAINTAINING APPLICATIONS, SOFTWARE, WEBSITES, AND DATABASES IN THE FIELD OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATION AND MOBILE INFORMATION ACCESS MANAGEMENT, NAMELY, DESIGN FOR OTHERS OF METHODS FOR AND COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICAL DATA AND MEASURED TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULTS IN THE FIELD OF WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS; PRIVACY AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, DATA AND VOICE ENCRYPTION SERVICE, ENCRYPTION KEY ESCROW AND REGISTRATION SERVICES. IDENTITY VERIFICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AUTHENTICATION OF PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION VIA SECURE STORAGE AND TRANSMITTING SUCH INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1829472</td>
<td>1829472 - (1670-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832077</td>
<td>1832077 - (1670-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A JAPANESE CORPORATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1836502</td>
<td>1836502 - (1670-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A JAPANESE CORPORATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843675</td>
<td>1843675 - (1670-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A NEW YORK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1862260</td>
<td>1862260 - (1672-0) PROPRIETOR ADDRESS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- 2525 ARMITAGE AVENUE, MELROSE PARK, ILLINOIS, 60160, USA LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A DELAWARE CORPORATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872399</td>
<td>1872399 - (1674-0) GOODS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- DEHUMIDIFICATION AND PRESSURIZATION UNITS FOR USE WITH WAVEGUIDES AND ANTENNAS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1886015 1886015 - (1676-0) GOODS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY; CHEMICAL PRODUCTS BEING; ADDITIVES IN THE OIL, GAS AND WATER EXPLORATION INDUSTRY, IN PARTICULAR CLEANERS, WETTING AGENTS AND EMULSIFIERS; CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR METAL MACHINING, IN PARTICULAR FOR MILLING, FORGING, DRILLING, SHAPING, CUTTING; CHEMICAL ADDITIVES FOR MINING, IN PARTICULAR TUNNELLING, DRILLING INTO GROUND, BENEATH BUILDINGS AND RIVER CROSSING.

1891855 1891855 - (1676-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF ENGLAND AND WALES

1895010 1895010 - (1677-0) goods has been corrected as in class 05:- Dietary aid namely an ingredient used in food products and beverages: nutritional supplements: dietary supplements: meal replacement bars and beverages: nutraceuticals used in food products and beverages for the treatment of muscle loss, bone loss, muscle deterioration, and muscle wasting.

1986850 1986850 - (1662-0) GOODS SALE IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY.

2209326 2209326 - (1586-0) ADDRESS FOR SERVICE TO READ AS : Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO. YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

2231443 2231443 - (1670-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A CORPORATION ORGANIZED, REGISTERED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF WASHINGTON, USA

2266851 2266851 - (1669-0) PROP ADDRESS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS :- EGE ALLE 2 8882 FARVANG DENMARK

Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

2363698 2363698 - (1668-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE NAME OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "GOTOKU YAKUHIN KABUSHIKI KAISHA".

2363699 2363699 - (1668-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE NAME OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "GOTOKU YAKUHIN KABUSHIKI KAISHA".

2370335 2370335 - (1674-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "VIA DEI LANAIOLI, 42, BLOCCO 11 - CENTERGROSS, I- 40050 FUNO DI ARGELATO (BOLOGNA), ITALY" AND TRADE DESCRIPTION IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS".
CORRIGENDA

APPL NO CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION

2420830 2420830 - (1679-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "26, JUNG-RO, JONGRO-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA".

2420833 2420833 - (1679-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE SPECIFICATION OF GOODS IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EXHIBITION SERVICES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA, TUTORIALS AND WORKSHOPS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES; DIGITAL VIDEO, AUDIO, AND MULTIMEDIA PUBLISHING SERVICES; MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE PRODUCTION SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING NON-DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS; RENTAL OF PORTABLE MULTIMEDIA VIEWING TERMINALS; ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES INCLUDING VIA COMPUTER DATABASES, THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC NETWORKS; GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM COMPUTER DATABASES, THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC NETWORKS; ONLINE PUBLISHING SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS (OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS), ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE; RADIO AND TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES INCLUDING THOSE PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER, THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC LIBRARY SERVICES FOR THE SUPPLY OF ELECTRONIC DATA, TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHIC IMAGES OR VIDEO (INCLUDING ARCHIVE DATA); PROVIDING DIGITAL MUSIC (NOT DOWNLOADABLE) FROM COMPUTER DATABASES, THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC NETWORKS; FEATURES OF WEB-BASED, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES A SUMMARY OF A PATIENT’S MEDICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA" AND THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "26, JUNG-RO, JONGRO-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA"

2427824 2427824 - (1678-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "994 MADURDAHA, CHOWBAGA ROAD, ANANDAPUR, P.O. EAST KOLKATA TOWNSHIP, KOLKATA 700107, INDIA".

2431203 2431203 - (1678-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE SPECIFICATION "FASTFOOD" IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "FAST-FOOD".

2433990 2433990 - (1678-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE SPECIFICATION OF GOODS IN CLASS-5 IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, NAMELY, GENE TESTING REAGENTS FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY DIAGNOSIS OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND CANCERS".

2455925 2455925 - (1678-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "P.O. BOX 60, 84100 BEER SHEVA, ISRAEL".

2471075 2471075 - (1678-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE SPECIFICATION OF SERVICES IS CORRECTED TO READ AS "FEATURE OF WEB-BASED, NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE THAT PROVIDES A SUMMARY OF A PATIENT’S MEDICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA".

2486406 2486406 - (1678-0) - TRADING STYLE OF THE APPLICANT TO BE READ AS "ISUZU MOTORS LIMITED".

2504136 2504136 - (1675-0) - THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT WILL READ AS 410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.

2504139 2504139 - (1675-0) - THE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT WILL READ AS 410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNo.</th>
<th>NOTIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2327384-(1672-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 26/12/2014 AND AS PER ORDER DATED 16/10/2014, &quot;THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..FOR USE IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL ONLY&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1015849 - (1332-1) - AS PER ORDER OF THE DEPUTY REGISTRAR OF TRADE MARKS DATED 20/02/2015 AND BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 13/02/2015, THE SERVICE FOR APPLICANT TO BE READ AS &quot;AMIT SUREKA &amp; ASSOCIATES,36,STRAND ROAD,1ST FLOOR,ROOM NO.12,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL&quot; AND THE APPLICATION IS AMENDED ACCORDINGLY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2482700 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 04/02/2015 AND AS PER ORDER DATED 22/01/2015, AREA FOR SALE OF GOODS IS RESTRICTED TO READ AS &quot;FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF EASTERN PART OF INDIA&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2485072 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2485070 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2485069 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2485068 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2485067 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2485066 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2485065 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2485064 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2485063 - (1678-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 12/02/2015 AND AS PER GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE OF THE AGENT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;L.S. DAVAR &amp; CO.; 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2183648 - (1559-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 19/09/2012, THE NAME OF THE APPLICANT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;CROSS COMPANY INC.&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2201446 - (1585-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 25/04/2013 AND AS PER FRESH CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION, THE NAME OF THE APPLICANT IS AMENDED TO READ AS &quot;SRI AVANI PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2154300 - (1661-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 16/01/2015, THE SPECIFICATION OF GOODS IS RESTRICTED BY DELETING &quot;MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS&quot; FROM THE SPECIFICATIONS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 17   | 1836484 - (1517-0) - AS PER ORDER DATED 23/02/2015 OF THE SENIOR EXAMINER OF TRADE MARKS AND BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 27/12/2012, THE LABEL MARK IS AMENDED BY DELETING THE WORD "FINEST DARJEELING TEA" THEREFROM
AND THE APPLICATION IS AMENDED ACCORDINGLY.

18 1836481 - (1517-0) - AS PER ORDER DATED 23/02/2015 OF THE SENIOR EXAMINER OF TRADE MARKS AND BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 27/12/2012, THE TRADE MARK IS AMENDED BY DELETING THE WORD “DARJEELING” THEREFROM AND THE APPLICATION IS AMENDED ACCORDINGLY.


20 1807313 - (1511-0) - AS PER ORDER DATED 16/02/2015 OF THE SENIOR EXAMINER OF TRADE MARKS AND BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 08/11/2012, THE SPECIFICATION OF GOODS IS AMENDED TO READ AS “PAIN RELIEVER PRODUCTS TO ALLEVIATE PAIN AND INFLAMMATION EXCLUDING VACCINE” AND THE APPLICATION IS AMENDED ACCORDINGLY.

21 1527716 - (1392-0) - AS PER ORDER DATED 17/02/2015 OF THE SENIOR EXAMINER OF TRADE MARKS AND BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 27/03/2009, THE SPECIFICATION OF GOODS IS AMENDED TO READ AS “PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS” AND THE APPLICATION IS AMENDED ACCORDINGLY.

22 1527716 - (1392-0) - AS PER ORDER DATED 17/02/2015 OF THE SENIOR EXAMINER OF TRADE AND BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 05/03/2013, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IS AMENDED TO READ AS “LALL & SETHI, D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49” AND THE APPLICATION IS AMENDED ACCORDINGLY.
SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED

1703366 - 39: Proprietor Altered to MR.DHIRENDRA KANTILAL SHAH , 211,SUVIDHA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX,TALAV GATE,JUNAGADH-362001, GUJARAT. M/S SHAYANA LINGOO BIDIWALA & CO.

1842152 - 42, 1842151 - 42, 1834328 - 42, 1834329 - 42: Proprietor Altered to CONCEPT HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED , C-701-704,RAYLON ARCADE,RAMKRISHNA MANDIR ROAD,KONDIVATA,ANDHERI (EAST),MUMBAI-400 059

1615857 - 20: Proprietor Altered to SOLAGE INTERNATIONAL SA , 17 RUE BEAUMONT,L-1219 LUXEMBOURG


508629 - 17: Proprietor Altered to MICROTERM (GB) LIMITED , 1, ARROWE BROOKE ROAD, UPTON, WIRRAL, CHESTER, CH49 ISX, UNITED KINGDOM

1903710 - 11, 429219 - 11: Proprietor Altered to PANASIA ENGINEERS PRIVATE LIMITED , 3-B, THACKER INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,N.M.JOSHI MARG, BOMBAY-400 011, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

623718 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD. , B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.

518399 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ENGINE COMPONENTS LIMITED , MAITHRI, 132, CATHEDRAL ROAD, CHENNAI 600 036, INDIA.

632930 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD. , B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.

581377 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MAESTRO HEALHCARE PVT.LTD. , C-103,KAILASH IND.COMPLEX,PARKSITE,VIKHROLI (WEST),MUMBAI-400 079.

482878 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MAESTRO PHARMACEUTICALS LTD. , B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.
LIMITED, BRUMBY CENTRE, LOT 42, JALAN MUHIBBAH 87000 LABUAN F.T. MALAYSIA
INVIDA HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
315008 - 4: Proprietor Altered to CHEMOLEUMS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, T-3, JAINS
ANNABELLE, NO.3, 3RD CRESCENT PARK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020.
CALTEX LUBRICANTS INDIA LIMITED
508629 - 17: Proprietor Altered to PROMAT RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY CENTRE NV,
BORMSTRAAT 24, 2830 WILLEBROCK, BELGIUM
MICROTHERM (GB) LIMITED
504215 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., B/2, MAHALAXMI
CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.
CHERYL LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
534113 - 12: Proprietor Altered to TECHCONS LIMITED, MAITHRI, 132, CATHEDRAL ROAD,
CHENNAI 600 086, INDIA.
RANE ENGINE VALVES LIMITED
526942 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., B/2, MAHALAXMI
CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.
CHERYL LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
764667 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., B/2, MAHALAXMI
CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.
CHERYL LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
742221 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., B/2, MAHALAXMI
CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.
CHERYL LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
692317 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., B/2, MAHALAXMI
CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.
CHERYL LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
571828 - 21: Proprietor Altered to MR.SUMENDRA JAIN, SURVEY NO.66,KOTHARI
COMPOUND,NEXT TO JB METAL COMPOUND,SAKI-VIHAR ROAD,SAKI NAKA,MUMBAI-400 072,
JAIPAN INDUSTRIES LTD.
PR Section
J/1682

571814 - 7: Proprietor Altered to MR. AMAR SINGH, MR. J.N. AGARWAL trading as JAIPAN KICHEN APPLIANCES, 17 CAMA INDUSTRIAL EST., WALBHAT ROAD, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI-400 063.

526943 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD., B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHALABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026.

923854 - 21, 923855 - 25: Proprietor Altered to HAMMER & KENDALL LIMITED, 66, WIGMORE STREET, LONDON, W1U 2SB, UNITED KINGDOM.

557316 - 18, 557317 - 9, 557320 - 4: Proprietor Altered to EICHER MOTORS LIMITED, 3RD FLOOR-SELECT CITYWALK, A-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI - 110 017.

NAME, ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS

1346579 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to MGM RESORTS INTERNATIONAL MGM MIRAGE

534113 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to RANE ENGINE VALVE LIMITED TECHCONS LIMITED


262586 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to LABORATOIRES GRIFFON PRIVATE LIMITED FRANCO-INDIAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

1050887 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED PIKRAMAL HEALTHCARE LIMITED

534113 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to RANE ENGINE VALVES LIMITED ENGINE COMPONENTS LIMITED

1266745 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE.

508629 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to 1, ARROW BROOK ROAD, UPTO Wirral CH 49 ISX, ENGLAND.

MICROTHERM INTERNATIONAL LIMITED


ESSEL PROPACK LIMITED

1306701 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to IIIrd Floor, SIDCO Garment Complex, Guindy, Chennai- 600032.

APEX LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1699488 - 19, 1699487 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to "Dusseldorfer Landstrabe 395, 47259 Duisburg, Germany."

XELLA DEUTSCHLAND GMBH


FINEFAIR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.

1344231 - 36, 1344232 - 37: Proprietor Address Altered to SUITE NO. 3 FIRST FLOOR, NO. 60, 3RD CROSS STREET, KASTURIBHABA NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

RAMS REAL ESTATE LTD.

1327715 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-510, LANDMARK EMPIRES, PUNA KUMBHARIYA
ROAD, MAGOB, SURAT -395 010. GUJARAT. INDIA.
M/S.SKYMAX LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
794774 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
GURUKRUPA GARMENTS
616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.5, ADISHWER COMPLEX, JAISINGHBHAI NI WADI, NR. LAXML VISHNU MARKET, GHEEKANTA ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 01.
PR Section
J/1682

1327714 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-510, LANDMARK EMPIRES, PUNA KUMBHARIYA ROAD, MAGOB, SURAT -395 010, GUJARAT. INDIA. M/S. SKYMAX LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.

1633018 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 359/B, SARV SAMPANA NAGAR, BICHHOLI HOSPITAL ROAD, INDORE (M.P.)
MENSUR BIOLOGICS

568605 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to Dugar Towers, 123/34, 7th Floor, Marshalls Road, Egmore, Chennai - 600008.
NEMICHAND TARACHAND DUGAR

1932578 - 5, 2017698 - 5, 2050373 - 5, 2046977 - 5, 2046979 - 5, 2046985 - 5, 2046987 - 5, 2046986 - 5, 2046976 - 5, 2046987 - 5, 2046988 - 5, 2046989 - 5, 1932580 - 5, 1932579 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to No.9, 1st Floor, 2nd Lane, Chakrapani Street, Narasingapuram Extension, Maduvankarai, Guindy, Chennai-600 032.
PROVET PHARMA PVT LTD

1668407 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to KRANTI GATE, PLOT NO. 2224, NEAR SUNRAJ POLYPRIINT, METODA GIDC, RAJKOT, GUJARAT-INDIA
TECHNO STEEL INDUSTRIES

1050887 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to PIRAMAL TOWERS, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013.
PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED

1269571 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to STAR HOUSE, URMU ESTATE, 95 GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400 013.
STAR INDIA PRIVATE LTD.

1883673 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to 208, 2ND FLOOR, TIRUPATI COMPLEX, KALUPUR CHOKHABAZAR, KALUPUR, AHMEDABAD
M/S. SHRI MAHAVIR TRADERS

1269570 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to STAR HOUSE, URMU ESTATE, 95 GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400 013.
STAR INDIA PRIVATE LTD.

1292741 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to 21/B, 3 RD FLOOR, OM SWATI MANOR CHS. J.K. SAWANT MARG, NEAR PLAZA THEATRE, OPP. SHIVAJI NAYYA MANDIR, DADAR (W), MUMBAI-400 028.
LAKSHYA ACADEMY

1306697 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Illrd Floor, SIDCO Garment Complex, Guindy, Chennai-600032
APEX LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1321722 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 300 BELLEVUE PARKWAY, WILMINGTON, DE 19809 U.S.A.
CIGNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, INC.

1300970 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Illrd Floor, SIDCO Garment Complex, Guindy, Chennai-600032
APEX LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1269135 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 308-310, DWARKESH COMPLEX, SUN PHARMA ROAD, OFF. OLD PADRA ROAD, POST: ATLAADRA, VADODARA 390012, GUJARAT, INDIA
SHINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

1089777 - 9, 1089775 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to L & T HOUSE, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA.
LARSEN AND TOUBRO LIMITED

1615857 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.


1286382 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

1327470 - 37: Address for Service is altered to CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

1355922 - 99: Address for Service is altered to K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

254898 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

1269571 - 38: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1321722 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

1593074 - 21: Address for Service is altered to INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA
PR Section
J/1682

1553270 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

1269570 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

616248 - 34, 1304793 - 31, 1304794 - 31: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

1238747 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 1012 Raheja Centre, 214 Free Press Journal Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021

1368544 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

1353513 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

256764 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

1284044 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

1328997 - 3, 1328998 - 30, 1328999 - 34: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

678132 - 9: Address for Service is altered to M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

1779453 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

1352899 - 21: Address for Service is altered to LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

668818 - 7: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1352898 - 21: Address for Service is altered to LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

1349506 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 001.

257063 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, CALCUTTA - 700 019.

1362282 - 30: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

1344231 - 36, 1344232 - 37: Address for Service is altered to NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

1366208 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

1339718 - 7: Address for Service is altered to TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD., 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 - GUJARAT

1869509 - 25, 1869508 - 24: Address for Service is altered to FLAT # 101, SAPTHAGIRI RESIDENCY, 1-10-98/A, CHIKOTI GARDENS, BEGUM PET, HYDERABAD-500016.
PR Section
J/1682

1633018 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

417030 - 5, 417031 - 5, 417032 - 5, 417033 - 5, 417034 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

586805 - 16: Address for Service is altered to # 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

1284043 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

2026102 - 37, 2026103 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

1362666 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 602, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380013

256763 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

1924430 - 22, 1924433 - 30, 1924442 - 30, 1924443 - 3, 1924445 - 1, 2012665 - 13, 2012666 - 29, 2012667 - 32, 2012668 - 34, 2012669 - 1, 2012670 - 30: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

1292949 - 30: Address for Service is altered to K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19

1668407 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

129589 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 069.

405801 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHLARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006

1650347 - 9, 1650350 - 7, 1650349 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

1340771 - 16: Address for Service is altered to E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

1275234 - 15: Address for Service is altered to Gyan Bhavan, Ground Floor, 8, Kumthia Street, Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400 001.

598583 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

1328466 - 5: Address for Service is altered to INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA

1328464 - 5: Address for Service is altered to INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA

2108219 - 3: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BABA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

1749270 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

667261 - 13: Address for Service is altered to NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

1327203 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 288/1,B.B CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

628963 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
1831183 - 6: Address for Service is altered to A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
PR Section
J/1682

1712524 - 10: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

1734899 - 1, 1800235 - 1, 1827419 - 5, 1962335 - 5, 1887628 - 5, 1822972 - 5, 1983463 - 5, 1734898 -
5, 1842005 - 5, 1765421 - 5, 1751311 - 5, 1744554 - 5, 1827418 - 5, 1815636 - 5, 1983462 - 5, 1908388
- 5, 1822971 - 5, 1800232 - 5, 1983465 - 5, 1598379 - 5, 1598378 - 5, 1815637 - 5: Address for
Service is altered to 67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS,
JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT

572051 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MAHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE.
KOLKATA -700 010

1261975 - 42, 1261974 - 37, 1261973 - 37, 1261972 - 37, 1261971 - 37, 1261970 - 36, 1261969 - 36,
1261968 - 36, 1261967 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-2/101, OMKAR B BUILDING CHSL,
SHIMPOLI ROAD, CHIKUWADI, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI 400 092

508629 - 17: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA,
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

508629 - 17: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA,
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
NOTICE

Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters.

Chaitanya Prasad , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI

Published by the Govt. of India,
Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037